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FOREWORD

To any reader of Marathi literature a work by Prof. A. K. Priolkar is an assured display of scholarly diligence and scrupulous accuracy as well as unquestionable balance and fairness of matter and presentation. Since 1932 he has published a stream of research papers and edited with learned introductions a number of books, mostly in Marathi. He and I can fairly claim some credit for putting out the idea of establishing the Marathi Sanshodhan Mandal, a Research Institute for Marathi language and literature, and ever since its inauguration, under the kindly and understanding support of the late Shri B. G. Kher over twelve years ago, Prof. Priolkar has been the Institute’s Chief Executive, and for most of this period its Director.

This book: THE PRINTING PRESS IN INDIA—Its Beginnings and Early Development, commemorating the quatercentenary of the introduction of printing in India, would in the ordinary course have been composed and published in Marathi, and as Prof. Priolkar states in the Introduction the original intention was to that effect. I am glad that it was ultimately decided to bring out the book in English. Prof. Priolkar is in my opinion undoubtedly right in expecting that the material presented in this volume might prove of interest to a wider public in India and abroad, if presented in English.

It was in China, it is now agreed, that the first book was printed in 868 A.D. The Arabs learnt paper-making from the Chinese, and paper was made for the first time in Baghdad in 793 A.D. and in Cairo in 900 A.D.; and the coming of paper spelt the practicability of book-making on a wide scale. With the advent of printing, that is multiple book-making by means of movable type, learning assumed a new dimension. Although paper thus made its appearance among the arts of mankind in the Middle East towards the end of the first millennium after Christ, it was not till more than 200 years later that it began to be manufactured in Europe. Although block printing was known in Europe much earlier, printing with the use of movable types began in that region only in the fifteenth century. Thereafter, as is stated in this
volume, the art spread rapidly over different countries of Europe, reaching Russia in 1558. That its advent in Goa in India followed in 1556 is an illustration of the old adage: It is an ill wind that blows nobody good.

The theory and practice of printing have developed enormously in the world during the last five hundred years, although the rate of development reached in the first fifty years after its advent was hardly or rarely equalled until the invention of the steam-engine. It is this invention and its successors that have led to the predominant position which printing holds in the world of industry today, and the progress achieved during the last 150 years has been remarkable, helped as it was by the discovery of more efficient ways of making paper, by the invention of mechanical type-setting, photography, the discovery of electricity and its application to industry and generally the evolution of industrial ideas, systems and methods.

But mechanical efficiency is only one aspect of printing. Not less important are the aesthetic aspects, of typography and binding, to name the most important two. These receive due attention and show characteristic excellence in the advanced countries of the world, but have not yet been attended to with any understanding or care in India. Norman Ellis of the Baptist Mission Press, which is in direct line of succession to the famous Serampore Press founded by William Carey, has bemoaned the utter neglect of typography (type-design and display for books and other printed matter) in India, a neglect sadly in contrast with the wealth of opportunity furnished by India's many languages and scripts. The size of the average Indian language alphabet is no doubt a handicap; nor can the Indian printing industry, inspite of its size, be called wealthy. But the potentialities for the type designer in the shape of variety of alphabet and artistic expression of the genius of the country in other fields are immense, and there is no reason why India should not evolve her own national style of printing.

However, Prof. Priolkar, as a language scholar, has drawn attention, in the fascinating account he has given of the early growth of printing in this country, to aspects still more funda-
ment from the cultural point of view. Whilst it might not be a surprise to many that printing came to India in the wake of proselytization by Christian missionaries, it was some of the early British administrators that recognized in printing an instrument of unsurpassed potency for spreading knowledge, as understood in the West, amongst the people of India. Some of them also doubted the wisdom of permitting the Christian missions of those days to run printing presses without some sort of control from the administration, their fear being that inmoderate aspersions on Indian religions might offend the Indian public and create political difficulties for the administration.

How the early fortunes of the Printing Press in India were determined by political considerations, both under the Portuguese and the British, will be abundantly clear to the readers of this volume.

Interesting as is the meticulously scholarly account of the growth and expansion of printing activities in India given in the first five chapters of the book, Chapter VI 'Opposition to the Printing Press' will be found to be of absorbing interest by many. The early struggle for the freedom of the press was fought not between the British rulers and the Indian public, but between the British bureaucracy and the British non-officials, mostly journalists or missionaries. In the account of these struggles certain historical names stand out, e.g., that of Mountstuart Elphinstone, and the reader will I am sure linger over and ponder the passage from Elphinstone's minute to the Court of Directors on the control of the press, quoted on page 116.

The historical value of this volume has been greatly enhanced by the inclusion in it of an English translation of J. H. da Cunha Rivara's Essay on Konkani Language, published in 1858. Rivara was a well-known writer and scholar, whose learning was enriched by extensive academic and administrative experience, the latter extending over 15 years in Goa as General Secretary to the Portuguese Governor-General of India. His finding that Marathi and Konkani have close affinities will be of some topical interest;
but it should be observed that the extracts which he gave as of Konkani were actually of Marathi, as will be clear from Part III of this book. Of far greater interest, however, is his vivid description of the vicissitudes of the culture of "Konkani" under ecclesiastical pressures.

Prof. Priolkar deserves our thanks for bringing out this book, the fruit of years of painstaking research. It will have served its purpose if it draws attention to the importance of the printing press, and stimulates thinking about its power for good or evil, according to as it is free or tramelled, in the consolidation of our national freedom.

New Delhi,
24-5-1958.

C. D. DESHMUKH
INTRODUCTION

In 1953, at the request of the late Fr. Heras, S.J., I contributed an article on "Early Marathi Books on Doutrina Christâ" to his Indica, a volume published to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the Indian Historical Institute of Bombay. In the concluding paragraphs of that article I pointed out that in 1556 four centuries would have elapsed since the date on which the Jesuits brought the printing press to India, and suggested that it would be appropriate on that occasion to bring out reprints of selected works published by the Christian missionaries in India during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 1956, as a modest effort in that direction, the Marathi Post-graduate Research Institute published a Devanâgarî transliteration of the Life of St. Anthony of Padua, written in Marathi verse by Fr. Antonio de Saldanha, S.J., and originally published in the Roman script in 1655 in Goa. Since then, through the efforts of Fr. Staffner, S.J., a Devanâgarî transliteration of the Christian Purâna of Fr. Stephens has also been published. The present volume is intended to commemorate the quatercentenary of the advent of the printing press in India in a somewhat different manner.

Although the Jesuit missionaries brought the printing press to India in 1556, their printing activity came to an abrupt end towards the middle of the seventeenth century before the efforts of these missionaries could find their natural fruition in the spread of the art of printing to all parts of India. Recently, Fr. J. Wicki, S.J. and Fr. Schurhammer, S.J. of Rome and A. da Silva Rego of Lisbon have published contemporary correspondence relating to conditions in India in the 16th and 17th centuries. This provides a clear and authentic picture of the circumstances in which the printing activity in India started, but it does not help us to understand the reasons for the cessation of this activity. The only sustained attempt to examine all the phases of the literary activity of the missionaries in Goa was made by J. H. da Cunha Rivara, the Chief Secretary to the Government of Portuguese India, in his "Historical Essay on the Konkani Language" published in 1857-8. This admirably well-documented essay is of unique importance for our present purpose, as it provides
the background against which the vicissitudes of the printing activity of the missionaries in Goa can be fully understood. An English translation of that essay has therefore been included as Part II of this volume. As stated above, the efforts of the missionaries did not lead to the general development of printing in various parts of India, and other beginnings had to be made by other pioneers in different centres. For completeness, an account of the efforts of these other pioneers has therefore been included as Part I.

The Marathi Post-graduate Research Institute mainly interests itself in research in Marathi language and literature. The vast literature in Marathi and its dialect published by the missionaries in Goa in the 17th century has naturally claimed the attention of the Institute. The beginnings and development of printing in Marathi can also be said to fall within the legitimate sphere of interest of the Institute. But the early printing activity at Tranquebar and Bengal preceded similar activity in Bombay, and the activities of pioneers in various centres were inter-related. The development of the art of printing in India is in a sense a single story. It was, therefore, decided that the present volume should present a succinct account of the beginnings of printing in various parts of India. The original intention was to bring out the volume in Marathi. But it was ultimately decided to publish it in English, as it was felt that the material presented in this volume might prove of interest to a wider public in India and abroad, if presented in that language.

I had started on an English translation of Cunha Rivara's Historical Essay more than a decade ago; but I did not succeed in making much progress therein. Recently my friend the Rev. Fr. Theophilus Lobo kindly offered to undertake this intricate and laborious work, and the Institute owes him a debt of gratitude for the perseverance and ability with which he has carried it out. I would also like to express my appreciation of the help given by Principal A. Soares, who agreed to check the English translation with the original and made some valuable suggestions. A special word of thanks is also due to Mrs. Cecilia D'Souza who helped in reading the proofs of this part of the present volume.
Cunha Rivara was a foreign savant who was deeply interested in Indian history and culture. He was pained at the apathy and indifference to Indian languages which was universal among the Christian community in India, but he was not himself acquainted with any Indian language. His ignorance of local languages has led him into some serious errors. He wrongly assumes that some of the Marathi works written by Jesuits from which he quotes profusely are written in “Konkani.” However, although he was himself not able to discriminate between writings in literary Marathi and “Konkani,” he asserts with some emphasis that Marathi and Konkani are distinct languages. In actual fact, in Goa as elsewhere, a standard literary language, Marathi, has always co-existed with a spoken dialect which shows considerable regional and communal variations. In recent times this dialect has come to be described as Konkani. The Christian missionaries who produced literature both in the literary language and the spoken dialect, describe the latter as the “Bramana” or “Canarim” language, or “lingoa da terra corrente” or “lingoa Bramana vulgar.” It is amusing to note that, although the missionaries have published literature in Canarim (Konkani), the passages drawn from printed works which are quoted by Cunha Rivara as specimens of Konkani, are almost without exception taken from works written in Marathi.

In Part III of this volume, I have included passages from printed works written in standard Marathi as well as in dialect, as I feel that passages of either type should prove of interest to the student of languages. Some of the passages from Marathi works quoted by Cunha Rivara in his Essay appear to have been selected in a somewhat haphazard manner. I have therefore replaced them by other more significant passages. Readers who are conversant with the Marathi language and the Goan dialect will easily appreciate that passages numbered I(1), III, IV(b), are written in Marathi, and those numbered I(2), II, IV(a), V and VI in Goan dialect.

In the passages from the Purāṇas of Frs. Stephens and Croix which are included in Part III, the authors state explicitly that they are writing in Marathi. Fr. Stephens writes: “All this is written in the Marathi Language” (Hë saru Maratthiye Bhassena lihilë ahe). Fr. Croix writes: “The language is Marathi and the composition is in the Ovi metre” (Bhassa Maratthiy ghaddita
vouivāchē). The reference to Marathi in the following passage from the petition presented by Franciscan friars in 1767 which has been quoted by Cunha Rivara, is also significant: “The common idiom which is current among the really intelligent natives (of Goa) is Marathi, the vernacular of the region (...o idioma commum, que ha entre os naturaes da verdadeira inteligencia da Lingua marasta, que he a vernacula).” Ignoring this conclusive evidence as to the status of Marathi in Goa, some Goan scholars have preferred to follow Cunha Rivara in his errors. Dr. Gerson da Cunha is an outstanding example of such misguided Goan scholars. In his Origin of Bombay (1900) he writes: “He (Father Stephens) wrote a Life of Jesus in Portuguese and then translated it in 1614 into Konkani which language he called Lingua Marasta Brahmana” (p. 164). In an article on Konkani Language and Literature (1881) written for the Bombay Gazetteer he writes: “Stephen’s Purana has more interest in it as a specimen of classical Konkani, which it seems, was once spoken but became in time confined to sacred or religious purposes. The Konkani now spoken differs considerably from that used even at the present day by priests in their sermons. It appears to be an intermediate stage between the Puranic and the current language. On this ground one may divide Konkani into those two dialects into which have, from time immemorial, been split up the more ancient tongues, viz. hieratic and demotic, the former employed in worship and the later in the common speech of the people. Stephen’s Konkani of the Purana is entirely hieratic” (p. 29). One can readily accept Dr. Gerson da Cunha’s view that the language of Stephen’s Purāna is Hieratic Konkani. But his contention that this Hieratic Konkani is a language distinct from Marathi is obviously based on a misconception, as Stephens himself states that the language in which he writes is Marathi. Recently Professor Pandurang Pissurlencar, Director of Historical Archives in Goa, has demonstrated conclusively that all pre-Portuguese literature in Goa was written in Marathi (Boletim do Instituto Vasco da Gama, Goa No. 73, 1956).

It may be mentioned that although an error arising from confusion between Marathi and Konkani has crept into the Essay by Cunha Rivara—a type of error for which a foreigner unacquainted with local languages may readily be forgiven—there is no doubt at
all about the authenticity of the historical material presented in the Essay, and the account of the literary activity given therein may be considered as authoritative. Cunha Rivara's deep erudition and his competence to write on this subject will be apparent from the biographical note attached to the translation of the Essay. (Part II).

No effort has been spared to make the account of the beginnings of printing activity in various centres in India given in Part I of this volume as authentic as possible. For this purpose it has been based mainly on contemporary documents and information contained in books which may be considered as most authoritative. Moreover, the relevant passages from the original documents or books have been quoted verbatim, so that the account is presented largely in the words of the original writers. When the original passage was in a language other than English, an English translation is, however, given. It was felt that this plan would be appropriate, as many of the documents and books which have been drawn upon may not be easily available to the average reader for reference. It is hoped that this method of presentation will meet with the reader's approval.

During a recent visit to Benares, I came across the story of a printing press "at least one thousand years old", discovered at Benares during the period when Warren Hastings was Governor General. This is referred to in a passage from a paper read by Dr. Jogendranath Ghosh under the auspices of the National Society in 1870 which has been reproduced by Babu Radha-krishna Das in his Hindi book "Hindi Bhāṣāke Sāmānyika Patroṅkā Itihāsa," published in 1894. My attention was drawn to this book by the Editor of the Hindi daily Āja of Benares. The passage referred to above runs as follows: "An extraordinary discovery was made of a press in India when Warren Hastings was Governor General. He observed that in the district of Benares a little below the surface of the earth was to be found a structure of a kind of fibrous woolly substance of various thicknesses in horizontal layers. Major Roebuck, informed of this, went out to the spot where an excavation had been made, displaying the singular phenomenon. In digging somewhat deeper for the purpose of further research, they laid open a vault which on
further examination proved to be of some size; and to their astonishment they found a pair of printing presses set up in a vault and movable types placed as if ready for printing. Every inquiry was set up on foot to ascertain the probable period at which such an instrument could have been placed there, for it was evidently not of modern origin; and from all, the Major could collect, it appears probable that the press had remained there in the state in which it was found for at least one thousand years."

The story is obviously beyond the bounds of credibility. Nevertheless I made an unsuccessful attempt to get some further information in this connection during my subsequent brief visit to the National Library in Calcutta. Unfortunately Babu Radhakrishna Das does not state where Dr. Ghosh's paper was published.

The object of the present volume is to present a bird's eye view of the early stages of the printing activity in various Indian languages. Detailed and comprehensive accounts of the development and growth of printing in different Indian languages would no doubt be of great value. But such work will have to be undertaken by persons thoroughly conversant with the respective languages and literatures. It is proposed in due course to review the development and growth of printing in Marathi in a separate volume. I shall be glad if the present effort provides an impetus to persons competent to deal with other Indian languages to bring out similar reviews.

I wish to thank the Bombay State Government for the liberal grant given to the Institute for the publication of this volume. I also acknowledge my indebtedness to the University of Bombay for the grant-in-aid received by us from the University towards the cost of publication of this work. But for their generous financial assistance its publication would have been beyond the resources of the Institute.

I am grateful to Shri Chintaman D. Deshmukh for acceding to my request to contribute a Foreword to this volume, in spite of his numerous preoccupations.
I am also glad to acknowledge my indebtedness to the following gentlemen and institutions:

To Fr. Joseph Wicki, S.J. and Dr. Mariano de Saldanha, who helped by sending microfilms of books available in Rome and Portugal respectively.

To Shri C. E. Abraham, Principal of Serampore College, who gave me free access to the valuable collection of books owned by the College and allowed photostat copies to be taken of some of the rare books contained therein.

To Shri B. S. Keshavan and Shri Y. M. Mullay of the National Library of Calcutta, who helped in making available photostat copies of relevant books in various libraries in Bengal.

To Shri D. N. Marshall of the Bombay University Library, through whose good offices I could obtain rare books from various libraries.

To Shri P. Pissuriencar who sent a photostat copy of a page of a rare book available in Goa.

To Principal G. C. Bannerjee and Shri K. R. Gunjikar, who kindly read through the press copy and helped by well-informed criticism and valuable suggestions.

To Shri V. G. Moghe of the Bombay University Press who, extended full cooperation while the book was in the press.

To the Shantiniketana Library, Bolepur;

The National Library, Calcutta;

The Bangla Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta;

The Asiatic Society, Calcutta;

The Secretariat Record Office, Bombay;
The Asiatic Society, Bombay;
The Bombay University Library, Bombay;
The Cama Oriental Institute, Bombay;
The Saraswati Mahal Library, Tanjore;
who allowed full access to their libraries.

I also acknowledge the great debt which I owe to various authors
on whose works I have drawn freely.

Bombay,
20-8-38.  

A. K. PRIOLKAR
PART I

THE PRINTING PRESS IN INDIA
CHAPTER 1

THE PRINTING PRESS IN GOA: 1556

Work of the Jesuit Missionaries

EARLY HISTORY

The concept of "reduplication" which lies at the basis of the technique of printing has been known in India since ancient times. Pictures of artistic seals five thousand years old found in the excavations of *Mohenjo-Daro* are given in the third part of *Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization* edited by Sir John Marshall. Signet rings (*Mudrās*), which also illustrate the same idea, have been known in India from ancient times. The word *Mudrā*, meaning a seal, appears in the *Arthaśāstra* of Kauṭilya² (*circa* 400 B.C. to 400 A.D.). The evolution of this idea into the actual technique of printing did not however take place in India.

The origin of the art of printing can be traced back to China, where it was the need for religious literature and pictures in connection with the propagation of Buddhism that was the mother of this invention. Block printing is believed to have been used for printing portraits of the Buddha in 650 A.D. In 1907 Sir Aurel Stein discovered in the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas in China a book entitled *Hiraka Sūtra* which dates back to 868 A.D. This is believed to be the oldest printed book so far known. It consists of six sheets of text, each of which is 2½ ft. long and about 1 ft. wide, and one shorter sheet with a woodcut, which are all pasted together to form a continuous roll 16 ft. long. In 1041 Pi Shang made types of China-clay which were fitted into an iron frame. It is stated that he also made tin types. The next step was taken in 1814 by Wang Chang who prepared wooden types. The Korean King General

Yi is stated to have started a foundry of metal types in 1392, and a book printed in 1409 with Korean bronze-types is known to be extant.3

In Europe, printing with the use of movable types began in the fifteenth century, although block printing was known much earlier. It is a matter of controversy whether this was an independent European invention or whether it was inspired by the earlier Chinese invention. Even in Europe the credit for the invention of movable types is variously ascribed to Gutenberg of Mainz (Germany), Coster of Haarlem (Holland), Johannes Brito of Bruges (Belgium), Pamfilo Castalde of Feltre (Italy), etc. The first available book in which the date of printing is mentioned was printed in 1457 by Fust & Schoeffer. Roughly, the art of printing can be said to have spread over Europe as follows: Italy (1465), France (1470), Spain (1474), England (1477), Denmark (1482), Sweden (1488), Portugal (1495) and Russia (1553). As we shall see later on, the art of printing came to India in 1556. The first book believed to have been printed in America is the "Bay Psalm Book" which was printed in 1640. But it appears that in Latin America books were printed earlier. For instance, reference to a book printed in 1627 in Mexico and bearing the title *Cathecismo en Lengua Timuquana y Castellane* by Francisco Paneja, is found in *Biblioteca Marsdeana*.4

Advent of the Art of Printing in Goa

The art of printing entered India for the first time on September 6, 1556. Its advent was in the nature of a happy accident. Generally it was as an aid to proselytisation that the printing press was taken outside Europe. We find, for instance, St. Francis Xavier in a letter written in 1549 expressing a desire that Christian literature should be printed in the Japanese language.5 In Goa, however, it appears that no urgent need for the printing press was felt at this time and there was a tendency to place exclusive reliance on political power to help the spread of Christianity.

The printing press which eventually arrived in Goa was intended to help missionary work in Abyssinia; but circumstances conspired to detain it in Goa on its way to that country.

It is interesting to note, however, that even in Goa thinking minds were already coming to realise the potential educative value of Christian literature in Indian languages. This is illustrated by a letter addressed to his superiors in Rome on 20-11-1545 by Father Joannes de Beira, a Jesuit priest attached to the Casa de Santa Fé in Goa. This was an institution for indoctrination of new converts to Christianity. At that time in this college "there lived 52 students, viz. 8 Goans, 5 Canarese, 9 Malayalees, 2 Bengalese, 2 Pegus, 6 Malays of Maleca, 4 Macasas, 6 Gujeratis, 2 Chinese, 4 Abyssinians, 4 niggers." Fr. Johannes de Beira wrote:

"In this College, known as the House of Holy Faith, live sixty young men of various nationalities and they are of nine different languages, very much distinct one from another; most of them read and write our language, and also know to read and write their own. Some understand Latin reasonably well and study poetry. Due to the absence of books and a teacher they cannot derive as much profit as they need. The Christian doctrine could be published here in all these languages, if Your Reverence feels that it may be printed."  

A letter believed to be written in 1526 by the Emperor of Abyssinia to D. Manoel, the King of Portugal, requesting the latter to send to Abyssinia some artisans "skilled in preparing books" ("mestres para a forma de livros"), has been published in the Lendas da India by Gaspar Correia. As D. Manoel died before this letter was received, the same request for "mestres para fazer Livros" was repeated to his son D. João. Many Portuguese writers hold that the request made in these letters was for technicians in the art of typography, and that the request was granted in 1556. From a letter written on April 30, 1556

6. Josephus Wicki, Documenta Indica, Vol. I, Rome 1948, p. 120.
7. Ibid., p. 38.
by Fr. Gaspar Calaza to St. Ignatius, it appears that some ships carrying a printing press and some technicians left for the East in 1556. This letter is published in the tenth volume of Jesuit Letters edited by Fr. Beccari.\(^9\) As the original volume is not available to the present writer, a synopsis of this letter as given by Fr. C. G. Rodeles is reproduced here:

"The first batch of Jesuit Missionaries embarked at Belem on the Tagus, and left for Ethiopia on March 29, 1556, four months before the death of St. Ignatius of Loyola. It consisted of Fr. John Nunes, Patriarch of Ethiopia, Fr. Andrew de Oviedo, Bishop of Hieropolis, and appointed as successor to the Patriarch; Fr. John Gualdames, three Brothers of the Society, and some young men who were soliciting admission into it. One of the Brothers was Juan de Bustamante, who knew the art of printing.

King D. João, the royal family and other friends had been munificent towards the members of the expedition. The King adjoined to the Patriarch an Indian of good character, an able and experienced printer, to help Brother Bustamante, who was taking with him a printing press to Goa. An eye-witness gives us this information."\(^{10}\)

Contemporary documents indicate that most of the 14 Jesuits who embarked on this occasion were on their way to "Preste" or Abyssinia.\(^{11}\) The Patriarch designate of Abyssinia accompanied the printing press. As the Suez canal did not then exist, persons going to Abyssinia from Portugal followed the Cape route to India, touched Goa, and thence proceeded to Abyssinia. The Patriarch with the printing press accordingly halted at Goa. In January, 1557, when the Patriarch was busy making preparations for leaving for Abyssinia, the Governor of Goa asked him in view of certain justifiable considerations to continue his stay in Goa. He accordingly stayed in Goa, where

he died on December 22, 1562, and neither he nor the press which he was carrying ever left Goa. It appears that the relations between the Emperor of Abyssinia and the missionaries were somewhat strained at this time. The printing press was perhaps being sent to Abyssinia in 1556 in compliance with the demands of the missionaries rather than those of the Emperor. These strained relations might provide an explanation for the delay in the departure of the Patriarch from Goa.

We find, however, that the demands from the missionaries in Abyssinia for a printing press continued. The following passage appears in a letter addressed to the Cardinal Protector in Rome towards the end of the 16th century:

"As we find ourselves obliged to compose many treatises, and distribute a great number of copies of the same, and this cannot be done easily unless we print them, we beg of Your Most Illustrious Lordship to send us a press with the Ethiopic types that are found in Rome, as also one or two persons knowing the art of printing."\(^{12}\)

A similar request was made in 1628. But we find no evidence of a press being started in Abyssinia. On the other hand, we find that printed literature was being supplied to that country from Goa. We shall also have occasion to mention a work entitled *Magseph assetat*, which was printed at St. Paul's College in Goa in 1642 for use in Abyssinia.

There is ample evidence to show that it was the printing press which was originally meant for Abyssinia that came to be established in Goa. In letters written in 1559, we find the printer Bustamante referred to as "of Preste" (Abyssinia).\(^{13}\) There is also a letter written from Goa by the Patriarch designate himself on November 26, 1559, in which he clearly states that he had arranged to be prepared moulds and matrices of types

of Abyssinian characters for use in a press which he intended to take personally to that country:—

"He here prepared moulds and matrices and other art types, and other things in round lettering and in characters current in the kingdom of Preste, in which their books are written, in which I should be very glad to compose Christian doctrines, manuals for confession, and other necessary books; because such a vast land could not be taught the doctrine without many printed books in their language, which I shall have printed there in the matter which I have now ready."  

There is, however, some confusion in contemporary documents regarding the precise date on which the ships carrying the printing press reached Goa. According to Francisco de Souza, the well-known Jesuit historian, Fr. Balthasar Telles originally wrote in his Chronica that they reached Goa in the beginning of August 1556, but later in his Historia de Ethiopia he fixed the correct date as September 3.  

Andre Gualdames, who was himself a passenger, writes in a letter dated November 4, 1556, that they reached Goa on a Sunday on September 3. However, was not a Sunday. Fr. Francisco Rodrigues, another passenger, states in a letter written from St. Paul's College in Goa on November 2, 1556, that they reached Goa on September 6:—

"...because we departed two days before the end of March from the city of Lisbon and reached this city of Goa on the 6th of September, i.e. within five months and 8 days; and of these we enjoyed at Moçambique 18 or 19 days, so that our voyage lasted a little over four months and a half. The maritime route we followed was about 4000 leagues long; four ships arrived together, three of them carrying all the personnel of our Society. If the voyage is completed within six months it may be considered as reasonable, it is worse if one takes longer, and better if the duration is less."  

17. Ibid., pp. 490-1.
As this date fell on a Sunday, it may be concluded that September 6, 1556, was the date of advent of the printing press in India.

Fr. João Nunes Barreto, the Patriarch designate of Abyssinia, describes in a letter dated November 6, 1556, how soon after its advent in Goa the press started functioning. He writes:

“There were public discussions of theses which appeared as though they were held at Coimbra and were attended by a large concourse of people and Priests.

John printed these theses ("conclusões") and other things, which are doing good and will produce yet more fruit later on. The Indian is well behaved and is fond of going for confessions often; at sea he helped us a lot in the kitchen and has proved here to be competent in press-work, and Father Francis Rodrigues is happy over it and desires to have another (press) in this College. Now they want to print Master Francis’ Christian Doctrine, and I have hopes that this work will do much good in Ethiopia.”

It appears that it was not until the middle of October that printing operations actually started. Aires Brandão, a Jesuit priest, describes in a letter written on November 19, 1556, how certain theses on logic and philosophy were printed in this press on October 19:

“Now in October Father (Joseph) Ribeiro had a public discourse in the church, on the importance of the study of literature, at which the Governor and many other people were present. This was in the morning on Monday (19 Oct. 1556), one day after the day of St. Luke. As immediately in the same evening were to take place discussions on these theses (conclusões) on logic and philosophy, which were ordered to be printed there, the governor did not wish to return before seeing them. The conclusões were ordered to be printed here in the house and to be affixed to the Church doors, thereby giving to the Friars of St Dominic and the Friars of St. Francis and other people desiring to be acquainted with them an occasion of reading them. Those on logic

18. Ibid., p. 514.
were defended by a Brother, known as Francis Cabral, who received them here, and those on philosophy were defended by brother Manoel Teixeira. Father Antonio de Quadros presided on the occasion.  

Students of contemporary history have expressed doubts whether the theses printed on this occasion were in the form of a book or loose sheets. As they were affixed to the gates of churches they were probably loose sheets. In that event, the first known book printed in Goa would be the *Doutrina Christã* by St. Xavier. This was printed in 1557. Francisco de Sousa mentions that a tract on *Doutrina Christã* was composed by St. Xavier for the benefit of children, and printed in Goa in 1557. No copies of the theses on logic and philosophy referred to above, nor of St. Xavier's *Doutrina Christã* are at present available anywhere in the world. There is, however, contemporary evidence in a letter written by Luis Frois on November 30, 1556, which shows that the latter work *Doutrina* was actually printed. Frois writes:—

"The Patriarch and Father Francis Rodrigues and Fr. Antonio de Quadros ordered during this Lent some *Confeccionarios* to be printed, and a respectable gentleman, devoted to the Society, offered to give the paper free for the love of God, and requested that the printing be carried out by the college at home; and for the love of God placed them into the hands of those desiring to have them, and forwarded to all the Fortresses to be distributed among the Priests of the Society residing therein together with copies of the *Doctrina* which the Father Master Francis, who is with God, ordered to be printed here."  

João de Bustamante, a Spaniard, came to India with the printing press; and he must therefore be considered as the pioneer of the art of printing in India. He was born in Valencia in Spain round about 1536. In 1556 he joined the Society of Jesus and was ordained in 1564. According to information recently furnished by

20. *Amancio Gracias, Os Portuguezes e o Estabelecimento da Imprensa na India*, Bostorã (Goa) 1938, p. 16.
Fr. Wicki from Belgium, Jesuit records show that in 1563 his name was changed to João Rodrigues. He died on August 23, 1588.

It is known that a person of Indian origin was sent by the King of Portugal to help Bustamante in setting up the press. Jesuit writers speak of him as an "able printer" (Habil Impressor); but although they are generally meticulous in interspersing their writing with all manner of details, they have never mentioned the name of this Indian collaborator of Bustamante. Amancio Gracias, himself an official of the Portuguese Government in Goa, asks whether the reason for this omission was the fear that the mention of the name of this Indian might detract from the merits of their compatriot Bustamante. 23

THE FIRST TYPES OF AN INDIAN SCRIPT

The credit for preparing the first types of an Indian script goes to João Gonsalves, another Spaniard who accompanied Bustamante to Goa. He was an expert blacksmith specially skilled in the manufacture of clocks. Fr. Souza writes:

"He was the first who made in India types of Malabar letters with which the first books were printed." 24

These types were used for the printing of Doutrina Christã in 1578 of which Fr. Souza writes: "This was the first printed book, which India saw born in its own land." 25 As St. Xavier's Doutrina Christã had already been printed in India in 1557, what Fr. Souza probably means to say is that the Doutrina printed in 1578 was "the first book printed in an Indian language."

There was at one time considerable controversy whether the types prepared by Gonsalves were those of Tamil or Malayalam characters. The confusion in this regard arose as a result of a reference to the work of another printer made by Fr. Souza in

25. Ibid., Con. 1-2-12, p. 67.
the course of his account of the happenings of the year 1582 in the following passage:

"Died at Goa the Rev. João da Faria, who built the arches of St. Paul, and who was the first to start the press at the Fishery Coast for the great glory of God, engraving and casting alphabets of Tamil Language." 26

As it is stated in this passage that Faria was the pioneer in the preparation of types of Tamil characters, it was assumed that the "Malabar language" of which types were prepared by Gonsalves must be the Malayalam language. Father Schurhammer in an article published in the *Harvard Library Bulletin*, wrote in this connection as follows:

"These accounts therefore imply two contemporaneous centers of Indic printing in Southern India, employing different alphabets. In the sixteenth century the Portuguese applied the term 'Malabar' both to the Tamil and the Malayalam languages. Here, however, since 'Tamul' is specified for Faria, the 'Malabar' of Gonsalves must be intended to refer to Malayalam." 27

Fortunately the controversy has been laid at rest as a result of the discovery of a copy of the *Doutrina Christi* printed in the Malabar types in 1578. A description of this has been given by Fr. Schurhammer himself in his article mentioned above. He has also given photographic reproductions of some pages of this book in his article. An examination of these makes it clear that the book was published at Quilon in *Lingua Malabar Tamil*. It is hence seen that the 'Lingua Malabar' of which types were prepared by Gonsalves and the Tamil of which types were prepared by Faria were identical. In fact the types prepared by Gonsalves as well as those prepared by Faria appear to have been used in the printing of this book. It is clearly stated on page 16 of the book that the types used in the first 8 lines were prepared in Goa in 1577 and those used in the subsequent lines were prepared

in Quilon in 1578, and it appears reasonable to assume that the former types were prepared by Gonsalves and the latter by Faria. In a contemporary letter, dated December 24, 1576, we find that Pero Luis, a Brahmin convert, was sent to Goa for arranging for Tamil printing. One may imagine that he was sent to Goa to acquaint Gonsalves with the nature of Tamil characters, and Faria who had learnt the art from Gonsalves then went to Quilon and prepared improved types of the same script there. The *Doutrina Christâ* printed in 1578 consists of 16 pages and is a Tamil translation by Henrique Henriques of St. Xavier’s Portuguese book of the same name.

It appears that the press in which the above work was printed was soon shifted from Quilon to Cochin. For Schurhammer, in his article mentioned above, gives an account of a book on *Doutrina Christâ* by Henrique Henriques printed at Cochin in 1579. This is not a second edition of the *Doutrina* printed in 1578, but an independent work, which is a translation extending over 120 pages of a Portuguese work by Marcos George published in 1566. Another Tamil book *Flos Sanctorum* by H. Henriques, printed at "Pescaria" (Punicale?) in 1586, is available in the Vatican Library.

It will thus be seen that the first Indian script of which types were prepared was Tamil, and not Malayalam. At that time Malayalam was considered as a subsidiary branch of Tamil, and it was not until a much later date that Malayalam was reduced to print. There is a grammar of this language in the Bombay University Library printed in 1799 at the Courier Press of Bombay. In the library of the Scaramore College there is a copy of a Malayalam translation of the New Testament printed at the same Courier Press in 1811. It appears that the name Malayalam for this language was brought into general vogue by the Europeans during the early years of the 19th century. A book called *Outlines of a Grammar of the Malayalam Language* was published in Madras in 1839.

30. F. Spring, *Outlines of a Grammar of the Malayalam Language* as spoken in the Provinces of North and South Malabar and the Kingdoms of Travancore and Cochin, Madras 1839.
It is interesting to examine why types of the local language of Goa (Marathi) were not prepared at this stage. Fr. G. C. Rodeles writes that Gonsalves did actually think of preparing "Canarese" types, but did not pursue the idea on account of the clumsy shapes of the characters, the irregularity of pronunciation and the limited area in which the language was spoken.\(^3\) In a recent article Fr. Schurhammer points out that Gonsalves had actually started preparing types of the Devanāgari script. He writes:

"By the end of the year 1577 there were cast about 50 letters in the Devanāgari script, but brother João Gonsalves who prepared them died in the following year, and his companion Fr. João de Faria also having expired in the year 1582, there was none who was able to undertake the work. For this reason the Puranna was printed in Latin characters in the College of Rachol in the years 1616 and 1649 and in the College of St. Paul in the year 1654.\(^3\)\(^2\)

Fr. Schurhammer has made the above assertion on the authority of Fr. Chutte who writes in this connection:

"The first attempt to start a press for the Kanarim language had for a while miscarried, although about 50 letters or moulds were already prepared. The multiplicity and difficult reproduction of letters, also the meagre prospects of a wide publicity of books (printed) in Kanarim types however finally scared away the Brother printer.\(^3\)\(^3\)

It will be seen that Fr. Schurhammer has understood the Kanarim types mentioned by Fr. Chutte to mean Devanāgari types, and he is probably right in doing so. It must be remembered, however, that in Goa the Kannada or Canarese script was also in common use for writing Marathi. The fact that there were no subsequent attempts in this direction indicates that the

need for Devanāgarī types was not felt with sufficient urgency at this time.

As we have stated above, the art of printing was meant to serve as an aid to proselytisation, and contemporary history shows that in Goa the need for this aid was not very much appreciated for some time. During the early years reliance was placed almost entirely on political coercion, and on the power of the Inquisition, after it was established in Goa in 1560, to achieve this end. When the converts showed a tendency to revert to the practices of their old faith, they were hauled up before the Inquisition, their property confiscated and in extreme cases they were sentenced to be burnt at the stake. But experience soon demonstrated that force alone could not bring about the desired end. This belated realisation led to a reorientation of the policy, which is evidenced by the emphasis placed on the value of religious education of the converts in the resolutions of the Concilio Provincial at its sessions of 1567, 1575, 1585, 1592 and 1606.\(^{34}\)

In the programme for religious education the indigenous languages were assigned an important role. It was enjoined that every parish priest should be conversant with the local languages, and that Christian literature should be produced in those languages for the benefit of the converts. It was under the impetus provided by this new policy that Fr. Stephens, Croix, Saldanha and others produced their Christian Purānas and other works. These are written in the literary and spoken languages of Goa, but printed in the Roman script. Recently evidence has come to light that Fr. Thomas Stephens, the foremost of these writers, had himself desired that such literature should be produced in the Devanāgarī script, and had given thought to the practical aspects of that question. In a letter addressed from Salsette in Goa on December 5, 1608, to his superiors in the Society of Jesus in Rome, he wrote as follows:

"Before I end this letter I wish to bring before Your Paternity's mind the fact that for many years I very strongly desired to see in this Province some books printed in the

language and alphabet of the land, as there are in Malabar with
great benefit for that Christian community. And this could
not be achieved for two reasons; the first because it looked
impossible to cast so many moulds amounting to six hundred,
whilst the characters are syllables and not alphabets, as our
twenty-four in Europe. The other because this holy curiosity
could not be put into execution without the order and con-
cession of the Provincial, and they have so many things to
look after that they have no time to attend to this, much
more to take it in hand. The first difficulty has its remedy
in this that these moulds can be reduced to two hundred.
The second will vanish if Your Paternity thought it fit to
write to Father Provincial, recommending him that he may
do it if he feels that it will be for the greater glory of God, and
edification and benefit of this Christian community."

Fr. Stephen’s Purāṇa was however published in 1616 in the
Roman script. It therefore appears that his appeal for the
intervention of his superiors at Rome in favour of his plans for
preparing types of the Devanāgarī script did not meet with a
favourable consideration.

Particulars of literature known to have been printed in the
16th Century in Goa are given here:—

(i) 1556. Conclusões e outras coisas (Theses and other
things) (No extant copy recorded).

(ii) 1557. St. Francisco Xavier. Doutrina Christam
(No extant copy recorded).

(iii) 1557. Confeccionarios (No extant copy recorded).

(iv) 1560. Gonçalo Rodrigues. Tratado...contra os erros
scismaticos dos Abeçins (A Tract against the
Schismatic Errors of the Abyssinians). (No ex-
tant copy recorded). Reference to this book is

35. A. K. Priolkar, "Two recently discovered letters of Fr. Thomas
Stephens," The Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. XXV, Part II,
September 1956, p. 123.
found, as mentioned by Mr. Primrose,\textsuperscript{36} in Barbosa\textsuperscript{37} (ii, 402).

The four books mentioned above were printed by João Bustamante.

(v) 1556-1561. \textit{Doutrina Christã}. In a letter written by Fr. Luís Frois from Goa on December 4, 1561, we find mention of the use of printed booklets on Christian Doctrine in an Indian Language for the purpose of imparting religious instruction to Indians: "Thereafter a little of the \textit{Doutrina} is taught which is also recited to them in their own language with the help of booklets which are printed here in the house."\textsuperscript{38} (No extant copy recorded).

(vi) 1561. Gaspar de Leão. \textit{Compendio Spiritival da Vida Christã}. (Spiritual Compendium of the Christian Life). A copy of this work is available in the New York Public Library. It was bought by James Lenox in a public sale in London in July, 1862.\textsuperscript{39} The printers of this book are João de Quinquencio and João de Endem. This is the earliest book printed in Goa which is available at present.

(vii) 1563. Garcia da Orta. \textit{Coloquios dos simples, e drogas he cousas medicinaes da India}. (Conversations on Indian plants and drugs referring to the medicine of India). Printed by João de Endem. The author was the Lessee of the Island of Bombay four centuries ago. A copy of this book is available in the British Museum. It was also translated into English by Sir Clements Markham and published by H. Sotheran (London) in 1913.

\textsuperscript{36} J. B. Primrose, \textit{The First Press in India and its Printers}, London 1940, p. 263.
\textsuperscript{39} Primrose, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 247.
(viii) 1565. Tratado que fez Mestre Hieronimo...côtra os judeos. (A tract against the Jews) Printed by João de Endem. A copy is available in the National Library of Lisbon.\textsuperscript{40}

(ix) 1568. Constituciones do arcebispado de Goa, Approvadas pello primeiro côcilio provincial. Anno 1568. (Constitutions of the Archbishopric of Goa. Approved by the First Provincial Council in 1568). The only known copy is available in the National Library of Lisbon.\textsuperscript{41}

(x) 1568. \textit{O Primeiro Concilio Provincial celebrado em Goa, no anno de 1567}. (An account of the First Provincial Council—an assembly of ecclesiastics to regulate doctrine or discipline—which met in Goa in 1567). A copy is available in the Public Library of Evora and another is owned by Mr. C. R. Boxer.\textsuperscript{42}


(xii) 1581. \textit{Compendium Indicum}. (Indian Compendium, containing faculties and other privileges granted to the Society of Jesus in India). Printed at St. Paul’s College, Goa. The only known copy is available in the Pei-T'ang Library, Peking.\textsuperscript{43}

(xiii) 1588. \textit{Oratio Habita à Fara D. Martino}. (Lecture delivered by D. Martino à Fara, a Japanese in the College of St. Paul). Printed at the Society’s College, Goa. Japanese types were cast at this time by the Japanese printer Constantino Dourado\textsuperscript{44} who was taught the art of preparing types

\textsuperscript{40} C. R. Boxer, “A tentative check-list of Indo-Portuguese Imprints, 1556-1674,” \textit{Boletim do Instituto Vasco da Gama}, No. 73-1956, pp. 22-23.
\textsuperscript{41} Ibid., p. 23.
\textsuperscript{42} Ibid., pp. 23-24.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid., p. 26.
\textsuperscript{44} Schurhammer, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 9.
by João Bustamante. A copy of this book is available in the Jesuit Archives at Rome.

We do not find any trace of any book published in Goa during the next twenty-seven years until we come to 1615.

BOOKS KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN PRINTED IN GOA IN THE 17TH CENTURY

Early in the 17th Century Fr. Stephens commenced writing his books in Indian languages and getting these printed in the press attached to the College of St. Lourenço at Rachol in Salsette (Goa). It appears possible that this was the same press as was operated at the College of St. Paul in the island of Goa, and that it was moved between that island and Rachol as required from time to time.

Such information as is available about the literature known to have been printed in Goa during the 17th Century, is given below:—


This is the famous *Purâna* by Fr. Stephens which is written in literary Marathi. The next two editions of this work were printed in 1649 and 1654. But none of these have survived to our day. The text of the fourth edition, printed in 1907 at Mangalore, was prepared from some manuscripts.

(ii) 1622. Thomas Stephens. *Doutrina Christam*. This work on Christian Doctrine in the form of a dialogue is written in the dialect spoken by Goa Brahmans. This was written by the author before the *Purâna*, but was published after the *Purâna*. A copy is available in the Government Library.

in Lisbon and another in the library of the Vatican in Rome. A facsimile edition prepared by Dr. Mariano Saldanha was published by the Portuguese Government in Lisbon in 1945.

(iii) 1632. Diogo Ribeiro. *Declaraçam da Doutrina Christam*. (A statement of the Christian Doctrine) This was written in the Brahmin dialect of Goa. A copy is available in the Government library in Lisbon.

All the three works mentioned above were printed at the Rachol College.

(iv) 1629-34. Etienne de la Croix. *Discurso sobre a vida do Apostolo Sam Pedro*. (Discourses on the Life of the Apostle St. Peter). This work written in ‘Bramana Marastta’ language was printed at the Casa Professa in the island of Goa. A copy is available in the Government library in Lisbon. A mutilated copy is also available in the Government library in Goa.

(v) 1636. *Relacem de hum prodigioso Milagre que o Glorioso S. Francisco Xavier Apostolo do Oriête obrou na Cidade de Napoles no anno de 1634*. (Narrative of a prodigious Miracle performed by St. Francis Xavier in the City of Naples in 1634). Printed at the Rachol College in 1636. The only known copy is owned by Mr. C. R. Boxer.

(vi) 1640. Thomas Stephens. *Arte da Lingoa Canarim* (Grammar of Canarim Language). This was originally written by Fr. Thomas Stephens and revised and enlarged by Fr. Diogo Ribeiro. The language spoken by the common people in Goa is here styled as *Lingoa Canarim*. The book was printed at St. Ignatius College, Rachol. A second edition of this book was published by Mr. Cunha Rivara in 1858 in Goa. A copy of the

first edition is available in the National Library of Lisbon.

(vii) 1641. *Fala, que fes o P. Fr. Manoel da Cruz...* (A speech delivered by Fr. Manoel da Cruz when D. João IV was proclaimed King of Portugal). Printed in Goa.

A copy is available in the National Library of Rio de Janeiro, and another is owned by Mr. C. R. Boxer.47

(viii) 1642. *Jornada que Francisco de Souza de Castro... fez ao Achem com húa importante Embaixada inviado pelo V. Rey da India Pero da Sylva no anno de 1638.* (Journey by Francisco de Souza de Castro to Achem as an Ambassador of the Viceroy of India in 1638).

The only available copy is in the Public Library of Porto (Portugal).48


The only copy available is in the National Library of Lisbon.49

(x) 1643. *Relacion do que sucede na cidade de Goa... na felice acclamation del Rey Dô João o IIII de Portugal...* (A narrative of what happened in the city of Goa...at the happy acclamation of D. João IV of Portugal). Printed at St. Paul's College, Goa. A copy is available in the British Museum.50

(xi) 1643. *Constituções do Arcebispado de Goa, aprovados pelo primeiro Concilio Provincial* (Constitution of the Archbishopric of Goa, approved by the First

47. Ibid., p. 30.
48. Ibid., pp. 30-31.
49. Ibid., p. 31.
50. Ibid., pp. 31-32.

Two copies are in the Government Library of Goa.51

(xii) 1644. *Sermaó que o Padre Diogo de Areda...pregou no acto da Fee que se celebrou na Cidade de Goa, domingo 4. dias do mes de Setembro do anno de 1644.* (Sermon preached by Fr. Diogo de Areda at the Act of Faith celebrated in the city of Goa on September 4, 1644). Printed at St. Paul’s College, Goa.

Two copies are reported to have been sold by Maggs Bros. Ltd. (London), in 1946-56.52

(xiii) 1649. The Second edition of Fr. Stephens’ *Christian Purâna* whose first edition was printed in 1616 as mentioned above. (No extant copy recorded).

(xiv) 1649. *Constiticioens do Areebepad de Goa.* This appears to be the second edition of the work mentioned above, No. xi. (1643). Printed at St. Paul’s College, Goa.

The only copy available is in the National Library of Rio de Janeiro.53

(xv) 1652. *Vida da Santissima Virgem Maria May de Deos* (Life of the most Holy Virgin Mary, the Mother of God). Printed at St. Paul’s College in Goa. This is a Portuguese translation by Patriarch Alphonso Mendez of a book written by Antonio Fernandes in the Armaranic language.54

A copy is available in the Public Library of Porto (Portugal).55

(xvi) 1654. The third edition of Fr. Thomas Stephens’ *Christian Purâna* (For earlier editions see under

51. Ibid., pp. 32-33.
52. Ibid., p. 33.
53. Ibid., pp. 33-34.
54. Rodeles, op. cit., p. 156.
55. Boxer, op. cit., p. 84.
1616 and 1649 above). No printed copy is known to exist, but a manuscript copy of this is available in the Convent of St. Cajetan in Goa.

(xvii) 1655. Antonio de Saldanha. Padua mhalla latea xarantulea Sancto Antonichy Zivitua catha (Life of St. Anthony of Padua). This book was written in verse in Marathi and also in prose in the spoken dialect of Goa. Both were printed in Roman script, like all other contemporary literature in Goa languages. A transliteration into Devanāgari script of the Marathi version, edited by Mr. A. K. Priolkar, was published by the Marathi Samshodhana Mandāla, Bombay, in 1956.

A copy of the original is available in the Government Library, Lisbon. Mr. Cunha Rivara mentions two more vernacular works of the same author: (1) Rosas e boninas deleitosas do ameno Rosal de Maria e seu Rosário...Rachol 4°” and (2) Fructo da arvore da vida a nossas almas e corporos salutifero...Rachol 4°” with a remark “sem anno de impressão” (without year of impression).56

There is no record of printed copies of these works, but a manuscript copy of the latter work in Marathi verse, is available in the School of Oriental and African studies, London. It is probable that Mr. Rivara had not seen any printed copies, but relied on some catalogue of books.

(xviii) 1658-59 Minguel de Almeida. Jardim dos Pastores. (Garden of Shepherds in five volumes). This is written in the Brahmin dialect of Goa.

In an article published in the Examiner of Bombay in 1922, by Fr. H. Hosten, a detailed description is given of what is believed to be the first volume, which was in the possession of a priest (Conego Francisco Xavier Vaz) of Velha Goa. It bore

the following words on its vernacular title—page, indicating that it was printed in 1658 at St. Paul's College, Goa:—

**EANCHEAN**

**ONVALLEACHO MALLO, ZO**

JESVeche Sangantiecea, Pandry Minguel de
Almeidana Bamana Bhassena
Ghaddunu ilhunu,
udeguilo

Paulitra Inquisicionua anny ordi-
narichea niropana Goya, S.
Paulache Collegintu, sollassi
atthavanavea varussa
lihitamanddapi tthassila.57

The efforts of the present writer to trace the copy mentioned herein at Anjuna Goa, the native place of Fr. Vaz, were however unsuccessful. The present writer has seen a copy of what appears to be the third volume of this work, in the Government Library of Goa.58 This lacks the title-page.

The fifth volume printed in 1659 is listed in the *Biblioteca Marsdeana*.59 Probably this is the same

37. The Examiner, Vol. 73, Bombay, 1922, p. 29. Printed in Devanagarī, this will read as:—


copy as is now in the possession of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London.


A copy of this book is in the Government Library, Goa. This is the last of the books printed in Goa, which the present writer has been able to see.


A copy of this book is available in the School of Oriental and African Studies, London.60


From the review of the printed literature given above it is evident that the press continued to function in Goa till 1674.

**THE END OF PRINTING ACTIVITY IN GOA**

The establishment of the printing press in Goa was intended to serve as an aid to effective evangelisation. Printing activity continued to prosper so long as the importance of local languages for the purpose of proselytisation was fully appreciated. As we shall presently see, circumstances arose in which certain interested elements succeeded in persuading the ruling powers that Indian languages were not only not helpful but were actually a hindrance in the work of proselytisation. As a consequence, the printing press in India suffered an eclipse.

During the early period so great an importance was attached to the role of Indian languages in the work of evangelisation that the

60. C. R. Boxer, *op. cit.*, pp. 36-37.
Concilio Provincial of 1606 ordered that no cleric should be placed in charge of a parish unless he learnt the local language; and that parish priests who were ignorant of local languages would automatically lose their positions if they failed to pass an examination in the local languages within six months. The earlier generations of Christian missionaries who came to India were fired with genuine religious zeal, and were willing to make the effort necessary to master a foreign tongue in the interests of their faith. Their successors were, however, more interested in a life of luxury and comfort, and were incapable of such effort and self-discipline. As a result, they tried to displace the Indian languages from their place of importance. Cunha Rivara, in his Ensaio Historico da Lingua Concani, gives a vivid account of the background of this prolonged struggle and its course. In a petition addressed to the King of Portugal in 1672, complaints were made that the foreign clergy in Goa led a life of vice and corruption and lived with their women and children in open disregard of the vows of celibacy. Such complaints referred mainly to Franciscans and not to Jesuits. But in a letter addressed to the king, the Viceroy himself speaks of the arrogance and insubordination of the Jesuits and of the wide-spread ignorance of local languages among the parish priests in Salsette. In fact it appears that while the Franciscans had earned a bad name by their loose living, the Jesuits had become notorious for their avarice and greed. Dr. John Fryer, an English traveller who was in India during the period 1672 to 1681, describes the conditions in Goa in the following words:—

"The Policy as well as the Trade of this place is mostly devolved from private persons on the Paulistins wherefor this saying is in everybody's mouth:—

A Franciscano guardo minha mulier;
A Paulistino guardo minha denier."

(The Franciscan guards my wife;
The Jesuit guards my money).

63. Vide Part Second of this book.
64. Dr. John Fryer, New Account of East India and Persia, London 1698, p. 150.
Abbé Carré, a French traveller, who visited Goa in 1672, writes about the Portuguese priests as follows:

"...You must indeed go into the Portuguese convents if you still want to find riches and treasures: there you will see brokers, merchants, and other country people, who trade only with Portuguese priests. All the commerce of that nation is thus in their hands."

It may be mentioned that this deplorable demoralisation among the ranks of foreign missionaries was by no means confined to Goa. The following information regarding conditions in Macao and China appears in the contemporary correspondence of Danish missionaries:

"I have been fourteen Voyages to China and carried many of the French Mission to Emoy and Canton; have discoursed them often and found most of them loved the Riches and Grandeur of China, more than the Souls of the Poor Pagans; and accordingly made earnest Application to advance themselves to Places of Dignity, more especially the Jesuits. It must be acknowledged they lived unblameable in other Respects. The Portuguese Padres at Macao are scandalous beyond Expression and are great obstacle to the propagation of Christianity."

The reasons for the hostility of the foreign missionaries to the Indian languages can be easily understood against the above background. Their zeal for missionary work was at a low ebb, and they were not at all keen about learning a foreign language; and so long as the knowledge of a local language continued to be considered as an essential qualification for appointments to churches, they would be at a disadvantage as compared with the clerics of Indian origin who would be preferred for such appointments. They therefore carried on a continuous struggle for the abolition of the decrees which made knowledge of Indian languages compulsory, the vicissitudes of which are described by Cunha Rivara. At last their efforts were crowned with success in the promulgation of the notorious decree of 1684. The object of this decree was to

---

root out the local languages from Goa and to replace them with Portuguese. The said decree required that within a period of three years Goans should abandon the use of the local languages and take to the use of Portuguese. It is obvious that this drastic measure removed the \textit{raison d'être} of Christian literature in Indian languages and struck at the very root of the printing press in India.

There is evidence that an attempt to revive the press in India was made about a century later. In 1754 the Secretary of State, Diogo de Mendonça Corte Real, ordered the Viceroy of (Portuguese) India to refuse his consent to requests for the establishment of a printing press in India irrespective of the source from which such requests emanated, whether from convents or colleges or other communities however highly privileged. It must be remembered that Marques de Pombal was at the helm of the affairs of the state in Portugal during 1750-1777; and there is some justification for the conjecture that it was Pombal’s fear that the Jesuits would use the press for their own ends, which was responsible for the ban against the establishment of the press in India. Sir Panduranga Pissurlec, the Director of Government Archives, Goa, has recently brought forward authentic evidence to show that the practice of reading passages from the Christian \textit{Purāṇa} on certain occasions in the churches of Goa ceased in 1776, when it was forbidden by the Archbishop D. Francisco da Assunção.

It was not before 1821 that the press reappeared in Goa. On 16th September of that year the Viceroy Conde Rio Pardo was removed after a popular struggle, in which Bernardo Pires de Silva played a prominent role and the oppressive rule of the former gave place to a liberal regime. The Government at this time took the initiative in bringing a press to Goa from Bombay and started a weekly called \textit{Gazeta de Goa}. There was, however, a reversal of policy within five years, and the new viceroy D. Manuel de Camara put an end to the existence of the press as well as of the \textit{Gazette} by an order dated August 29, 1826. In the said order the Viceroy remarked:


"The Government continued to exist without a press and without the Gazette until the unhappy epoch of the revolution, and during these disastrous times they only produced evil results. Therefore, if at present the types are found to be unusable there would be no inconvenience in suspending the publication of the Gazette." 69

The second government weekly paper published in Goa was the Chronista Constitucional de Goa. It was started on the 18th of June 1835 and its publication was suspended after two years on the 30th November 1837. It was followed by the third Government paper, Boletim do Governo do Estado da Índia, which started on the 7th of December 1837.

Printing in the Devanāgari characters in Goa started only in the second half of the nineteenth century. In 1853, the Government press purchased Devanāgari types from Bombay, for use in printing advertisements and other notices in the Government paper, Boletim do Governo. The first notice printed in Marathi characters appeared in this periodical on May 27, 1853. Some of the earliest books printed in Devanāgari script in this press are mentioned hereunder:

(i) 1854. Codigo dos Usos e Costumes dos habitantes das Novas Conquistas (Usages and Customs of the inhabitants of the Novas Conquistas).
(iii) 1867. Abecedario em Marata (A Marathi Primer).
(iv) 1867. Issapa-Niti-Cathá (Aesop's Fables in Marathi). 70

It will be seen from the foregoing account that the first press entered Goa four centuries ago. It is sad to think that but for the narrow and shortsighted policies of the Portuguese rulers, the brief but glorious period of creative activity in Goa could have continued to our times and the press in Goa could have been the forerunner of printing activity all over India.

70. Pissurlencar, op. cit., pp. 70-71.
CHAPTER II

THE PRINTING PRESS IN BOMBAY: 1674-75

The Efforts of Bhimjee Parekh

The late V. K. Rajwade, the well-known Marathi historian, in the course of a comparison between the cultures of Europe and Maharashtra, had occasion to censure the Marathas for their failure to learn the art of printing. He wrote:—

"A primary deficiency in the culture of the Marathas was their ignorance of the art of printing and their failure to make an effort to learn it. During the period between May 11, 1498, the date on which Gama discovered India, and 1780, the Portuguese and the Marathas established contacts on many occasions. They are known to have met in Goa, Sawantwadi, Bassein, Cochin, Dabhul, Diu, Daman and many other places. The Marathas were also acquainted with the Dutch and the Danes. With Frenchmen like M. Bussy the Marathas had close contacts. The Marathas had come to know the English in places like Bombay, Surat, Bankot, Vijayadurg, Rajapur and Dabhol. Some communities like the Parbhoo, Shenvis, Parsis and Bhatias, some priest of the temple of Walkeshwar like Chhatre and Bhatkhande, and some Bairagis had frequent dealings with the English. Some of them could speak and write English well, and there is no doubt that they had seen printed books. Maps in English are found even to this date in the records of Nana Fadanavis. A list of books contained in the private library of Morobadada shows that it included a book in English. It is therefore indeed surprising that inspite of all this, that is to say, inspite of the fact that people from various European countries were standing at their very gates, the Marathas did not adopt the art of printing. The advent of this art in Maharashtra was essential for sowing the seeds of right ideas within the growing Maratha empire. Until the end of the Peshwa regime and even subsequently, many
Maratha chiefs like Ghorpade, Shinde, Holkar, Bhonsale, the chiefs of Kolhapur, Sawant, Angre, employed a number of Portuguese, Frenchmen and other Europeans. The fact that in spite of this they did not pick up the art of printing detracts greatly from the reputation of the Marathas for their ability to imbibe new ideas. Little wonder that a people who could not appreciate the patent virtues of the art of printing should be found to have had a very inadequate knowledge of history and geography.\(^1\)

The foregoing criticism of Rajwade was directed primarily against the Marathas of the Peshwa period. It is possible that he was not aware that the printing press had already entered India a long time earlier. It is to be expected that if he had known of this, his condemnation of the Maratha character would have been still more severe.

While inaugurating the fifth session of the All India Library Conference in Bombay in 1942, Shri K. M. Munshi made the following observations, which, if correct, would absolve Shivaji from the charge of sharing in the failings of the Marathas mentioned by Rajwade:

"Shivaji Maharaj set up a printing press, but as he could not get it worked he sold it in 1674 to Bhimaji Parekh, an enterprising Kapol Bania of Gujarat, who not only set it up but called out an expert printer from England.\(^2\)"

Unfortunately, it appears doubtful whether the information given by Shri Munshi rests on fact. In making the statement that Shivaji had set up a printing press, it is probable that Shri Munshi relied not on his own researches, but on the information contained in another paper contributed to the Conference.\(^3\) The author of that paper, Shri S. B. Vaidya, when requested by the present writer to disclose the source of his information, was not

2. *Proceedings of the fifth All India Library Conference held in Bombay*, Bombay 1942, p. 56.
able to do so. Attempts to find some evidence, in support of this alleged pioneering activity in the realm of printing on the part of Shivaji, in the contemporary Marathi, Portuguese, French and English records or records of a later date also proved fruitless. On the other hand there is evidence to indicate that Bhimjee Parekh imported a printing press on his own initiative. The following extracts from contemporary English records should clarify the real situation:

(1) Extract from a letter addressed from Surat on January 9, 1670, to the East India Company:

"Bimgee Parrack makes his humble request to you that you would please to send out an able Printer to Bombay, for that he hath a curiosity and earnest Inclination to have some of the Ancient Braminy Writings in Print and for the said Printer's encouragement he is willing to allow him £.50 sterling a year for three years, and also to be at (bear?) the charges of tooles and Instruments necessary for him, and in case that will not be sufficient he humbly refers it to your Prudence to agree with the sayd Printer according as you shall see good, and promises to allow what you shall enorder, 'its not improbable that this curiosity of his may tend to a common good, and by the industry of some searching spirits produce discovery out of those or other ancient manuscripts of these partes which may be usefull or at least gratefull to posterity, wee recommend his request to you and intreat your pardon for his and our boldness therein."^4

(2) Extract from a letter dated April 3, 1674, from London to Surat:

"Wee have also entertained Mr. Henry Hills a printer for our Island of Bombay at the salary of £.50 per annum and ordered a printing press with letters and other necessaries as also a convenient quantity of paper to be sent along with him, as you will perceive per the Invoice all which is to be charged upon 'Bhimgee from whome you are to receive it."^5

---

5. Ibid., (Doc. 450), p. 327.
It is interesting to note that one of the considerations which led the Company to accede to Bhimjee's request was the hope that the printing press might ultimately be helpful in the propagation of the Christian faith. This finds expression in the following passage in a letter addressed from London to Surat on March 8, 1675:

"We should gladly heare that Bingees design about the printing do take effect, that it may be a means to propagate our religion whereby soules may be gayned as well as Estates."[6]

It will be seen that the technician sent by the Company in compliance with Bhimjee's request was an expert printer but was not able to cut types in the "Banyan script." The following extracts show that Bhimjee therefore asked the Company to secure for him the services of a founder:

(1) Extract from a letter addressed from Surat on January 23, 1676, to the East India Co.:

"The Printing desigene doth not yet meet with the successe as expected by Bimgee Parrack, who hath taken great pains and been at noe meane charges in contriving ways to cast the Banian Characters after our English manner; but this printer being wholely ignorant therein, and not knowing anything more than his owne trade, is noe wayes usefull to this designe; wherefore Bimgee hath desired he may bee employed in the Companys service, and soe indeed he hath bin ever since he came, and he will be very usefull to your Island Bombay, whither wee intend to send him to stay there till your further order. Wee have seen some papers printed in the Banian Character by the persons employed by Bimgee which look very well and legible and shews the work is feasible; but the charge and teadiousness of these people for want of better experience doth much discourage, if your Honours would please to send out a founder of (? or) Caster of letters at Bimgees charge he would esteem it a great favour and honour, having already made good what

wee can reasonably demand of him for the printers charge hitherto."

(2) Extract from a letter dated March, 15, 1677 from the Company to Surat:

"Wee wish the Printing business may take effect, if wee can procure a Founder of letters he shall be sent by these ships."*

In the Gazetteer of the Bombay Island it is stated that the Company did actually provide a founder to help Bhimjee. The relevant passage in the Gazetteer runs as follows:

"Bhimji was disappointed to find that Hill, albeit an expert printer, was not a founder and was quite unable "to cut the Banian letters," and he therefore wrote once again to the Court of Directors who replied by sending out a type-founder in 1678."

The sources of this information are stated in the Gazetteer to be "India Office Records. Bombay Gazette, 1st July, 1906". A reference made to the India Office Records, on behalf of the present writer, showed that there is no ground to believe that the typefounder ever came to India. As regards the Bombay Gazette, there is no issue dated 1st July 1906, which was a Sunday. Its issue of Monday, July 2nd, contains an article about Bombay's first printing press, but it does not contain any evidence to show that the typefounder had actually arrived.

We have seen that the printing press was brought to the island of Bombay for the first time in 1674-75. Bhimjee Parekh's intention to use this press for printing literature in Indian characters did not materialise. But it would be reasonable to assume that some English types had been brought with the press and used to print literature in English. If this assumption is correct, it is possible that some specimens of such printed material would be available in the contemporary records of the Company relating to Bombay.

The Gazetteer of Bombay City and Island states in the following passage, that the establishment of a printing press was one of the innovations introduced by General Aungier, Governor of Bombay:

"Other innovations of more or less importance were the establishment of a Mint...the opening of a printing press, the building of houses..."\(^{10}\)

The Gazetteer does not however provide any clue as to the source or basis of this information.

Captain Alexander Hamilton, who travelled in India on business during the period 1688 to 1728, mentions in the course of an account of his travels that he saw certain printed documents during his stay in Bombay:

"The General (John Child) granting Passes to all who required them about the latter End of the year 1687, he laid down a Complaint and Grievance before the Governor of Surat, and demanded Redress, and Satisfaction. The Articles of his Grievances I saw in a printed copy and were as follows, in 35 Articles."\(^{11}\)

"Now we may see the Mogul's style in his new Phirmaund to be sent to Surat, as it stands translated by the Company's Interpreters which runs thus in the printed copy annexed to Sir John Child's 35 Articles of Grievances."\(^{12}\)

It is probable that these documents were printed in India and copies of the same may perhaps still be available in the India Office records.

**Block Printing in Maharashtra**

The late Rao Bahadur Dattatraya Balwant Parasnis, another Maratha historian, has brought to light facts which prove that

---

\(^{10}\) The Gazetteer of Bombay City and Island, Vol. II, Bombay 1909, p. 61.


\(^{12}\) Ibid., p. 227.
Rajwade was not entirely justified in censuring the Marathas for their indifference to the art of printing. Parasanis writes:

"Nana Fadanavis of Poona is known in history as a famous statesman. Original documents show that he took keen interest in a variety of fields such as learning, arts and crafts, agriculture etc. He had started a school of painting and sculpture at Poona with the cooperation of Sir Charles Mallet, who was then the Resident. He first conceived the idea of printing the Bhagavadgītā by getting moulds of Marathi letters prepared by a coppersmith student who was trained at this school. The practice of making copies of the Bhagavadgītā in beautiful hand-writing and offering them to Brahmans was at that time much in vogue. Nana Fadanavis had collected a number of such beautifully written manuscripts of the Gitā from centres like Jaipur, Kashi and Mathura. He felt that it would be useful if such books were printed like English books by preparing moulds of letters. He therefore started the attempt to get moulds of letters prepared by skilled technicians at Poona."

The procedure followed was to prepare copperplates of uniform shape and size and to fix on them copper-letters of each verse of the Bhagavadgītā. Impressions of these plates were then to be taken on a wooden press. The process of preparing plates was obviously a difficult one and took a long time. Before the work was completed Bajirao II became the Peshwa (1796), and the fortunes of Nana Fadanavis suffered a decline. Owing to the unsettled conditions in Poona many skilled artisans migrated elsewhere. The technician entrusted with the work of preparing blocks of the Gitā left Poona for Miraj, where he succeeded in securing the patronage of the Chief of Miraj, Gangadharrao Govind. The work initiated by Nana Fadanavis was thus completed under the patronage of the Chief of Miraj, and an edition of the Bhagavadgītā was printed on wooden press at Miraj in 1805. There exists a copy of this Bhagavadgītā in the possession of Pandit Raghunatha Shastri Patankar, of the Rajapur Sanskrit Pāṭhaśālā (Dist. Ratnagiri). Of the plates used for this purpose, which number

about 350, nearly a half have been preserved at the Bhārata-Itihāsa Samshodhaka Mandala at Poona. There are two of these blocks also at the Parasnis Museum at Satara. This edition would appear to be one of the oldest instances of block printing in India.

We find that there is no reference in this edition to the initiative taken by Nana Fadanavis in bringing it out. The Chief of Miraj, however, is referred to in the colophon in the following words:—

अगुयग्मागमूलये १७२७ शाके कोणवक्तस्मरे ।
माकेश्यमुनिक्षेत्रे पुञ्जवर्षसंकेत: ।
लिगमागमवर्गम: श्रीगोविदतनुजूवः ।
बिहुपांतरायास दिव्यां छती गंगाघरो मुदा ।
तम्ज्ञं पुस्तकं मलाविकेम्यं दत्तवानसी ।
गोपालकुण्डल्लचरणप्रसादानवकस्यं ॥ श्रीमद्भुत ॥
CHAPTER III

THE PRINTING PRESS AT TRANQUEBAR (MADRAS): 1712

Work of the Danish Missionaries

Credit for the third attempt to set up a printing press goes to the Danish missionary Bartholemew Ziegenbalg. He was born on June 24, 1688. His parents died in his infancy and he was educated by friends of his family at Halle (Saxony). Here he came into contact with Dr. Lutkens who was the Chaplain to the King of Denmark, Frederick IV. Dr. Lutkens had plans to spread the Protestant faith in India, and in pursuit thereof some land had already been purchased from the King of Tanjore. He succeeded in persuading Ziegenbalg and the latter's friend Henry Plutschau to join the mission. As we have already seen, Catholic missionaries had started their labours in India a long time earlier. The Danish mission's work can, however, be considered to mark the beginning of Protestant missionary activity in India.

In a letter written on July 12, 1706, soon after his arrival at Tranquebar, Ziegenbalg gives an account of his voyage to India. Letters written by him during the period (till 1715) are also extant, and in them we find a wealth of information regarding contemporary social conditions, religious beliefs, the languages and culture of India, as also a report on the fortunes of his missionary activity and in particular the opposition from Catholic missions which such activity provoked.

At this time many persons of Portuguese descent had taken up residence in South India, and the Portuguese language was widely known in that region. The Danish missionaries therefore began to equip themselves with a means of communicating with the Indians by learning Portuguese while they were on their way to India. In India they engaged the services of a Portuguese-

knowing Indian Pundit, and with his help succeeded in obtaining an insight into local conditions. In his letter dated September 16, 1706, Ziegenbalg speaks of this Pundit in the following terms:

"I must confess, that my School-Master, being a Man of Threescore and Ten Years, has often put such Philosophical Questions to me, as really made me believe, that in searching their Notions, one might discover things very fit to entertain the curiosity of many a learned Head in Europe...Truly, the Malabarians being a witty and sagacious People, will needs be managed with a great deal of Wisdom and Circumspection. Our School-Master argueth daily with us, and requircth good Reasons and Arguments for everything. We hope to bring him over to the Christian Knowledge; but he is confident as yet, that one time or other we shall all turn Malabarians, and in this Hope, he takes all the Pains imaginable, to render things as plain and easie to us as possibly he can."

As regards the missionary objectives, the following account of how the corrupt mode of life of the Portuguese in India, and the questionable means by which the Catholic missionaries "decoyed" Indians into their fold, had proved a major hindrance in the way of the spread of Christianity in India, would be found valuable:

Extract from Ziegenbalg's letter dated October 1, 1706:

"I must freely confess that it is very hard to make any Impression upon their Minds, or to bring 'em over out of the gross Blindness that overspreads 'em, to the glorious Light of the holy Gospel. The chief Reason of their Aversion from Christianity is caused by the scandalous and corrupted Life of the Christians, conversing with and residing among them. This has inspired 'em with a more than ordinary Hatred and Detestation of anything that savours of the Christian Religion; counting it a great Sin, if any of 'em should make bold to eat or drink with a Christian. Nay, they look upon Christians as the very Dregs of the World, and the general Bane of Mankind."

3. Ibid., p. 33.
He further states:—

"Their Conversion is also very much obstructed by the Conduct of the Roman-Catholics, who use to decoy 'em into Christianity (so called), by all manner of sinister Practices and Underhand Dealings. Hence they are afraid of us as of designing Men, ready to steal in upon 'em, by some Project or other contrived for that Purpose." 4

We have seen how in South India the printing press had been established as early as 1578, but the printing activity came to an end owing to a gradual decline in the religious zeal of successive generations of missionaries. Fr. Hosten observes:—

"Somehow the Tamil printing seems to have stopped after 1612; for the Nobili's and Manoel Martin's numerous writings lay unpublished in 1649 and 1660." 5

It appears probable that there were some subsequent attempts to revive printing in India, but they proved short-lived. We find, for instance, a reference to a Latin-Tamil grammar by Father Beschi, a Sanskrit scholar, having been printed in Ziegenbalg's press as desired by the Bishop of Mylapore.

Ziegenbalg has explained in a number of his letters that books prepared in the Malabar language to help in the propagation of the Christian faith, were initially written in Portuguese and then translated into the "Malabarick language" with the help of Indian assistants. The following passage in his letter dated October 16, 1706, may be quoted in this connection:—

"Their Language is both hard and variable; whatever of the Fundamental Points of Christianity is necessary for 'em to know, must first be put into the Portuguese language, and out of that into Malabarick. And whereas the Art of Printing is not known in these Parts, Transcribing must supply the Place of the Press. Upon the whole, you see, that as our Charity-School cannot well go forward without taking

4. Ibid., p. 35.
in some Men to assist us; so the whole Design can't advance, without employing more Hands, first to translate and then with some Iron Tools to print upon Leaves of Palm-Trees such things as are thought useful for Edification."^8

Incidentally, it will be seen from the above extract that at that time paper had not appeared in Malabar. A more explicit reference to this situation is available in the following passage from a letter dated June 14, 1709:—

"As for the Outside of these Books, they are of a quite different Dress from those in Europe. There is neither Paper nor Leather, neither Ink nor Pen used by the Natives at all, but the Characters are by Iron Tools impressed on a Sort of Leaves of a Certain Tree, which is much like a Palm-Tree. At the End of every Leaf a Hole is made, and through the Hole a String drawn, whereby the whole Sett of Leaves is kept together; but then they must be untied or loosened, whenever the Prints of these Characters shall appear and be read."^7

As a further stage in their activities in India, the Danish missionaries attempted to learn the Malabar Language themselves, and proceeded to formulate a grammar and vocabulary of that language as a first step in the systematic study of that language. This is described by Ziegenbalg in his letter dated September 12, 1707, as follows:—

"Our Chief Care was now to learn the Malabarian Language, after being pretty well-versed in the Portuguese. To facilitate this Design, we maintained a Malabarian School-Master in our House; but still we were in the Dark, as to the Words themselves, and the genuine Construction thereof; he being only able to teach us to read and write; but knowing nothing of the Portuguese he could not give us any satisfactory Inlet into the hardest Constructions of this Language. Soon after we fell acquainted with a Malabarian, who heretofore had serv'd the East Indian Company; and besides his own Language, he spoke Portuguese, Danish, High and Low Dutch

7. Ibid., Part II, p. 17.
fluently enough. This Man we hired, to be our Translator; and by this Means we made a choice Collection of some thousands of Malabarian Words, which we got presently by heart. Soon after we fell to the Declensions and conjugations, and began to read Books in this Language."

In the absence of a printing press, the books prepared so far had to be transcribed by hand, and this proved to be a slow, laborious and expensive process. With the object of facilitating a wider and faster dissemination of Christian literature, Ziegenbalg in his letter of August 22, 1708, put forth a demand for a "Malabarick and Portuguese Printing Press." He wrote:

"We heartily wish to be supplied with a Malabarick and Portuguese Printing Press to save the expensive Charges of getting such Books transcribed as are necessary for carrying on this Work. I have hitherto employed Six Malabarick Writers in my House; which, however, considering our present Circumstances will prove too chargeable in Time. "Tis true, those Books which we get from the Malabar Heathens must be entirely transcribed, or else bought up for ready Money, if People will part with them; but such as lay down the Grounds of our holy Religion, and are to be dispersed among the Heathens, must be carefully printed off for this Design.""

The task of the Christian missionaries was two-fold: they had to propagate the doctrines of the new faith and at the same time attempt to wean away people from their old religious beliefs and practices. Ziegenbalg devoted considerable attention to collecting manuscripts of Indian literature, as this would help him to understand the old beliefs of the Hindus which he proposed to refute. In this connection he wrote as follows:

"I have often sent some Malabarick Writers a great way into the Country, in order to buy up Malabarian Books from the Widows of the deceased Brahmans. But there are a

great many more of those Books, which being grown very scarce, are not so easily found out. However, I do what I can to get 'em into my Hands, and to purchase 'em at any rate, that so I may be able to unravel the better, the Mysteries and fundamental Principles of their Idolatrous Religion. Which I hope to lay open in time, in all its black and odious Colours, and to confute it out of their own Writings. And on this Account a good Store of Books, you know, will do me much service. However, my present Design is chiefly bent upon Translating the Word of God into the Language of the Heathens.\textsuperscript{19}

In a letter written in 1708 Ziegenbalg speaks of 26 sermons delivered by him at the Church of Tranquebar and two vocabularies of Malabar language prepared by him. The first vocabulary contained 26,000 words in common use, and had three columns, the first giving the word in Malabar characters, the second its transliteration in Latin and the third its meaning in German. The second vocabulary contained words used in poetry. Ziegenbalg states that it took him two years to complete the first vocabulary and he had to read two hundred authors for that purpose. For the second he not only laboured strenuously himself but enlisted the assistance of Indian scholars and poets who remained at his house for four months.

In a letter dated October 19, 1709, Ziegenbalg gives a vivid account of the popular commotion caused by the conversion of a well-known Hindu poet to Christianity.\textsuperscript{11} He does not give the name of the poet, but it is mentioned elsewhere as Kanabadi.\textsuperscript{12} It is understood that this poet has written in the Malabar language on the life and work of Jesus Christ; but it is not known if any of his works are extant. Ziegenbalg made an appeal to all Protestant countries to support the work of propagation of Christianity undertaken by the Danish missionaries.\textsuperscript{13}

10. Ibid., pp. 7-8.
11. Ibid., pp. 30-37.
Ziegenbalg was keenly aware that he could not achieve his object without the help of the printing press. ("This I can't promise to accomplish without the convenience of a Printing Press."[14]) We find him and his colleagues making repeated demands for a printing press. His collaborator F. E. Grundler wrote in his letter dated April 20, 1709, as follows:—

"If a Founder and Printer could be sent over in time, and readily provided with a Sett of Latin Types, it would effectually, and without any Delay, further our present Design; For the Portuguese Language being of so ample a Use, true and practical Christianity might be scattered by this Means throughout most of these Eastern Countries."[15]

The demand is repeated in a letter dated June 14, 1709:—

"...Our present Efforts are chiefly bent upon Translating the New Testament into Malabarick; in Hopes, that such Work may prove the Foundation of a plentiful Blessing, if once it should happen to see the light. A Malabarick and Portuguese Printing Press, you know, would be highly serviceable for the whole Design, the Transcribing of Books being attended with almost insuperable difficulties."[16]

The "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge" had been established in England about a decade before this. Rev. A. W. Boehme, the German Chaplain to the Prince George of Denmark, forwarded to this Society translations of the letters written by the Danish missionaries from India, and this helped to publicise their work. The Society arranged in 1711 to send to the mission some copies of the Bible in Portuguese as well as a printing press with pica type and other accessories and a printer. The ship carrying them was however held up by the French near Brazil, and the printer Jones Finck was arrested and later released. Finck died of fever near the Cape of Good Hope soon thereafter. A detailed letter written by him on October 20, 1711, soon after his release from captivity, is extant.[17] The printing press reached

16. Ibid., p. 29.
17. Ibid., Part III, pp. 1-17.
India in the following year unaccompanied by the printer. In a letter of thanks written on January 11, 1713, receipt is acknowledged of the press, 100 reams of paper, 213 copies of the New Testament in Portuguese, etc.\(^{18}\)

From a letter written from Tranquebar on June 11, 1713, we find that the press started functioning with the help of a German printer-cum-compositor:

"Of what we have been printing hitherto, we send some copies for Satisfaction to our Benefactors. The Press being set up, proves so helpful to our Design, that we have Reason to praise the Lord for so signal a Benefaction. Our Printer, a Native of Germany, is in the Danish Company's Service here; being Printer and Composer too at the same time."\(^{19}\)

In the beginning printing was confined to the Portuguese language. Types of Malabar characters were obtained from Europe later on. The following statement appears in a letter dated September 12, 1713, written from Tranquebar:

"In a little time we hope to enter upon the impression of a Book in the Damulian Language for which we are now making the necessary Preparation."\(^{20}\)

Reference to the first book printed in Malabar Language is found in the following passage in a letter dated October 6, 1713:

"We return our most hearty thanks...for the Present of Paper transmitted for Printing the same (the New Testament) in the Damulian Tongue. As soon as we have revis'd and mended our Malabarick Translation, which shall be done with all possible Care, we design to put it without Delay to the Press, so that we may be able the next Year to return some Copies to Europe. In the mean time, we have made an Experiment of the Malabarick types, and have sent enclosed a copy of a small Tract in that Language, entitled: The

18. Ibid., p. 25.
19. Ibid., p. 46.
20. Ibid., p. 66.
Abomination of Paganism, and the Way for the Pagans to be sav’d.\textsuperscript{71}

The above letter also gives a list of five books printed in Portuguese. The first of these bore the title "Explication of the Christian Doctrine, after the Method of Catechism."

A foundry of Malabar types was also established soon thereafter, to which there is a reference in a letter dated December 11, 1718:

"The Malabar-Press and Foundry is now in pretty good Forwardness, and we are entering with all possible Expedition upon the Impression of the New-Testament in this Pagan Language. We are likewise going about the Translation of the Old-Testament, both into Portuguese and Damulian.\textsuperscript{72}"

A letter dated April 7, 1718, contains a list of 32 books in the Malabar language, original works as well as translations, and 22 books in Portuguese prepared by the missionaries. It is stated that the books in the Malabar language included a vocabulary written on paper and another written on palm leaves.

The beginning of the work of printing the New Testament in Tamil is referred to in a letter of January 3, 1714, and it is stated in a letter of September 27, 1714, that "the four Evangelists and Acts of the Apostles" were already printed. This letter also makes an interesting reference to the possibility of manufacturing paper in India:

"The Scarcity of Paper has hindred us from pursuing the Impression to the End of the Epistles: For of the Seventyfive Ream of the largest Paper you were pleased to send us last year, only six remain; but of the lesser Size, which made up your first Present of Paper, we have thirty Ream left in our Store. For the setting up a Paper-Manufacture here, though we do not think it altogether impracticable, yet our perpetual want of Money has not permitted us hitherto to attempt any such thing. The Malabar-Types which were sent from

\textsuperscript{71} Ibid., p. 68.
\textsuperscript{72} Ibid., pp. 76-77.
Germany, proved so very large, that they consumed Abundance of Paper: To remove this Inconveniency, our Letter-Founder has, about two months since, cast another type of a smaller Size, wherewith we design to print the remaining Part of the New Testament.”

Towards the end of the year 1714, Ziegenbalg returned home for a two years' rest. In order to help to keep the knowledge of the Malabar language fresh in his mind, he took home with him a young Indian from Malabar. In a letter written from the Cape of Good Hope on January 15, 1715, he expresses his intention to write during his journey home a concise grammar of the Malabar language for the use of Europeans and to get it printed in Germany. In a letter written from Halle (Saxony) on October 20, 1715, he states that he had already completed this work, and in a letter written on the following November 1, that he was busy getting it printed. This Grammar of the Tamil language explained in Latin was published at Halle in 1716, and there is a copy of the same in the Serampore College Library. The oldest Tamil book printed at Tranquebar, seen by the present writer, is “The Four Evangelists and the Acts of the Apostles” printed in 1714, a copy of which is available in the Serampore College Library. With the completion of the work of printing of the New Testament which is referred to in a letter of J. E. Grundler dated August 28, 1715, the printing activity in Tamil started in full swing.

We have already quoted above a passage which mentions the scarcity of paper as a major factor limiting the spread of Christian literature in India. A reference to a scheme to manufacture paper in India is found in a letter written as early as in December, 1713, but the scheme was implemented two years later. In a letter dated January 16, 1716, Grundler writes as follows:

“We are now very busie in building a Paper-Mill, for the Benefit of the Mission. Our Honourable Governor defrays Half the Expense, and I, on the Mission's Account, the other Half. The Timber-work belonging to this Fabrick is finished
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and a few Days after we begin the Edifice itself. If this Design under God meets with Success, it will be very advantageous both to this Mission and to all India.”

It was the intention of Ziegenbalg and his collaborators that their printing work should become known in all parts of India. This finds expression in a letter of January 9, 1713, in which Ziegenbalg and Grundler write:

“*The Great Scarcity of Almanacks in this part of the World, moved us to Print a Sheet Almanack, which will not be vended on the Coast of Coromandel but also on that of Malabar and in Bengall. By this Means, we hope, our Printing-Press will come to be known to other Nations and Countries hereabouts.***

The Danish missionaries did not play a direct part in the history of printing in the Marathi language. It is interesting to note however that a Danish missionary, Christian Frederick Schwartz, came to be the guardian, tutor and guide of Sarfoji Bhonsle, the King of Tanjore (1799-1833). He influenced that enlightened chief to establish a press in Tanjore in which some Sanskrit and Marathi books were printed. During a recent visit to Tanjore the present writer saw in the Saraswati Mahal Library the following books printed in this press during the early years of the 19th century:—

*Yuddha-Kānda* by Yekanātha 1809.

*Śīśupālavadha* by Māgha 1812.

Besides these, it is stated that two other works printed in this press, viz. *Kārikāvali* and *Muktāvali*, are found in this library.**

A copy of a book bearing the title *Bālbodha-Muktāvali* (1806?) printed in this press is available in the British Museum Library. The *Devanāgarī* types used in this press were cast by Sir Charles Wilkins.

---

The beginning of printing in Madras proper took place under somewhat curious circumstances which are described by Mr. W. H. Warren as follows:—

"In 1761 Sir Eyre Coote captured Pondicherry from the French and in the Governor's house was found a printing press and some types. These were brought back to Madras as part of the loot, but the Fort St. George Authorities were unable to make use of them as they had no printer. Fabricius, the great Tamil Scholar, was then living at Vepery, and the equipment was handed over to him on condition that if at any future time the Company should require any printing done, he would do it for them...It was at Vepery that Fabricius printed his hymn-book, and also his Tamil-English Dictionary (1779)."  

Copies of the Tamil-English Dictionary mentioned above and of an English-Tamil dictionary printed in 1786, were to be seen at the exhibition organised on the occasion of the 1935 session of the All India Oriental Conference at Annamalainagar. The Tamil types used in the printing of this Dictionary continued to be used until 1870.

PRINTING IN KANNADA AND TELUGU

It appears that the beginnings of printing in Kannada and Telugu languages took place in the city of Madras in the press of the College of Fort St. George. The present writer has in his collection a copy of the second edition of "A Grammar of the Telogo Language" by A. D. Campbell which was printed in this press in 1820. In the "Advertisement" appearing at the beginning of this book, the author describes in the following words the role which the College of Fort St. George was expected to play in the cultivation of the languages of South India:—

"Since the establishment of the College of Fort William by Marquis Wellesley, the labours of many distinguished individuals have added much valuable information to the knowledge before possessed of oriental literature, and afforded

many facilities to the attainment of an improved acquaintance with the several dialects peculiar to the provinces immediately subject to the Supreme Government. A similar Institution (on a modified and less extensive scale) has more recently been established at Fort St. George, and may be expected, in course of time, to produce the same favourable results as regards the languages of the South of India; respecting which very little has as yet appeared before the public through the medium of the press, though the languages themselves had, even before the establishment of the college, been cultivated with considerable success by individuals."

As stated above, the College of Fort St. George intended to function on lines similar to those on which the College of Fort William at Calcutta did. A Board for this College was created by government in 1812. The Board maintained a sales depot and a library of oriental works. In 1820 regular rules for its observance were framed. The College trained civil servants in the languages of the province, and supervised the instruction of munshis and persons appointed as law-officers and pleaders in the provincial courts.28

The first edition of Campbell's Grammar which appeared in 1816 29 was probably also printed in the same press. It has been stated that a book in Telugu bearing the title "A Grammar of the Gentoo Language as it is understood and spoken by the Gentoo People residing north and north-westwards of Madras" by a civilian (W. Brown ?) was printed in Madras earlier in 1807. 30 Another Grammar of the Telinga language by Dr. William Carey was published at Serampore near Calcutta in 1814.

An English-Kannada dictionary compiled by the Rev. William Reeve, a protestant missionary belonging to the London Missionary Society, was printed in the press of the College of Fort St. George in 1824. A copy of this work is available in the library
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of the University of Bombay. In the prefatory "Advertisement" in this book the author gives the following information regarding its genesis:

"One of the author's principal objects in coming to India being to assist in translating the Holy Scriptures into Carnataca, he was necessarily led to pay particular attention to that language...To accomplish this object with a language that had never been brought into general notice, was, as may be easily supposed, rather a formidable task. The paucity of materials to furnish the needed data upon which to proceed, suggested the importance of attempting the formation of a Grammar and two Dictionaries, the one English and Carnataca, and the other Carnataca and English. When the first of these works had made some progress, the Grammar of J. M'Kerrell, Esq. was given to the public, and the author, therefore, from that time laid his aside. The present work was finished in 1817, after which the Dictionary Carnatica and English was commenced."

"A Grammar of the Carnatic Language" by J. M. M'Kerrell which is referred to in the above passage, was published in Madras in 1820.31 It can be said, therefore, that printing in Kannada in Madras started in 1820 or earlier. However, in Serampore, the Baptist Missionaries, on whose printing activities we shall have occasion to dwell at some length in the next chapter, had started printing in Kannada even earlier. "A Grammar of the Kurnata Language" by Dr. W. Carey was printed in 1817 and a translation of the Bible in the same language was printed by them for the first time in 1823. It appears that the Kannada types used in the Madras College press were prepared locally, as they are somewhat different in style from those used in Serampore publications.

Although as stated above the beginnings of printing in Kannada took place in the city of Madras, Christian missionaries operating in Bellary, Bangalore and Mangalore were responsible for its subsequent development. Credit for bringing the forms of letters in Kannada type to its present state of elegance is
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generally ascribed to Anantacharya, who belonged to the Achari community of blacksmiths in Mangalore. 32

Till 1835 there were stringent restrictions on the freedom of printing, but they were removed by Sir Charles Metcalfe in that year. As a consequence, the number of printing presses in Madras gradually increased. In 1863 there were ten printing presses owned by Indians in the City of Madras; all these presses were made of wood. Iron printing-presses came into use at a later date. The American Mission established a new printing press at Broadway and one of their printers, P. R. Hund, prepared elegant types of an improved design. These were used in the printing of the Tamil-English Dictionary of Rev. Miron Winslow. This in brief is the story of the beginning of printing in Madras. In an article on this subject Mr. W. H. Warren, Secretary to the Diocesan Press of Madras, remarks as follows:

"We can recall with pride that 100 years ago a Madras press was the equal of any press in the world, and in the difficult art of cutting punches by hand, Madras workmen were probably superior." 33

In the next section we shall review the magnificent achievements in the field of printing of Dr. William Carey at Serampore. Serampore was also a Danish settlement, and Dr. Carey drew the inspiration for his work from Ziegenbalg. The Bishop of Tranquebar aptly remarks: "Without Ziegenbalg there could be no Carey; Without Tranquebar no Serampore." 34

CHAPTER IV

THE PRINTING PRESS IN BENGAL: 1778

Work of Sir Charles Wilkins

We have seen that it was as an aid to proselytisation that the printing press was brought to Goa and to the Presidency of Madras. In Bengal, on the other hand, political considerations were responsible for the advent of the press. The first book printed in the Bengali language and script is a Grammar of the Bengali language prepared by Nathaniel Brassey Halhed (1751-1830), a civil servant of the East India Company. This was printed at Hoogly (near Calcutta) in 1778. During a recent visit to Calcutta, the present writer searched in vain in the libraries of the St. Xavier's College, the Asiatic Society, the University and the Bangiya Sahitya Parisad as well as in the National Library, for a book printed earlier than 1778 in Bengal, whether in Bengali or in English. In the opinion of Buckland, the press at Hoogly was "the first printing press in India." While this statement is not correct, this was probably the first printing press established in Bengal. We find that two years before the publication of the Grammar mentioned above, another book by the same author bearing the title "A Code of Gentoo Laws or Ordinations of the Pundits" was printed in London, presumably for want of printing facilities in Bengal. Long before this, as early as in 1748, the Portuguese had brought out books on Bengali Grammar and vocabulary, as also books of Catechism written in Bengali. But these were printed at Lisbon in the Roman script, and it is not necessary to describe them here.

A Protestant Danish missionary named John Zacharia Kier- nander (1711-1799) came to Calcutta in 1758 from Tranquebar, and established a protestant mission at Calcutta. He was not himself conversant with Bengali or Hindustani and used Portuguese as the vehicle for his teachings. He succeeded in converting to

2. A copy of this book is available in the Bombay Asiatic Society.
Protestantism a Goan Catholic named Berto de Silvestre (1728-1786). It is believed that a Catechism and a Book of Common Prayer written in Bengali by Silvestre were printed in London. But these are not extant today, and as they were printed outside India they need not concern us here.

In 1772 the East India Company assumed responsibility for the governance of Bengal, and the need for learning the language of the governed was felt soon thereafter. Nathaniel Brassey Halhed (mentioned above) undertook the task of preparing books for this purpose. In 1768, Halhed met Sir William Jones in London, and under the latter's influence was attracted to the study of Oriental languages. Later he entered the service of the East India Company and came to India. On the advice of Warren Hastings (1774) he published a translation of the Gento Code from the Persian. During his sojourn in Bengal he learnt Bengali and prepared a Grammar of that language for the use of his compatriots. This was printed in 1778 at Hoogly, as mentioned above. While it may not be possible to assert positively that this was the first book printed in Bengal, there is no doubt that this was the first book printed with Bengali movable types. For this purpose, types of Bengali characters were cast by Charles Wilkins on "the advice and even solicitations of the Governor-General." In the introduction to the Bengali Grammar, Halhed speaks of Wilkins' achievement in glowing terms as follows:

"The advice and even solicitations of the Governor-General prevailed upon Mr. Wilkins, a gentleman who has been some years in the India Company's Civil service in Bengal, to undertake a set of Bengali types. He did, and his success has exceeded every expectation. In a country so remote from all connexion with European artists, he has been obliged to charge himself with all the various occupations of the Metalurgist, the Engraver, the Founder and the Printer. To the merit of invention he was compelled to add application of"

4. Cf. "We have come across a MS., nearly 200 years old, which was printed from engraved wooden blocks. But the art was not in general use," Prof. D. D. Sen. History of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta 1954, p. 718.
personal labour. With a rapidity unknown in Europe, he surmounted all the obstacles which necessarily clog the first rudiments of a difficult art, as well as the disadvantages of solitary experiment; and has thus singly on the first effort exhibited his work in a state of perfection which in every part of the world has appeared to require the united improvements of different projectors, and the gradual polish of successive ages."

We shall see presently that Wilkins can be considered as the pioneer in the art of preparing types not only of the Bengali alphabet but of the Devanāgarī alphabet as well. Wilkins taught the art to an Indian blacksmith Panchanana Karmakar by name, who in turn taught it to other Indian technicians.

Charles Wilkins was born sometime during 1749-50. He came to Bengal in 1770 as a clerk in the service of the East India Company. He was the first Englishman to learn Sanskrit, and he translated the Bhagavadgītā, Hitopadeśa and Śākuntala into English. It is stated by C. E. Buckland that he published a Grammar of Sanskrit in 1779. In this book Sanskrit words were probably printed in Roman characters. The present writer, however, has not been able to see a copy of this work. His (second) Grammar of Sanskrit was published in 1808, and for the printing of this he prepared a fount of types of Devanāgarī characters. In the introduction to this Grammar he speaks of his work in the following words:

"About the year 1778, my curiosity was excited by the example of my friend, Mr. Halhed, to commence the study of Sanskrit....At the commencement of the year 1795, residing in the country, and having much leisure, I began to arrange my materials, and prepare them for publication. I cut letters in steel, made matrices and moulds, and cast from them a fount of types of the Dēva-nāgarī character, all with my own hands; and with the assistance of such mechanics as a country village could afford, I very speedily prepared all the other implements of printing in my own dwelling-house; for by the

5. N. B. Halhed, A Grammar of the Bengali Language. (Introduction), Hoogly (in Bengal), 1778, pp. XXIII-IV.
second of May of the same year, I had taken proofs of sixteen pages, differing but little from those now exhibited in the first two sheets. Till two o'clock on that day everything had succeeded to my expectations; when, alas! the premises were discovered to be in flames, which spreading too rapidly to be extinguished, the whole building was presently burnt to the ground. In the midst of this misfortune I happily saved all my books and manuscripts, and the greatest part of the punches and matrices; but the types themselves having been thrown out and scattered over the lawn were either lost or rendered useless.

As one accident is often followed by another, so it was with me; and so many untoward circumstances, unnecessary to relate, succeeded each other to prevent my resuming the prosecution of this work, that at last I resolved to give up thoughts of it. But within these two years, the establishment of the East India College at Hertford, by the wise policy of the Court of Directors of the East India Company, induced me to change my mind. The study of the Oriental languages was one of the principal objects of this magnificent institution, and that of the Sanskrit a desideratum. But as there was not any grammar of this to be procured, I was called upon, and highly encouraged to bring forward that which I had been so many years preparing. I accordingly had other letters cast from my matrices, and sent it immediately to press; from which it now issues, not the worse, I hope, for the delay."

Wilkins was appointed in 1800 as the first Librarian to the India Office and later in 1806 as the Visitor to the Department of Oriental Studies at the Haileybury College. The latter appointment served as an incentive for the writing of a Grammar of Sanskrit for the use of his students. He was knighted in 1833 and died in 1886.

Earlier in Chapter III, we have mentioned the printing activity at Tanjore during the early years of the 19th century. Books in

Marathi were also published in Bombay during the same period under government auspices. The types prepared by Wilkins came handy at both centres. Wilkins was not only the pioneer of printing in the Bengali and the Devanāgarī alphabets, but he was also responsible for training technicians who applied their newly acquired art to other Indian scripts.

We find that by the end of the 18th century a number of printing presses had been established at Calcutta. During a recent visit to Calcutta the present writer saw in the library of Bāṃgīya Sāhitya Pariṣad a copy of an English-Bengali vocabulary prepared by A. Upjohn bearing the title "Ingāraji and Bengali Vokabilari," which was printed at the Chronicle Press (Calcutta) in 1793. The Bengali types used in this appear to be different from those used in Hallhed's Grammar, and they were perhaps prepared by Panchanana Karmakar. The present writer has in his collection "A New Persian and English Work after the Method of Boyer and others" by Robert Jones, which was printed in the Hon. Company's Press at Calcutta in 1792. In the same press were printed in 1785 the Bengali translation by Jonathan Duncan (who was later appointed as Governor of Bombay) of Sir Eliza Impey's Code, and in 1793 the Bengali translation by H. P. Forster of the Cornwallis Code. The Bengali types used in the latter work appear to be somewhat different from those used for Hallhed's Bengali Grammar, and the same were used for the printing of Forster's English-Bengali Vocabulary in 1799 and Bengali-English Vocabulary in 1802. Copies of these vocabularies exist in the National Library at Calcutta. Henry Pitts Forster (born 1761) was a Senior Merchant on the Bengal Establishment. It is evident from his "Essay on the Principles of Sanskrit Grammar" (1810) that he was a student of Sanskrit as well as of Bengali. He states in the introductions to his works that the main purpose of his writings was to promote administrative efficiency.

Work of the Serampore Mission

Although printing in Bengal owed its origin to political rather than religious considerations, the needs of religion helped considerably its development at a later stage. Towards the end of the
18th and the commencement of the 19th centuries, the policy of
the East India Company was to steer clear of missionary activity,
as it was held that entanglement in this might prove detrimental
to the political interests of the Company. Missionary activity was
forbidden within the confines of the Company's Indian dominions.
This position obtained when William Carey (1761-1834), a worker
of the Baptist Mission, arrived in Calcutta on November 11, 1795.
He had therefore to carry on his missionary work secretly. He
was quick to appreciate the immense value of the knowledge of
Indian languages for his missionary work, and he started learning
Bengali for the purpose. He was helped in this by a Bengali
gentleman named Ram Basu. Carey took up employment as
the manager of an Indigo factory at Madnavati (near Calcutta),
and devoted his leisure to translating the New Testament into
Bengali. The first draft of this translation was completed by
1797, as is clear from the following passage from a letter written
by him on March 25, 1797:—

"I have been with the printer, at Calcutta, to consult him
about the expense of printing the New Testament, which is
now translated, and may be got ready for the press in a little
time. It has undergone one correction, but must undergo
several more. I employ a Pundit merely for this purpose,
with whom I go through the whole in as exact a manner as I
can. He judges of the style and syntax, and I of the faithfulness
of the translation."

To equip himself adequately for his work of rendering the Christian
scripture into Bengali, he had to follow up his study of Bengali
with the study of Sanskrit. In April 1796, he wrote:—

"I have read a considerable part of the Mahabharata, an
epic poem written in most beautiful language, and much upon
a par with Homer; and was it, like his Iliad, only considered
as a great effort of Human genius, I should think it one of the
first productions in the world."

Again, in a letter written early in 1798, he wrote:

"I am learning the Sanskrit language, which, with only the helps to be procured here, is perhaps the hardest language in the world. To accomplish this, I have nearly translated the Sanskrit Grammar and dictionary into English, and have made considerable progress in compiling a dictionary, Sanskrit including Bengali and English."  

When the manuscript of the Bengali translation of the New Testament was ready for the press, he had to turn his attention to the ways and means of getting it printed. For this purpose he placed a demand for a press, a printer and paper before the Mission Society, London. In the meanwhile, in 1778, he came across a notice in the press that a wooden printing machine was for sale in Calcutta, and he bought it for £40. When this was set up in his house at Madnavati, local residents gathered to gaze in wonder at this Englishman’s ‘idol’!

It was much more difficult to obtain types of the Bengali alphabet than to buy a printing press. Initially Carey’s intention was to get punches of the Bengali alphabet prepared by the famous London founder Caslon. He had estimated that the punch of each letter would cost five shillings, but eventually it turned out that the cost would be as much as a guinea per punch. However, he learnt in the meantime that a foundry had been established at Calcutta for casting types of Indian scripts. He could not trace the whereabouts of this factory, but he learnt that a technician who had received his training in the art of making types of Indian alphabet from Sir Charles Wilkins was available for employment. He therefore abandoned the idea of getting such types prepared in London, and decided to utilise local talent for the purpose.

In the beginning of 1799 Marshman, Ward and two other missionaries came to India to assist Carey. They succeeded in finding accommodation at the Danish settlement of Serampore. The indigo business was at that time in a state of depression.

owing to floods, and Carey had planned to move to a neighbouring centre, Kidderpore, where he intended to build houses for himself and his collaborators. This plan did not materialise, as new missionaries were not allowed to settle down within the Company's dominions. He therefore decided to migrate to Serampore himself, and came there with his printing press in the beginning of the year 1800. In letters written during this period he explains the reasons for the choice of Serampore, and gives an account of his early activity there. The relevant passages are reproduced below:

Extract from a letter dated February 5, 1800:

"The setting up of the press would have been useless at Mudnabatty, without brother Ward, and perhaps might have been ruined, if it had been attempted. At this place, we are settled out of the Company's dominions and under the government of a power very friendly to us and our designs."

Extract from a letter dated October 11, 1800:

"Had we staid at Mudnabatty, or its vicinity, it is a great wonder whether we could set up our press; government would have suspected us, though without any reason to do so; and would, in all probability, have prevented us from printing; the difficulty of procuring proper materials would also have been almost insuperable. We have printed several small pieces, which have been dispersed; we have circulated several copies of Matthew's gospel, I suppose near three hundred. We have printed the New Testament, as far as the Acts of the Apostles, and it will be wholly printed before this reaches you, unless some unforeseen obstructions lie in the way."

Although it is not clearly stated in the passages quoted above that the booklets mentioned therein as printed during this period were written in Bengali, it appears from the following passage from a letter dated November 23, 1800, that this was in fact the case:
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"Yesterday Ram Boshu was here to revise his piece against Brahmans, in order to its being printed. It is very severe; but it must be so to make them feel...Today they are printing off as far as I Corinthians XI Chapter, 26 verse. I have had convincing proofs that the translation is well understood by those who read it. I was at a village one day, when a man read the sixth and part of the seventh of Matthew to a good number of people, who understood it well."  

There is reason to believe that the Bengali types were prepared before Carey came to Serampore. A historian of the Serampore mission (Mr. Marshman) asserts that the founder Panchanana met Carey only after the latter had settled down at Serampore:—

"At the beginning of 1803, the missionaries had made considerable progress in the preparation of a fount of Deva Nagree types. The Deva Nagree is the parent of all the various Indian alphabets, and, according to mythological tradition, the special gift of the gods. This was the first fount of this type which had been attempted in India. Soon after the establishment of the press at Serampore, the native blacksmith Punchaneron, who had been instructed in the art of punch cutting by Sir Charles Wilkins, came to the Missionaries in search of employment. Mr. Carey was then contemplating a Sanskrit Grammar, for which it was necessary to obtain Nagree types, and Punchaneron was immediately engaged for the work."  

The following is a list of Bengali books printed within the first five years after the establishment of a press at Serampore, and at present available in the National Library in Calcutta:—

Dharma Pustaka, Serampore, Mission Press.
Added title-page in English with imprint date 1802.
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1801. Ram Ram Basu.
Rājā Pratāpāditya Caritra... Serampore, Mission Press.
Carey, William.
Dialogues, intended to facilitate the acquiring of the Bengali language. Serampore, Printed at the Mission Press.

1802. Mahābhārata, Bengali.
The Mahabharat, a poem, in four volumes; translated from the original Sanskrit by Kashee Ram Dass. Serampore, Mission Press.

Mrityunjay Vidyalankar.
Bṛāṭiśa Śimhasana. Serampore.

Rāmāyaṇa, Bengali.
The Ramayunu, a poem; in five volumes; translated from the original Sanskrit, by Kirtee Dass (Ojha). Serampore.

Dauder geet... Serampore.

1805. Chandicharan Munshi.
Tōtā Itīhāsa. Serampore.

In 1801 Carey was appointed as the Professor of Bengali and Sanskrit at the Fort William College of Calcutta. The main objective of Carey’s printing activity so far was the printing of the Bengali translation of the New Testament. His new appointment induced him to turn his attention to printing books on non-religious subjects for the use of his students. In the following passage taken from a letter dated June 15, 1801, he refers to his new appointment as “a very important charge,” and indicates how his duties in that connection made it necessary for him to set about preparing text-books for the use of his students:

“You must know, then, that a college was founded, last year, in Fort William, for the instruction of the junior civil servants of the Company who are obliged to study in it three
years after their arrival. I always highly approved of the institution; but never entertained a thought that I should be called to fill a station in it. The Rev. D. Brown is provost, and the Rev. Claudius Buchanan, vice-provost; and, to my great surprise, I was asked to undertake the Bengali professorship. When the appointment was made, I saw that I had a very important charge committed to me, and that I had no books or helps of any kind to assist me. I therefore set about compiling a grammar, which is now half printed, I got Ram Boshu to compose a history of one of their kings, the first prose book ever written in the Bengali language; which we are also printing...

I am appointed teacher of the Sunserit language; and though no students have yet entered in that class, yet I must prepare for it. I am, therefore, writing a grammar of that language which I must also print, if I should be able to get through with it; and perhaps a dictionary which I began some years ago."

We have seen that Carey had to get Devanāgarī types prepared for use in his Sanskrit Grammar. The following passage from a letter dated September 7, 1803, shows that the same types came to be utilised for printing literature in Marathi and Hindustani:

"We...are about to publish some of our little pamphlets in the Hindusthani language. Dear Pearce's address to the Lascars is put into that language. We have also some thoughts of the Mahrattas. A Mahratta pundit, whom we have retained, had made a beginning of some small portions of the scripture in that language and the Devnagur letter will answer for that tongue and the Hindusthani as well as the Sanscrit."

It has been stated that "Matthew's Gospel in Mahratta, Nagri type (quarto), 180 pages" was printed in 1805. The present writer, however, has been unable to trace a copy of this work either in Calcutta or at Serampore. He has in his collection a Grammar of the Marathi language of the authorship of Carey,

15. George Smith, op. cit., p. 246.
which was printed at Serampore in the same year, 1805. This was prepared for the use of students of Marathi at the Fort William College. From the following passage in a letter dated February 8, 1805, it appears that classes in Marathi were started at this College in 1804:

"Within the last year the Mahratta language has been taught in the college. This was placed under me." 16

Carey was paid a salary of Rs. 500/- per month for teaching Bengali and Sanskrit. When the work of teaching Marathi was added to his duties his salary was increased to Rs. 1,000/- per month. It appears possible that in fixing his salary at this generous figure the management of the College intended to help indirectly his missionary work. He himself writes on February 11, 1807, that his salary "will much help the mission." 17 In January 1805 five students passed an examination in Marathi at this College.

Although Charles Wilkins had prepared types of Devanāgari script as early as in 1795, his grammar of Sanskrit in which these were used was published in London in 1808. Prior to this, Carey's grammar of Marathi had been published in 1805 and his grammar of Sanskrit in 1806, in both of which Devanāgari types were used. We find that even before this, in 1802, Devanāgari types were used for the printing of a thesis prepared by the students of the Serampore College, a copy of which is available in the National Library in Calcutta. There is also another book in this Library, Grammar of the Hindustanee Language by John Gilchrist, printed at the Chronicle Press in Calcutta in 1796, in which the Devanāgari types are used. This is probably the earliest instance of Devanāgari printing in India.

In Europe, printing in Devanāgari script dates back much earlier. In the private collection of Dr. Sunitikumar Chatterjee there exists a book printed in Europe in 1748 in which the Devanāgari alphabet was used. 18 On inspecting the copy, however,

17. Ibid., p. 455.
the present writer felt that plates, and not movable types for separate letters, were used in this book for the purpose of printing the Devanāgarī passages. In the library at Shantiniketana there is a book printed in Rome in 1771 in which also Devanāgarī script is used.⁹ Another copy of the same book exists in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bombay. Wooden movable types appear to have been used in this work. The same types also appear to have been used in the abovementioned Hindustanee Grammar by Gilchrist, and in a Grammar printed in 1804,²⁰ a copy of which is available in the National Library in Calcutta.

We have seen that in 1608 Fr. Stephens had estimated that for printing in Devanāgarī script it would be necessary to prepare 600 separate punches, but he considered that it would be possible to reduce this number to 200. The fount prepared at the Serampore press consisted of 700 separate punches. The historian of the Serampore mission speaks of this work as follows:—

"Owing to the large number of compound letters in the Deva Nagree, the fount required seven hundred separate punches, of which about one half had been completed at the beginning of the present year (1808). To accelerate the progress of the work, Punchanon was advised to take an assistant, a youth of the same caste and craft, of the name Monohar, an expert and elegant workman, who was subsequently employed for forty years at the Serampore press, and to whose exertions and instructions Bengal is indebted for the various beautiful founts of the Bengalee, Nagree, Persian, Arabic, and other characters which have been gradually introduced into the different printing establishments."²¹

Panchanana died soon thereafter. In a book entitled "Memoir Relative to the Translations" printed in 1807, a generous tribute is paid to Panchanana's skill:—

"Soon after our settling at Serampore the providence of God brought to us the very artist who had wrought with Wilkins in that work, and in a great measure imbibed his

---

⁹. *Alphabetum Grammaticum seu Indostanum,* (Types Sac. Congregationis de propaganda Fide), Rome 1771.
ideas. By his assistance we erected a letter-foundry; and although he is now dead he has so fully communicated his art to a number of others, that they carry forward the work of type-casting and even of cutting the matrices, with a degree of accuracy which would not disgrace European artists.”

Among the technicians to whom Panchanana "had communicated his art," Manohar was the ablest. Smith speaks of him as follows:

"Panchanana's apprentice, Monohur, continued to make elegant founts of type in all Eastern languages for the mission and for sale to others for more than forty years, becoming a benefactor not only to literature but to Christian civilization to an extent of which he was unconscious, for he remained a Hindoo of the blacksmith caste. In 1830, when he first went to India as a young missionary, the Rev. James Kennedy saw him, as the present writer has often since seen his successor, cutting the matrices or casting the type for the Bibles, while he squatted below his favourite idol under the auspices of which alone he would work. Serampore continued down till 1860 to be the principal Oriental type-foundry of the East."  

We have observed how the Portuguese missionaries failed to record even the name of the able Indian collaborator of the first printer in India, João de Bustamante. The generous manner in which the Baptist missionaries have acknowledged with gratitude their indebtedness to their Indian technicians provides a refreshing contrast to the attitude of their Portuguese predecessors.

The size of the Devanāgarī types originally prepared was so large that it resulted in adding to the cost of paper required for printing. Types of smaller size were therefore subsequently prepared. "Memoir Relative to the Translations" (1807), which has been referred to above, describes the Devanāgarī type prepared at Serampore as follows:

"Of the Devanagari character we have also cast an entire new fount, which is esteemed the most beautiful of the kind

in India. It consists of nearly 1,000 different combinations of characters.\textsuperscript{24}

Although types of Devanāgarī alphabet were available for use, we find that Modi script was used at Serampore for the printing of books like the second edition of Marathi Grammar, Marathi Bible and Marathi Dictionary. The reasons for this are explained in the following passage:—

"Although in the Mahratta country the Devanagari character is well known to men of education, yet a character is current among the men of business which is much smaller, and varies considerably in form from the Nagari, though the number and the power of the letters nearly correspond. We have cast a fount in this character, in which we have begun to print the Mahratta New Testament, as well as a Mahratta dictionary. This character is moderate in size, distinct and beautiful. It will comprise the New Testament, in perhaps a less number of pages than the Orissa. The expense of casting etc. has been much the same. We stand in need of three more founts; one in the Burman, another in the Telinga and Kernata, and the third in the Seek's character. These, with the Chinese characters, will enable us to go through the work."\textsuperscript{25}

Mr. Smith in his book referred to above gives a list of the translations of the New Testament in various languages which were prepared by Dr. Carey.\textsuperscript{26} This is reproduced here, as it gives an indication of the various scripts for which Carey had prepared types:—

First Published in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>Ooriya</td>
<td>in 1819.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>Maghadi</td>
<td>&quot; only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1815-19</td>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>&quot; in 1832.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>Khasi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{24} Quoted by George Smith, \textit{Ibid.}, p. 243.
\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 243.
\textsuperscript{26} George Smith, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 238-39.
1814-24 Manipuri.
1808 Sanskrit New Testament; Old Testaments in 1811-22.
1809-11 Hindi in 1818-18.
1822-32 Brui-bhase* only.
1815-22 Kanouji only.
1820 Kosali—Gospel of Matthew only.
1822 Oodeypoori—New Testament only.
1815 Jeypoori
1821 Bhugeli
1821 Marwari
1823 Bikanerli
1824 Bhatti*
1822 Haraoti
1832 Palpa*
1826 Kamaoni*
1832 Gurwhali
1821 Nepalese
1820 Goojarati only.
1819 Konkani Pentateuch in 1821.
1815 Panjabi only; and Historical Books in 1822.
1819 Mooltani
1825 Sindhi* Gospel of Matthew only.
1820 Kashmeeri—New Testament; and Old Test. to 2nd
Book of Kings.
1820-26 Dongri*—New Testament only.
1819 Pushtoo
1815 Baloochi
1818 Telugoo and Pentateuch in 1820.
1822 Kanarese only.

SIX EDITED AND PRINTED ONLY BY CAREY

Hindostani Singalese.
Malayalam Chinese (Dr. Marshman's).

The books in the above list which are marked with an asterisk are those which the present writer could not find in the Serampore
College library. On the other hand, he found in that library translations in languages described as Bhutumer (1824) and Oojcin (1824), which are not included in the above list. It is interesting to note that in these translations not only different types were used for scripts which are really distinct, but even for different styles of the same script; for instance, different types were prepared for printing Sanskrit, Hindi, Kanoji, Marwari, Bikaneri and Magadhi, which are usually written in scripts which are really different styles of the Devanāgarī.

Another important achievement of the Serampore mission was the preparation of the first movable metal types of Chinese characters. This was the first time in the history of Chinese printing that block-printing (xylography) was replaced by real typography. Marshman describes in the following passage this achievement which "forms an era in the history of Chinese literature":

"In the report of Translations in the present year (1813), especial reference is made to the important improvement which had been effected in Chinese typography. The first version of the Gospels was printed on one side, in accordance with the immemorial usage of China, from wooden blocks, on which the characters were engraved by native workmen. But it was soon apparent that this mode of printing would render the publication of new editions of the Scriptures very expensive and very dilatory. The cost of engraving the blocks must be renewed at each successive edition. It became advisable, therefore, to make an attempt to introduce the more expeditious and economical system of European printing with movable metallic types. To effect this, blank cubes of type metal were cast of the usual height of the types, on which the workmen engraved the Chinese character. The metal type was found to give five times the number of impressions which could be obtained from wooden blocks, without impairing the delicacy of the stroke. The use of separate types, moreover, gave the translator the inestimable advantage of making successive corrections in the proof sheet. Where the character was of frequent occurrence, a
steel punch was engraved, from which any number of characters could be cast. The native punch cutter had executed a considerable number of these punches before the arrival of Mr. Lawson; but under his direction the punches were greatly improved in beauty and accuracy. This is one of the most memorable improvements made in Chinese printing since its invention twenty centuries ago; not only because it admits of the revision of a work as it passes through the press, but also on the ground of economy. When the requisite punches are once cut, founts may be multiplied to any extent, and at much smaller cost than a continuous succession of wooden blocks. This improvement, which originated and was to a considerable extent matured at Serampore, before it was taken up by other missionary bodies, forms an era in the history of Chinese literature; and it will, doubtless, be adopted by the Chinese themselves, when their stationary civilisation, of which the block printing is a very apt emblem, begins to yield to the impulse of European improvement."

 Marshman gives the relative costs of preparing founts of Oriental characters in India and in London, to illustrate the economy effected by utilising the services of Indian technicians:—

"The progress which had been made in the preparation of founts of types in the Oriental languages was also very satisfactory. In the middle of 1807, the missionaries had completed four founts, which, with the Persian fount received from England, enabled them to print the scriptures in seven languages. On the ground of economy alone, the importance of the foundry they had established at Serampore will be apparent from a reference to the expense of Oriental founts in London; and at this distance of time it may not be without interest. The Persian fount, which Mr. Fuller had sent out, cost 500 l. The missionaries had also desired him to ascertain whether Telinga and Nagree founts might not be obtained more cheaply and expeditiously in London, where Fry and Figgins, the eminent founders, had been employed in preparing Oriental punches for the East India Company. Their reply satisfied the missionaries of the wisdom of having

made the establishment of a foundry and the training of
native artists one of the first objects of their attention at
Serampore. Mr. Figgins offered to supply them with 407
matrices for the Telinga, he retaining the punches, for
641 l. Regarding the Nagree, a consultation was held with
Dr. Charles Wilkins, the great Orientalist, who had cut the
first Indian types with his own hand thirty years before, and
it was found that the punches required for printing in that
character might, by various contrivances, be reduced to 300;
but the expense of preparing even this contracted fount was
estimated at 700 l. At Serampore the missionaries had been
able to obtain from their native workmen a complete fount
of Nagree, consisting of 700 characters, for about 100 l.
In the course of the first ten years of their labours the differ-
ence between the expense of their own foundry, and the sum
which would have been required for the preparation of the
founts in London, fell little short of 2000 l. 28

At this time the paper manufactured in India was of poor quality
and durability. On the other hand, paper imported from Europe
was more expensive, and as its supplies were irregular printing
work was often held up when supplies ran short. After "many a
long experiment," the Serampore mission set up a factory in India
to be operated by a steam engine. Smith writes of this pioneer-
ing project as follows:

"Hardly less service did the mission come to render to the
manufacture of paper in course of time, giving the name of
Serampore to a variety known all over India. At first Carey
was compelled to print his Bengali Testament on a dingy,
porous, rough substance called Patna paper. Then he began
to depend on supplies from England, which in those days
reached the press at irregular times, often impeding the
work, and was most costly. This was not all. Native paper,
whether mill or hand-made, being sized with rice paste,
attracted the bookworm and white ant, so that, as Mr. J.
Marshman confesses, the first sheets of work which lingered
in the press were often devoured by these insects before the
last sheets were printed off. Carey used to preserve his

most valuable manuscripts by writing on arsenicated paper, which became of a hideous yellow colour, though it is to this alone we owe the preservation in the library of Serampore college of five colossal volumes of a polyglot dictionary prepared by his pundits for the Bible translation work. Many and long were the experiments of the Missionaries to solve the paper difficulty, ending in the erection of a tread-mill on which relays of forty natives reduced the raw material in the paper-engine, until one was accidentally killed.

The enterprise of that pioneer of manufactures in India, Mr. William Jones, who first worked the Raneegunj coal field, suggested the remedy in the employment of a steam-engine. One of twelve-horse power was ordered from Messrs. Thwaites and Rothwell of Bolton. This was the first ever erected in India, and it was purely missionary locomotive. The "machine of fire," as they called it, brought crowds of natives to the mission, whose curiosity tried the patience of the engineman imported to work it; while many a European who had never seen machinery driven by steam came to study and copy it. The date was the 27th March 1820, when "the engine went in reality this day." From that time till 1865 Serampore became the one source of supply for local as distinguished from imported and purely native handmade paper. Even the cartridges of Mutiny notoriety in 1857 were from this factory, though it had long ceased to be connected with the mission. It stopped only when the Secretary of State for a short time ordered the official indents for stationery to be supplied from London, an unjust policy which has been denounced and given up as unfair to the native and local industries and to the tax-paying public."29

It will be seen from the foregoing survey that although printing activity had started in India earlier at Goa and Tranquebar, when one takes into account the volume and variety of the achievements of the Serampore mission in that field, printing in India could be said to have had its origin at Serampore.

29. George Smith, op. cit., pp. 244-45.
CHAPTER V

THE PRINTING PRESS IN BOMBAY: 1780

Rustom Caresajee

The first book printed in Bombay of which reliable information is available, is a "Calendar for the Year of Our Lord 1780, printed by Rustom Caresajee in the Buzar." Mr. George Buist, Editor of the Bombay Times, wrote as follows in this regard:

"Old Papers: A valued native friend has sent us the originals of some papers illustrative of the early history of Bombay, which, though not of very great importance, appear to us well deserving of preservation. The first of these is a "Calendar for the year of Our Lord 1780, printed by Rustom Caresajee in the Buzar"—price two rupees. It consists of thirty-four pages of rather openly printed matter....It is printed on strong English Official foolscap, identifiable by the watermark and some of the official letters of the same date accompanying it. The circumstance is noticeable as Government were the only parties at this date making use of English paper, and that only for scroll purposes—the bulk of the ordinary office, and nearly all the printing work, having up to within these thirty years been on China paper. We have met with no information anywhere as to the original establishment of a printing press at Bombay, but the production before us shows that we in this matter anticipated Calcutta, which first boasted of a printing press in 1780. The Calendar of course must have been set up in 1779, and it seems reasonable to be presumed that the enterprising Parsee must have opened his establishment not later than the end of 1778. At this date, as appears by the list of inhabitants, there were some scores of Englishmen residing in Bombay under the designation of "free mariners," with the permission, but not belonging to the service, of the East India Company; and it is particularly creditable under these circumstances to the Parsees, who have always shown themselves the most enterprising of our natives, that one of the number should have
provided us with the first printing Press established in India."

Mr. Buist's claim that Caresajee's press was the first printing press established in India, is, as we have seen, not correct. It is also unfortunate that he does not appear to have made adequate arrangements for preserving the book which he considered to be "well deserving of preservation."

The Bombay City Gazetteer states that the first periodical published in Bombay was the Bombay Herald, started in 1789. Unfortunately the present writer has not been able to discover any issue of this journal anywhere, nor any independent reliable evidence of its existence. The periodicals next to appear in the city were the Bombay Gazette and the Bombay Courier, which according to the Gazetteer were started in 1791 and 1790 respectively. The first years' issues of neither of these journals are available today. But judging from the issues of subsequent years, it appears that the Bombay Gazette must have been actually started in 1790 and the Bombay Courier in 1791.

The earliest book printed in Bombay which is at present available is one published in 1798 under the following title: "Remarks and Occurrences of Mr. Henry Becher, during his imprisonment of two years and a half in the Dominions of Tippoo Sultan, from whence he made his escape." This book does not bear the name of the press where it was printed. It is clearly stated in the introduction of this book that "It is the first book ever printed in Bombay."

It will be seen from the foregoing notes that the art of printing might be said to have been firmly established in Bombay by the last decade of the 18th century. The English types used at this

3. Ibid.
5. A copy of this book is available in the Heras Institute of Indian History and Culture, Bombay.
time for printing were imported from Europe. The Courier Press was then the most important printing press in Bombay. For some years it continued to enjoy a monopoly of government printing and advertisement. The need for types in Marathi and Gujarati characters was soon felt. The first advertisement printed in Gujarati characters appeared in the issue of the Bombay Courier dated January 29, 1797. The types used in this were cast by an employee of the Courier Press.

Fardunji Marzaban established the first Gujarati press in Bombay in 1812. It has been stated that he was inspired in this enterprise by a printer in the Courier Press, Jijibhai Chhapghar by name. Marzaban's biographer writes:—

"At this time the Bombay Courier's was the only English printing press in Bombay. Fardunji used to visit this press often, as a printer therein, Mr. Jijibhai Chhapghar by name, was a close friend of his. These frequent visits served to open the eyes of astute Fardunji, and he decided to open an Indian printing press."

It is stated in the "Parsi-Prakash" that the same Jijibhai cast types of Gujarati characters for the Courier Press.²

Jijibhai also cast types of Malayalam characters. Dr. Robert Drummond in the preface to his "Grammar of the Malabar Language" (Bombay, 1799) speaks of Jijibhai's achievements in terms of unstinted praise:—

"Being compelled by bad health to relinquish, for the present, my professional duties in this country, I intended to commit the following sheets to the press in England. On my arrival in Bombay, however, I had the satisfaction to find a font of types, in the Malabar character, executed in an unexceptionable manner by Bheramjee Jeejehhoy, a Parsee inhabitant of this place, the ingenious artist who, without any other help or information than what he gleaned from Chamber's Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, succeeded in completing a font of Guzeratty types a few years ago: and

has, on this occasion, again displayed his genius in a manner equally new and useful to society in general, and to Government in particular, of which the subsequent work is a sufficient testimony."

**The Problem of the Choice of Script for Printing**

It is necessary to remember that both Marathi and Gujarati languages were at this time written in two different scripts. For writing classical poetical works in both languages the Devanāgarī script was used. This was called in Marathi the Bālabodha script and in Gujarati the Shāstrī script. On the other hand, for day-to-day correspondence and commerce, different scripts which facilitated speedy writing were used. The one used for Marathi was known as the Moḍī script, and that used for Gujarati, as the Mahājana script. However, we find old Gujarati poetical classics occasionally written in the Mahājana script. Recently, in Madras, Kumbhakonam and Tanjore, the present writer came across old manuscripts of Marathi classics written in the Moḍī script.

Towards the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries, the Gujarati speaking residents of Bombay were mostly Parsis and Gujarati Hindu businessmen. Their day-to-day needs could be met adequately by the Mahājana script, and perhaps they were not familiar with any other script. The first Gujarati advertisement in the Courier which has been mentioned above, was therefore printed in the Mahājana script. In this script there used to be an unbroken line connecting the various letters at the top, as is used in the Moḍī script to this day. A special rule was used for printing this line. It appears that later this practice was found to be inconvenient and unnecessary, and the line at the top was eliminated in printing. This innovation is seen for the first time in a Gujarati advertisement appearing in the issue of the Courier dated July 22, 1797. The practice of inserting the line at the top however continued to be in vogue in lithographed writings until recently. The line, however, gradually disappeared from use, and today it is abandoned even in writing by hand.

The first advertisement printed in Marathi in the Bombay Courier appeared in the issue dated July 17, 1802 (Vol. XI, No. 512). It is interesting to note that this was printed in the Modi script. The same types of Modi characters were used for printing the "Illustrations of the Grammatical parts of the Guzerattee, Mahratta and English Languages" by Dr. Drummond, which was printed in the Courier Press in 1808. In the preface to this work Dr. Drummond states the reason for using this script as follows:—

"The Mahratta Grammar by Reverend Dr. Carey is in very few hands here, and in fact only a small proportion of that nation can read the Balbodh or Nagree character in which its parts are illustrated." 9

Dr. Carey himself in the first edition (1805) of his Grammar had mentioned that although Modi was the more commonly known script, he had to resort to Devanagari since types of Modi script were then not available. He wrote in this connection:—

"Books in the Mahratta language are generally written in the Devanagari character, but the character commonly used in business is the Moorh. The system of that alphabet and the Devanagari is the same. Types in the Moorh character not having yet been cast in Bengal, the Devanagari will be used in this work." 10

The two subsequent editions of Carey's Grammar published in 1807 and 1825 were printed in the Modi script, and so was his Marathi translation of the Bible (1807) and other works.

It should be remembered that printing in Indian languages at this time was mainly used either for the purpose of business and commerce, or for religious propaganda among the common people. It was therefore natural that the script in common vogue should have been selected as the vehicle of printing.

9. Robert Drummond, Illustrations of the Grammatical Parts of the Guzerattee, Mahratta and English Languages, Bombay 1808. (Preface)
In 1822 the "Bombay Native School Book and School Society" came to be established. Its object was to evolve an efficient system of education in Indian languages, and to establish schools and prepare text-books for that purpose. Having borne in mind the literary, cultural and educational aspects of the problem, the Society decided to adopt the Devanāgarī script, not only for printing books but also for ordinary private and business correspondence. This has been brought out in the following passage in the third annual Report of the Bombay Education Society (for 1825-26), which refers to the qualifications of teachers:

"The qualifications of all these men consist: 1st, in reading and writing correctly their mother-tongue, both in Balbodh, as it is called on this side of India, or Deb Nagree, as it is termed in upper Hindoostan, which is the character the Committee have decided on adopting for all their printed books; and also in their written or current hand for letter writing and general business, respectively used in Maharashtra and Goojrat."

We find that during the early years, in pursuance of the policy of the Society, the Devanāgarī script was used for printing both Marathi and Gujarati books published under government auspices. The use of Devanāgarī for printing Gujarati books, however, failed to achieve popularity, and in course of time the Mahājana or current script came into general vogue for this purpose. The reasons for this can be found in the circumstances prevailing at that time. The Parsis then formed the predominant section of the Gujarati speaking population of Bombay, and their interest in the language was more of a utilitarian and practical, than a cultural and literary character. The Gujarati Hindu community on the other hand were markedly lukewarm in the cause of education, a fact which has been pointedly referred to in the abovementioned Report of the Bombay Education Society in the following words:

"The Central Goojratee School has much improved since the unfavourable report of it was made in September 1825. An
intelligent master has been found to conduct it, and its reputation and utility are daily more and more appreciated by the people in Bombay, by whom the Goojratee language is spoken. The numbers which amount to seventy-four boys, are chiefly Parsees, a circumstance still evincing a continuance, among some of the Hindoo Goojratees of this Island, of that lukewarmness in the cause of education, so much lamented at the last general meeting, and still so much to be deplored. 13

A fuller account of these circumstances has been given by the present writer in a paper read before the Forbes Gujerati Sabha in 1948 under the title "Gujarati MudraPanu Adi-Parva." 14 During recent years some Gujerati writers apparently have come to realise that it was a mistake to have abandoned the Devanaagari script, and some of them are taking recourse to that script for printing their books. Mahatma Gandhi brought out a special edition of his Autobiography in the Devanaagari script, and in a prefatory note he described the object of the special edition as follows:

"There is a twofold object in printing this edition in Devanaagari characters. The first and foremost object is to see how far a Gujarati reader can follow the Devanaagari script. I for one have always held, since my residence in South Africa, that all the languages that have developed from Sanskrit, ought to have a common alphabet and that is the "Devanaagari." But it has remained only an ideal as yet. There is no doubt a considerable movement in favour of a common alphabet, but the question is 'Who is to bell the cat?'—in other words, 'Who is to take the lead?' The Gujeratis say, 'Our Gujarati alphabet is beautiful and withal simple, how can we give it up?' Of late the opinion has sprung up—an opinion shared by me—which maintains that the Devanaagari itself is imperfect and inconvenient and that, therefore, it must be improved and made perfect first. But if we wait till such perfection is attained, we may have to wait till eternity. We cannot do that. Hence by way of experiment we have issued this edition in Devanaagari. If it is"
welcomed by the public we shall try to issue other books—of the ‘Navajivan Prakāśana Maṇḍira’ also in Devanāgarī.

The other object of this experiment is that thereby the Hindi speaking population may get a Gujarati book in the Devanāgarī script. I am of the opinion that if books written in Gujarati and other languages are printed in Devanāgarī, it will considerably reduce the difficulty of learning these languages.”

The First Vernacular Press in Bombay

Credit for establishing the first vernacular printing press in Bombay goes to Fardunjī Marzaban. He was born at Surat in 1787. He loved knowledge since childhood, and at the age of eighteen went to Bombay to learn Persian and Arabic languages under the guidance of Mulla Feroze. He started a bookbinder’s shop in 1808 and later sold postal stamps. While engaged in this business, as a result of his association with Jijibhai Chhapghar, as stated above, he was attracted to the idea of setting up a Gujarati printing press. He managed to secure a small printing press, but it was more difficult to obtain Gujarati types. He prepared such types himself with considerable effort, taking the help of women of his family for polishing types. The types are somewhat clumsy as compared with the elegant types in use today, but it must be remembered that Marzaban’s was the pioneering effort in this field. Marzaban succeeded in setting up his Gujarati press in 1812. The first book was printed in 1814. This was an Almanac for the Hindu Samvat Year 1871, no copy of which is available today. A Gujarati translation of the Persian book Dabestāna, prepared by Marzaban himself, was printed in this press in 1815. This was priced at Rs. 15 per copy. In 1817 a Gujarati translation of Khorda Avestā was also published. A number of Gujarati books were thus brought out by Marzaban. He extended his activities to a new field by starting a periodical called the Bombay Samachar on July 1, 1822. This was a weekly paper at the outset, and it was turned into a daily in 1832. It continues to be published to this day. Although deeply religious.

15. M. K. Gandhi, Satyānā Prayogo Athavā Ātmakathā, Ahmedabad, 1946. (I am thankful to Mr. J. S. Zariwala for this translation from Gujarati),
by temperament, Marzaban was progressive in his social outlook. He died at the age of 60 on March 23, 1847, at Daman.\textsuperscript{16}

It can be said that the objectives of the early printing activity in Bombay, as in Calcutta were political and administrative. Dr. Drummond has clarified these objectives in the following passage:—

"...following pages chiefly intended to assist the studies of his young countrymen, who are destined to sojourn in these parts, and to preserve the blessings of a pure administration to all orders of society, and also to encourage those liberal minded Natives who admire our laws and aspire to learn our language, are inscribed,"\textsuperscript{17}......

However, in 1813 the American Christian Missionaries appeared on the scene, and they had recourse to the art of printing in pursuance of their religious objectives. They were responsible for considerable progress in this art in the course of their activities.

**THE WORK OF THE AMERICAN MISSIONARIES**

In February, 1812, five missionaries of the American Board came to Calcutta. They were, however, refused entry there, as it was feared that in their religious zeal they might provoke popular resentment and unrest, and endanger the stability of the British rule. As a consequence one of them went to the Isle of France and two others to Burma. The remaining two also started for the Isle of France, but on their way they turned their steps to Bombay, in the hope that they might succeed in securing entry there. The Government of Bombay had, however, received strict orders that they should be refused admission. Moreover, England and America were at that time at war and there was therefore some risk in allowing American citizens to settle in Bombay. However, Sir Evan Napier, who was then the Governor of Bombay, considered their appeal with sympathy and allowed them to stay in Bombay pending the receipt of final orders from the Court of Directors. After considerable discussion, the Court of Directors left the

\textsuperscript{16} For details read Marzaban, *op. cit.*
\textsuperscript{17} Drummond, *Illustrations of the Grammatical Parts etc., op. cit.*, (Dedication).
decision to the discretion of the Bombay Government, and with
the latter's approval the American mission started functioning
in Bombay in 1813.18

Even while the American missionaries were still uncertain as to
whether they would be permitted to stay on in Bombay, they
had started the study of Marathi. They opened a Marathi
school for the common people in 1814. By 1815 they had made
sufficient progress in Marathi to enable them to preach in
that language. In 1816 they translated a part of the New
Testament into Marathi. It has been stated that in 1817
they printed a translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew.19 It is
clear therefore that before this date they had established
a printing press in Bombay. But there are differences of opinion
among students of the subject as to the precise date when the
press was started.

Govind Narayan Madgaonkar, in his book Mumbaiseth
Varnana (Description of Bombay), writes that in 1813 the American
missionaries had established a printing press and started produc-
ing lithographed literature on the Christian religion in Marathi.20
On the other hand, we find it stated in the Dnyânodaya, a periodical
published by the American missionaries, that "in December
1817 the American missionaries established a press for publish-
ing literature relating to the Christian religion."21 As we have
seen above, in 1813 the American missionaries had not succeeded
in securing a firm foothold in Bombay. We shall also see that
lithography did not appear in India until a later date. It appears
probable, therefore, that the date mentioned in the Dnyânodaya
is the correct one, especially as both the month and the year are
given therein.

The first Marathi book was printed in the American press
in 1817. The present writer has not been able to see a copy of this
book. It has been described as follows:

   Bombay 1882, p. 77.
21. Dnyânodaya, Vol. XII No. 12 (15th June 1853), Bombay, p. 188.
"1817. A Scripture tract.—Probably by Rev. Gordon Hall. Issued March 10, 1817, 1500 copies. The first Christian publication in the Marathi Language, 8vo. pp. 8."\(^{22}\)

The present writer has in his collection a book printed in the same press in 1818. Its title-page in Marathi and English is reproduced in the fourth part of this book.

In 1881 the semi-centennial anniversary of the Ahmednagar mission was commemorated. The following account of the achievements of the mission in the field of printing, which is reprinted from the book "Memorial Papers of the American Marathi Mission (1813-1881)" published on that occasion, may be considered as authoritative:—

**The American Mission Press**

1. *Establishment of the Press*—The Mission Press was established near the close of 1816. It was found to be a necessity, to enable the Missionaries to carry on their operation with any degree of efficiency. At that time there were no means in Bombay, nor on this side of India, for printing the Scriptures, or school-books or tracts, in the Marathi language. The object of the Missionaries at first was to print only what was required for their own use. Their operations commenced with a single wooden press, and they had only a single fount of Marathi type, which they had obtained from Calcutta. There was at first no intention of having any English department in the office. But it was found that the Mission would sometimes have work to be done for its own use in English, and that other Missions and Societies would also wish to have English work done for them. It was found, also, that the superintendence required for doing work in the native languages could easily be extended to English work, and it was therefore determined to add an English department to the office. The establishment was afterwards enlarged from time to time, in order to meet the demands that were made upon it.

2. *Superintendents of the Press*—The Press, which was obtained in 1816, was made available to the Mission by the arrival of Rev. Horatio of Bardwell on the 1st November of that year. He had

\(^{22}\) *Memorial Papers etc., op. cit.*, p.112.
learned the art of printing, and for this reason had been sent to Bombay instead of to Ceylon, where he had been previously designated. As soon as he had gained sufficient knowledge of the Marathi alphabet and language, the wooden press was set at work, and, on the 10th of March, 1817, a scripture tract of eight pages was printed. This is supposed to have been the first Christian tract ever printed in the Marathi language. During that year also the Gospel of Matthew and a Harmony of the Gospels were printed. Mr. Bardwell remained in charge of the Press until near the beginning of 1821, when failing health compelled him to return to America. Mr. Newell then took charge of the Press for a few months, until the arrival of Mr. Garrett, a professional printer, on May 9th, 1821. The following list will show who were in charge of the Press from the time of its establishment, in 1817, to the time when it was given up in 1856:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>1817</th>
<th>1820</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Horatio Bardwell</td>
<td></td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Samuel Newell</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>May 1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. James Garrett</td>
<td></td>
<td>1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Cyrus Stone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Wm. C. Sampson</td>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Elijah A. Webster</td>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. S. B. Fairbank</td>
<td></td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. A. Hazen</td>
<td></td>
<td>1855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. *Growth of the Establishment*—The little wooden press, and the single found of Marathi type, could not long meet the demands that were made upon them. It became a necessity to add more presses and more types, not only in Marathi, but also English, Gujarati and Hindustani. These were added from time to time as occasion required, until, in 1844, it was reported that the establishment contained "materials for printing to any extent required, in English, Sanskrit, Marathi, Gujarati, Hindustani, Persian, Arabic, Zend and Pelvhi, besides several small founts of other kinds of type to be used in printing extracts, quotations, criticism, &c." A lithographic press was obtained, and a bindery was added, which was of sufficient extent to bind all the books printed in the office. A type foundery was also established, in which nearly all the types used in the office were made.
When in full working order the establishment employed about 125 men and boys. These generally attended the Marathi Sabbath services, and there was a short exercise of reading the Scripture and prayer at the opening of the press every day, just after the roll was called.

The following inventory of the principal stock was prepared by Rev. S. B. Fairbank in 1854. He says:

"The Establishment contains 7 Hand Presses, 1 Lithographic Press, 1 Embossing Press, 2 Standing Presses (for smoothing the printed paper), 2 Cutting Machines (for trimming the edges of books), 7 Furnaces and other Foundry apparatus. It possesses the moulds and matrices for casting these fonts of English type, of the sizes called Small Pica, Long Primer and Bourgeois; the moulds, punches, and matrices for 7 Marathi fonts, Balboth character, 1 Marathi font Modi character, 3 Gujarati fonts, and one Zend font. It has two small fonts for printing Hindustani. The above fonts enable us also to print Sindhi, Hindi, Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic. It has a font of Music type. It has English type of various kinds, plain and fancy, sufficient for carrying on job printing to the extent that one proof-reader can manage."

4. Introduction of Type Founding.—No attempt was made to introduce type founding for many years after the Press was established. In 1825, a new font of Marathi type was obtained from Calcutta, and this was probably the font that was used in printing the New Testament of 1830. The history of the introduction of type founding extends back several years before the first types were actually cast. An East Indian lad, Thomas Graham by name, was living with Mr. Hall for some time, and was employed in daily visiting the Marathi schools. He accompanied Mr. Hall on his last tour, in the vicinity of Nasik, and was with him when he died. Young Graham afterwards lived with Mr. Graves, and was employed about the Printing Press. For a time he was the Bellowsboy in the Blacksmiths' shop, where the necessary repairs for the Press were made, but this did not continue very long. He was a very observant lad, and possessed the imitative and inventive faculties in an unusual degree. Seeing
this, Mr. Graves suggested to him that he should try his hand at cutting punches for a new Marathi font of type. Mr. Graves could give him no instruction as to how the punches should be made. He only knew that the letters were cut on the end of a piece of steel. Graham resolved to try, and taking some type for a pattern he attempted to imitate it. He struggled hard and was determined not to give it up until he succeeded. It took him a full week to make his first letter, which was a plain English T. But the experience of that week taught him how to do work, and further practice added to his skill. Soon after he cut a whole font of several hundred punches. This was done before Mr. Graves went to America in October 1832. Mr. Graves took the punches with him in order to have matrices and moulds made for casting the type. But on his return voyage to India, in 1833, the whole font of punches was completely destroyed by rust. Nothing further was done in this direction for some time. While Mr. Sampson was in charge of the Press it was very much enlarged, and Mr. Graham, knowing what an advantage it would be for them to make their own type, suggested to Mr. Sampson that he should send for the necessary moulds and other tools for that purpose. He was himself ready to undertake the cutting of the punches. This suggestion was favourably considered, and Mr. Sampson accordingly wrote to America in regard to it. Soon after Mr. Webster was sent out (arrived October 11, 1835) to take charge of the Press, and he brought with him all the plant and appliances for the proposed type-foundry. Mr. Graham cut the punches, and Mr. Webster made the matrices and moulds. The first font was cast and brought into use in 1836, and it was a great improvement on the fonts that had been previously in use. In cutting the Marathi fonts Mr. Graham considerably reduced the number of double letters, by making half-letters, or sections of letters. This was also done in the Gujarati fonts. These fonts are in use up to the present time.

5. Improvement in Type.—The greatest improvement which Mr. Graham and Mr. Webster made in their new fonts of type was in reducing the size of the letters and giving them a more attractive form. This was so apparent that it soon began to attract the attention of all who had occasion to use it. The Report of the Bible Society for 1842 says:
"It is here just that the Society should be made aware of the great benefits which have resulted from the attention which the American Mission Press has constantly and skilfully directed to typographical improvements in printing vernacular languages; in both of which (Marathi and Guzarati), they have had remarkable success, considerably reducing the size of the types, without any loss of clearness, or injury to its distinctive character. To those unacquainted with the subject, this may appear to be a subject of very sincere congratulation, but when they shall learn that it reduces the cost of printing nearly one-half, that it renders the volume more portable and therefore more acceptable, and has other obvious advantages, the immense importance of these improvements, the result of their care and skill, will appear in the fact that it just doubles the Society's means of usefulness, doubles the number of Bibles, doubles the seed which it is their privilege to sow. More need not be said to show the value of such diligence, nor the fitting acknowledgments which are due."

6. Profits of the Press.—After the successful introduction of the type foundry, as just described, the operations of the Press were greatly enlarged. It was able to turn out a larger amount of work, and that much more rapidly than it had ever done before. For many years there was no other Press in Bombay that could compete with it. Under the management of Dr. Allen it was brought to such a high state of efficiency that its profits were sufficient for several years to meet the entire expenses of the Mission in Bombay. In eight years previous to 1858 it had realized a profit of Rs. 93,000. This profit was mainly, if not entirely, derived from job printing. Besides the printing done for profit, the Press had done all the printing of the Mission since its establishment, and for many years had done all the printing of the Bombay Bible and Tract Societies. The whole amount of work turned out by the Press, from first to last, was about 136,000,000 pages.

Objections have sometimes been made against Missions having printing establishments, as partaking too much of a secular character, and requiring care and time for their superintendence.
These objections were referred to in the Mission Report of 1844, as follows:—

"It is necessary that Missionaries have the Scriptures, Tracts and School-books in the language of the people for whose spiritual good they are labouring. In some places these can be procured in no other way than by printing them. Such were the circumstances of the first Mission in Bombay. And when this exigency has ceased, from the native population having acquired some knowledge and skill in printing, Missionary printing establishments are still desirable, if not necessary, in order to a due regard to the economy and efficiency of Missionary operations. Such establishments should be devoted as far as practicable to the Missionary cause generally, and the charge for work for different Missions and religious and benevolent Societies, which are auxiliary to the Missionary cause, should be no more than is necessary to cover all the expenses of the establishment. On this principle our Press has always been carried on, and whatever profits have resulted from any kind of work, have always been appropriated towards the expenses of the Mission."

7. Reasons for giving up the Press.—The important position which the Press had gained, made it a means of exerting a very wide Christian influence in Western India. But there were dangers connected with it as a Mission agency. It involved heavy responsibilities. There was a centralizing power in it that needed to be guarded against. There was danger of its absorbing too much Missionary labour; of its "employing young members of the church at a trade, who might else be useful as teachers or catechists," and "of its collecting those who would be more influential if left in their own villages." Moreover, there was no longer a need of maintaining such an establishment. Other presses had become so numerous in Bombay that the work of the Mission could be easily done elsewhere. And it being the usage of the Board not to be encumbered with such establishments, except where they are a necessity, it was resolved, at the time when the Deputation from the Board visited the Mission in December 1854, that the establishment should be given up. Accordingly the
English Department was sold in 1855, and three years later the Vernacular Department was also sold." 23

The Printing Activities of the Bombay Government

We shall next review briefly the printing activity started in Bombay under government auspices with the object of promoting the education of the masses. By 1818 the British power had replaced the Peshwa regime in Maharashtra. The new rulers realised the need of promoting the education of the people through the medium of their own mother tongue. In 1815 the Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor within the Government of Bombay, better known as the Bombay Education Society, was started. Its main objective was to provide for the education of the children of mixed descent born of European soldiers and sailors and Indian mothers. Mountstuart Elphinstone, the Governor of Bombay, became the President of this institution, and he extended the scope of its activities by establishing in 1820 the Native School and School Book Committee, with the larger objective of promoting the education of the children of the Hindu, Parsi, and Muslim populations. The original institution used English as the medium of instruction. But it was evident to the Committee that the education of the general population must be imparted through the medium of the mother tongue. In the following resolution the Committee asserts this with great clarity and force, and also brings out the need for preparing suitable textbooks as an effective means to improve the indigenous system of education then prevailing in the country:

"In imparting to the natives useful knowledge to any extent, and with the hope of any good and permanent effect, it is evident the language of the country must be the chief and proper vehicle. The English language is almost confined to the island of Bombay, and here is principally to be found among those natives who are anxious to acquire it for the furtherance of mercantile pursuits, or for facilitating their intercourse or employment with Europeans; the great body of the people of the province have no occasion for its use, and are entirely ignorant of it. However advantageously therefore

23. Ibid., pp. 92-96.
the English language may be taught to many at the Presidency, and to some of a higher class at the outstations, yet it is impossible to look, with any hope of success, to imparting knowledge generally and usefully in a language which must remain to the greater portion a foreign one. But in the languages of the country, it is remarkable, there are few if any, books of a good moral tendency, and fewer still which can be offered in their present state for the education of children. Schools are frequent among the natives and abound everywhere, but the instruction in them is of the lowest kind, and amounts to little more than a simple knowledge of the alphabet and figures, with a complicated mode of common arithmetic; reading is not practised, nor orthography acquired; whilst as regards general knowledge, or an acquaintance of their religion and moral duties, the children are entirely without instruction.

One of the first objects therefore towards improving the education of the natives, must be the preparing and publishing some unexceptionable school-tracts in the native language. These languages will be for the most part the Mahratta and Guzerattee, the former of which prevails through the extensive provinces of the late Paishwa to the Southward and Eastward of Bombay, and the latter to the Northward."

The work of preparing text-books in the Marathi language was originally entrusted to the Secretary of the Committee, Dr John Taylor. Owing to his prolonged illness, which ultimately resulted in his death, he could make only limited progress in this task. His achievements are summarised in the seventh annual report (for 1822) of the Society as follows:

"The Committee however have made some progress in publications both in Guzerattee and Mahratta. In Guzerattee they have prepared and printed, 1st Set of large letters; 2nd Short sentences; 3rd A selection of Fables. In Mahratta they are publishing the same, and they had also resolved to print the Paneho Pakhyan, but they are most happy to say

---

that the Hon'ble Mountstuart Elphinstone, Governor of Bombay, anticipating the wishes of the Committee, has directed one thousand copies of this work to be printed at the public expense, under the superintendence of W. H. Wathen, Esq., who had readily consented to undertake the office of Secretary to this Committee.

The Hon'ble the Governor in Council has also obtained from England an entire new fount of Mahratta types, from which the above work will be printed, and Mr. Wathen is engaged under the sanction of Government in selecting other unexceptionable native tracts, and in translating such English publications as it is thought will be more immediately useful."25

As we have seen earlier, the fount of Marathi types obtained from England, to which reference is made in the above passage, was prepared by Sir Charles Wilkins. These types were used for printing the \textit{Paśe\'nopākhyāna} at the Courier Press in 1822. This is the first book printed in Bombay \textit{entirely in Marathi}. As this was then a rare performance, Elphinstone presented copies of the book to various distinguished gentlemen of the time. A letter from Sardar Madhav Anant Raste, dated October 22, 1822, acknowledging the gift with thanks, is extant. In this the Maratha Sardar wrote:

"\textit{Paśe\'nopākhyāna} has been printed on the machine in the island of Bombay for reading in Marathi in the Bālabodha script. A copy of this was sent to us so as to enable us to observe this wonderful feat. We note your request that we may accept the same and peruse it with care. The book has been duly received and we have great pleasure in accepting the same."26

After the \textit{Paśe\'nopākhyāna} another Marathi book \textit{Vidura-Nīti} was published in 1823. An advertisement appearing in the issue of the \textit{Bombay Courier} dated October 4, 1823, runs as follows:

"We have for sale a number of copies of Marathi books \textit{Paśe\'nopākhyāna} and \textit{Vidura-Nīti}. The price of the former

\begin{footnotes}
\item[26] G. S. Sardesai, Selections from the Peshwa Doftar, (Vol. 42) Bombay 1934, p. 52.
\end{footnotes}
is Rs. 8 for Europeans and Rs. 3 for natives and that of Vidura-Niti Rs. 6 for Europeans and Rs. 2 for natives. Anyone who wishes to purchase copies at the above rate may come to the Courier office and obtain the same from the head clerk Pandurang Dalvi. Dated October 3, 1823."

The same types were also used to print the Sinhāsana-Battisi in 1824, the third book to be printed in Marathi in Bombay.

Some copies of these books, which were published under active encouragement from Elphinstone, were kept at the latter’s residence. The following incident, which bears testimony to Elphinstone’s sense of duty and political vision, has been recorded by John Briggs, the British Resident at Satara:

"On my observing in the corner of his tent one day a pile of printed Mahratta books, I asked him what they were meant for?, 'To educate the natives', said he; 'but it is our high road back to Europe'. 'Then', I replied, 'I wonder you, as Governor of Bombay, have set it on foot'. He answered, 'We are bound, under all circumstances, to do our duty to them.'"

It appears that the quantity of types obtained from England was inadequate. A need was also being felt for Gujarati types prepared on the pattern of the "new Balbodh" used for the Marathi books. This finds expression in the following appeal to the Government made on October 4, 1823, by George Jervis, the Secretary to the Native School Book and School Society:

"The Society deems it a great object to obtain a larger supply of Mahratha Types and a new font of Guzerathee; the latter to be executed like the new Balbodh; drawings of the letters might be sent home. They might afterwards be disposed of on moderate terms to the Native Presses, as then the works could be most conveniently printed. The Society would solicit moreover a lithographic Press..."

Consideration of the suggestion to import types of Marathi and Gujarati characters from England and to sell them to private printers at concessional rates was deferred, as it provoked opposition in certain quarters. The alternative suggestion to import a lithographic press was however acceded to by the Government who by their letter of March 10, 1824, informed the Society as follows:

"Several Lithographic presses having been applied for from the Court of Directors, one of them will be supplied to the Society." \(28\)

It would be appropriate at this stage to clear up one popular misconception. It is often believed that lithography was an early phase in the development of the art of printing, and that typography came later. This is not correct. It was only in 1796-9 that lithography was invented at Munich by Alois Senefelder (1772-1834). It was not until 1817 that lithography was popularised in England. In this connection Charles Rosner writes as follows:

"Senefelder's invention was introduced to England in 1800 by the inventor himself, but it is Rudolf Ackermann who started his Lithographic Press in 1817, who may be regarded as the real popularizer of Lithography in Britain." \(30\)

Six lithographic presses, three large and three small, were received at the outset from the Directors. In the beginning there was an idea to supply one such press to each government department for being operated through their regular staff or with very nominal additions thereto. But it was soon realised that this would not be feasible, and the idea was therefore given up. This is referred to in the following official memorandum:

"At the time the Lithographic presses were applied for from England it seems to have been under the idea that a press could be sent to each office where it might be most required, and worked by the regular establishment of such office, or at all events with very little addition. In this manner however there is reason to apprehend they would not be long efficient nor so extensively useful as they might be rendered.


Considerable care and attention and an understanding of the principles of the invention are requisite; in short, a more able superintendence than is likely to be obtained from Natives and a more constant employment than would thus be ensured is essential to render the establishment expert. One European Superintendent would be required for one press but the same person would be able to superintend the whole six presses received...

Saving in printing at the Courier office and receipts from printing from others when the presses are not required for Government duty would cover the expense—the printing of the Native School Book and School Society being done gratis...

It will be a part of the duty of the Lithographer at the presidency to instruct others to send up the country. His salary is fixed at 350 rupees per month, but no part of it to be paid until the person appointed shall be reported by a Committee composed of the Chief Secretary and the two other secretaries to be so perfectly capable of performing the duty. Mr. MacDowall of the Secretary’s office is appointed Lithographer.31

The suggestion to appoint an expert lithographer to supervise the working of government lithographic establishment was approved by the Governor on June 26, 1824, and Mr. MacDowall was soon appointed in that capacity. He was given assistance of the following staff:- For large presses: One head pressman (salary Rs. 12 p.m.) and two pressmen (salary Rs. 6 p.m.). For small presses: One head pressman (salary Rs. 8 p.m.) and two pressmen (salary Rs. 6 p.m.). Particulars of the following early appointments are available in Government records32:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Date of appointment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maddoo Bappoo</td>
<td>Head Pressman</td>
<td>15-7-1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abia Nammajee</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rama Ragu</td>
<td>Pressman</td>
<td>28-7-1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaik Ally</td>
<td>do.</td>
<td>1-8-1824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By a circular issued by Government on August 26, 1824, various government offices were directed to send their printing requirements to the government lithographic printing presses. The actual wording of the circular is as follows:

"The Court of Directors having sent out a set of Lithographic printing presses, I am directed to inform you that advertisements in the English or Native languages or Circular letters etc., etc., which it may be requisite to issue from your office, and which it would have been necessary to print at the charge of Government, are henceforward to be sent to the Lithographic office to be printed.

2nd. If it be thought desirable, the letter or other document should be a facsimile of the handwriting of any clerk in your office, you will be pleased to direct him to attend with the draft of the letter that it may be printed from his manuscript." 33

The following passage extracted from the second annual Report (for 1824-25) of the Bombay Native School Book and School Society should serve to give an idea of the Society's printing activities during 1824-25:

"The slowness, also, of printing at the only press which it was in the power of the Committee to employ, has prevented them from printing during the last year, all the works which were prepared for publication. But this obstacle to the speedy and extensive circulation of books, which is indispensable for promoting the objects of this Institution, has been in a great measure obviated by Government, having, with its wonted liberality, presented to the Society, four Lithographic presses, and by two fonts of Types, which have been ordered from Bengal and are daily expected, besides ordering Printing Presses and Types (English and Balbild) from England for its use. By these means the Committee are persuaded that the Printing Department of the Society will be conducted with cheapness and expedition. A short time, however, must elapse before all the advantages derivable from them can be produced, as it is previously necessary to instruct persons in the

33. Ibid., p. 91.
different processes of Lithography and Printing; but the natives evince an admirable capacity for acquiring the requisite knowledge, and for applying it with all the exactness that can be wished.

During the last year, therefore, there has been printed only the Gunnit, or System of Arithmetic on the European Plan, in Goorjatee, and four hundred copies of each of the Folio Tables, for the use of the Schools, according to Lancaster's System, in Marat'ha. But there are now in the press the copies of Lancaster's Tables in Goorjatee; the stories in Marat'ha for Children; a translation into Marat'ha and Goorjatee of Colonel Palsey's Practical Geometry, and Hutton's Mensuration of Planes and Solids; and a treatise on Plane Trigonometry, with Tables of Logarithms, Log: Sines, &c. in Marat'ha; a translation into Marat'ha of Esop's Fables; and Hindoostanee Stories translated from the Jumu ool Hikayat. There are moreover prepared and merely waiting for the means of being printed, Gunnit, Second Part, in Marat'ha and Goorjatee. A Grammar and a Dictionary of the Marat'ha language, in Maratta only, for the use more particularly of natives, are in course of preparation by the Pundits of the Society. A Goorjatee and English, and English and Goorjatee Dictionary, now in progress, has been tendered to the Society, and also the translation into Marat'ha of an Abridged History of England. Works similar to the Dictionary and Grammar of the Marat'ha language, above referred to, are intended to be prepared in Goorjatee, and their utility will be obvious; for these two languages have hitherto been employed merely for the purposes of intercourse and business, and have never been either fixed or refined by writers in prose. The rules of Grammar, therefore, on analysed and definite principles, and the capacities of these languages, are unknown, even to the native themselves; and consequently, until these essential points are ascertained, the composers of original treatises, and particularly translators, from having no acknowledged rules of standard works to refer to, must labour under the greatest difficulties."

The name of the Native School Book and School Society was changed to the *Bombay Native Education Society* at a meeting held on January 20, 1827. In a report for the year 1825-26 read at this meeting we find detailed particulars of the literature printed or being printed during this period, as also an account of the difficulties in the way of publication of the books then experienced. The relevant passage is given below:

(1) "The printing of the following works has been completed since the last General Meeting:

**Marat'ha**

Bod'ih Wuchun, or Advice to Children, 2nd edition 1000 copies

Translation of Dr. Hutton’s Arithmetic, 1st Part, or Integral, 2nd edition 1000"

Balgoshtee, or Stories for little Children 1000"

Translation of Dr. Hutton’s Arithmetic, 2nd Part, Fractional, &c. to the end of Practical Questions 1000"

Leepeed'hara or Spelling Book, 2d edition 2000"

Translation of Colonel Pasley’s Practical Geometry 1000"

Tables of Logarithms, with descriptive account 2000"

Translation of Pleasing Tales, from the Bengalee edition of Tarrachund Dutt 1000"

**Goojratee**

Advice to Children, 2d edition 1000"

School Tables, folio, on Lancaster’s plan, 361 in each set 400 Sets

Translation of a Selection from Dodsley’s Tables 1000 Copies

Spelling Book, for the use of Adults 1000"

Translation of Dr. Hutton’s Arithmetic, 2d Part, Fractional, &c. to the end of Practical Questions 1000"

Translation of ditto ditto 1st Part Integral, 2d ed. 1000"
Translation of Colonel Pasley's Practical
Geometry ... ... ... ... 1000 Copies

Hindoostanee
A Translation of Stories, selected from the
Persian work entitled Jumool Hikayat 200 Copies

(2) The works at present in the press are—

Marat’ha
Aesop's Fables,
Elements of Geometry, translated from Dr. Hutton’s
Course of Mathematics.

Goojratee
Elements of Geometry, translated from Dr. Hutton's
course of Mathematics.

Persian
The Deewan of Hafiz.
Anwari Sohili.

(3) The Books compiled and awaiting the means of
publication are, in

Marat’ha
Elements of Algebra, translated from the works of Hutton
and Bonnycastle.
Treatise on Plane Trigonometry and Mensuration of Heights
and Distances, with Tables of Logarithmic Sines, Tangents,
&c.
Treatise on Mensuration of Planes and Solids.

Goojratee
Treatise on Plane Trigonometry and Mensuration of Heights
and Distances, with Tables of Logarithmic Sines, Tangents,
&c.
Treatise on Mensuration of Planes and Solids.
Elements of Algebra, translated from the works of Hutton
and Bonnycastle.
The undermentioned works are in preparation—

A Marat’ha Grammar, for the use of the natives—this is compiled and nearly revised.

Questions and Answers on Marat’ha Grammar—this is compiled, but requires revision.

Ditto ditto on Goojratee Grammar—this is compiled, but requires revision.

A Marat’ha Dictionary, for the use of the natives.

A Goojratee Dictionary, for ditto.

An English and Marat’ha, and Marat’ha and English Dictionary.

A Marat’ha and English Grammar.

An English and Goojratee, and Goojratee and English Dictionary.

A Goojratee and English Grammar.

Marat’ha translation of Morrison’s Book Keeping.

Marat’ha translation of selections from the Beauties of History.

Marat’ha translation of Marcet’s conversations on Natural Philosophy.

Idiomatic Exercises in Marat’ha and English.

Idiomatic Exercises in Goojratee and English.

Berquin’s Children’s Friend in Marat’ha.

It will be perceived from the foregoing list, that the works already issued from the press, are of an elementary character; but the Committee contemplate that more successful progress will attend education by due care, in the first instance, to such treatises. The books in the course of printing are of a higher stamp, and those in preparation mark the gradual development of the Society’s utility, and the increasing taste among the natives for compositions of a superior class.

The scanty means, however, possessed hitherto by the Society, for printing, did not admit of meeting the demands for its publications with the rapidity and success desired. On referring to the list of works in the press at the commencement of the year, it will be seen that only five could be lithographed at the same time. Six others, of great importance to the advancement of education, approved and accepted by the examination Committee, were of necessity set aside,
awaiting either the completion of the foregoing, or an accession of implements and artificers in the printing department; whilst the new works coming in, and the second editions called for others, continued to add to the number of books of which the printing was thus delayed in consequence of the inadequate powers of the press. In assigning reasons for any apparent inactivity in this department of the Society's duties, it is necessary to notice the inconvenience and hindrances that have been felt for want of paper for printing. The shops in the market have been nearly exhausted to meet our requisitions; the prices demanded have become extravagant, and the consequences are more felt as they oblige the committee to put a higher price on their publications than they could wish. Notwithstanding these obstacles, it is hoped that the subscribers will not be disappointed, either with the extent or quality of what has been produced since the last general meeting. To prevent the operations of the printing department from falling heavily in arrears before the arrival of the large supplies of presses, types, paper &c. from the Honorable the Court of Directors, indented for by Government, in August, 1825, for the Society's use, the precaution has been adopted of commissioning paper from England (the receipt of which is daily expected) to the value of £200, to be paid for from the funds of the Society; and the Government, besides giving orders for the construction of three new lithographic presses in this country, for the use of the Society, and issuing instructions to different public functionaries in the interior to search in their respective districts for stone adapted to the purposes of lithography, has rendered the whole of its Lithographic Establishment available for the printing of native works.\(^{35}\)

At this time, printing ink was being manufactured in India, but the stones required for lithographic presses had to be imported from Europe. Official inquiries were therefore instituted as to whether the type of stone required for this purpose was available in India. As a result of such inquiries stones actually superior in quality

to those imported from Europe were discovered at Kurnool in Bellary District of the Madras Presidency. W. Garrad, the Chief Engineer at Fort St. George, conveyed this information to the Governor at Fort St. George, in the following words, in a letter lithographed from a Kurnool stone:

"I do myself the honour to submit to you this specimen of Lithography from a Kurnool stone, the existence of which I had the honour to bring to the notice of Government in my letter bearing date 15th November, 1826, and I have the further gratification of adding that the article is to be obtained in any quantity, it is much denser and of finer grain than any I have yet seen from Europe, and may be considered as so far superior for manuscript copies, and every description of fine work where clearness and minuteness of character are required."36

The following letter addressed on November 24, 1830, by H. Willis, Superintendent, Government Lithographic Department, to Willoughby, the Secretary to the Bombay Government, shows that the stones required for the lithographic presses in Bombay were also obtained from Kurnool:

"Serjeant Jebb now attached to the Oriental Lithographic Department who was sent sometime ago to Carnoul for the purpose of procuring Lithographic stones for Government having returned to Poona, with upward of one hundred, of which forty are destined for this Establishment, may I request that Captain George Jervis be directed to deliver that number of stones to the commissariat at Poona, and also that instructions be sent to that Department to forward them to Bombay with the least possible delay."37

The impressive progress made by the Government lithographic presses served as an incentive to private businessmen to enter this field. As an instance, we reproduce hereunder an application

dated November 8, 1826, made by "Ferdunji Sorabjee Dastoor, inhabitant within the fort walls of Bombay":

"Your poor Petitioner had opened a Lithographic Press to print the book or paper for commercial Nature. Therefore your Honorable Board will be pleased to order the Chief Secretary to Government to give the certificate to your petitioner for the same purpose, and that the Honorable Company had published the Regulation for Printing Office in this year, 1825." 38

A suggestion was made by Mr. Warden that as private lithographic presses had been established, Government should hand over its own set of presses to the Native School Book and School Society, so as to provide larger scope to the working of the private presses. The suggestion was, however, turned down by Elphinstone on the ground that the Society would not be able to meet the cost of running the presses. 39

At the annual meeting of the Society held on March 8, 1828, Sir John Malcolm, the Governor of Bombay, praised the progress in lithography achieved in the Government Presses. This is recorded in the Society's annual Report for 1827 in the following passage:

"...Sir John Malcolm said he had to notice (which he did with sincere satisfaction) the progress in Lithography. From this expeditious and economical mode of printing he desired no further proof of the excellent state of the press of the Institution than that furnished by a book before him (the Anwari Sohili) in Persian. He was informed that the Society was enabled to dispose of this work for 25 rupees, and he stated his belief that such a copy in Persia would cost nearly two hundred." 40

After the death of the first lithographer MacDowall, Francisco de Ramos was appointed to that position on September 18, 1826.

Captain Jervis writes in a letter that he was placed in charge of the Government lithographic establishment in 1829. In 1830, the Engineering College, with which Captain Jervis was associated as a teacher, was moved to Poona. In an address presented to Jervis on this occasion by some prominent residents of Bombay, they eulogise his work in connection with lithography. Jervis took a lithographic press with him to Poona. This was probably the first printing press established in Poona. When Jervis returned to England in 1831, the Society's lithographic press establishment at Poona was closed down and it was decided to get all printing work done at the Government press in Bombay.

In the press of the Society, although lithography was preferred as more economical, facilities were also available for typographical printing. We have already referred to books published by the Bombay Government by using types prepared by Sir Charles Wilkins in England. The size of these types was, however, very large, and as a consequence their use entailed excessive expense on paper. Types of small size were therefore obtained from Calcutta. This is referred to in a letter written on May 29, 1824, by the Society's Secretary to the Government:—

"With a view, at present, to economy in printing the smaller tracts of the Society, the Committee have resolved to obtain a Supply of Types from Calcutta, similar to those used in Yate's Sanscrit Grammar, that the Table work for them may be arranged by compositors in our own employ, and be sent for publication to one of the printing presses on the Island."

It is seen from the above extract that at least at this stage the Society's press did not own a typographical printing machine.

We have seen that Fardinj Marzaban cast types of Gujarati letters and set up a printing press. The types prepared by him were, however, very clumsy and crude in form. Credit for improving the types of Gujarati and Devanāgarī characters almost

to the point of perfection goes to Ganpat Krishnaji and Javji Dadaji, two gentlemen who occupy a very high place in the subsequent history of Devanāgarī and Gujarati printing in the Bombay Presidency.

Govind Narayan Madgaonkar, in his work Mumbaīcēm Varṇana (1863), gives the following interesting account of the pioneering work of Ganpat Krishnaji:

"The American missionaries established a printing press in 1813 and began to produce books on Christian religion printed lithographically. The late Ganpat Krishnaji, on seeing these books, conceived the idea in 1840 of establishing a printing press to bring out literature on Hindu religion and other subjects. He did not, however, possess any printing material or machinery, nor could this be obtained in Bombay at that time. He therefore began his experiments to construct a printing press by the use of his own ingenuity and observation of the work of the American Missionaries. This gentleman belonged to the Bhandari caste. He was skilful, intelligent and far-sighted, and had a deep faith in the Hindu religion. At first he devised a wooden machine with his own hands, and collected small pieces of stone from various places to see how letters could be printed therefrom. He then began experimenting with different processes of preparing printing ink, and by his own techniques prepared different kinds of ink...

He then got an iron press constructed locally, purchased large stones and began to print small books. In 1831 he prepared and printed a Marathi Hindu Almanac (Paścāthya) for that year. Prior to that date a printed Marathi Hindu Almanac was a thing unknown. He sold the Almanac at a price of 8 annas per copy. His Almanac was accurate and neatly printed. At that time Brahmins were reluctant to use printed books. But they purchased these Almanacs willingly, and used them on the Hindu New Year's Day for reading the astrological forecasts for the ensuing year. Ganpat Krishnaji showed some of the books printed by him to Dr. Wilson, Father Garrett and Father Allen. These European gentlemen were greatly pleased with his work and
praised him for his intelligence. To encourage him in his activities they also offered him some printing jobs. His press thus came to be known far and wide, and his activities increased progressively.

In 1843 he began his experiments in the technique of preparing types. With considerable labour he prepared punches and set up a foundry to cast types. He prepared a complete font of all the types and established a typographical press. He thus used both kinds of printing presses to print thousands of Gujarati and Marathi books. There is probably no other Marathi press which can compare with his press as regards the quality of printing.  

Ganpat Krishnaji died in 1861.

Javji Dadaji (1839-1892) brought about a veritable revolution in the art of printing and type-casting. The following brief review of his life and work is taken from an obituary note published in the Times of India in 1912:

"Having been born of very humble parentage, he had not the benefit of any school education. When a boy of 10 years he obtained employment in the American Mission Press on a salary of Rs. 2 per mensem. The Press was subsequently amalgamated with the Times of India Press, and Javji was transferred to it on an increased salary of Rs. 6 per month. Afterwards he joined the staff of the Indu-Prakash Press on a salary of Rs. 18. While at the American Mission press, Javji obtained some knowledge of type-casting, and he had an opportunity of extending it while at the Indu-Prakash Press. In 1864 he opened a small type foundry on his own account, and in 1869 he established the Nirnaya-Sagara Press. His types are used in the whole of India and also in America, and the Sanskrit, Marathi, Hindustani and Guzerati books printed at his press have a name amongst scholars for accuracy and elegance. Mr. Javji was a man of very amiable disposition and was held in high esteem by all who had an opportunity

46. In 1862. Vide Ibid.
of knowing him. He was lately created a Justice of the Peace. His death is a great blow to the art of printing and type-casting." 47

The Gujarati and Marathi types prepared by Javji Dadaji stand unsurpassed for all-round excellence even to-day. His friend and collaborator, Ranoji Raoji Aru, also deserves mention here, as he contributed in a large measure to the success achieved by Javji Dadaji.

We have briefly surveyed so far the entry and early development of the art of printing in different major centres in India. It is not proposed to give an account of the various developments which took place after the printing industry had been placed on firm foundations in India and had become an indispensable part of our national life. Although there are many subsequent advances in the techniques of printing and type-casting after this date, which were in due course adopted by the printing industry in India, they do not therefore find a place in the present survey.

47. *The Times of India*, Bombay, 9th April 1912.
CHAPTER VI

OPPOSITION TO THE PRINTING PRESS

During the early period of British rule in India, the administrators tended to look askance at the growth of the printing press in this country. Indians had not sufficiently advanced at this stage to participate effectively in journalism, and the press was in the hands of the compatriots of the rulers. But these people were often extremely critical of the administrators. This was not only embarrassing at the moment, but it was feared that it might result in accelerating the growth of political consciousness among Indians, a prospect which many administrators were not prepared to view with equanimity. Fortunately, there were far-sighted statesmen like Elphinstone, who held that the immediate practical advantages of the press as an instrument of popular education far outweighed the remote political risks, and they sought a solution of the difficult problem in the establishment of a controlled press. There was also opposition to the printing activity of the missionaries on political grounds. It was felt that the religious zeal of the missionaries might outrun discretion and political propriety, and give rise to popular discontent; and that Government support of the missionary activities might be taken to run counter to their policy of non-interference in religious matters.

The first journalist who stands out as a fearless critic of the administration is James Augustus Hicky. In Hicky's Bengal Gazette, which was started by him in 1780, he indulged in virulent personal attacks against Warren Hastings (the Governor General), and Sir Elizah Impey (the President of the Sadar Diwani Adalat). In 1781 Hicky was arrested and fined under orders from Sir Elizah Impey, but this did not change his attitude. It is believed that he was secretly supported and encouraged by Hastings's adversary Sir Philip Francis. He was again prosecuted in 1782 and imprisoned for 19 months, and his press was confiscated. The Bengal Gazette then ceased publication.
Mr. Bruce, editor of the *Asiatic Mirror* of Calcutta, is known for his outspoken criticism of Lord Wellesley, who became the Governor General in 1797. Wellesley ordered him home by the first available ship, so that "public security might not be exposed to constant hazard." Wellesley wrote to Sir Alured Clarke (whom he had left in charge of the Government of Calcutta during his absence at Madras):

"If you cannot tranquillise the editors of this and other mischievous publications, be so good as to suppress their papers by force, and send their persons to Europe."¹

Censorship of the press was soon brought into being, and stringent regulations were formulated for the guidance of editors and printers. Breach of these regulations entailed cancellation of the permission to remain in the British dominions in India and deportation from the country. These regulations did not, however, succeed in their purpose of muzzling the press. The fetters on the freedom of the press continued even after Wellesley. In this connection Kaye observes as follows:

"During the administration of Lord Minto this dread of the free diffusion of knowledge became a chronic disease, which was continually afflicting the members of Government with all sorts of hypochondriacal day-fears and night-mares, in which visions of the Printing Press and the Bible were ever making their flesh to creep, and their hair to stand erect with horror. It was our policy in those days to keep the natives of India in the profoundest possible state of barbarism and darkness, and every attempt to diffuse the light of knowledge among the people, either of our own or the independent states, was vehemently opposed and resented. Whilst the Press was regarded almost in the light of an infernal machine, of course the censorship was continued. The duty ofemasculating the editor's sheets was entrusted to one of the Government Secretaries...."²

In pursuance of the liberal policy of Lord Hastings, the censorship of the Press was abolished on August 16, 1818. The following rules of conduct were, however, framed for the guidance of the press:

"They were forbidden to publish animadversions on the measures and proceedings of the India authorities in England, or disquisitions on political transactions of the local administration, or offensive remarks levelled at the public conduct of the members of council, or the judges of the Supreme Court, or the lord bishop. They were likewise forbidden to admit discussions having a tendency to create alarms or suspicions among the native population of any intended interference with their religious opinions or observances, or to republish from English or other newspapers passages coming under any of the above heads, as well as private scandal and personal remarks on individuals tending to excite dissension in society. Government was empowered to visit any infraction of these rules by a prosecution in the Supreme Court, or by cancelling the license of the offender and ordering him to return to Europe."

It will be seen that the foregoing rules are so wide and severe that if they had been strictly enforced there would have been little freedom to the press. Lord Hastings, however, was reluctant to enforce them, and as a consequence there was ample freedom of thought and expression in the country during his term of office.

The Court of Directors were not happy at the abolition of the censorship, and they continued unsuccessfully to press Mr. Canning, the President of the Board of Control, to get it revived. On the retirement of Lord Hastings, Mr. John Adam, the senior member of the Governor General's council, acted in his place. An administrator of the old school, he honestly believed that "a free press was incompatible with the institution of a despotic government like that of India." His regime therefore provided an opportunity to the enemies of a free press. During this period, James Silk Buckingham edited the Calcutta Journal, the leading periodical

in Calcutta. He had gathered around himself a band of able and fearless young men who were outspoken in their criticism of government. Hastings had been frequently approached with requests to put a stop to the activities of these journalists, but he had refused to take effective action. At this juncture the Calcutta Journal, in its issue of February 1823, ridiculed the appointment by the government of a favoured presbyterian chaplain, Rev. Dr. Bryce, to a clerical post in the Stationery Department. This provoked the government to banish Buckingham from India. They also took this opportunity to promulgate a Press Act which laid down:

"...No person should print any newspaper or book containing public news, or information, or strictures on the proceedings of government, without a licence; that this licence was liable to be revoked, and that if any newspaper or work should be printed either without a licence, or after its recall, any two justices of the peace might inflict a penalty of 40 l. for each offence." 4

Subsequently, the Press Act was extended to other areas under the Company’s rule, the amount of fine was enhanced to £100, and any magistrate was empowered to confiscate the press, type and other printing accessories in the event of a breach of this law.

The deportation of Buckingham did not result in putting an end to the existence of the Calcutta Journal. He was succeeded by Mr. Arnott, a gentleman of mixed descent born in India. Although during his tenure of office the Journal continued to criticise government with the same vehemence, he could not be banished from India without due legal processes. Lord Amherst, who had recently arrived in India on August 1, 1823, however, allowed himself to be persuaded to approve of Arnott’s deportation, and the latter was accordingly sent to England. In England he sought relief from the Court of Directors against the alleged illegality of the order. They decided in his favour and awarded him £15,000 as damages. They also took this opportunity to lay down that no servant of the Company should be connected

4. Ibid., p. 276.
with any newspaper in any capacity. Marshman writes in this connection:

"The Court, at the same time, interdicted every person in the public service, civil, military, medical, or ecclesiastical, from being in future connected with any newspaper, as editor, proprietor, or shareholder, on pain of dismissal; and allowed six months for the dissolution of any existing engagements."

In Bombay at this time, as we have seen earlier, there were two leading periodicals, viz. the Bombay Gazette and the Bombay Courier. Of these, the Bombay Courier received a substantial income from official advertisements and notices. The official patronage resulted in making it practically a semi-official publication. On the other hand, the Bombay Gazette, which was edited by Mr. Fair, was often highly critical of government. Elphinstone was pressed by his superiors to send Mr. Fair back home. An incident at this time provided an opportunity to Elphinstone to comply with their wishes. Sir Charles Chambers, a judge, complained to Elphinstone that reflections had been cast on himself in a report of a case before the court, which was published in the Bombay Gazette. Mr. Fair had been previously warned in connection with similar incidents. On this occasion, he was asked to apologise to Sir Charles. On his refusal to do so Elphinstone ordered that he be sent home. In a letter written from Khandala to Mr. Strachey on November 17, 1824, Elphinstone gives particulars of this incident, and also clarifies his general approach to the question of the freedom of the European Press in the circumstances then prevailing:

"It is strange I should think I had nothing to say, when I have a step so repugnant to your ideas as sending home a printer to defend. Of course you admit that a free press and a foreign yoke are incompatible with each other; but I dare say you think (what was true formerly) that the natives have nothing to do with the press, or it with them. If this were true it would destroy all the interest of the subject, for it signifies little whether 25,000 European soldiers and 2,500 free merchants have a free press or not; but some of the

5. Ibid., p. 356.
natives at the Residencies now read our papers, have papers of their own, talk of liberty and Whigs and Tories, and are in a rapid progress of improvement which nothing but some convulsion can check. Such a convulsion could be produced by too early excitement to exert their national independence. The vast mass remain in their original ignorance, and look up to Government with blind respect because they are used to it. All, however, are ready to trample on it if they see it despised by their superiors. The Sepoys in particular, who have had so many lessons, are ready enough to observe the opinion their officers have of the Government, and to acquire confidence in themselves and contempt for all classes of their superiors, when the example is set them by those superiors themselves. The European part of the army like the stimulus of Buckingham's morning dose, but it would not get into their heads unless connected with some question about batta, tent contracts, promotion, or, in short, some of those topics which have more than once shaken the Government, even when the foundations had not previously been loosened by the press. The remaining portion of the Europeans, though probably at least two-thirds of them can read, are not of sufficient importance to make it expedient to risk an empire for the sake of furnishing them with amusing newspapers. All this, however, does not concern me; for all I have to do with the restriction consists in my adopting Lord Hastings's rules when I did away with the censorship. The first of those rules forbids reflections on the judges. Our chief justice quarrelled with the whole bar, and formed a strong party against him in the society. One of the newspapers belonged to that party, and published reports by members of the bar, which the Chief Justice, Sir E. West, complained of in March last, as reflecting on him. Warning was given to both the editors on that occasion; but in August the Chief Justice complained that he was attacked as usual. Threats were then addressed to the editor complained of, who was told he would be sent home if he again offended. Next day, he did again offend by an attack on the second judge, Sir C. Chambers. Instead of being sent home he was required to apologise; he would not, and he was sent home. The truth is, he was before under orders from the Court of
Directors to be sent home unless a licence arrived for him by a certain day, which had elapsed."

**Opposition to the Missionary Press**

The British rulers feared that missionary activity might endanger the stability of the British rule. We have seen that Carey had to establish his press in the Danish settlement at Serampore, as the British did not permit missionaries to enter their dominions. The Britishers felt that it would be positively dangerous to place the printing press in the hands of the missionaries. There was a Mutiny of the sepoys at Vellore in 1806, which resulted in the massacre of Col. Fancourt and nearly a hundred other officers. A section of the British administrators in India attributed the Mutiny to the exacerbation of feelings caused by the activities of the missionaries. Marshman writes in this connection as follows:—

"The anti-missionary party, which was never so strong either in England or in India as at this period, affirmed that the alarm and the massacre were to be traced to missionary labours, and that to preserve the lives of thirty thousand Europeans in India it was necessary to recall all the missionaries who were there, and to prevent the resort of others to that country. This feeling was exhibited in a war of pamphlets in England, and in a crusade against the Serampore missionaries in India."

In 1807 the attention of Government was drawn to some pamphlets decrying the Hindu and Muslim religions, printed at the Serampore Mission Press, and they called upon Dr. Carey to account for their publication. Some passages from a letter dated 8th September, 1807, addressed to Dr. Carey by the Secretary to Government in this regard, are given below:

"Since the day of your attendance at the Chief Secretary's office, various pamphlets and treatises in the Bengalee and Hindustani languages, containing strictures on the religions of the Hindus and Mussulmans, and purporting to have

issued from the press at Serampore, have been submitted to Government; among them are two pamphlets, one in the Bengalee, the other in the Hindustani language, addressed exclusively to the class of Mahomedans; containing the same or similar abuse of the doctrines, books and founder of the Mahomedan religion, as is contained in the Persian pamphlet from which I read to you a translated extract...

The Governor General in Council also deems it his duty to prohibit the issue of any publications from the press, superintended by the Society of Missionaries, of a nature offensive to the religious prejudices of the natives, or directed to the object of converting them to Christianity; observing, whatever may be the propriety of exposing the errors of the Hindu or Mussulman religions to persons of those persuasions who may solicit instruction in the doctrines of the Christian faith, it is contrary to the system of protection which Government is pledged to afford to the undisturbed exercise of the religions of the country, and calculated to produce very dangerous effects, to obtrude upon the general body of the people, by means of printed works, exhortations necessarily involving an interference with those religious tenets which they consider to be sacred and inviolable.

The Governor General in Council further observes, that the press now established at Serampore being intended for the promulgation of works within the limits of the Company's dominions, it is indispensably necessary that its production should be subject to the immediate control of the officers of Government. With this view, I am directed to desire that you will signify to the missionaries the expectation of the Governor General in Council that the press be transferred to this Presidency, where alone the same control that is established over presses sanctioned by the Government can be duly exercised.

I am further directed to desire, that you will ascertain and report to Government in what manner and in what places the pamphlets and treatises to which this letter refers, or any other of a similar description which may not yet have come under the observation of Government, have been distributed;
and also that the missionaries will employ every effort in their power to withdraw them from circulation."

It will be seen from the above that the British Government desired that the missionary press should be transferred to Calcutta, so that government could exercise an effective control over its activities. Dr. Carey considered that this would mean an end to the work to which he had dedicated himself, and it is said that he wept bitterly when he received this directive.

A week after the above letter, another letter on this subject was addressed to Col. Krefting, the Danish Governor at Serampore, under the signatures of Lord Minto, the Governor General, and two members of his Council; in this it was pointed out that "it appeared obviously regular and highly expedient that the press of the missionaries should be placed under the direct control of the Government of India." Col. Krefting resented the arrogant tone of this official communication addressed to the representative of an independent country, and he informed the missionaries that he would in no circumstances comply with the suggestion contained therein, as to do so would be derogatory to the dignity of his country. Dr. Carey and Marshman were inclined to leave Col. Krefting to deal with the situation in his own way. But Mr. Ward, Dr. Carey's another colleague, was of the opinion that in the larger interests of the missionary work they could not afford to antagonise the British, and it would therefore be desirable to "entreat their clemency and endeavour to soften them." Mr. Ward's views were as follows:

"I have a great deal of hesitation in my mind respecting our remaining in sullen silence after the English Government have addressed us through Brother Carey and the Governor. As it respects ourselves, even if we are not compelled to go to Calcutta with our press, the having them as our avowed and exasperated enemies is no small calamity. They may deprive us of Brother Carey's salary, with which we can hardly get on now, and without which we must put an end to translations, and go to jail in debt. They can shut up the new meeting at Calcutta; they can stop the circulation of our
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Grammars, Dictionaries, and everything issued from this press in their dominions; they can prohibit our entering their territories. As it respects Col. Krefting, we ought to deprecate the idea of embroiling him with the English Government, if we can possibly avoid it. I think, therefore, as we can now officially through him address the British Government, we should entreat their clemency and endeavour to soften them.”

A memorial was, therefore, submitted to the Governor General in accordance with Ward’s views, and it did have the desired effect. The British withdrew their demand that the Press should be placed under their control, but the missionaries had to agree to submit all publications for the approval of the British Government.

In Bombay the American mission had established a press in 1816. It did not attract unfavourable attention from Government, possibly because it was “at the seat of the Government and under control of its officers.” A mission was established at Surat and in 1820 a press was started there by the mission. On August 17, 1821, the Court of Suder Adawlut at Surat asked the permission of the Bombay Government to get some warrants printed at this press. This served as an occasion for a controversy regarding the desirability of permitting the existence of this and similar missionary presses. Mr. G. L. Prendergast, the Chief Secretary to the Government, wrote as follows in a minute on this subject:

“I think establishing a printing press at Surat without the authority of Government, is improper on many accounts; and so decidedly objectionable that it ought not be allowed.”

10. Messrs. W. Fyvie and Skinner, two Missionaries of the London Missionary Society, came to Surat in 1815 and by 1817 they had translated the whole New Testament into the Gujarati language. In 1820 they set up a printing press and before the end of 1821 they printed the Gujarati New Testament in eight parts. It seems that the Gujarati types used for this Bible were brought from Calcutta. The second edition of this New Testament was published in 1827, for which it is stated in the report of the Bombay Bible Society for 1825, that “they expected a new font of Gujarati type from Calcutta.” The Oriental Christian Spectator, Vol. XXIV, (September), Bombay 1854, pp. 399-401.
The Governor Mountstuart Elphinstone thereupon observed:

"We have already acquiesced in the establishment of a press; the only question now is, whether we shall avail ourselves of its services so far as to print some blank covenants. I should not agree to printing anything for circulation which might confound the publications of the Government with those of Missionaries, but I see no reason in this." 12

Mr. Prendergast, however, insisted that the matter should be placed before the Court of Directors and remarked as follows:

"Never having myself acquiesced in the establishment of a missionary printing press at Surat, I wish my present short minutes to be recorded, and also the minute I wrote on the back of the letter from the Chief of Surat on this subject, dated the 23rd April 1819, and would further beg to suggest that the subject be brought to the notice of the Honorable the Court in our next Despatch." 13

The earlier minute of Mr. Prendergast referred to in his above remarks is reproduced below:

"I imagine it cannot be usual under any of the Presidencies to allow printing presses at Subordinates, or anywhere within British territory in India, excepting at the seat of Government and under the control of its officers. I think it a wise rule in all cases, and if necessary in regard to newspapers and political pamphlets, it would surely be more decidedly indispensable in regard to religious subjects: because the zeal of missionaries, however laudable in their own immediate calling, for the extension of the blessings of Christianity amongst the misguided idolatrous natives of India, might very naturally lead them, without their being themselves aware of it, beyond the bounds of prudence and political propriety; an order would not perhaps be sufficient to restrain them, if the power is left in their hands; we might discover too late that the order was disobeyed—and in a city filled, as Surat is, with bigoted Mahomedans, a sensation might be
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caused by an indiscreet issue of religious tracts, the extent of which cannot well be calculated."

As the question was to be referred to the Court of Directors, Elphinstone set out in detail his views on this important subject in the following minute:

"As our proceedings are to be brought to the notice of the Honorable the Court of Directors, I am desirous to state more explicitly my sentiments on this extensive question. I am far from recommending the establishment of an uncontrolled press. I think that a medium through which a Missionary might inveigh at discretion against the abomination of idolatry or a Hindoo against the disgrace of a foreign rule, would be entirely unsuited to our situation in India. But the present question is, whether we are to allow a press under the complete control of Government, and to it I should certainly reply in the affirmative. It is by such means alone that ever the art of printing can be introduced among the natives. I look on that art as too great a blessing to be withheld without the clearest and most incontrovertible reasons, and I see no such reasons in the case of India. That the press may in a long succession of ages cause the natives to throw off our yoke is possible and even probable, but it will in the first place destroy the superstitions and the prejudices of the natives and remove the pressing dangers created by the entire and marked separation between them and their conquerors, and this effect is certain while the other is problematical. The establishment of printing presses therefore (viewed without reference to the subject with which it is accidentally connected) is highly desirable. As connected with the Missionaries it may be reviewed in another light. If it were employed to vilify the religion of the country, or even if it were enabled to diffuse our own doctrines with such energy as to give it the appearance of a national institution, it would doubtless produce the most pernicious effects. There is some danger in it even on its present footing, but that danger is more than compensated by the advantages of facilitating the means of knowledge to the natives, and for that reason it ought not

to be discouraged. The chief should be told that the press is authorised, but that he and the magistrates are answerable for reporting to Government in case of its publishing anything of dangerous tendency, for which purpose they ought to be careful to purchase publicly every production that issues from it, a mode of proceeding which I think less objectionable than calling on the missionaries to submit their works previous to publication; all authorities should be enjoined to avoid every proceeding that may even it (in) appearance at all connect the missionary press with the Government. To mark this line the more distinctly, I withdraw my proposal that the Suder Adawlut should even be allowed to print its blank warrants at the Missionaries' press, and beg to substitute an order that they should be printed at Bombay. But with these preventions and restrictions I would tolerate the press at Surat, and should be glad to see presses multiply in other parts of our dominions.\textsuperscript{15}

Elphinston's suggestions in the above minute met with the approval of the Commander in Chief Mr. Bell and other members of his council, and the following decision was therefore arrived at on 20th October 1821:

"...the Governor in Council is pleased to authorise the missionary printing Press at Surat; but the Chief and magistrate of the city and zillah are answerable for reporting to Government in case of its publishing anything of a dangerous tendency, for which purpose they are to be directed to purchase publicly every production that issues from it."\textsuperscript{16}

Government had always to be watchful to prevent an impression from gaining ground that they were in any way associated with the activities of the Christian missionaries in India. The printing activity of the missionaries was a frequent source of such confusion in the popular mind. An interesting illustration of this is provided by the incident described in the following letter addressed
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on February 3, 1823, by the Police Commissioner of Poona to the Commissioner of Poona:

"I have the honor to inform you, that I have apprehended the persons who brought the accompanying paper, and attached their books in consequence of their being on religious matters and lent for circulation here evidently with the design of turning the Hindoo religion into ridicule and of essaying the conversion of the Hindoos to Christianity. The Bearers of the notification issued by Mr. Hall were going about the Bazars of Poona distributing their loads, which amount to about Six Thousand Volumes of various kinds.

Although nothing might give me greater pleasure than to see all the Hindoos converted to Christianity, yet as I consider it incumbent on me to maintain the tolerant principles of the British Government towards its subjects here, I was called upon not to permit, by a procedure which might evince that I entertained a doubt on the question, a belief that had been propagated in the city, that these religious books were distributed by Government to gain ground. I have, therefore, publicly imprisoned these men and intend to send them and their books down the Ghauts without delay, with an injunction not to return on similar Errand without a special permission from yourself or Government, otherwise that I shall be obliged again to imprison them until Government determines the policy of allowing or preventing a system of bigoted zeal to be pursued in this newly acquired Territory.

I am hopeful that the belief that has been engendered that Government are the propagators of these books and doctrines will be checked by the measures I have taken, notwithstanding the ready handle it gives to persons disaffected to our interests to excite fear and alarms on topics of the deepest interest to our subjects here."17

We have already referred to a suggestion made by Mr. Jervis, Secretary to the Native Education Society, that government may import printing type and sell it at concessional rates to private
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presses in India (see page 91). This suggestion was not implemented, as it was opposed by Mr. Warden, a member of Governor's Council. This gave Elphinstone another occasion to set forth in a clear and forceful manner his views on the role of the printing press in India.

Mr. Warden's objections to Jervis' suggestion are contained in the following remarks:

"If types are to be bought and distributed throughout the country, Boys ought to be attached to the different presses at Bombay to learn the duty of composing. Whatever may be my own views on the subject, a most important question which has been much discussed under the Presidency of Bengal presents itself, what would be the effects of the power and influence of the Press in the present State of the country; if the Natives are to be taught the art of printing, the dissemination of whatever they choose to publish would of course immediately follow..." 18

Mr. Elphinstone's views on the subject are reproduced here:

"Mr. Jervis' suggestion which I brought forward, is not for distributing types about the country, but for selling them cheap at the Presidency. Printing will thus become more common, but a very long period must elapse before we can expect to see a press set up by a native beyond the limits of this Island. Even when printing becomes general, I confess I do not look on it with any such alarm as to induce me to discourage its commencement. I certainly do not propose that we would set up the inconsistency of a free press and an enslaved people. Whenever the natives are thought prepared to receive a free constitution and a share in their own Government, a free press should be added as the most powerful weapon by which those privileges can be defended; but as long as it is necessary to keep up arbitrary Government, and that in the hands of Foreigners, common reason must restrain us from introducing among the natives a principle, of which it is the chief glory that it invariably communicated both the

power and the inclination to throw off the yoke. But I am far from thinking that unless we have a free press we must have no press at all. If that were the case the condition of the natives would be hopeless indeed; since it is chiefly by means of the press that they can be prepared for the enjoyment of any share of freedom. But an useful press may exist and has often existed without its being unrestrained, and much may be taught through the medium of it even though political discussion were forbidden. There are not many countries even now in Europe where the press is unrestrained, and most of these have become so within the last 30 years. I will not deny that the introduction of printing among the natives must ultimately lessen our power to keep them in subjection; but the same is true of education, of an impartial administration of justice, and of everything that tends to better their conditions.

The dangers of the press, however, are remote and speculative; the advantages even to ourselves are immediate and practical: at all events, as we have assumed the Government of the natives, it is our duty to assist in their improvement, and we should be no more justified in withholding the art of printing than in adopting any other mode of degrading the minds of the natives with a view to maintain our own ascendency."

**Government Attitude to the Native Press**

We have seen that the prospect of the evolution of the native press in India was viewed with serious misgivings by the British rulers. In July 1825, occurred an incident which brought out the urgency of the need of formulating a definite policy in this regard. This was a dispute between the Brahmins and Kayastha Prabhus of Baroda regarding the latter's right to perform certain religious ceremonies. The nature of the dispute, which is popularly known as the Vedokta incident, will be clear from the following account published in the issue dated August 2, 1825, of the *Bombay Gazette*:

"The origin of the present dispute appears to be in a Coyest Prubhoo named Wittoba Devanjee the minister of Barodra"
(sic) who being desirous of obtaining the rights of a Brahmin for himself and caste, by underhand means, was, with others, invested with the privilege by a Shastree of note at Poona, and which on becoming known to the principal Brahmins induced much ferment among them; the Shastree was disgraced and a Vakil sent to Barodra, demanding from the heads of Caste there the expulsion of the intruders from Society and the punishment of the Brahmins who supported him. In consequence an assembly was held at Wittoba's pagoda at Barodra, the members of which, who were exceedingly numerous, resolved not to break up until satisfaction was obtained; and such was the zeal that they abstained from food for five days, at the end of which time a message was sent to the Sircar demanding the Devanjee should be obliged to abandon the celebration of the Vedockt, and resume his proper habit, which was refused, in consequence, it is reported, of Devanjee having bribed the Guicawar and his Mother with a Lac of rupees to order the instant dispersion of the assembly, and threaten, in case of refusal, to expel them from the place. The Brahmins refused compliance, and started their determination of starving themselves rather than resign their claims.\textsuperscript{20}

It will be seen that the \textit{Bombay Gazette} mentions a report that the Gaekwar and his mother received a bribe of one lac rupees for their interference in the dispute. The same report was also published by the Gujerati paper "\textit{Mumbai Samācār}" in its issue dated August 29, 1825, and the attention of the Gaekwar was thus drawn to it. The Dewan of Baroda complained to the British Resident Willoughby, regarding the publication in the British territory of these reflections on the character of a ruler in alliance with the British Government, and Willoughby immediately addressed a letter to the Chief Secretary to the Bombay Government pressing the latter to place the complaint before the Governor in Council.\textsuperscript{21}

It may be noted that prior to this incident Elphinstone had been seriously perturbed by a virulent attack in the \textit{Bombay

Gazette against the Duke of York, as is seen from the following minute from his pen:

"I some time since received a letter from His Excellency the Commander in Chief (which he has since authorized me to mention officially) calling my attention to a Paragraph in the Bombay Gazette of Wednesday 17th, which contains a virulent attack on His Royal Highness the Duke of York.

On referring to the Bengal Orders of 1818 which were adopted here in the end of 1819 and are those now in force, I was surprised to find that they are so exclusively confined to subjects connected with India as to contain no prohibition against reflections on the Royal family.

We have therefore only the choice of allowing this libel to pass unnoticed or to direct a prosecution in a Court of law.

This last course has never that I know of been adopted by any of the Governments in this Country, and I am clearly of opinion that it never should be resorted to.

The next question is whether we ought to alter the Rules so as to prevent similar attacks again. A rule against reflections on the King and the Royal family has been introduced into the rules of 1823 in Bengal, and I should think it desirable here; but as those Rules are still under discussion at Home, it seems best to wait the decision, and in the meantime to retain the Rules of 1818, although occasional inconvenience as at present may be experienced from their defects."

The above incident gave rise to even more serious concern, as it was the first complaint received against the Native press. Elphinstone realised that as compared with the European press in India, the native press "if ever it came in to full operation must be far the most powerful and most dangerous instrument," and felt it was necessary to formulate a definite policy to keep it under restraint. He therefore placed the matter before the Court of Directors in the form of a minute which is reproduced here:

"This is a case very much of the same nature as the late complaint regarding the attack on His Royal Highness the
Duke of York, but it is one which we cannot so easily avoid noticing.

There are three points liable to serious objection in this publication. Any Newspaper discussion on the present acrimonious dispute between the Brahmans and the other castes that claim a right to perform the same religious ceremonies, is unfortunate.

The calumny against His Highness the Gykwar and his mother affords His Highness the justest ground of complaint.

And the last paragraph in which he is falsely represented as a subordinate authority waiting for orders from Bombay in a matter of internal Government, though not complained of, is likely to be deeply felt both by the Gykwar and his subjects.

At the same time it must be admitted that there is nothing in the existing rules which has been infringed by this publication. We cannot take any steps against the European Editor in a case neither alluded to in the rules nor flagrantly seditious in itself; and with respect to the Native he is entirely beyond our reach even if this case were within the rules. A prosecution in Court might of course be had recourse to; but, independent of the general objections to that mode of redress in India (where it never fails to give rise to more discord, faction and contumely than it was designed to repress) we only yesterday received the opinion of our solicitor that a prosecution by the Gykwar was attended with so many difficulties that it was better for him to renounce a claim to a considerable sum of money than to attempt one.

The present is, however, a question on which the European Editor with whom the Paragraph originated can have neither personal nor party feeling, and I have no doubt but both he and the Native Editor would be willing to correct their mistakes on their being pointed out to them.

All I should propose for the present would therefore be, that a letter to the effect of the accompanying Draft should be sent to the Editor of the Gazette, and that the Persian Secretary should make a similar communication to the Native Editor.
The Resident at Baroda should be directed to express to the Gykwarr the regret of the British Government at the calumny of which he has been the object, to explain to him the nature of the Press at the Presidency and the little control exercised over it by the Government, but to assure him that such measures as can be taken consistently with the British laws and the practice of the Government will be resorted to, to protect him from similar attacks in future.

But as it (is) by no means unlikely that similar complaints may be made hereafter, and perhaps in different circumstances from the present, I think we should point out to the Hon'ble the Court of Directors the deficiencies of our present system; so that in the event of its being decided on the appeal against the Calcutta Press Regulations that the law as it now stands does not admit of such restraints, they may take measures to procure a legislative enactment investing the Indian Government with powers suited to their peculiar situation.

This is the first complaint we have received against the Native press, and it is one which shows that publications at the Presidency are by no means confined in their effects to this Island, or to our own possessions. It seems therefore a suitable occasion to draw the attention of the Court of Directors to the subject. Though the abuse of the European Press may be attended with most immediate danger from its indirect effect on the Natives and especially the Native Army, yet the Native Press, if ever it come into full operation, must soon become by far the most powerful and most dangerous instrument of the two; and, as its advances are likely to be rapid, it is necessary that we should only determine in what manner we are to conduct ourselves toward it.

There appear to me to be only three lines of conduct which we can possibly adopt. 1st, To check the diffusion of knowledge and the introduction of printing so as to keep the Natives in their present state and confine the effects of the Press as hitherto to the Europeans. 2nd, To allow perfect freedom to Native Press and to offer no resistance to the natural tendency of such freedom to dispose the Native to attempts at establishing a national Government. 3rd, To promote
learning and to encourage printing, but to keep the Press under the same degree of restraint which was maintained in England for more than two centuries after the invention of printing and which is still enforced in all countries where the Government does not rest on a popular basis. The first of these plans would be criminal if it were practicable. The second would only lead to the premature removal of the British Government, without a chance of its being succeeded by a better; the third alone appears to me to offer any prospect of improvement and rational liberty to the Natives. Under it we might safely do our duty in communicating to them all the sciences of Europe; and at some distant period the two nations might be sufficiently on a footing to determine the relation they were thenceforth to bear to one another. At that stage the people might be admitted to a share of the Government and then or at a later period the freedom of the Press might be permitted without control.

There is nothing more in these opinions than I have long since recorded, (on the press at Surat in 1821), but as the question is both important and urgent I make no apology for entering on it again.”

The draft letter prepared by Elphinstone on 14th October 1825 to the Editor of the Bombay Gazette runs as follows:

"To The Editor of the
Bombay Gazette.

Sir,

I am directed to acquaint you that an application has been made by His Highness the Gikwar to this Government complaining in very strong terms of the imputations thrown on his character in your paper of August 24th.

The passage particularly complained of is that where it is asserted that His Highness and his mother had received a bribe of a lack of rupees for their interference in the dispute between the Bramins and the Purvaes. His Highness observes with great justice that this assertion, which has no
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foundation in fact, has already been republished in the Guzerattee paper and will be repeated in every paper, Native and European, in India.

As subjects of this nature are not mentioned in the rules communicated to the Editors in December 1819, the Governor in council is willing to make every allowance for the publication; but he must observe that the assertion of such a charge against an ally of the British Government was in itself obviously objectionable and is in effect open to prosecution in a court of law.

The Governor in Council is not disposed to resort to any further measure, unless it should be deemed necessary by His Highness the Gyoukwar; but he conceives that His Highness is entitled to expect a contradiction of a report which seems to have been introduced on slight authority, and he directs me to caution you against similar reflections in future on Princes in alliance with the British Government. M.E."

In the records of the Bombay Government we find a draft of the press regulations which eventually were published on April 19, 1825, as Regulation I of 1825, and registered at the Supreme Court on May 11, 1825. This draft is given in the Appendix, as a copy of the printed Regulation is not available in the records of either the Bombay Government or the Bombay High Court.

By a Government resolution of 1826, the Bombay Government prohibited its servants from being connected in any capacity with any newspaper or other periodical. The text of this resolution is given below:

"The Honourable the Court of Directors having resolved to prohibit all persons in the Service of the Hon'ble East India Company from connecting themselves with any Newspaper or other periodical Journal unless devoted exclusively to literary and scientific objects whether as Editor, sole Proprietor, or Sharer in the property, notice thereof is hereby given to all persons in the service of the Hon'ble East India Company

on this establishment, either Civil, Naval or Military Surgeons and Chaplains included: and all persons concerned are further apprized that this order will be enforced if necessary on the part of the Honourable the Court of Directors by dismissing from their service those by whom it may be contravened.  

Government servants who were already connected with newspapers were given a period of six months within which to sever such connection. In the Bombay Government records there is a representation made in this connection on May 27, 1826, by Mr. Francis Warden, who explains how his association with the Bombay Courier and the Bombay Gazette grew by stages, and pleads that the period of six months was insufficient to terminate it. There is also a letter written by Mr. James M. Laden, the editor of the Courier, at the instance of the proprietor of the Courier Press, which throws interesting light on the history of that press.

Sir Charles Metcalfe, who succeeded Lord William Bentinck in 1835 as Governor General in an acting capacity, adopted a liberal policy towards the Press in India, and abolished many of the restrictions on the freedom of the Press which were then current. The day on which the measure removing such restrictions came into force and a free press was born, viz. September 15, 1835, was celebrated with great enthusiasm by the European and Indian citizens of Calcutta, who also raised contributions to build the "Metcalfe Hall" on the banks of the Hooghly in honour of its author. Since then the development of the press in India has been rapid.

How the existence of the printing press even in the native states was dreaded by the foreign rulers, is seen from the following incident in the Hyderabad Residency narrated by Mr. Kaye:

"Captain Sydenham, who then (during the administration of Lord Minto, 1807–1813) represented our interests at that court, wishing to gratify a desire expressed by the Nizam to see some of the appliances of European science, procured
for him three specimens, in the shape of an air-pump, a
printing press, and the model of a man-of-war. Having
mentioned this in his demi-official correspondence with the
Chief Secretary, he was censured for having placed in the
hands of a native Prince so dangerous an instrument as a
printing press. Upon this the Resident wrote back that the
Government need be under no apprehensions, for that the
Nizam had taken so little interest in the Press, that he had
not even made a present to the compositors who had come
round from Madras to exhibit the application to practical
purposes of the implements of their craft. But he added,
that if the Government still felt any uneasiness about the
presence of this dangerous instrument of civilisation at the
Court of the Nizam, he could easily obtain admission to
the Tosha-Khana (or Treasure-house), and there so cripple
the press as to ensure its never being in a fit state to do
duty again!"30

OPPOSITION TO THE PRESS BY THE INDIANS.

It must be remembered that there was considerable oppo-
sition to the development of the press on the part of Indians too.
This was part of their general reaction to the impact of western
influences which it was feared would weaken the hold of tradition
and religion on the minds of the young. One interesting instance
of the prejudice against the printing press may be mentioned here,
especially as we find that it was shared by some leaders of the new
intelligentsia, who were otherwise appreciative of western culture.
This prejudice had its origin in the fact that printing ink contained
animal fat as an ingredient. Many orthodox Hindus felt that
printing of holy texts by the use of such ink would result in defiling
them. The Marathi grammarian, Dadoba Pandurang, mentions
in his Autobiography that his plan of bringing out an edition of
Påñini’s Astādhyāyī with its Marathi translation had to be given
up, as Professor Bal Gangadhar Shastri was of the opinion that the
printing of its sacred text would cause popular resentment.31
Vishvanath Narayan Manadalik had published an edition of the
Gāthā of the Marathi poet-saint Tukārāma printed at the Ganpat
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Krishnaji Press in Bombay. This Gāthā is held in great veneration by the Vārakahī sect of Pandharpur. Mandalik was, however, informed that the members of this sect would not be persuaded to use the printed edition of the Gāthā, unless they could be assured that the ink used in its printing contained no objectionable ingredients. Govind Narayan Madgaonkar in his Muniambaicen Varṇana also mentions that many orthodox Brahmins would not touch paper or read printed books on religious grounds. The biographer of Mandalik writes, that Mandalik himself would use only books in manuscript form when he read sacred texts as part of his daily religious ritual.

The object of the present survey is to trace the beginnings and early development of the press in India. We have therefore confined ourselves to an account of attempts to establish the printing press made by various agencies at different times and in different parts of the country, and have presented a picture of the personalities, motives and capacities of the various participants in these attempts, the circumstances in which they had to function, the measure of their achievements and the reasons why the early attempts proved short-lived and did not lead to the development of the press on a nation-wide scale. We have seen how liberal and enlightened British statesmen like Elphinstone were fully aware of the inconsistency of a foreign despotism and a free press and the dangers inherent in introducing among a subject people "a principle of which it is the chief glory that it invariably communicated the power and the inclination to throw off the yoke." The subsequent course of Indian history has demonstrated that these fears were well-founded. The press has contributed largely to the Indian renaissance, and has played a major role in the achievement and consolidation of our national freedom.

APPENDIX

RULE ORDINANCE AND REGULATION OF 1825*

Title

A Rule Ordinance and Regulation for preventing the mischiefs arising from the printing and publishing Newspapers and Periodical Books and Papers of a like nature and also from the printing and publishing libellous matters in Books of every other description by persons not known and for regulating the printing and publication of all such Books and Papers in other respects Passed by the Hon'ble the Governor in Council of Bombay on the day of and registered in the Hon'ble the Supreme Court of Judicature at Bombay under date the day of 1825.

Preamble

Whereas for the purpose of preventing the publication of libellous matter as well in Newspapers and other Periodical Papers of that kind as in printed Books and Papers of every other description within the Presidency of Bombay, and for the purpose of more easily detecting those who may be legally responsible for the same the Hon'ble the Governor in Council has deemed expedient that certain Regulations should be provided touching publications of the nature hereinafter mentioned respectively.

Article I

No person to print or publish periodical Papers or Books without Licence

Be it therefore ordained by authority of the Hon'ble the Governor in Council and under and by virtue of a certain Act of Parliament made and passed in the Forty Seventh year of the reign of his late Majesty's King George the third instituted an Act for the better settlement of Forts of St. George and Bombay that from and after 14 days after the Registry and Publication of this Rule Ordinance and Regulation in the Supreme Court of Judicature at Bombay no person or persons shall within the said Presidency of Bombay print or publish or cause to be printed or published any Newspaper or Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper whatsoever in any language or character whatsoever published periodically containing or purporting to contain public News Intelligence or Strictures on the Acts measures and Proceedings of Government or any Political events or transactions whatsoever without having obtained a licence for that purpose from the Hon'ble the Governor in Council Signed by the Chief Secretary of Government for the time being or other person officiating and acting as such Chief Secretary.

Article II

Persons applying for licence to deliver Affidavits specifying the names and places of abode of Printers Publishers and Proprietors of such Newspapers and other periodical Books together with the house wherein printed and title of the same

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, that every person applying to the Hon'ble the Governor in Council for such licence as aforesaid shall deliver to the Chief Secretary of Government for the time being or other

person acting and officiating as such an Affidavit or Affidavits in writing signed by the persons making the same to be taken before any Justice of the Peace acting within the Presidency specifying and setting forth the real and true names additions descriptions and places of abode of all and every person or persons who is or are intended to be the Printer and Printers Publisher and Publishers of the Newspaper, Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper in such Affidavit or Affidavits mentioned and of all the Proprietors of the same resident within the Presidency of Bombay or places thereto Subordinate, if the number of such Proprietors exclusive of the Printers and Publishers does not exceed two, and in case the same shall exceed such number then of two of the Proprietors exclusive of the Printers and Publishers resident within the Presidency of Bombay or places thereto subordinate who hold the largest shares therein, and also the amount of the proportional shares of such Proprietors in the property therein, and likewise the true description of the house or building wherein any such Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet or other Printed Book or Paper as aforesaid is intended to be printed, and the title of such Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet or other Printed Book or Paper.

**ARTICLE III**

Where the Printers and Publishers together with the Proprietors shall not exceed four then the Affidavit or Affidavits to be signed and sworn by all who are resident in Bombay where they exceed four by four or so many as are resident in Bombay.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that where the persons concerned as Printers and Publishers of any such Newspaper, Magazine Register Pamphlet or other Printed Book or Paper as aforesaid together with such number of Proprietors as are herein before required to be named in such Affidavit or Affidavits as aforesaid shall not altogether exceed the number of four persons, the Affidavit or Affidavits hereby required shall be sworn and signed by all the said persons who are resident in or within miles of Bombay and when the number of such persons shall exceed four, the same shall be signed and sworn by four of such persons if resident in or within miles of Bombay or by so many of them as are so resident.

**ARTICLE IV**

New Affidavits to be made as often as the Printers Publishers or Proprietors shall be changed or shall change their places of abode or printing house and as often as the Governor in Council shall require.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid That an Affidavit or Affidavits of the like nature and import shall be made signed and delivered in like manner as often as any of the Printers, Publishers or Proprietors named in such Affidavit or Affidavits shall be changed or shall change their respective places of abode or their printing House Place or Office and as often as the title of such Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper as aforesaid shall be changed and as often as the Hon'ble the Governor in Council shall deem it expedient so to require, and that when such further and new Affidavit or Affidavits as last aforesaid shall be so required by the Hon'ble the Governor in Council notice of such requisition, signed by the said Chief Secretary or other person acting and officiating as shall be given to the persons named in the Affidavit or Affidavits to which the said notice relates as the Printers, Publishers or Proprietors of the Newspaper, Magazine, Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper in such Affidavit or Affidavits mentioned such notice to be left at such place as is mentioned in the Affidavits last delivered as the place at which the Newspaper, Magazine, Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper to which such notice shall relate is printed.
ARTICLE V

Printing and Publishing Newspapers &c. without making the
Affidavits herein before required to be deemed a Printing and
Publishing without Licence

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That in case any
such Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed book or Paper
as herein before described shall be printed or published such Affidavit or
Affidavits as herein before required not having been duly signed sworn and
delivered, the same shall be deemed and taken to be printed and published
without Licence and the Printers, Publishers and Proprietors thereof shall be
liable to the same Penalties as are hereinafter imposed upon Printers and Pub-
lishers of such Newspapers, Magazines Registers Pamphlets and other printed
Books and Papers as are hereinbefore described without Licence.

ARTICLE VI

Governor in Council to have power to recall Licences

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that every Licence
which shall and may be granted in manner and form aforesaid shall and may
be resumed and recalled by the Hon'ble the Governor in Council upon notice
to such effect in writing signed by the said Chief Secretary or other person
acting and officiating as such being left at such place as is mentioned in the
Affidavit or Affidavits last delivered as the place at which the Newspaper
Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper to which such
notice shall relate is printed, and that from and immediately after such notice
having been so left as aforesaid the said Licence or Licences shall be null and
void and any Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet printed book or Paper
to which such Licence or Licences shall have related shall if afterwards printed
and published be taken and considered as printed and published without Licence.
And it is hereby further ordained that whenever any such Licence
shall be resumed and recalled as aforesaid notice of such resumption and
recall shall be forthwith given in the

for the
time being published in Bombay.

ARTICLE VII

Penalty of Rs. 400 on printing or publishing Newspapers &c.
without Licence

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that if any person
or persons shall within the Presidency of Bombay knowingly and wilfully
print or publish, or cause to be printed or published or shall knowingly and
wilfully either as a Proprietor thereof or as Agent or Servant of such Proprietor
or otherwise sell deliver out, distribute or dispose of, or if any Bookseller or
Proprietor or Keeper of any Reading Room Library Shop, or place of public
resort, shall knowingly and wilfully receive for the purpose of publication, or
lend give, or supply for the purpose of perusal or otherwise to any person
whatsoever any such Newspaper Magazine Register or Pamphlet or other
printed Book or Paper as hereinbefore described such Licence as is required
by this Rule Ordinance and Regulation not having been first obtained or after
such Licence if previously obtained shall have been recalled as aforesaid such
persons shall forfeit for every such offence the sum of four hundred rupees.
ARTICLE VIII

Affidavits to be filed and they or certified copies to be admitted in all proceedings Civil or Criminal as evidence of the truth of their contents against persons swearing and all mentioned therein unless proved to the contrary.

But if any person shall have delivered previous to the publication of the paper to which the proceedings relate and Affidavit that he has ceased to be the Printer &c. he shall not be so deemed after such delivery.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that all such Affidavits as aforesaid shall be filed and kept in such manner as the said Justice of Peace before whom the same shall have been respectively sworn shall direct, and the same or Copies thereof certified to be true Copies as hereinafter is prescribed shall respectively in all proceedings Criminal and Civil touching any Newspaper or other such Book or Paper as hereinbefore is specified which shall be mentioned in any such Affidavit or Affidavits, or touching any publication matter or thing contained in such Newspaper or other Book or Paper as aforesaid be received and admitted as conclusive evidence of the truth of all such matters set forth in such Affidavits as are hereby required to be therein set forth against every person who shall have signed and sworn the same and also as sufficient evidence of the truth of all such matters against all and every person who shall not have signed or sworn the same, but who shall be therein mentioned to be a Proprietor, Printer or Publisher of such Newspaper or other Book or Paper as aforesaid unless the contrary shall be satisfactory proved. Provided always, That if any such person or persons respectively against whom any such Affidavit or Affidavits or any Copy thereof shall be offered in evidence shall prove that he she or they hath or have signed sworn and delivered to the said Justice of the Peace previous to the day of the date or publication of the Newspaper or other such Book or Paper as aforesaid to which the proceedings Civil or Criminal shall relate an Affidavit or Affidavits that he she or they hath or have ceased to be Printer or Printers, Proprietor or Proprietors or Publisher or Publishers of such Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as aforesaid such person or persons shall not be deemed by reason of any former Affidavit so delivered as aforesaid to have been the Printer or Printers, Proprietor or Proprietors or Publisher or Publishers of such Newspaper or other such Book or Paper as aforesaid after the day on which such last mentioned Affidavit or Affidavits shall have been delivered to the said Justice of Peace as aforesaid.

ARTICLE IX

In Newspaper &c. there shall be printed the names and abode of Printers and Publishers on penalty of Rupees 1000 and proof in manner herein mentioned that the party is the Printer &c. shall be sufficient unless proved to the contrary.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, that in some part of every Newspaper Magazine Register Pamphlet or other printed Book or Paper as aforesaid there shall be printed the true and real name and names addition and additions and place and places of abode of the Printer and Printers and Publisher and Publishers, of the same and also a true description of the place where the same is printed and in case any person or persons shall knowingly and wilfully print or publish or cause to be printed or published any such Newspaper or other printed Book or Paper as aforesaid not containing the particulars aforesaid and every of them every such person shall forfeit the sum of Rupees One thousand; and that proof made in manner herein mention ed in any proceeding to recover the same that the party proceeded against is a Printer or Publisher of a Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper so printed or published as aforesaid shall be deemed and taken to be
proof that such party is a person wilfully and knowingly printing or publishing or causing the same to be printed or published unless he shall satisfactorily prove the contrary.

ARTICLE X

**After production of Affidavit or Copy &c.** Newspaper &c. instituted as therein mentioned &c. it shall not be necessary to prove the purchase of the same at the house or shop of Defendants

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That it shall not be necessary after any such Affidavit or Affidavits or a certified Copy thereof shall have been produced in evidence as aforesaid against the person or persons who signed and made the same or are therein named according to this Rule Ordinance and Regulation or any of them, and after a Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as aforesaid shall be produced in evidence entitled in the same manner as the Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper mentioned in such Affidavit is entitled and wherein the name or names of the printer and publisher or printers and publishers and the place of printing shall be the same as the name or names of the printer or printers or publisher and publishers and place of printing mentioned in such Affidavit or Affidavits, for any Plaintiff Informant or Prosecutor or person seeking to recover any of the penalties raised by this Regulation to prove that the Newspaper or other printed Book or Paper to which such trial relates was purchased at any house shop or office belonging to or occupied by the Defendant, or Defendants or any of them, or by his or other servants or workmen or when he or they by themselves or by their servants or workmen usually carry on the business of printing or publishing such Newspaper or other printed Book or Paper as aforesaid, or where the same is usually sold.

ARTICLE XI

**Service at the Printing House mentioned in the Affidavit to be deemed sufficient notice to all persons named therein**

But if any person shall have delivered previous to the publication of the Newspaper &c. to which the proceedings relate an Affidavit that he has ceased to be Printer &c. he shall not be so deemed after such delivery.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That service at the house or place mentioned in such Affidavit or Affidavits as aforesaid as the house or place at which such Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as aforesaid to which any proceedings, Civil or Criminal shall relate, is printed or published or intended so to be of any legal notice, Summons subpoena rule order or process of what nature soever or to enforce an appearance in any suit prosecution or proceeding Civil or Criminal against any Printer Publisher or Proprietor of any such Newspaper or other printed book or paper shall, be deemed and taken to be good and sufficient service thereof respectively against all persons named in such Affidavit or Affidavits as the Proprietor or Proprietors Publisher or Publishers or Printer or Printers of the Newspaper or other printed book or paper mentioned in such Affidavit or Affidavits. Provided always, That if any such person or persons respectively as aforesaid shall have signed sworn and delivered to the said Justice of the Peace as aforesaid previous to the day or publication of the Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as aforesaid to which the proceeding in Court shall relate an Affidavit or Affidavits that he she or they have ceased to be the Printer or Printers Proprietor or Proprietors Publisher or Publishers of such Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as aforesaid, and shall make proof thereof, such person or persons shall not be deemed by reason of any former
Affidavit or Affidavits so delivered as aforesaid to have been the Proprietor or Proprietors Printer or Printers Publisher or Publishers of the same after the day on which such last mentioned Affidavit or Affidavits shall have been delivered to the said Justice of the Peace as aforesaid.

**Article XII**

*Certified copies of Affidavits to be delivered on payment of*

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That the Justice of the Peace by whom such Affidavits shall be kept according to the directions of this Rule Ordinance and Regulation shall, and he is hereby required upon application made to him by any Person or Persons requiring a Copy certified according to this Rule Ordinance and Regulation of any such Affidavit as aforesaid in order that the same may be produced in any Civil or Criminal proceedings to deliver to the person so applying for the same such certified Copy he or they paying for the same the sum of 1 Rupee and no more.

**Article XIII**

*Copies of Affidavits Certified by the Justice of the Peace in whose custody they shall be, to be sufficient evidence*

And whereas in many cases it may be productive of public inconvenience to require that the Justice of the Peace before whom such Affidavits as are hereinafter mentioned are made, should be required personally to attend in order to prove upon the trial of any action prosecution suit indictment information, or in any other legal proceeding that the parties signing swearing and delivering such Affidavit or Affidavits, did swear the same in the presence of, and did deliver the same to such Justice of the Peace before and to whom the same shall have been sworn or delivered respectively; Be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid That in all cases a Copy of any such Affidavit certified to be a true Copy under the hand of such Justice of the Peace in whose possession the same shall be, shall upon proof made that such Certificates have been signed by the hand writing of the person making the same and whom it shall not be necessary to prove to be a Justice of the Peace, be received in evidence as sufficient proof of such Affidavit, and that the same was duly sworn and of the contents thereof, and such copies so produced and certified shall also be received as Evidence that the Affidavits of which they purport to be Copies, have been sworn according to this Rule Ordinance and Regulation and shall have the same effect for the purposes of evidence to all intents whatsoever as if the original Affidavit or Affidavits of which the copies so produced and certified shall purport to be Copies had been produced in Evidence and been proved to have been so duly Certified and sworn by the person or persons appearing by such Copy to have sworn the same as aforesaid.

**Article XIV**

*Penalty of Rupees 1000 on unauthorized Persons giving Certificates*

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That if any person not being such Justice of the Peace as aforesaid shall give any such certificate as aforesaid or shall presume to certify any of the matters or things by his Rule Ordinance and Regulation directed to be certified by such Justice of the Peace as aforesaid or which such Justice of the Peace as aforesaid is hereby empowered or entrusted to certify he shall forfeit and lose the Sum of One thousand Rupees,
ARTICLE XV

Penalty of Rupees 1000 for falsely certifying that Affidavits were sworn to, or that false Copies are true, &c.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That if any person shall knowingly and wilfully falsely certify under his hand that any such Affidavit as is required to be made by this Rule Ordinance and Regulation was duly signed and sworn before him the same not having been so sworn or signed or shall knowingly and wilfully falsely certify that any Copy or Copies of any Affidavit or Affidavits is or are a true Copy or Copies of the Affidavit or Affidavits of which the same are certified to be such copy or Copies or shall knowingly and wilfully falsely certify or express in any certificate that the Affidavit or Affidavits of which any Copy or Copies are certified to be a true Copy or copies was or were duly sworn before the person so certifying by the party or parties whose name or names appear subscribed to the same as the name or names of the party or parties swearing and signing the same every person so offending shall in each and every such case respectively forfeit and lose the sum of one thousand Rupees.

ARTICLE XVI

After 14 days after the date of Registry a Copy of every Newspaper &c. to be delivered within 6 days of its publication to the Justice or his Officer on penalty of Rs. 1000. The Paper to be paid for, by the Justice, and may within two years after publication be produced as Evidence in any proceeding civil or criminal

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That from and after fourteen days after Registry and Publication of the Rule Ordinance and Regulation in the Supreme Court as aforesaid, the Printer or Publisher of every Newspaper or other such printed Book or Paper as hereinbefore described shall upon every day upon which the same shall be published, or within six days after delivery to the Justice of Peace before whom the Affidavit as hereinbefore required is made, or to some officer to be appointed by him to receive the same and whom he is hereby required to appoint for that purpose one of the Newspaper or other printed Books or Papers herein before described so published upon each such day signed by the printer or publisher thereof in his handwriting with his name and place of abode and the same shall be carefully kept by the said Justice of the Peace or such Officer as aforesaid in such manner as the said Justice of the Peace shall direct and such Printer or Publisher shall be entitled to demand and receive from the said Justice of the Peace or such Officer once in every six days of publication the amount of the ordinary price of the respective Newspaper or other printed books or papers so delivered and in every case in which the printer and publisher of such Newspaper or other such printed book or paper as aforesaid shall neglect to deliver one such Newspaper or other printed book or paper in the manner hereinbefore directed such printer and publisher shall for every such neglect respectively forfeit and lose the sum of One thousand Rupees and in case any person or persons shall make application to the said Justice of the Peace or such Officer as aforesaid, in order that such Newspaper or other printed book or paper so signed by the printer or publisher may be produced in Evidence in any proceeding Civil or criminal the said Justice of the Peace or such Officer shall, at the expense of the party applying at any time within two years from the publication thereof either cause the same to be produced in the Court in which the same is required to be produced and at the time when the same is required to be produced or shall deliver the same to the party applying for it taking according to his discretion, reasonable security at his expense for the returning the same to the said Justice of the Peace or such Officer, and in case
by reason that the same shall have been previously required by any other person to be produced in any Court or hath been previously delivered to any other person for the like purpose the same cannot be produced at the time required, or be delivered according to such application in such case the said Justice of the Peace or such his Officer shall cause the same to be produced, or shall deliver the same as soon as they are enabled so to do.

**Article XVII**

Printers shall give notice in the form annexed No. 1 to the Chief Secretary of Government who shall grant a Certificate in the form annexed No. 2 and file the notice.

Penalty of Rs. 400 for keeping presses or types without notice or using them in any place not expressed therein.

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That from and after fourteen days after the Registry and Publication of this Rule Ordinance and Regulation in the Supreme Court as aforesaid every person having any printing press, or types for printing within the Presidency of Bombay shall cause a notice thereof signed in the presence of and attested by one witness, to be delivered to the Chief Secretary of Government for the time being or other person acting and officiating as such, according to the form hereinafter prescribed and such Chief Secretary or other person acting and officiating as such shall, and he is hereby authorized and required to grant a certificate in the form hereinafter prescribed and shall file such notice and every person who, not having delivered such notice, and obtained such Certificate as aforesaid, shall, from and after the expiration of fourteen days next after such Registry and Publication of this Rule Ordinance and Regulation as aforesaid keep or use any printing press or types for printing, or having delivered such notice and obtained such certificate, as aforesaid shall use any printing press or types for printing in any other place than the place expressed in such notice shall forfeit and lose the sum of four hundred Rupees.

**Article XVIII**

The name and abode of the Printer shall be printed on every paper or book.

Printer omitting so to do and persons dispersing papers without such Name and place of abode shall forfeit Rupees 400

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That from and after fourteen days after the Registry and Publication of this Rule Ordinance and Regulation as aforesaid every person who shall print any paper or book whatsoever within the Presidency of Bombay not being intended to be published periodically but which shall be meant and intended to be published or dispersed whether the same shall be sold or given away shall print upon the front of every such paper, if the same shall be printed on one side only and upon the first and last leaves of every such last mentioned paper or book which shall consist of more than one leaf in legible characters his or her name, and the name of his or her dwelling house or usual place of abode, and every person who shall omit so to print his name and place of abode on every such last mentioned paper or book printed by him and also every person who shall publish or disperse, or assist in publishing or dispersing either gratis or for money any such last mentioned printed paper or book, which shall have been printed after the time hereinbefore last specified and on which the name and place of abode of the person printing the same shall not be printed as aforesaid, shall for every Copy of such paper so published or dispersed by him, forfeit and pay the sum of Four hundred Rupees.
ARTICLE XIX

Printers shall keep a Copy of every book and paper they print and write thereon the name and abode of their employer

Penalty of Rs. 400 for neglect or refusing to produce the Copy within 6 months

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That every person who from, and after the time hereinafter last specified shall print any such last mentioned book or paper whatsoever within the Presidency of Bombay for Hire Reward Gain or Profit shall carefully preserve and keep one copy (at least) of every such last mentioned book or paper so printed by him or her on which he or she shall write or cause to be written or printed in fair and legible characters, the name and place of abode of the person or persons by whom he or she shall be employed to print the same and every person printing any such last mentioned book or paper whatsoever for Hire, Reward, Gain or Profit who shall omit or neglect to write or cause to be written or printed as aforesaid, the name and place of abode of his or her employer on one of such last mentioned printed books or papers, or to keep or preserve the same for the space of six Calendar Months next after the printing thereof, or to produce and shew the same to any Justice of the Peace acting within the Presidency of Bombay who within the said space of six Calendar Months shall require to see the same shall for every such omission neglect or refusal forfeit and lose the sum of 400 rupees.

ARTICLE XX

A Justice may empower a Peace Officer to search for Presses and Types he suspects to be illegally used and seize them and the printed papers found

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid, That if any Justice of the Peace acting within the Presidency of Bombay, shall from Information upon oath, have reason to suspect that any printing press or types for printing is or are used or kept for use without notice given and certificate obtained as required by this Rule Ordinance and Regulation, or in any place not included in such Notice and Certificate, it shall be lawful for such Justice by warrant to direct authorize and empower any of his Officers in the day time with such person or persons as shall be called to his assistance to enter into any such house, room and place for search for any printing press or types for printing and it shall be lawful for every such Peace Officer with such assistance as aforesaid, to enter into such house room or place in the day time accordingly and to seize take and carry away every printing press found therein together with all the types and other articles thereto belonging and used in printing and all printed papers found in such house room or place.

ARTICLE XXI

How penalties are to be recovered and disposed of

And be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that all offences committed and all pecuniary forfeitures and penalties had or incurred under or against this Rule Ordinance and Regulation shall and may be heard and adjudged and determined by two or more of the Justices of the Peace acting within the Presidency of Bombay who are hereby empowered and authorized to hear and determine the same and to issue their summons or warrant for bringing the party or parties complained of, before them and upon his or their appearance, or contempt and default to hear the parties examine witnesses, and to give Judgment or Sentence according as in and by this Rule Ordinance and
Regulation is ordained and directed and to award and issue out warrants under their hands and seals for the paying of such forfeitures and penalties as may be imposed upon the goods and chattels of the offender and to cause sale to be made of the goods and chattels if they shall not be redeemed within six days rendering to the party the overplus if any be after deducting the amount of such forfeiture or penalty and the costs and charges attending the levying thereof, and in case sufficient distress shall not be found and such forfeitures and penalties shall not be forthwith paid, it shall and may be lawful for such Justices of the Peace and they are hereby authorized and required by warrant or warrants under their hands and seals to cause such offender or offenders to be committed to the common gaol of Bombay there to remain for any time not exceeding four Calendar Months unless such forfeitures and penalties and all reasonable charges shall be sooner paid and satisfied, and that all the said forfeitures when paid or levied shall be from time to time paid into the Treasury of the United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies and to be employed and disposed of according to the order and directions of—

**ARTICLE XXII**

*This Rule Ordinance and Regulation not to extend to certain Publications*

Provided always and be it further ordained by the authority aforesaid that nothing in this Rule Ordinance and Regulation contained shall be deemed or taken to extend or apply to any book or paper printed by the authority and for the use of the Government of any or either of the three Presidencies of India, or to any printed book or paper containing only Shipping Intelligence, Advertisements of Sales, Current prices of Commodities, rates of Exchange or other Intelligence solely of a commercial nature.

**No. 1**

*Form of Notice to the Chief Secretary or other person acting as such that any person keeps any printing press or types for printing*

I, A.B. of do hereby declare that I have a printing press and types for printing which I propose to use for printing within the Presidency of Bombay, and which I require to be entered for that purpose in Pursuance of the Rule Ordinance and Regulation No. of 1825.

Witness my hand this day of
Signed in the presence of

A.B.

**No. 2**

*Form of Certificate that Notice has been given of a printing press or types for printing*

I, C.D. Chief Secretary to Government (or acting Chief Secretary) do hereby certify that A.B. of hath delivered to me a notice in writing appearing to be signed by him and attested by as a witness to his signing the same that he the said A.B. hath a printing press and types for printing which he proposes to use for printing within the Presidency of Bombay and which he has required to be entered pursuant to the Rule Ordinance and Regulation of 1825.

Witness my hand this day of

C.D.
PART II
AN HISTORICAL ESSAY
ON
THE KONKANI LANGUAGE
A LIFE SKETCH OF

J. H. da CUNHA RIVARA*

JOAQUIM HELIODORO DA CUNHA RIVARA was a well-known writer and scholar. He was born in Arraiolos, 23rd June 1800, and died in Evora on the 20th February 1879. His father was Dr. Antonio Francisco Rivara, Genoese by nationality and his mother, D. Maria Isabel da Cunha Feio Castelo Branco, Spanish by nationality. Having gone through the preparatory courses in Evora, he entered the University of Coimbra in the year 1824, but had to break off when he had completed the 3rd year of Medicine in 1828, as the University had to close down owing to the political events of the time.

J. H. da CUNHA RIVARA

*The author of the Historical Essay on the Kaukani Language.
During the civil war he withdrew to his home, and it was only at the end of the war in 1834 that he could resume his studies and take the degree in 1836. However, he did not show great inclination to practise Medicine. After holding for some time the post of the First Official in the Civil Secretariat of Evora, he took charge of the chair of rational and moral Philosophy in the Lyceum of the same city (Decree of 27-7-1837), holding simultaneously the post of librarian of the Library of Evora (25-12-1838). During fifteen years he put forth considerable effort in re-organising the Library which had suffered complete decay. The political agitations and crisis of those years were a source of immense difficulties, as the Government could hardly pay attention to cultural or pedagogical matters. He succeeded, however, in putting up a new hall to house 8,000 volumes, and in completely overhauling the whole building; and after laborious investigations he selected and incorporated in the Library over 10,000 volumes from the libraries of extinct convents, besides donating 182 volumes of old, and mostly rare works from his own private library.

All the above books were catalogued by him, as he had no assistant. His attention was specially drawn to a valuable collection of manuscripts, mostly Portuguese, referring to Asia, Africa and America, of which he made an inventory and catalogue, and with these he prepared and printed a large size volume in 1850.

Cunha Rivara gave valuable help to Count Raczyuski in his art investigations, which this foreign savant acknowledged in his book. This exhausting activity did not stand in the way of his teaching work which he carried out with equal solicitude, or of his constant collaboration in the journals and reviews of the time. He co-operated in the Publication of Reflexões sobre a Língua Portuguesa, by Fr. Francisco José Freira (Edited by Sociedade Propagadora dos Conhecimentos Uteis, Lisbon, 1842), of which a new edition was brought out later with a masterly preface by Rivara.

As he had always kept aloof from political struggles, there was general surprise that he should have stood up for election as a deputy for Evora in 1833, an election which he won. In the Chamber of Deputies he took particular interest in questions of
administration and education. He was a member of important Committees, among others of the Committee of Inquiry on the Bank of Portugal.

The Viscount, later Count, of Torres Novas, on his appointment as Governor General of India, selected him as General Secretary, and he was nominated to this office on June 3rd, 1855. During the tenure of this office which lasted till 1870, Cunha Rivara enjoyed the confidence of all Governors, and made a conspicuous contribution to the improvement of administrative services, public instruction, and people’s education as well as to economic and industrial progress. Charged with the definition of areas of the dioceses of India within the jurisdiction of the “Padroado” of the East as per Concordat of February 21, 1857, Cunha Rivara proved a stalwart champion of the rights of the Portuguese nation, whether in official negotiations or in polemics in the press and pamphlets, in which he vigorously argued against the excessive claims of the Vicars Apostolic. In 1858 the metropolitan Government appointed him to continue the historical work of João de Barros and Diogo do Couto on the conquests and the domains of Portugal in Asia. Without availing himself of the offer of official allowances, he visited the whole coast from Diu to Cape Comorin, that of Malabar and Coromandel, in a tireless investigation of all ruins and monuments which gave evidence of Portuguese activity. With the same meticulous care he examined the numerous documents in the Archives of India, and published them in the Boletim Official, the Cronista de Tissuary, and other periodicals, as well as in special volumes and booklets. He resigned in 1870, but continued in India till 1877, carrying on his historical studies. His stay in Lisbon was brief. He spent the remainder of his life in Evora.

Throughout his life he developed an intense intellectual activity. Thus in the Review Panorama he published numerous articles from 1858 to 1854, among which were chapters of Memorias da Vila de Arraiolos, which corrected and enlarged, he intended to publish in a complete work, but the scheme was not carried out. From 1859 to 1861 he was a frequent contributor to the Arquivo Universal of Lisbon, where in Vol. III, pp. 289-291 he published a remarkable note on Dedução Cronológica vertida em Chines
(Chronological Deduction turned into Chinese). In the monthly *O Cronista de Tissuary* which he edited and which began its publication in Nova-Goa (Pangim) in Jan. 1866 and ended in June 1869 (4 vol.), he published numerous documents on Portuguese activity in Asia, and, often anonymously— in view of his official position, articles in defence of Portuguese interests in the "Padroado" of the East. In the *Boletim do Governo da India* he published his more important articles on the same question. His collaboration in this *Boletim* went on from 1855 to 1875. His contributions also appeared in *Revista Universal Lisbonense; Aurora de Lisboa; Revista Literaria, Porto; Journal da Farmacia e Ciencias Medicas* of Portuguese India, 1862 and 1863; *Arquivo da Farmacia, idem 1864-1871, Instituto Vasco da Gama, idem 1872-74*; and *Imprensa de Ribandar, 1870-1871*. In the *Arquivo Portugues Oriental* which was published in Panjim in 1857-76 he brought out with a commentary of his own, a volume containing letters which the Kings of Portugal had addressed to the *Cidade de Goa* (Corporation of Goa); the letters of instructions of the Kings of Portugal to the Viceroy and Governors of India in the 16th century as well as executive orders, decrees etc., of the time; the letters addressed to the ecclesiastical council of Goa and the Synod of Diamper; various documents of the 16th and 17th centuries etc. He wrote introductions or annotations to *Gramatica da Língua Concâni* by Fr. Thomas Stevens, with additions by other Fathers of the Society of Jesus, with an introduction consisting of a Memoir on the geographical distribution of the main languages of *India* by Sir Erskine Perry, and of the *Ensaio Historico da Língua Concâni, Noa-Goa, 1857*. *Grammatica da Língua Concâni no dialecto do Norte*, work of a Portuguese missionary of 17th century, now published for the first time Nova-Goa, 1858; *Grammatica da lingua Concâni* written in Portuguese by an Italian missionary, Nova-Goa, 1859; *Diccionario portugues-concani*, by an Italian Missionary, Nova-Goa, 1868; Letters of Luis Antonio Verney and Antonio Pereira de Figueiredo to the Fathers of the Congregation of the Oratory of Goa, Nova-Goa, 1858; *Memorias sobre as possessões portuguesas na Asia*, written in 1623 by Gonçalo de Magalhães Teixeira Pinto, High Court Judge, now published with brief additions and annotations, Nova-Goa 1859; *Demonstratio juris patronatus Portugaliae Regum* (Defence of the Padroado)
composed by the Archbishop of Braga, D. Ludovico de Souza, written at the instance of the Prince Regent of Portugal during the Pontificate of Innocent XI, 1677, a work now brought to light by Cunha Rivara, Nova-Goa, 1880, and this was based on a codex of the Evora Library which he believed to be either the autograph or a contemporary copy. *Descrição dos Rios de Sena* by Francisco de Melo de Castro, Nova-Goa, 1861; *Observações sobre a historia natural de Goa*, made in 1784 by Manoel Galvão da Silva and now published, Nova-Goa 1862; *Documentos* on the occupation of the Bay of Lourenço-Marques, East Coast of Africa, attempted or carried in the first half of the 18th century by some nations of Europe, specially the Dutch, found in the Government archives, Nova-Goa, 1873.

Cunha Rivara was a Fellow of the Academy of Sciences, the Historical and Geographical Institute of Brazil, and other scientific and literary societies. He was honoured with *Comenda* of the Order of Villa Viçosa (Decree of 4-6-1860) and that of the Order of Santiago (Decree of 14-4-1860) and was granted the title of *Concelheiro* (Councillor), Decree of 11-3-1861.

He was the author of: *Apontamentos sobre os Oradores parlamentares de 1853*, Lisboa, 1853; *De Lisboa a Goa pelo Mediterrânico, Egito e Mar vermelho* (Description of voyage from Lisbon to Goa); *A Circular Letter addressed to his friends in Europe*, Nova-Goa, 1858; *Viagem de Francisco Pyrard de Laval* (report of his voyage to East Indies, the Maldive, Molucca, Brazil, 1601-11) translated from French edition of 1679, with corrections and notes, Nova-Goa, Vol. I 1858, Vol. II 1862; Analysis of a pamphlet "*O Visconde de Torres Novas e as Eleições em Goa*" printed in Lisbon, 1861, anonymously, Nova-Goa, 1862; *Address to the Electors* (on the candidatures to the Chamber of Deputies of Bernardo Francisco da Costa and Antonio Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcelos) published anonymously, Nova-Goa, 1865. *Ensaiio Historico da lingua Concani*, Nova-Goa, 1858; *Memoria sobre a propaganda e cultura das chinconas medicinaes* by W. Graham, translated from English, Nova-Goa, 1864; *Inscrições de Dio*, Nova-Goa, 1865.

(Translated from the *Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa e Brazileira*—Vol. 25, Lisboa, pp. 791-793).
FEW scholars have done more to promote the cause of the native language of Goa than J. H. da Cunha Rivara, the Portuguese savant of the 19th century.

Both the Konkani speaking people and students of the history of Indian languages will be forever indebted to him for his historical essay on the language and the printing of its grammars.

I have confined myself in this book to the translation into English of his epoch-making *Ensairo Historico da Lingua Concani* published in Nova Goa in 1838.

In the body of his work, Cunha Rivara has listed elaborate documents or historical data in support of many of his statements as to the origin and vitality of the language as well as the many vissicitudes through which it had to pass in its long and chequered career.

It was not possible in my translation to include these records owing to their bulk. The book, however, contains footnotes both mine (marked with asterisks) and those of the author to elucidate certain points in the text of the translation.

In writing a book of this nature, the translator has naturally to labour under many difficulties. The Portuguese in which the original essay was written 100 years ago and the language of the documents which goes further back in time is archaic and requires studious examination.

I have, however, tried to follow the original text closely, retaining as far as possible the author’s trend of thought and his interpretation of contemporary conditions. I am greatly indebted to Principal Aloycisus Soares; and Prof. A. K. Priolkar, Director of Marathi Research Institute, who gave me invaluable help in reading the text as well in the elucidation of certain passages in the essay.

It is therefore with great pleasure that I submit my translation of the *Ensairo Historico da Lingua Concani* by Cunha Rivara, on the occasion of the centenary of its publication.

THEOPHILUS LOBO
AN HISTORICAL ESSAY ON THE
KONKANI LANGUAGE

I

THE attempt on our part to write an Historical Essay on the Konkani Language could justifiably be considered as presumptuous, if someone competent to undertake this arduous task could be found among those who knew the mother-tongue. On one occasion in the past we have drawn attention1 of the public to the unique phenomenon of ignorance regarding the structure and grammatical forms of the mother-tongue which has prevailed in Goa from remote times. We have also pointed out the absurdity of the affirmation that a language spoken by half a million of people had no grammar and was not even capable of being set in writing. We, therefore, thought that we would be of some use if we could dissipate such a pernicious impression and illusion and prove that the Konkani language possessed not only grammar like other languages, but a grammar which, from ancient times, was appropriately formulated in rules and actually printed. And if the Portuguese and the natives despised and persecuted it, it has, nevertheless, received the attention of learned foreign orientalists, who to the great benefit of science and the good of humanity have been applying themselves to the study of Indian languages.

In spite of the great impulse which the language received in the first century of Portuguese dominion, there rose against the language an implacable war with attempts to entirely extinguish and proscribe it. Although it was not possible to achieve the end fully, as it is beyond human power to suppress a language, it has, however, been corrupted and adulterated and its literary records practically destroyed to the serious loss both to the intellectual and moral culture of the people.

The author, acknowledging his lack of competence, therefore, limits himself partly to compile what those well-versed in this

1. Lecture delivered at the opening of the Primary Training School of Nova Goa on the 1st of October 1856—Boletim do Governo, No. 78.
language have said and have ascertained; and partly, in the light of authentic documents, government circulars and other facts to arrive at a conclusion as to what has influenced its progress or decadence.

II

In the first part of this introduction, namely, the Paper on the geographical distribution of the principal languages in India,² we have seen how the Konkani language hails from the family of Sanskritic languages, or those of the north. Authors with considered views on the subject regard the language as the daughter, or more appropriately, the sister of Marathi, though those living around the coast of Kanara consider the language to be completely different from Marathi. This view, however, may be rejected, due to palpable and decisive analogies existing between Konkani and Marathi. The weighty authority of Murphy,³ quoted by the author of the above-mentioned Paper on the study of the grammar of Konkani proves abundantly that its grammar is the same as that of the Marathi language. The nouns and verbs are declined in the same way, with minor modifications of little significance. According to the same authority, Konkani does explain some difficulties inherent in the Marathi language. What are considered as anomalies, or defective voices in the latter, are sometimes accepted as rules, and in a complete form in the former. Finally, it appears that Konkani is the very Marathi language with a large admixture of Tulu and Kanarese words; the former derived from the native inhabitants of Tuluva, or Kanara; the latter resulting from the long subjection of this part of Konkan to the Kanarese dynasties above the Ghats.

Konkani language has undergone an unique Brahmanic influence; and as attested by the above-mentioned Murphy, many Sanscritic words, signifying natural objects, have entered into its

2.* Sir Erskine Perry, The Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. January 1853. The Portuguese translation of this paper was published with the first edition of this Essay.

3.* Robert Xavier Murphy (1803-1857) Editor of Bombay Gazette, 1834; Oriental translator to Government of Bombay 1852; a classical scholar and quick at acquiring of Oriental languages; wrote largely on Oriental subjects philosophical and literary, antiquaries, etc.
popular usage. These words are not used in the same sense in any other part of India. Thus the common terms to signify water, tree and grass, are Sanscritic; and pronounced by the Shenvi Brahmins give the sound of *udak, uriksh, trin*; pronounced by Christians of the place would sound *udik, rukh, tan*, etc.

Goan experience and tradition testify that this difference in pronunciation is preserved and perpetuated among the Brahmin Christians, and that it is a distinguishing mark of that caste; whilst the *Chardês*⁴ attribute it to affectation and corruption, a view worthy of severe condemnation.⁵

Again, according to Murphy, the masculine termination *o* of Gujerati and Marwaree also occurs in Konkani, in place of *a* used in Hindi and Marathi.

4.* Name of a caste in Goa now corresponding to that of the Marathas or *Kshatrias*. There is also another view: "At the time the Portuguese arrived in Goa (1510), there lived in the respective territory of Ilhas and the continent, many families of these *Caraddês* and *Caraddis* then subject to Idalkão (Adil-Khan), king of Bijapur, partly converted to Catholicism, under Portuguese dominion, and continued to be known as before, although the Portuguese transformed or changed the word *caraddô* into *charadô* or *chardô* (as they were accustomed to write *charidade, chorumbim*, *chaldeu*) and gradually pronounced the term as *sardô*. They, however, constituted a caste distinct from those who are called brahmins and *sudras or sudras*. Being somewhat weak in Indian ethnography the Portuguese represented the caste as the one of *Kshatrias* or warriors, confounding both the former and the latter with the dravidian caste of *quevres* or *echaires* who are simple farmers, of very low condition and who have not been able to achieve anything, as *cunbis or curumbis*, and were absolutely ignorant both of the vedic religion as well of the bramanese customs, and they belong to the general caste of *sudras*. What is curious to note is the fact that full of pride and conceit they believed that they were *Kshatrias* themselves, in spite of the fact that they possessed nothing of the warriors or their customs in them; it is, however, certain that the terms *charadô* and *Kshatrias* are distinct from one another." (Direito Hindu and Mahometano by Dr. Luis Cunha Gonsalves, Coimbra 1923, p. 40).

5. *Vide* the pamphlet entitled *Noção originaria da India* published by Mariano Monte Alegre, a native of Goa, 1852. (No mention is made of the place of publication which appears to be Bombay).

The page 18 of the pamphlet contains:

"The mixed idiom of Goa is in itself condemned; however, due to their brahmanic astuteness this mixed idiom has been singularly maintained and thus brutally imposed on the rude populace the distinction and exclusive use of addressing their sons and daughters as *Chólês* and *Chôlîos* respectively; childish foolishness tolerated in Goa alone...*por serem indiferentes á gente de carácter, honradez, e de nata nobreza*: The Portuguese of the pamphlet is bad, without any method or preparation, indicating ridiculous appearance of its form, and it is, however, significant as a manifesto of the *Charadô* caste against the brahmin caste and a proof of deep-rooted caste distinction existing among the Christians in India."
Another contemporary philologist, who has studied the language profoundly in Kanara, and also composed a Dictionary and a Konkani-Portuguese Grammar is fully in accord with the opinion of Murphy regarding the genius and disposition of the language. His grammar starts with this note or observation: “Even though the Konkani language, whose grammar I am writing, be different from the Marathi language, it has great similarity with the other, which we may even call natural; besides the Konkani language has adopted from Marathi some words and phrases it did not have; and as Greek vocables assimilated in Latin language are called Grecisms, so the adaptation of Marathi words by the Konkani language may be called Marathisms.”

III

The name concani, concanica, or coneana is derived from the territory (Konkan) where this language is commonly spoken. The Portuguese missionaries who were the first to cultivate it intensively during the 16th and 17th centuries, commonly called the language the Bramana language, Canarim language or Canarina. The first name clearly arises from the fact that the Brahmins, alone among the Hindus, knew to read and write in that language; the second name Canarius, is given by the Portuguese to the natives of Konkan, which extends even beyond the limits of Kanara. Therefore, it is necessary to bear in mind, that this language is not the same as the one known as Kanara or Canarese, spoken by the people of Kanara and other provinces, which as we have already seen in the paper of Sir Erskine Perry, really belongs to the Tamilian family.

The Konkani language starts from the north of Goa in the southern districts of the British Collectorate of Ratnagiri, where it meets the Marathi language; and towards the south it extends up to Udipi in the proximity of Kundapur, in Kanara, or according to another view, up to Mangalore, where the commonly spoken


7. It appears that the term Canarim (Persian word for “coaster”) was first given by the Arab-traders to the people on the Malabar Coast which was subsequently adopted by the Portuguese and applied to the native Christians of Goa.
language in that place, Tulu, has its beginning. Thus, Konkani is more a southern branch of the Sanscritic or northern family, uniting this family with the Tamilian or southern branch. Towards the east it extends up to the Ghats; in addition, it is spoken by various castes in Bombay and in the whole island of Salsette—principally by the Christians.

Konkani cannot be exclusively called the language of all the classes of people who live in the provinces, where it is spoken. Thus, for instance, it is not spoken by all the people of Kanara, who speak both Tulu and Marathi, whereas in Sawantwadi it has equal footing with Marathi, Urdu and Hindustani.

According to the present Political Superintendent of Sawantwadi, Major J. W. Auld, three languages are spoken in that State. The Muslims speak Hindustani or Urdu, high class Hindus speak Marathi, and other inferior castes speak a corrupt form of Marathi, known as Kuddali, which is more in vogue in the southern districts of the Collectorate of Ratnagiri. This corrupted form of Marathi, referred to by Mr. Auld, is the true Konkani language. This language which carries with it an abundant mixture of Portuguese words is the people’s language in the Portuguese territory as well as in Sawantwadi and other districts.

Later on, we shall have occasion to deal with the causes that have brought the Konkani language to the state of corruption at present prevalent in Portuguese territory, chiefly in the provinces constituting the *Velhas Conquistas*. The views of a few modern authors are given below:

The Rev. Luiz Cottineau de Kloguen who visited Goa about the year 1829 says:—“All speak a corrupt dialect, a resultant of Portuguese Konkani and Marathi languages, which, however, has been reduced to grammatical rules. The poor and those who cannot read, chiefly the women folk, speak this language only.”


9. The districts conquered or acquired by the Portuguese in the beginning, viz. Goa Islands (1510), Bardez and Salsete (1543).

Manoel Felicissimo Louzada de Araujo e Azevedo, who lived in Goa (1827 to 1837) writes: "In addition to the Portuguese language, the people speak the local language, which is a mixture of Kanarese and Marathi. The Hindus in their writings commonly use the Indol, Kanarese or Marathi dialects, and several scripts. Those from the Provinces of the Novas Conquistas write as rapidly as they speak, but very few among the Hindus can write these dialects without getting mixed with other dialects."\(^{12}\) Felipe Nery Xavier says: "In their dealings in general and familiar intercourse, the language commonly used by the people is a combination of the Marathi and the Kanarese languages with the local dialects in each of the Districts and Provinces; the same holds good of each class or caste. In their writings, however, they make use of Portuguese dialect and among themselves the Hindus use Kanarese, Hindi or Marathi in adulterated form; yet very few use one form without mixing it with the others."\(^{13}\)

The language is purer in the Novas Conquistas; and its chance of being corrupted lessens in proportion to the distance from the territory of Goa.

IV

The Konkani literature, chiefly religious, owes its existence exclusively to the Portuguese missionaries. The Rev. J. Murray Mitchell the noted Protestant missionary, and learned Orientalist of the Bombay Presidency, published in 1849 one Paper\(^{14}\) on this literature, the language of which he called Maratha; and under this misconception he exerted himself to find out, and did discover innumerable mistakes of all kinds, both as to the use of vowels as well of aspiration and other grammatical points, from whence

\(^{11}\) The Districts newly acquired by the Portuguese. They are: Sangenem, Quepen and Canacona in 1761; Ponda in 1763; Pernem and Sanquelim in 1782 and Satari in 1778.

\(^{12}\) Segunda Memoria descriptiva, e estatistica das Possessões Portuguezas na Asia: nos Annaes Maritimos e Coloniaes, anno 1842, p. 50.

\(^{13}\) "Noção Historica de Goa," Gabinete Litterario das Fontainhas, Tom I, 1846, p. 43.

he concluded that this *Marathi language has been falsified, adulterated, corrupted and brought low.*

We beg leave from the learned British Orientalist, and Mr. Filipe Nery Pires, who appears to hold the same view, to say that we feel that there is a serious error in such censure. Filipe Nery Pires himself (and his authority in this matter cannot be questioned, because he is both a son of Goa, as well as an eminent professor of Marathi) agrees with the opinion of Murphy in that the Konkani language, *Bramana,* or *Canarim* (as ancient Portuguese authors called it) has very close analogy with Marathi: “The declensions of its nouns (says he) together with its terminations and inflexions, affixes, suffixes and prefixes; pronouns personal, relative and possessive, terminations and conjugations of its verbs; its auxiliaries, prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, and interjections; finally the syntax, and all the rules by means which the structure of this dialect is composed and regulated; in a word, the whole mechanism is identically the same as in this Compendium (of Marathi Grammar).” But this is not sufficient to conclude that both the languages, Marathi and Konkani, are one in the same way as one cannot confound Spanish with Portuguese.

And thus it appears to us that Fr. Francis Xavier and Murphy were on surer ground, when they considered these two languages to be distinct, than Rev. Cottineau de Kloguen and Murray Mitchell who identify them. The latter fell into the error into which, for instance, a Russian or German might fall, who after having studied the Spanish language and casually seeing a book written in Portuguese, would catalogue mistakes contained therein, on the persuasion that the book was written by a Spaniard who had blundered through ignorance of his own language. The critic, for instance, would have noticed two errors in the word *caração,* namely, ç in place of z and ão in place of on, whereas in Spanish the word is written *corazon.* Similarly the word *chorar* would constitute a very grave error, for the Spanish language has ll for ch of Portuguese, and hence the word is written *llorar,* etc.

Rev. Murray Mitchell, however, may be excused to a certain extent. His Paper does not deal with the Portuguese-Konkani literature ex professo. It only contains certain observations, which according to him, might lead to the investigation of an interesting and important subject.\textsuperscript{18} We believe that the confusion he has created in mixing up the Konkani language with the Marathi resulted from the fact he knew only one ancient Konkani publication (the Puranna of Fr. Francis Vaz de Guimarães)\textsuperscript{19} and probably a minor modern book (Manual de Devoções) printed in Bombay in 1848; he had also by chance come into possession of the Cathecismo da Doutrina Christa, printed in Rome in the year 1778 by the Press of the Congregation of Propaganda. This was written in Portuguese and Marathi in Roman characters according to the system of the Grammatica Maratha printed at the same press and in the same year. This grammar the Rev. Murray Mitchell, in spite of all his attempts, was unable to find.\textsuperscript{20}

Rev. Mitchell finds the language of the Cathecismo more correct than that of the Puranna of Fr. Francis Vaz; and anxious to discover the reason for such a difference, he arrives at this conclusion: "The higher castes of Hindus, in these western parts of India, were not very much impressed with the Roman Catholic religion, those converted being exclusively from the poorer classes cultivators and fishermen; and it is likely that the Marathi dialect of this people may have been adopted by their religious teachers, without any attempt to uplift or to systematize it."\textsuperscript{21}

In so far as it has reference to the territory of Goa, this observation is inaccurate since there were abundant conversions among the Brahmins and higher caste people, from whom the Catholic priests learnt the language correctly and systematically. The mistake the Rev. M. Mitchell committed is that he did not consult a greater number of books. Had he done so, he would not have identified both these languages which are distinct—though similar and sister-like.

\textsuperscript{19} This Puranna attributed to Guimarães was first published in 1845 in Bombay and there were a few subsequent editions.
\textsuperscript{20} Murray Mitchell, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 157.
\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 136.
The misconception of Murray Mitchell is shared by those Marathi-speaking individuals to whom he had shown or read a certain old work printed in the Bramana language (Konkani) and who took it to be a book written in Marathi.  

We say this with great reserve, acknowledging, that we are not competent at all to enter into philological discussions on Oriental languages with the eminent professors to whom we have referred.

Truth demands that we acknowledge that the most ancient book published by our missionaries (the Puranna of Father Thomas Stephens) has been accepted by the censors as written in the Bramana-Maratha language; a description which does not contradict our view, because it may be explicable by the clear knowledge they had of the affiliation of Marathi, and because neither at that time nor later had the experts accepted a special and fixed name for this language of Konkan.

V

Two observations, however, are entirely true. The first is of Mr. Felipe Nery Pires, when he says that the Bramana (Konkani) dialect or language as found printed in old books, differs very much from the one now actually in vogue in Goa, which being corrupted to the highest point of degeneration, cannot be classified among oriental languages.  

The second observation is of the Rev. Mitchell who says: "It is evident from all the books that we have seen of Marathi (otherwise Konkani) in Romanized characters, that the Portuguese ecclesiastics never reduced to a system the orthography of Marathi (otherwise Konkani); the same work contains a word spelt in different ways, sometimes in four or five different forms, and each of these words is so confusedly spelt in various books that it can be understood with difficulty. What is patent in these works is the absence of accentuation; and indeed this is the source of much confusion."

23. Ibid., Preface, p. XV.
Leaving for later discussion the causes of the corruption of Konkani in Goa, we shall make a reference to the observation of the Rev. Mitchell regarding the inconsistency of Konkani-romanized orthography.

In his Marathi Grammar, Felipe Nery Pires, by Romanisation means the method or system in which Roman letters as adopted in European languages are used to represent words of oriental languages. The difficulty one would experience in such a method is easily noticed in the diversity of sounds and aspirates the oriental languages have as distinct from those in European languages. This difficulty must have been very great when the Portuguese missionaries attempted to write in Konkani, at the time when carried away by unenlightened zeal, the conquerors had destroyed all records of vernacular literature, thus doing away with the elements necessary to study the languages of the conquered people. This was the reason why a fresh start had to be made, and they had to indulge in guess-work about the nature of the grammar and orthography of these languages. In the course of this work, it was found easier to introduce Romanized words to express Konkani vocables, than for grammarians to adopt the Marathi alphabet, though the latter course would be proper and more natural.

If, therefore, a different system of orthography existed in the Portuguese language in those times, and exists even now, why should there be surprise at the serious difficulties that arose in expressing sounds of such different languages in Portuguese characters? Why should there be surprise that the various authors could not agree in this matter in their first literary attempts, and that the very same authors were not consistent in their own writings?

The Marathi language itself, now studied and cultivated extensively is not free from such difficulties, as is found not only when the Marathi writings of English and other foreign authors are compared with one another, but even in a comparison of the works in Marathi of Portuguese authors themselves.

Mr. Filipe Nery Pires, in his Marathi Grammar, says: "Acknowledging from my personal experience that the different sounds and varied inflexions of Marathi cannot be duly expressed in Roman characters according to the pronunciation and value, which they receive in the Portuguese language without modification, I was compelled to invent a phonetic system which, due to its simplicity, would practically satisfy all the requirements. Those invented by Sir Williams Jones and by Doctor Gilchrist and generally adopted by the English, being peculiar to the language and the pronunciation of their nation, could not evidently be made applicable to the Portuguese language. The Roman alphabet, adapted to English pronunciation, shows such a great variety of sounds, such uncertainty, and such a strange confusion, that one could safely affirm that it is transformed into another and that it does not express, nor articulate the natural sounds proper to other languages. The same vowel has various sounds in various words and many times the sound of vowels is expressed according to their position; for instance the five vowels have twenty-six sounds (see Help—published by the American Mission). It is this variety of sounds for each vowel that occasioned the special necessity of a dictionary of pronunciation. It is needless to add that when writing for the Portuguese, it would not have been proper to model my system on the English; but I had to invent a new one, conformable to the language in which I write. The Roman alphabet adapted to the Portuguese has an enunciation and fixed pronunciation, and the sound whether of vowels or of consonants, is generally invariable and determined. It is only in a few cases that there occurs a slight inflexion; and this can easily be recognized by the use of accents, and other orthographic signs. Not being in possession of any norm or example that could guide me,\textsuperscript{26} I have ventured to present my system, which based on Portuguese pronunciation, would need minor modifications to express various sounds of Marathi characters. This necessity, it appears to me, has been satisfactorily met by the use of certain diaritical accents, etc."\textsuperscript{27}

\textsuperscript{26} It looks as if the Grammatica Maratha e Portuguesa reference to which will be made in course of this essay was not known to Mr. Phelipe Nery Pires.

\textsuperscript{27} Pires, op. cit., Pref. pg. XI.
VI

In spite of the advantages found by Mr. Filipe Nery Pires in the use of the Roman alphabet, pronounced according to the rules of the Portuguese language, to express Marathi sounds, a comparison of the system adopted by Mr. Pires with the one used by the missionaries, who in the last century (1778) printed in Rome the Portuguese-Marathi Grammar,²⁸ (reprinted in Lisbon in the year 1805),²⁹ will reveal such a divergence that it is almost impossible to believe that the two Grammars had the identical intention of explaining to the Portuguese the Marathi language and that too with the claim of Romanizing it with reference to the value of letters (alphabets) and pronunciation of the Portuguese language.

It will be interesting to place before the reader a few examples; I shall select the following at random:

First Example

Present Tense of the Indicative of the Verb 'To Be'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar of the Missionaries</th>
<th>Grammar of Mr. Pires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am</td>
<td>My haim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thou art</td>
<td>Tum huss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He is</td>
<td>Tou hay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are</td>
<td>Amy haum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are</td>
<td>Tumy há</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are</td>
<td>Tey hanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mi āhē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tū āhēs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tō āhē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amhī āhō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tumhi āhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tē āhēt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²⁸ The *Marathi Samshodhana Mandala* (Bombay) has acquired a microfilm of this first edition from the Jesuit collection at Göttingen, through Fr. Wieki, S.J.

²⁹ *Grammatica Marastae a mais vulgar que se practica nos reinos do Nizamau e Idala* offered to the most reverend Padres Missionarios dos, ditos Rienos, printed at Rome at the *Sagra do Congregação de Propaganda Fide*, 1778 and afterwards in Lisbon at the Royal Press, 1805. By Order.

Second Example

Ordinal numbers

Grammar of the Missionaries

| First   | Pāilá, pāily, pailam |
| Second  | Dusrá, dussry, dusram |
| Third   | Tissrá, tissry, tissram |
| Fourth  | Zzautá, zzauty, zzautam |
| Fifth   | Panzzwá, panzzawy, panzzwam |
| Sixth   | Shawá, shawy, shawám |
| Seventh | Satawá, satawy, satawam |
| Eight   | Attawá, attawy, attawam |

Grammar of Mr. Pires

| põhílá, ṭ, e’ |
| dusrā, ṭ, e’ |
| tisrā, ṭ, e’ |
| chov-thā, ṭ, e’ |
| pa’ch-vā, ṭ, e’ |

In view of this we hope that the old Portuguese authors, if not absolved, at least will be, on the whole, excused from the sin of uncertainty in Romanizing the Konkani language, whose natural alphabet is that of Marathi.

VII

We shall now endeavour to investigate the causes which, under the Portuguese regime, were either favourable or contrary to the culture of the Konkani language. In the first ardour of conquest, temples were demolished, all the emblems of the Hindu cult were destroyed, and books written in the vernacular tongue, containing or suspected of containing idolatrous precepts and doctrines, were burnt. There was even the desire to exterminate all that part of the population which could not be quickly converted; this was the desire not only during that period, but there was also at least one person who, after a lapse of two centuries, advised the government, with almost magisterial gravity, to make use of such a policy.\(^\text{30}\)

India, however, was not America. If in America the European conquerors could in a short time exterminate the indigenous races,

---

\(^{30}\) Opinion given by Fr. Caetano de S. Joseph, a Dominican friar, in the College of St. Thomas on the 10th of January 1728. Livros das Mongões, No. 94, fol. 121.
primitive or totally savage, and re-people the land with immigrants from Europe, the long distance that separated the Indian conquests from the metropolis, and above all the invincible resistance naturally offered by a numerous population, among whom the principal castes had reached a very high degree of civilization, obliged the conquerors to abstain from open violence, and to prefer indirect though not gentle means, to achieve the same end.

But the very zeal for the propagation of the Christian faith, the needs of the government for the lands conquered, or feudatories, and the necessities of commercial intercourse made evident to the conquerors the great need for the knowledge of vernacular languages, and for securing assistance from the natives, even in the priestly ministry itself.

It was in the year 1541, when already Hindu temples had been demolished in the Island of Goa, and when there were churches, monasteries and parishes in the city, and various chapels outside the city walls, that Fernão Rodrigues de Castel Branco, Administrator of the Treasury and acting Governor, in the absence of Governor D. Estevão da Gama, obtained the consent of the Hindu co-sharers of the communities (gãocares) residing in the same islands to hand over the properties of the temples to His Majesty, for the maintenance of the churches and the Christian clergy. This deed of consent contains a clause proving how the knowledge of the language was thought important for the progress of conversion: "And if in future there should be priests, native to the country, who might be judged competent to be in charge of the chapels, these chapels ought to be given to the same, so that the local people may be satisfied, and more willingly learn from them, both because of the language as also because it was natural." 31

31. *Tombo Geral*—This document has been published (with some inexactness) by Sr. Philippe Nery Xavier in the *Busqueja Historico das Comunidades*, part II, p. 13. (It is now published in the second edition of the book, revised and enlarged by Sr. José Maria de Sá, Vol. 1, Dec. 7, Basteró 1908, pp. 207-214, as it was printed in the *Archivo Portuguez Oriental*, Fasc. 5, p. 161).
VIII

It is true that the Bishop, Dr. Fr. João de Albuquerque, towards the end of the year 1548, with the intention of ending idolatry, was busy confiscating literature written by the Hindus; but thereafter the Councils and Goan Constitutions recommended and ordered the use and the study of the language of the land.

The first Provincial Council, held in Goa in the year 1567, states the following in its 5th Decree of the First Act:

"As (according to the Apostle) fides sit ex auditu, auditus per verbum Christi: the Sacred Council orders that all the Ordinaries should select persons well-versed and zealous for the salvation of souls. In the cities, as well as in other places, where the Hindus live, the appointed priests should preach to the Hindus every Sunday in the Churches most convenient to the latter, pointing out to them their errors and explaining the truth of our Holy Faith in a manner adapted to their understanding, not expounding the highest mysteries of the faith, bearing in mind what the Apostle says: Lac vobis potum dedi, non escam: so that they may easily come to the knowledge of Christ, Redeemer of the world. All the Hindus above the age of fifteen, living in their dioceses should be obliged to hear the preaching. Failure to comply with this ordinance would debar them from communication with the faithful. Since this preaching would be the more fruitful, if the preacher were well versed in the language of those to whom they would preach, the Council very earnestly urges the Prelates that they should have in their dioceses trustworthy persons, who would learn languages, and might be admitted for priesthood, and in turn would busy themselves with the work of preaching and hearing confessions, and imparting the doctrine required for conversion; and request His Majesty to order the Hindus to attend these sermons, imposing on the disobedient suitable punishment."

32. Letter of the above mentioned Bishop, written from Goa on the 28th November, 1548, to His Majesty. It is filed in the Torre de Tombo in Lisbon. (This letter is now published: (1) F. D. D'Ayalla Goa Antiga e Moderna (2nd edition) Nova Goa. 1927, p. 74. (11) A. da Silva Rego, Documentação para a História das Missões do Padroado Português do Oriente, Lisboa, 1950, pp. 133-4).

33.* All the decrees of these Provincial Councils are published in the fourth fascicule of the Archivo Portuguez Oriental edited by Cunha Rivara, Goa 1862.
However extraordinary this Decree of the Council may appear, nevertheless the Viceroy confirmed it at once in the name of His Majesty with certain provisos and limitations in the Law of the 4th of December of the year 1567 which runs thus: "Firstly lists should be made of the names of all the Hindus residents in the parishes of the city, each list in the parish to contain 100 persons, who in turn would be divided into groups of 50 each for each Sunday of the year, when Christian doctrine should be taught to them by a priest deputed by the Prelate, and this for the space of an hour. These residents of the parishes are to be distributed in such a way that all can attend the teaching conveniently in one of the following convents: St. Paul, St. Dominic and St. Francis, according to the declaration in the list containing the signatures of the following: the list for Basscin, Cochin, Malacca would be made and signed by their respective Prelates, while those of Goa would be signed by the Viceroy; and should any one aware of this obligation fail to attend these classes, he should be fined one anna for the first time, two the second time, three the third time. These rolls should not include the names of shopkeepers paying rent to us nor of the physicians and on the certificate of the priest assigned to this work regarding those who failed to attend, the judges should impose penalties which will fall to the lot of the informers."

The first Constitution of the Archdiocese of Goa, written soon after in conformity with the Council in Const. VI, Tit. III contains the following: "We order that no catechumen (would-be convert) who has not been first instructed in the doctrines of our Holy Faith should be baptised. Before imparting baptism he should be taught very clearly in his own vernacular all that he has to believe viz.: the articles of the Creed and the works he has to perform, viz.: the Commandments. Without this instruction, irrespective of the time to be spent for such an instruction, no catechumen should be baptized. To receive baptism it will suffice to have knowledge of these truths even though the catechumen may not know it by heart."

IX

The 2nd Council of Goa (1575) in its Decree of the 2nd Act says: "The Council further earnestly recommends (to the Prelates)
that, following the example of St. Paul, they command persons who know the language to spread with gentleness and without uproar that may cause scandal, the word of God in private homes of the Hindus and at their public meetings; the same ought to be done by priests who are busy in conversion work, bearing in mind that no one should be coerced.”

The 3rd Council of Goa (1585) in its 25th Decrees of the 2nd Act says: “Ut idem sentimus omnes, et idem dicimus, as says the Apostle St. Paul, the Council orders that a compendium of catechism be made in the Portuguese language, and the doctrine contained therein be taught generally in all parts of India, with a view to maintaining uniformity in all things. This catechism should be translated into the vernacular of the place and taught to the people where conversions may be taking place. Similarly a brief catechism should be written according to the Catechism of the Council of Trent, adapted to these places and approved by this Council or with its authority, and it should then be used by the vicars and ministers doing the work of conversion in order to catechise the people and instruct them uniformly as has been decreed by the 1st Council.”

The same Council ordains in its 3rd Act the translation into Malabar languages of various books for the use of the Christian community of St. Thomas and priests of the Archdiocese of Angamallee. In its 3rd Decree of the 4th Act it defines the qualities the natives of the place should possess before they are ordained and desires that they be of respectable and good families and castes, for the reason that the other Christians should look upon them with great respect, and that they be of good life and conduct, temperate in their habits, chaste, honest and well conversant with the vernacular of the place where they are to be ordained; also with knowledge of Latin and with sufficient zeal to busy themselves with the work of conversion of the new Christian people.”

In its 5th Decree of the Act 2, the 4th Council (1592) says:
“With a view to extirpating ignorance concerning things pertain-

ing to faith which we understand, from the information received, is rampant among the Christians of the whole province, and which is the cause of their falling back or weakening in their faith, giving themselves to witchcraft, divination, superstitions, and other abuses that do great harm to the purity of our most Holy Religion, or remaining even after baptism in the same state as before with the same bad habits and perverse education as they had when Hindus; this Council repeats what has already been decreed by the previous Council regarding the teaching of catechism to those about to be baptised and orders that a compendium of Christian doctrine and instruction be made, and translated in the most common languages of the province; and that the priors, curates and vicars, under obedience, explain the doctrine from the pulpit to the Christians of the place, their parishioners, either whole or in parts, as the Prelates may think fit, on feast-days and Sundays of the year and that the end may be better achieved the Council stipulates that in order to instruct the Christians of the Island of Goa, other islands and surrounding parts there be at least four confessors and preachers, who, as directed by the Ordinary and as helpers of the Vicars but limiting themselves to what has been laid down by the catechism, should visit the Churches preaching and hearing confessions of the native Christians and strictly enjoins that the churches where all or a greater number of people are Christians be assigned to no one but to those priests who are well qualified and know well the vernacular of the place; the same holds good with the Religious who are in charge of Churches."

And in its 13th Decree of the same Act the Council declares: "In view of the fact that the number of Christians is great and is on increase and that there are very few confessors who know the language of the place and it may not be possible for them to hear confessions within the limited space of time, the Council orders that the Constitution of this Archdiocese be followed concerning points therein expounded, namely that no Catholic should incur excommunication or even be declared excommunicated or punished without giving him sufficient time, as the Prelate may think necessary; and even should the time elapse, they should not be proceeded against without their being first admonished and warned to fulfil their obligations."
The 5th Council (1606) in its first Decree of Section Second says: “Reason and Christian charity demand that since the question of handling the work of the conversion of the infidels of this Province has been carried on with zeal and great diligence, we should not be found wanting now in giving them the facility of hearing the Gospel being preached, which is most important, therefore, this Holy Synod modifying the Decree 5th of the First Council of this Province, orders that Hindus subject to us be obliged to hear preaching every Sunday which was not so far done on account of inconvenience; and commands that on all Sundays of Advent, and those between Easter Sunday and Pentecost, all adult Hindus, resident in these parts, from 12 years of age and above, hear preaching in Churches or places designated for the purpose; this preaching to be done in the language they understand and by competent persons who themselves know the language; and if the Ordinaries find that these times are inappropriate in their dioceses to impart such preaching, they may fix some other Sundays convenient to the people; and the preachers in their instructions should treat of the mysteries of our Holy Faith, just as it is done in the case of the catechumens who are being prepared for holy baptism, efficaciously refuting their errors and always exhorting them to be converted; and the Holy Synod requests the Viceroy to issue a Circular ordering the execution of this Decree with sanctions, as it may seem good to him, and deputing officials to put them into execution.”

And in Decree 9th of Section 3rd: “This Sacred Synod in consonance with the Sacred Canons and Apostolic Constitutions, in order that the Churches may be well administered, orders and strictly directs that no Priest, Secular or Regular, be placed as a Vicar in charge, unless he knows the language of the place, in which he should be examined; as it is essential for the good of the souls, sound instruction of the parishioners and better administration of the Sacraments, those who are at present holding the place of the Vicars, and are ignorant of the language, should learn the language within a period of six months to be given for that purpose beginning from the date of the publication of this Decree; and if at the end of the time given they are yet ignorant they will be ipso facto suspended and lose all jurisdiction over their parishioners; the Regulars, the Metropolitan and other Provincial Bishops
in their own Dioceses, as Delegates of the Apostolic See in these parts, as regulated by the Sacred Council of Trent, will see that they carry this out."

And in the 13th Decree of the same Section: "In all the Collegiate Churches of this Province, where the number of parish priests is four, one of them should know the vernacular of the people, to hear the confessions of the latter and instruct them in the truths of our Holy Faith. The execution of these decrees is left by the Sacred Synod to the conscience of the Prelates."

It is clear, therefore, that during the first century of the conquest, the civil and the ecclesiastical powers recommended and favoured the study of the vernaculars of the place, with the sole or principal aim of the Propagation of Faith.

It is certain that the inexorable persecution of all that was written in the vernaculars would have been a great hindrance not only to the study of these languages but even to the teaching of catechism which the Councils recommended. It was accompanied by refutation of pagan errors; and it is due to this factor that we attribute the appearance at such a late date of works in the vernaculars written by our missionaries, specially in Konkani, therefore since it will be extremely difficult to prove that books written in this language belonged to the first century.

With a view to protecting our faith from the danger of perversion the same precautions were extended to books written in European languages when suspected of containing matter against faith. In its 71st Decree of Section 3rd, the 5th Council lays down the following:

"This Sacred Council directs, under pain of excommunication latæ sententiae, all the captains of the fleet, soldiers and Christians of any rank or condition residing in this Estate, if they come into possession of any book brought from Dutch or English ships,

35. The Purana on the Life of St. Peter (Discursos sobre a vida do Apostolo S. Pedro. Goa. 1629-1634) written in the Bramana Marastita language by the French Jesuit Fr. Etienne de la Croix was published with this view.
or those of any other foreign nation, navigating in these parts, and in whatever language the book may have been written, not to read it or give it to others. They are enjoined to hand it over to the Ordinary or the Board of the Holy Inquisition, or to its Commissaries, or to the Dean, and in their absence to the Vicar or Rector of the Church of the place where the book came into their possession. The same censure is to be applied to the Commissaries and the Vicars, should they read the books even though the titles may appear pious and devout, for the very reason that, as is the way of heretics, under such titles a lot of false and pernicious doctrines is contained against the truth and the purity of the Holy Catholic Faith. They should, therefore, with all care and diligence hand such books over to the Board of the Holy Office for executing the order concerning forbidden books. Let this Decree be published in all the established churches of this Province and in places where the ministers of His Majesty inspect the personnel at the time the fleet is about to sail.”

X

Returning to the history of Konkani language, and surveying the time when the two Provinces of Bardes and Salsete were incorporated into the Portuguese State (1544) we find that the Christian Communities formed therein were handed over as follows: that of Bardes to the Franciscan Friars of Observance, who came to Goa with the conqueror, Affonso de Albuquerque.


37. * Some hold another view: “The first missionaries sent to India after the discovery of the new route, were some Dominican friars, who came out as chaplains of the fleet brought by Albuquerque. They landed at Goa immediately after its second capture by that great captain in 1510. These friars, however, made scarcely any conversions at that time. The glory of sowing the first seeds of Christianity in Goa belongs to the Franciscans, who arrived in 1517.” J. N. da Fonseca, An Historical and Archaeological Sketch of Goa, Bombay 1878, p. 63. The volume ‘4’ Memória Histórico-Eclesiástica da Arquidiocese de Goa published in Goa in 1933 contains on page 23 the following:

“When Affonso de Albuquerque conquered Goa for the first time on the 16th of February, 1510, he entered Goa triumphantly the procession being headed by Fr. João, one of the Dominican friars who had come with him, and when he reconquered it on the 25th of November, of the same year, the Dominican Superior Fr. Domingos de Souza solemnly entoned the Tantum Ergo.”
himself (1510), and those of Salsete to the Jesuits who immediately after inception of the Jesuit Order (1542) landed in Goa under the guidance of Master Francis, today honoured as Saint.

The annexation of Bardes and Salsete increased the demand for the knowledge of the vernaculars of the place; and as a result both in the Franciscan Order as well as among the Jesuits there arose lovers and masters of the language. It is to be noted, however, as we shall have occasion to tell that there were more of these among the Jesuits than among the Franciscans.

Led probably by true zeal for the propagation of Faith or it may be by their keener desire for augmenting the influence of the Society, the Jesuits, in point of fact, did not disregard or despise the language, studied it with great fervour and composed in the vernaculars works on various topics. We shall speak of one of them. For instance, the illustrious companion of St. Francis Xavier, Henrique Henriques, known as the Apostle of Comorim, knew so perfectly the language of Malabar (Tamil?)\(^{38}\) in those early times, that in addition to the excellent Vocabulary and the Grammar he wrote other works which are catalogued in the Bibliotheca Lusitana of Abbade Diogo Barboza Machado. Since they remained unprinted, they are unfortunately of no help to the progress of oriental literature nor to the glory and honour of Portugal.

All these unprinted works as Mr. Ferdinand Denis affirms\(^{39}\) met with the same misfortune as most of the best works written by the Portuguese thus remaining hidden and unknown to the scholars of other countries and nations, we may even add to the very natives of the place. Nevertheless, the works of our oriental philologists were not entirely lost. We shall now see the part which each Order, mentioned above, played in the culture of the Konkani language.

---

38.* Malabar means Tamil. Two Catechisms written in 1578 and 1579 respectively and a Flos Sanctorum printed in 1586 written in Tamil language are extant.

XI

It was in the year 1555, when the Franciscans had founded the College of Reis Magos that the work of the spiritual conquest of the villages was started by them, and after this foundations were multiplied. About the year 1580 the Friars in India felt that the Custodia of St. Thomas was sufficiently strong to have its own administration, and therefore, decided to have it constituted into a separate province, independent of the Province of Portugal to which it was affiliated, and to which it gave its obedience. They succeeded in obtaining their wish at the General Chapter held in Toledo in the year 1583; but its execution remained ineffective due to the objection raised by the mother Province. This controversy fanned the flames and introduced discord to such an extent that in 1593 the General Chapter of Valladolid was compelled to appoint as Guardian of India a Priest from another Province. (Fr. Jeronimo de Espirito Santo of the Province of Arrabida was chosen to be the Guardian).

The chronicler of the Province of Portugal explains this in the following terms: "It is not known why this Religious (Fr. Jeronimo de Espirito Santo) was elected; from the statutes framed on the occasion, it may be surmised that since the Friars were afraid of the dangers of the seas, the Provincial found great difficulty in sending Guardians to India; and it is likely that when the Very Rev. Calatagirona was given this reason by the Father Provincial, he appointed Fr. Jeronimo to the post. And since Fr. Jeronimo, because of his many virtues and great purity, was held in high repute, the Very Rev. Father deemed it convenient that he occupied the post of the Guardian and hoped that by his gentle and peaceful methods he would be able to put an end to the friars' disputes and calm their spirits." 40

Nevertheless the priests in India insisted on this separation of the custodia (Franciscan House) of St. Thomas from its mother province, and about the year (1612 or 1613) once again they got the title of Province which was again suspended, until its status as a

Province was definitely confirmed in 1618, and established in the following year.\(^41\) The separation did not produce the desired effect, for the disturbances still continued and to make matters worse, the Province was being manned by two Heads, \textit{viz.} the Provincial Minister and the Commissary General, so that the very "definidores" of the Province were split up in two parties and those, who in the Chapter were not provided with ecclesiastical posts, sided with the Commissary General. It was the view of the Governor Fernão de Albuquerque, that the Franciscan Order could not be pacified, unless His Majesty passed an order that the Minister Provincial and the Commissary General be one and the same person, as was the case with the Guardian. Such a measure would put an end to the grave inconvenience this Order was going through.\(^42\) Although the Government ordered the restoration of the Province to the status of \textit{Custodia}, to combat indiscipline, yet this proved of no effect.

In the course of this domestic struggle there arose another dispute with the Ordinaries of the Metropolitan See, that lasted for almost two centuries, and which as we shall see ended with discredit to the Franciscan Order.

The Council of Trent in its canons had forbidden the Religious to undertake charge of Parishes; in view of this declaration the Archbishops impugned the appointments of the Religious to parishes and desired that these be handed over to the clergy nominated by them and owning obedience to them.

The first Archbishop who seems to have started the controversy is D. Fr. Aleixo de Meneses; but this time after considering the allegations made by both the parties, namely the Archbishop and the Friars, His Majesty ordered the matter to be closed and the churches of Bardes to be placed in charge of the Friars and not the Secular priests.

It was during this epoch that the Province of St. Thomas underwent a great change. The Franciscan spirit of poverty and

\(^{41}\) \textit{Ibid.}, p. 866.

\(^{42}\) \textit{Livro das Monções} 22, fol. 440. As per Index for 1624 Ref. separation of the Cloistered Religious of the Franciscan Order and ref. establishment of the Guardianate. The original L. M. is untraceable or missing.
mortalification was replaced by ambition and perverse passions; and the zeal for the propagation of faith by longing for mundane things and love of idleness; the result of all this was the Friars' reluctance to study the vernacular of the place.

This is not to say that among the Franciscans of the Province of St. Thomas there did not arise in course of the 17th century, excellent students, authors of Grammars or Dictionaries and writers of various works; but documents at our disposal indicate that the example of these learned men was not normally imitated nor was any attention given to their teaching by most of their companions. The Court did favour the Friars (excepting perhaps in the question of the separation of the Province) and this very favour granted to them was the reason why they very soon fell away from the right path.

XII

The disturbances in the new Province forced the Court to take measures in the year 1627 and in the same year the Archbishop, D. Fr. Sebastião de S. Pedro, renewed the claims mentioned before for the removal of the Friars from the parishes. The Franciscan priests unconsciously helped the pretensions of the Archbishop by their complete neglect of the study of the vernacular of the place. They thus gave cause to the Archbishop to cite, in addition to the canons of the Council favouring his views, the fact that the Christian Communities of Bardes were not sufficiently instructed due to the ignorance of the Franciscan Vicars of the vernacular of the place. This was not the condition of the parishes manned by the Secular Vicars nominated by him. His Majesty in his letter dated the 12th April 1628 replied that the opinion of the Doctors was that the Council had not abrogated the Briefs con-

43. In addition to the Royal letters of the year 1612, Nos. 12 and 49, which speak of the management of the Christian Community in Bardes and about the Franciscan Friars, there are many Royal letters down from the year 1618 to 1638 wherein we see grants allotted to the Franciscan Religious for Baptisms performed, etc., and gratitude manifested for the work done by them. These letters serially are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nos.</th>
<th>1618</th>
<th>1612</th>
<th>1639</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37 and 54 of 1618.</td>
<td>30 and 123 of 1622</td>
<td>166 of 1639.</td>
<td>31 of 1632.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 and 96 of 1625.</td>
<td>53 of 1638.</td>
<td>181 of ...1627.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ceded in favour of the previous kings empowering them to send to the conquered countries of the East, Friars who might exercise the functions of Vicars, without previous approval of the Ordinary; but since there may have been Friars actually assisting in the churches and ignorant of the vernacular, the Archbishop, to avoid such inconveniences, was granted power to examine and approve the Friars holding such posts.

A similar order was repeated during the monsoon of 1629, but when the Viceroy was putting it into execution, the Archbishop was already dead. When the Provincial of the Franciscans was notified about it on the 13th December 1629, he replied complaining how badly the Friars working in Bardes had been treated by the Archbishop in spite of the fact that they were doing very good work there. He added that in the same jurisdictions there were, for instance, three masters of the language, three good preachers and others who were able to hear confessions. The complaint contained the further information that the native clerics did not inspire respect, that they had their ears bored, they were busy acquiring fortunes for themselves and their relations. Since the Archbishops and Bishops were anxious to place the native clerics in charge, the Friars would not be satisfied with such orders, chiefly if the Archbishop should belong to a religious order other than their own. The Viceroy, Conde de Linhares, replied confirming what the Provincial had said and acknowledged that the priests did preach and hear confessions in the vernacular of the place in the churches of Bardes, and that they had also written in the vernacular a Catechism of Christian Doctrine. And in another letter written during the same monsoon he endorsed the complaint made by the Friars against the Archbishop painting him as a quarrelsome and restless man even in his last moments; and added: "I firmly believe that if our Lord had not cut short his life, the City of Goa would have suffered many an uncomfortable hour at the hands of the Archbishop." Whilst these replies were on their way to Portugal, new orders were received during the monsoon from Portugal itself, to the effect that the Friars who were to see to the needs of the Christian Communities be examined and approved by the Viceroy, which order the Prelates of the Order greatly resented.
With a view to opposing by all means the claims of the Diocesan Prelates, the Friars frequently furnished reports to the Court of the general baptisms they had performed of their new foundations, and of the good they did in their missions and of the service rendered to His Majesty, for which service the King in a letter dated 5th December, 1652, asked that thanks be given should the Viceroy find the report to be true.

This last clause indicated on the part of the Government a certain amount of distrust regarding the correctness of the facts presented by the priests. This distrust, was not entirely unfounded. The very reply of the Governor, D. Bras de Castro, given on the 4th January 1654, and that too with the consent of the Inquisitors points out that instead of showing appreciation for the services rendered by the Franciscans, the Court should express surprise at the carelessness and scandalous disregard of the mission work, as the Christians of Bardez practised idolatry in large measure which was confirmed by the number of autos da fé (public trials of heresy) held during the previous four years. The principal cause of this defection was the fact that the churches were ordinarily held by Vics who were important Friars who, some time or other, had served as Commissary General, Provincials or Definitors. They selected commodious and well ventilated churches and spent their lives therein, free from the exercises of the choir and community. It was very rare to find among them one who knew the language and they asked a Negro to teach the Cathechism! His Majesty's order that the Friars be examined in the local language was unheeded. Hence the Governor proposed to the King to issue an order appointing a teacher of the vernacular and to place him either in the College of the Reis Magos or the Convent of the City of Goa in order to impart knowledge to at least twenty Friars; and another one at Cochin to teach Tamil language for the benefit of the people of Jaffna, the greater number of whom was entrusted to the Franciscans and it was known that there were faithful who made their confession by means of an interpreter; and another in the city of Colombo for the purpose of teaching the vernacular of the place, namely, Singhalese. And finally that no allowance be paid to any Friars
unless it was clear from the certificate issued by the Secretary of the State that, having been examined in the presence of the Viceroy and the Ordinary, he was declared to have passed the examination in the vernacular of the place.

This proposal regarding the institution of the teachers of languages at Goa, Cochin and Colombo was approved by His Majesty, who at the same time ordered the enforcement of the previous regulations regarding the passing of examinations by the Parish Priests, with the addition that such examinations be conducted before the Inquisitors. The Inquisitors were in no case allowed to appoint to the churches any Friars who did not know the language of the parishioners; nor could such Friars be admitted for the examination until it was clear from the certificate issued by the Secretary of the State that they had learnt in the above-mentioned college.

This resolution reached Goa during the regime of Manoel Mascarenhas Homen, who had it communicated not only to the Superior of the Franciscans but also to those of the other Orders. The Franciscan Prelate declared at first that he would conform to the orders of His Majesty and would obey them, affirming at the same time that the language was being taught in the College of St. Bonaventure to more than 20 Friars and the teacher was a very learned man. He afterwards withdrew his assent, and by a letter informed the Governor that the Inquisitors would not be permitted to examine his subjects, and other similar things. Such a procedure should not cause us surprise when we consider that the Franciscan Province of India, divided into factions, was accustomed to be refractory and rebellious. The other Prelates except those of the Order of St. Dominic also showed reluctance in a smaller or greater degree.

Whilst the Franciscan priests of Goa thus disregarded the orders of the Court, their Procurator requested new favours, and solicited thanks. The Governors of India, however, were again obliged to inform His Majesty about the little fruit produced by the priests, specially in Bardez, and the existing necessity for the reform of both regular and the secular clergy.
Laxity is contagious. The Franciscan Friars were not the only persons accused of negligence in the progress of Christianity; the other Orders were equally negligent and apparently even more so than the Franciscans.

In the year 1666 on January the 28th, the Viceroy, Antonio Mello de Castro, writing to the Court about this, started with the Jesuits about whom the Viceroy, Count of Linhares, had previously written as follows: "I should like to repeat to Your Majesty that the Fathers of the Society of Jesus in India are all in all; and in order to achieve this end utilize many means and show great alertness"; the Viceroy now says: "The Priests of the Society of Jesus do not want to obey (Royal edicts) at all. They think this permissible for they feel that in no way are they called upon to show themselves His Majesty's subjects, and the authority and power of the Viceroy, was so great that nothing was impossible to him." I have been informed that few or none of the Vicars of Salsete know the language, and in the administration of Sacraments, they make use of native clerics. One may enquire, if on a rainy day at a distance of a league, a pastor does not attend a sick-call, how will a mercenary do so? Franciscans too are not much better, though among them there are a few who know the vernacular and who go on preaching in villages; but as these places are used to accommodate the elder Friars who had previously held high posts in the Order, they do not go there with the intention of working but to take rest; and the Franciscans place under them one or two boys to serve them under the title of Vicars, and what the latter do, God alone knows. The Dominicans and the Augustinians follow the same method. Whomsoever the Chapter approves is given the churches and no examination is held; and the worst part of it is that they write to me that they know the vernacular when I know that they are ignorant of it.

All will be apparent to Your Majesty from the papers herewith enclosed. It appears to me that the orders Your Majesty has issued could for the moment be postponed as they may create trouble. These people are unused to curbs. It is necessary to restrain oneself so as to avoid scandal; and gradually as far as it
is possible I intend making those subject to us change without in any way making them feel that they have changed. Thus it will be easy to prevent the order being changed later.”

The same Viceroy wrote to the Franciscan Provincial:—“Your Reverence says that the orders of the King do not go beyond withholding from the Vicars their allowances, in the event of finding them unworthy to occupy the churches and ignorant of the vernacular of the place. Your Reverence can see for yourself the express order of His Majesty not to consent to any Friar, ignorant of the vernacular, being a Rector; and since this is a special clause, I feel it admits of no exception and no other interpretation as Your Reverence acknowledges. Besides, it is a great obligation for a Friar to do the work of a Parish Priest himself and this is why the Council prohibits substitutes to be appointed. It is good to reflect on the words of St. John, Chapter X: Et proprias oves vocat nominatim: further on: Et oves illum sequuntur, quia sciant vocem ejus: which means they follow the pastor because he knows their language. Hence it seems very clear that Your Reverence conformed with the commands of His Majesty which are based on the Gospel, should observe them by a appointing shepherds who make themselves understood by, and whom the flock understand. The best thing I can do is to place the candidates for their examination in your hands with the conviction that as a high dignitary, you will pass only those who deserve and who possess the necessary qualities and requisites: and just as knowledge of the vernaculars alone is not sufficient to take care of souls, so also a virtuous life is insufficient without the knowledge of the vernacular; and I remember having heard said that the Doctor of the Church opined that the gifts of the tongue were given by God to the Apostles for this very reason; and in chapter II of the Acts of the Apostles we read: nonne ecce omnes isti, qui loquantur Gallilaei sunt; et quomodo nos audivimus unusquisque linguam nostram, in qua nati sumus? By the way, I assure Your Reverence that I have been trying to learn the local language from the time I arrived here, in order to fully understand and appreciate the complaints of my subjects. What, then, must not be the obligations of one holding such high jurisdiction and in whose hands are placed such high mysteries? Through Your Reverence’s good offices let these things be composed and rectified, thereby
calming your conscience and mine; Otherwise we shall be doubly guilty of disobeying God and His Majesty. Your Reverence may rest assured that with the love I have borne towards you, I shall continue to esteem the Friars of St. Francis and they may be sure, to get whatever help they may be in need of from me. And to avoid further doubts and disputes, Your Reverence would do well to arrange to have in this Convent a teacher of the vernacular attached to a set of students, as commanded by His Majesty. When it is known that this step is necessary for promotion, all will labour to learn and profit thereby."

Yet in another letter: "According to Your Reverence in churches where the Vicars do not know the language it suffices to place another Friar who knows that language and who is known a a Vicar of Christian Community; whilst His Majesty commands that I should not consent to anyone who is ignorant of the vernacular being appointed as Vicar; this suggestion could be carried out, provided the Vicar of Christian Community, who knows the language, is the same as the Vicar of that Church and not otherwise...I have hopes that Your Reverence will see that matters will be mended by putting in charge of the Churches Vicars—Friars who are conversant with the vernacular and removing those who are not; thus the Vicars of the Churches, and those Your Paternity called Vicars of Christian Community can help each other in the ministry of teaching, catechising the converts and persuading the heathen to follow the way of salvation; and if Your Reverence wishes, I shall send you a roll of all the Friars who know the vernacular, to facilitate their appointment to the post of Vicars and another of those who are Vicars, though incompetent, so that Your Reverence may know all that I have discovered with diligence, and perhaps is unknown to the Friars who actually live in the Convents."

And he wrote to the Chapter: "From the many letters extant in the Secretariat, we see that His Majesty ordered that the churches be given to those who know the language well and they be examined by Apostolic Inquisitors; and he enjoins upon the Viceroy’s that in no other way can the appointment be made or allowances paid. And since it has been brought to my notice that churches have been placed in charge of persons who are
from this point of view incompetent, I thought it proper to intimate the Rev. Chapter that in view of these orders of His Majesty these persons be removed from their posts and others appointed who will be of service to God, His Majesty, and of good to the people."

And in another letter: "I have just received information that the Rev. Chapter has appointed to the Church of St. John Baptist, a cleric from Cochin who is ignorant of the language of the people; and since His Majesty commands me in his letter, which I have sent to the Chapter, not to give my consent to such appointments, and to see that the appointed ones be examined by the Inquisitors, and not to pay their allowances unless they have passed the vernacular examination and have been approved, I consider it necessary to ask the Rev. Chapter to examine the cleric and to send me the certificate of his examination, without which he cannot be the Vicar nor can I in any way consent to such an appointment."

All this was approved by the Court; and was ordered to be put into practice, to the effect that the parishes be held only by those who were competent in the language and were aware of the obligations of their office and that consent should not be given to the appointment of those incompetent and not conversant with the local language. Such warnings had already been previously issued. Even when the priests secured a letter of recommendation from His Majesty to the Viceroy, it nevertheless, contained a clause to the effect that whatever help could be given to the Friars might be granted, but within the limits of royal orders.

XV

"It is years now (according to a Representation made to His Majesty in 1672) since the Ecclesiastics of the East live without a superior. This community without a head is like the body without a soul; the result is that the life of the same clerics is loaded with filth and so deadened by vices that they live shamelessly without the fear of God, associating with women and having sons from them without any fear of punishment etc.,"
And making reference specially to the Franciscan Friars the letter paints them as so dissolute and immoral, that, had not these accusations been confirmed and amplified by letters from the Viceroy to the Court, one could hardly believe that such things could have happened in those days which many hold as a classic time for a highly virtuous life full of the fervour of piety.

"After the discovery of India (says the same Representation) when there was formed a Christian Community the Religious of St. Francis, had charge of ministering to the Christians of Bardes and continue to do so till today but the work is done so poorly that there is not a village in Bardes which has not been affected by the Holy Office, due to the priests failing to take any trouble in instructing the faithful and converting their churches into houses of recreation: The Province is being governed by the Commissary General and the Provincial, aged in years, and these churches are used by each of them for rest houses; many people attend these churches without any colleague in the Christian Community and owing to the priests' ignorance of the vernacular, it is impossible to instruct the parishioners, since these people cannot understand Portuguese, the language in which the Friars attempt to teach them. There is an express mandate of Your Majesty that all Parish Priests be examined by the Inquisitors in the language of the place which is not being carried out, as it deserves to be without any exception."

To which the Viceroy replied: "All the enclosed references Your Excellency has sent to me regarding the conduct of the Ecclesiastics of this Estate and the bad treatment the Franciscan Friars are meting out to the residents of Bardes, where they are administering sacraments to the residents are very true, and their abuses go even beyond your statement. There is no doubt that in the early days the Friars were placed in charge of Rectories of the Churches of Bardes for the reason that there were then no secular clergy. Such is not the case now, for there are secular clerics and many of these live a good life; there are also the members of the Society of Jesus who could be asked to take charge of the churches and there is every hope that this work, namely hearing of confessions, preaching, administering sacraments and all that pertains to spiritual life will be done by them creditably,
with profit and satisfaction. As they are conversant with the vernacular of the people and know their customs, they will easily enter into the spirit of their parishioners, thereby dissuading the latter from any thought of idolatry, and leading them to a better Christian life. This will be more difficult to achieve if the work is done by the Franciscan Friars because of their ignorance of the vernacular, their insolence and the bad example of their life and habits, chiefly regarding the sixth commandment, etc."

We shall make reference here to a certain divergence of opinion between the present Viceroy, Luiz de Mendonça Furtado and his predecessor, Antonio de Mello de Castro (XLV) the former affirming that the Jesuits were better versed in the vernacular whilst the latter preferred the Franciscans; and this just after an interval of seven years. But these seven years were quite sufficient to forget ancient laudable traditions because of the lax manner in which the Franciscans lived; and there is no doubt as we shall have to record later on, that at the time of we are speaking, the wish to learn the language was laxer with the Franciscans than with the Jesuits.

We may be permitted to note that among the things that helped powerfully the laxity in monastic life prevalent among the Franciscans was the facility with which by merely remunerating the officials of the Roman Curia briefs were obtained from Rome in favour of corporations or even individuals. The Friars, with exemptions granted to them by their local superiors and those obtained from Rome, tried to escape from royal sanctions, thereby securing a real independence from the royal sovereignty.

The Court took steps to check this evil before it could take alarming proportions and issued an order to the Viceroy to check the abuse; the Friars, however, after a lapse of some years, manoeuvred to get the orders revoked in so far as they went against the interest of their Province.

XVI

We have now reached the year 1684, a memorable year, when the Government sentenced to extermination the vernacular of the
place. Till then the ecclesiastical as well as the civil powers had been mindful of the real need of the knowledge and the study of the language. Not many years earlier the Viceroy, Antonio de Mello de Castro, had declared that he himself was learning the language with a view to governing his subjects well, and the royal commands were inflexible in ordering the clerics in charge of parishes to learn the vernaculars.

At this juncture, however, and surprisingly indeed, the Viceroy, Francis de Tavora, Count of Alvor, on the 27th of June of the year 1684 published a Decree of Law which whilst removing the obstacles placed regarding the marriage of native Christian widows, decrees the following: "in order to put an end to all inconveniences, it would be suitable to set aside the use of the vernacular idiom and to insist that all apply themselves to speak Portuguese since the use of both the languages at one and the same time gives cause to various inconveniences, including that of not being understood. Thereby the Parish Priests would be able to suitably explain the mysteries of faith which may not be properly explained as their importance demands, either because the Parish Priest cannot speak freely the vernacular, or the people are unable to understand Portuguese; in as much as, ignorance of one or the other would be prejudicial not only to their civil intercourse but also to the good of their soul...and to make intercommunication easy, the people of the place shall try to learn the Portuguese language; the Parish Priests and the school teachers shall impart instruction in that language so that in course of time the Portuguese idiom will be common to one and all, to the exclusion of the mother tongue; and to achieve this end the language used in sermons and meetings shall be Portuguese, until it comes into daily use; and, therefore, I assign three years, a period within which the Portuguese language ought to be studied and spoken. Moreover, this language alone should be used by the people in these parts in their dealings and other contracts which they may wish to enter into, those using the vernacular being severely punished for not obeying this mandate."

And in spite of the stupidity of these views and absurdity of such a regulation, there was a Procurator of the Crown and Ministers who advised His Majesty to confirm this Decree "be-
cause its execution would help the governance and the preservation of the rule in the Estate of India." An indigenous writer of our times apparently laments that this regal abortion was not rigorously observed.44

A careful reading of the edict, just transcribed, indicates who were the principal authors responsible for the promulgation of such an order. They were the Parish Priests who were ordered to learn the vernacular and who being more interested in their own comforts than in the interests of religion gave the Viceroy to understand that it would be easier to force all the people to learn Portuguese and thus remove from the few the burden of the study of the vernacular. And since not all Viceroys were like Antonio de Mello de Castro, they succeeded in inveigling the illustrious Tavora into subscribing to their nefarious designs. Who these advisers might have been would have been a close secret had not they revealed themselves after many years. This revelation is found in the Provision of the Overseas Council, dated the 19th January 1782, in the following terms: "I, the Viceroy and the Captain General of the State of India, make it known to you, that the Provincial and other Friars of the Order of St. Francis of the Province of St. Thomas made a representation to me, and it has been confirmed by me thereafter in the Decree dated the 17th March 1687, and again by another issued to the Provincial by the then Viceroy, the Count of Alvor, that the natives of the place take to talking Portuguese and be catechised and taught in the same language. It was found that this would be profitable both for the welfare of their souls as well the security of Portuguese dominions in these parts; and that although this continues up to this time, the Archbishop of this City by a Pastoral ordered that the Portuguese language be not taught and that the Brahmins should not learn it. And, as the Province of the petitioners is at present in charge of the Parishes of these lands, as a result of previous experience and by reason of the harm that would accrue both to the spiritual life and the stability of the State, if these measures, in which the Archbishop had no right to interfere, were observed; the friars requested me to command him to observe the Decrees, and acquiesce to their petitions. It appeared to me that the Petitioners be allowed to observe the said Decrees."

From this _Provisão_ it is clear that the decrees were granted to the Franciscans as per their request and insinuations. The decaying state of the Province and the qualities found in the individuals normally holding the office of Parish Priests of the Churches of Bardes, explain why, even though in the Province there were teachers and writers conversant with the language, there prevailed in influential minds the scheme of suppressing with a stroke of pen the language of the people. They knew well that the enterprise was beyond human power; but to calm their conscience, any pretext, however absurd it may have been, was considered sufficient.

In spite of their absurdity, these Charters have not been yet revoked and it is from this date that begins the abandonment of the language and the progressive and extraordinary corruption of the same in Goa, a corruption which was already noticeable at the beginning of the last century.

**XVII**

Having come to know the identity of the real authors of the official persecution of the local language, it will be interesting to follow, though cursorily, the further steps on the way to error taken during this epoch, which was far from glorious to the Franciscan Order in India.

First, the less regard the Franciscans paid to their religious duties, the more were the rewards and advantages they sought. They turned the general baptisms celebrated in their Goa Monastery into occasions of pomp and worldly show, and not a manifestation of true love for conversion or of sincere piety; those who lived in the city took away violently the prisoners from the hands of the judicial authorities. The Parish Priests of the villages chiefly those of Bardes did not live a life exemplary in conduct and manner. And finally there arose occasions to expel and send back to Portugal some of the provincials, but unfortunately even these measures did not have any effect on the peace of the Province. For on their departure they left such a ferment of disorder, that unheard of excesses accumulated and multiplied. For instance, the following incident is recorded in a
letter of the Viceroy to His Majesty: "Yesterday, the 14th instant (Nov. of 1694) while the Visitor and the Provincial of the Order of Observants of the Province of St. Thomas of this State, had gathered with a few Members in the College of St. Bonaventure for a Chapter which was to be held in that house on the 17th of the month, it happened that 17 Friars most of them young, came out of the College, armed with guns and pistols and large swords and at 4 o'clock of the evening entered the same College with scandalous uproar, and compelled the Visitor to expel the Friar, whom he had appointed President of the College, and forcibly to give possession to the already suspended Guardian of the same. Such abominable methods were used to prevent the election as Provincial of one Fr. João de Santiago, whom the other faction had determined to elect. A few old Friars came to acquaint me of these happenings. I immediately communicated with the Archbishop who, according to the order received from Your Majesty in this monsoon, empowered me to arrest them, with the help of civil authority. I sent the Prosecutor General of Crimes to the same College but the rebel Friars refused to receive him, closing the doors and detaining the Visitor, the Provincial and other Members who were already there. During the night as ordered by me the College was surrounded and in the morning as the resistance was becoming more and more tenacious, I ordered a warship (galeota) to be brought close to the walls of the College, and have the guns pointed at the building, to see whether such a measure would frighten them; but it was ineffective and they persisted in their intention, and shamelessly and disrespectfully exposed the Blessed Sacrament at one of the windows of the dormitory facing the river. Finally I ordered a gun to be moved by land to the main gate and when they realised that it would be fired to break open the doors, they opened the doors and surrendered. All were arrested by the Prosecutor General, and with the consent of the Visitor and the Provincial they were sent by me, some to Aguada, the leaders to its lighthouse, others to Marmagao where they were imprisoned to be opportunely punished by their superiors. I shall see that they get exemplary punishment."

These and other excesses compelled the zealous Provincial of the regular Observance to propose to His Majesty that he
should send to the Province of St. Thomas a Higher Superior to
govern the Province for three years; and also send every year,
12 individuals competent to work in the same Province, whose
expenses would be incurred by the province. The Provincial
wisely added that the Superior and Friars from the Kingdom
should be first well examined and their actions observed both as to
their competency in literature as well as in the exercise of spiritual
life. He hoped that they would instil new blood into the decaying
Province of St. Thomas, if not in promoting virtue which was not
much cultivated by the Friars in Portugal, at least in imparting
secular instruction; and he further proposed that the Superiors
and the Friars to be sent here should be of the Province of
Algarve, and not of Portugal, so as to avoid the recurrence of
animosities which were hardly extinct between the Province of
India and the one which was its mother and tutor. These con-
tinuous monastic disturbances caused so many worries to the State
that Governors and Viceroy's notified the Court of the happen-
ings thus: "Nothing causes such great worry to one who governs
this State and in which he lives, as these incessant monastic
disturbances of the Friars working in these parts, excepting the
Dominicans and the Priests of the Society of Jesus, for these
alone live a religiously good life, here as elsewhere. What is un-
bearable is the uneasiness caused, for no sooner had the Religious
of St. Augustine become quiet than the Capuchins, Franciscans
and the Carmelites started disturbances of their own; this state
of affairs we place before Your Majesty, that you may com-
unate to us as to how we should deal with the dissensions of
these Friars, who instead of spending their time in the con-
version of infidels, pass their time in private vocations, thus
giving one the impression that their cloister is more a barrack of
soldiers than a habitation of monks." And again: "The Friars
in India are very independent, and in serious cases when no other
course is available, they have recourse to the Judge of the Crown
whom they hold as an heretic, and give little obedience. One
Viceroy alone would be not sufficient to deal with these monastic
disturbances, even if he had no other work in India. This problem
needs a more efficacious remedy. Since they are exempt from
the jurisdiction of the Archbishop, his authority is to them a
kind of mockery. The priests who do not cause us worry are
those belonging to the Society of Jesus and it looks as if these are
the only ones in India who live a true religious life." And in
another letter: "In India, Sir, the Friars are insolent, and since
they have no Provincial to govern them, and the Crown whose
decisions are more necessary to them here than anywhere else, is
far away they are disrespectful, and hence one sees a number of
quarrels among them (excluding the modest and exemplary life
of the Society of Jesus)." Also in another letter: "I declare to
Your Majesty that the serious difficulties the Viceroy have here
are connected with the Friars; and since I have to pay much
attention to matters of government, the unrest of the Friars is a
burden on me that takes away all the time at my disposal."

After this there is a distinct interval of peace. It is known
that the Franciscan Friars in the year 1700 worked according
to the rules laid down in their Constitutions, perhaps in order to
gather strength for new internal and external dissensions, with
which they would be mixed up in the next century.

XVIII

The interval was not long. New dissensions followed and the
Commissary General being unable to control them was compelled
to return to the Kingdom, unhappy and burdened with documents
of searches.

Friars from the Churches of Bardes, at least the greater number
of them, as a representation made against them in the name of the
Province of Bardes would have us believe, were among the more
licentious friars. This was the opinion of the Viceroy, Count of
Ericeira: "I do not think that the scandals caused by the
Friars of St. Francis, Parish Priests of the Province of Bardes,
could be avoided, unless Your Majesty entrusts these churches to
the priests of the Society of Jesus." The relations between the
two factions, always battling in the arena belonging to the Chapters
(Capitulos), reached total rupture and thus the Province was
divided into two factions, with two provincials and two definitors
thus being exposed to the most complete anarchy. Each faction
pursued the other furiously; and the vanquished, now of this party
now of the other, fled to the land of the infidels.
At this time, an ambitious Friar, who hailed from the Capuchin Province of Madre de Deus, and resided for years in Portugal, describing himself as a son of the Province of St. Thomas, and claiming to be competent to pacify and moderate the restless spirits of the Province, managed to obtain powers from the General of the whole Franciscan Order and a Brief from the Apostolic See, as a special Delegate of these authorities, to take charge of the disturbed Province. For a time the disturbances ceased, as is testified by the Viceroy, João de Saldanha da Gama:—"In electing persons to the charge of the Churches and Missions, he imitated his predecessors and the old traditions among the Franciscans in India; for most of the Provincials, looking to their own conveniences and factions appointed unfit persons to these posts." From this resulted Representations from worthy Friars to the Court against this Superior and against the manner of his appointment, branding it, perhaps with some foundation, as intrusive and surreptitious.

It is true that other Friars during that period were not much superior to the Franciscans in this respect, excepting the Congregation of the Oratory, who maintained their incipient fervour and the Jesuits who, profiting by the excesses perpetrated by the other Orders, and passing off as models of religious life, with the help of the Juntas of the Missions, knew how to build and extend their empire throughout the world.

XIX

The Archbishops too took advantage of the excesses and disturbances caused by the Friars to further their own ends. The last disturbance caused by the Franciscans paved the way for the Archbishop, D. Ignacio de Santa Tereza, to renew the old plan of a few of his predecessors to throw out the Friars from the Churches of Bardes. The Archbishop was full of arrogance and pride as well as hypocrisy and fanaticism. His ambition was to bring under his jurisdiction not only the Regular Clergy but the State of India. During the long period of 18 years of his government he was the cause not only of serious conflicts, but also continuous fights with the Viceroys.
As we have already mentioned, the last disturbances, having weakened more and more the prestige of the Province, helped the Archbishop in obtaining from the Overseas Council, on the 7th of April 1728, the authority to place in charge of the Churches of Bardes secular clerics, worthy to do parochial work both by virtue of their knowledge and habits, as well as by competency in the local language; and failing these, the Regulars possessing qualities necessary to fulfil the obligations of the ministry, together with the power of expelling the Franciscans, if found wanting in these qualities. No sooner had the Archbishop received the Provisão than he started to execute it by methods so much in keeping with his ambitious and turbulent character that he threw into complete confusion not only the villages of Bardes but all the existing Orders of the State. The Viceroy, Civil Tribunals, Franciscans and all those who felt offended and threatened by the processes, excommunications and censures of the Archbishop, sent their grievances to the Court; His Majesty soon decided to introduce no changes in the matter and retained the Franciscans in the same situation in which they lived before the despatch of the Decree of 1728, and suspended the execution of the decree until after mature deliberation and thorough examination of the affair, he should decide as to what was proper. His Majesty expressed his surprise that the Archbishop should exceed his jurisdiction and that the Franciscan Provincial should show lack of reverence on this occasion to the Archbishop.

During the following monsoon (under date 12th April 1731) a fresh provisional decree was issued by the Court, empowering the Archbishop to grant certain privileges to the Friars, who were in charge of the parishes of Bardes; and in the event of a vacancy occurring, this was to be filled in by one of the same Friars, who by virtue of the rights given by the Archbishop to the Regular Superior, would be examined by him and given a certificate of fitness for the ministry in virtue of learning, moral life and knowledge of the vernacular language; and in the event of any Parish Priest in charge of the Churches being found guilty, ignorant or incompetent in the vernacular, by the Archbishop or his Visitors, he was to be removed and sent to the Regular Superior to be punished or to be instructed and the Superior was then to nominate one who was competent and approved as per required form.
The same decision was given on a further representation of the Archbishop and the Provincial by the Order of April 3rd 1732, repeating that the Archbishop should remove any Parish Priest ignorant of the language and send him to the Superior Regular for studies.

Again in the year 1744, the same order was repeated to the Archbishop with the declaration that the Definitors or Superior Regulars, as the case may be, should nominate to churches only those of their subjects, who had at the time the power to hear confessions of both the sexes, granted to them by the governing Archbishop; and that the Parish Priests who had been removed should be debarred from any appointment to churches until they had cleared themselves of accusations or the impediments that had caused their removal or suspension; and that the Archbishop could effect such removal or suspension without his personal visit. This was applicable to one and all the Orders that have their Priests as Parish Priest in this State.

XX

The Franciscans during this epoch tenaciously resisted learning the vernacular. As we have noted (§ XVI) it was discovered that the authors of the famous Decree of the Count of Alvor, were the Franciscans and that they wanted all the Courts of Justice to execute it, as their own. They made representations against the Archbishop through the Overseas Council to the effect that he opposed the Alvara (Charter) and prohibited the teaching of the Portuguese language and the study of it by the Brahmins. With reference to this representation the Viceroy, Count of Sandomil, being asked his views replied that it was ascertained that the Pastoral whilst obliging the Parish Priests to learn the vernacular did not forbid the parishioners to study Portuguese for which public schools existed in all the parishes. The Portuguese language was taught as proposed in the Decree; but the people of the place in general being rude and poor, living by manual labour, and unable to frequent schools, were unable to talk, chiefly in a way as to be able to make themselves understood in the sacrament of Confession. For the worthy use of the sacrament, it was necessary that the Parish Priests apply themselves to the knowledge of the
vernacular, as desired by the Archbishop in his Pastoral. This would be of use if it was put into execution.

It looks as if the Count of Sandomil had not read the Decree of the Count of Alvor, otherwise he could not have affirmed that the Pastoral, ordering the Parish Priests to study the vernacular of the place was not opposed to the Charter, which directed that the use of the vernacular should cease within three years and at the same time commanded that the Parish Priests should teach Christian doctrine in the Portuguese language. It is possible that the Count of Sandomil and his Ministers did not wish to declare to the Tribunal that the Count of Alvor and his Ministers went against common sense to suit the indolence and negligence of the Franciscans.

The Franciscans at the same time represented through the *Mesa da Consciencia* that the Archbishop prevented the Parish Priests from observing the provisions of the Decree of the Count of Alvor, which required that the natives should talk the Portuguese language, and that the Parish Priests should teach the doctrine in the same language; to which the Tribunal replied that in so far as it concerns the fulfillment of the general Decree, the Friars could not be taken as parties (the *Mesa da Consciencia* hardly suspected that they were its authors) and that the Viceroy would see to its execution if he felt it was proper. The orders of the Archbishop were to be observed in so far as the Doctrine was concerned, for one could justly conclude that it would be easier for the Parish Priest to learn the language of the place and be examined in the same than for all the parishioners, mostly rude peasants, to learn the Portuguese language. And the Archbishop was advised to see that this was observed. This reply greatly honoured the *Mesa da Consciencia* and put to shame the Overseas Council. Again in the year 1739, urged anew by the Franciscan Friars, this last Tribunal ordered the Viceroy to execute fully the said Decree of the 17th March 1687, chiefly regarding the teaching of the Portuguese language in the schools; and to take special care to see that the Parish Priests knew the

45. *Mesa da consciência* was a tribunal in Lisbon instituted by the King John III, to decide matters of conscience. We understand that such a tribunal existed even in Goa.
vernacular and were examined in the same according to the royal orders. This is a contradictory resolution, for both the Decree of the Count of Alvor and the Royal edict which confirmed it, absolutely excluded all use of the vernacular its aim being to exempt the Parish Priests from learning it.

From this time onwards no official document ever made reference to these decrees; but although its recommendations and doctrine were obsolete, the evil was done, and the impulse to the abandonment of the language given.

XXI

Had the Franciscans been men who looked ahead and not immersed in the pleasures of the present, instead of urging the observance of these absurd orders which they had inspired, they would have endeavoured to disarm the Archbishop by correcting their ives and fulfilling the obligations of the Ministry. But all the time they strayed from the correct path.

The Rector of the Church of Colvale laid violent hands on his own Curate, a native priest in the Church which at the time was filled with people; and when censured by the Archbishop with connivance with the friars gave a satirical reply. As the offended party, the Archbishop complained to the Court. The Overseas Council thereupon forwarded a Decree censuring the conduct of the Provincial, for not having punished the insolence of the accused and ordered them to quit Goa and its districts immediately. This was carried out, though after some years the ban was lifted, due to the clemency of the King.

About the same time there was such intense discord in the Cloisters that Fr. Jeronimo de Belem, Capuchin Friar and Judge of Second Instance of the Observants, felt it necessary to implore the help of civil authority to enable him to induct in the Convent the newly elected Vicar Provincial, and arrest the predecessor with his followers; having secured the help of the Prosecutor General of Crime he left for the Convent, with a company of Grenadiers, but found all the doors of the Convent closed and the Friars prepared to offer resistance, ready with guns at
the windows of their dormitory. The Prosecutor General appealed to the friars repeatedly in the name of His Majesty to desist from resistance; but not only did they insist on continuing their challenge, but on the contrary aggravated it by abusive expressions against this action and its executors, and rang the alarm bell as if they were attacked. It was then that the Prosecutor ordered the doors to be broken open with the consent and authority of the Judge, and inducted the Friars who sought admission, but was unable to arrest those in the Convent for the simple reason that they had fled to the Patriarchal Palace where they had planned their flight.

His Majesty approved of this procedure and ordered all the leaders of the resistance to be expelled from Goa; but as this command reached Goa at the time when the Friars had composed their differences and were living in unity and peace, at least apparently, and the State was at the time disturbed and troubled over the war with the Marathas the Viceroy suspended the execution of the order.

The Franciscan Friars living in such a state gave cause to the residents of Bardez to frame complaints against the Friars who were manning the Churches; but in order to minimise the gravity of these complaints the Provincial represented to His Majesty that they were instigated by the native priests, whom he accused of being weak in faith, attached to idolatry, and sworn enemies of the Portuguese. We are inclined to believe that there was some truth in this allegation, although the Governor in his representation maintains that the views expressed by the Provincial were tendentious, contained little or no truth, and that in no way could they exculpate Franciscan excesses; and we cannot but agree with the Governor, when in the same representation he says: "If the Superiors of the Province had taken care to educate their Friars in the observance of their Holy Statutes in the Cloister of their Order, enabling them to live a truly religious life in the presbyteries of their parishes, without forgetting their regular discipline; and if they had with the same care selected as Parish Priests elderly Friars of good conduct, the parishioners would not have had occasion, as the case is now, for complaining.
XXII

The Metropolitan Government agreeing with the principles enunciated by the Governors of India, tried their best to think out ways and means which would be conducive to bring the Friars to the observance of the laws of their institution and regular discipline and to appoint to the parishes more worthy and better behaved priests. To achieve this end, His Majesty on the 16th of April 1736, issued a circular to the Superiors; but the latter solicited its immediate suspension, pointing out certain ambiguities, and after mature consideration, the *Mesa da Consciencia* deemed it fit to suspend the said circular, with a proviso that until a fresh order was issued no change should be made. This new order came in the year 1743. The Provincial was thereby told that a Friar should not be given the charge of a church, unless he had completed forty years of age, and fifteen of religious life. The Provincial demurred on the ground that he had not a sufficient number of Friars with such qualifications. This was only a specious reason, since it was known that the Province had on its roll 38 qualified Friars while the Parishes were 24 in all. With this and other fifty pretexts, the execution of the order was delayed but finally its observance was ordered without fail by another decree of 1749.

On his part the Archbishop, D. Fr. Lourenço de S. Maria, on the 21st of November, 1745, published a Pastoral with the same end in view. But certain points therein treated displeased the Franciscans, Parish Priests of Bardeis, in consequence of which they had recourse to the Judge of the Court. And as the same Pastoral seemed to be offensive to the privileges of the Procurator of the Crown, he too appealed against the same. These appeals brought about a formal rupture between the Archbishop and the Viceroy, in the course of which, the Archbishop imitated the excesses of his predecessors.

In the opinion of the Marquez de Pombal, the Archbishop was a simple and virtuous Prelate, but incompetent Pastor\(^{46}\) who gave evidence of his incompetence in a controversy with the Franciscans at this same time (1749).

\(^{46}\) Instructions issued to the Archbishop of Goa in 1774. Instruction 5th.
As usual there were two factions among these Friars. The ruling one followed the Superior, whilst the other desired to capture power. Each of them necessarily needed reform, for both were equally lax. Neither possessed the seraphic spirit of its Patriarch; in both of them ambition to rule was predominant, disobedience and irregularity in behaviour were too patent. The faction which was without power left no stone unturned to get it, and finally under pretext of reform they tried to put into execution a Brief of Cardinal Oddi, Nuncio at Lisbon, issued on the 8th of May 1743. This was secured by one of the factionists, this fact not being disclosed till the 6th of June 1747. When they tried to put the Brief into execution, the Nuncio had already left the Court of Lisbon; and the opposite faction questioned its validity. This party led by the Provincial expressed surprise that Friars, who were not themselves setting a worthy example and whose life was even more scandalous, should claim to reform them.

Then in the monsoon of 1749, by an order of the Commissary General of the Franciscan Friars, the Archbishop was invested with ample powers of jurisdiction in the Province of St. Thomas.

In the execution of this mandate, the Archbishop acted so imprudently and with such indiscretion that instead of bringing about peace and order, he fanned the flames of disorder among the Franciscans. It was under these circumstances that in the year 1754, the Very Rev. Provincial had to request the help of civil authority against the Priest of the Province next in rank to the Superior, for it was he who for nine years was the cause of fomenting looseness among the Friars at the time manning the churches of Bardes, and was guilty of grave simony in making appointments.

It is not known whether the Provincial placed any restraint on the simony, but it is certain that he did not succeed in repressing the pride and insolence of his subjects. It has been already seen how all the Departments of the State: Ecclesiastical, Political, Judicial and Military had proved the temper of the Franciscans. There was only one corporation namely the Senate of the Chamber (Camará) which being inoffensive, seemed to be clear of the conflict. This one, too, had its part in the conflict
in the year 1756. On the day of the Feast of the Immaculate Conception celebrated in the Convent of St. Francis, the Senate in a body, accompanied the Procession, at which four of its high officials, according to immemorial customs and very old mandates, were holding the rods of the Canopy. The Franciscans who with their community had joined the Procession violently wrenched the rods from the hands of the said citizens in the middle of the road, and thereby caused a scandal, with the result that the offended Senate retired from the Procession and went back to the Chamber. It is true that the Provincial and the Guardian personally went to the Chamber to offer their apologies on behalf of the recalcitrant Friars, and at the same time declared that in this there Friars had disobeyed their Superior and assured the Senate that the accomplices of this offence had been punished. However, since the offence was a public one, the Senate demanded a public reparation. This matter finally reached the Court but it would be useless to deal with it here.

XXIII

On the 29th of March, 1759, Thome Joaquim da Costa Real, Secretary of State, wrote a letter to the Provincial regarding the deplorable condition of the Franciscan Province of St. Thomas. This letter deserves to be given here in its entirety.

"His Majesty has been apprised of the scandals caused in this State by the looseness of the lives of the Franciscan Friars, and by the culpable omission in not compelling them to the exact observance of its Holy Office, permitting a few to live outside their cloisters, without obedience and without discipline, and others to carry on unsuitable vocations improper to their profession, under the pretext of their being assistants of the Parish Priests in charge of Churches administered by members from the same Community. Moreover, the zeal of the Superior in improving and instructing his subjects has reached such a state of decadence, that men are admitted to the Religious Order and the profession of vows has been accepted even of those who are ignorant of the Latin language and thereby ignorance is perpetuated; what is more, they have accepted for sacred orders students declared unfit
by the Diocesan Prelate, and issued dimissory letters to Bishops of other Dioceses where they were not residing; and finally they have introduced the pernicious abuse of appointing to the Churches Friars under the name of Rectors, just to reside there with the purpose of recovering the revenues and handing them over to the Definitors of the Order who lived in the Convent. As the abovementioned disorders could not fail to produce a great impression on the most religious spirit of the King, he has commanded me to recommend to Your Reverence to diligently seek to reform the Friars, your subjects, making them observe fully your Holy Constitution, live an exemplary life and thereby to put an end to the scandals in this State caused by them, and that in the admission of the Novices you should hold the examination necessary for the purpose, in order to enable them to become worthy ministers. Lastly His Majesty orders me to signify to Your Reverence that he was much surprised at the pernicious abuse introduced in the appointments to churches, not only because it is incompatible with the profession of poverty to accept revenues and allowance, which are assigned to the Definitors, but also because it is contrary to the end for which they were granted, namely to the real Parish Priests, who reside in the churches. It being understood that should perchance His Majesty come to know that the old disorders continue to prevail, the said churches would be handed over to the Religious of another Order, who would loyally carry out His Majesty's orders."

On the same date the Secretary of State wrote to the Archbishop giving the substance of the above mentioned letter adding: "If, however, from the recommendations mentioned in the above letter, the good results which are naturally expected do not issue, and should Your Excellency deem it fit to go in for reform, you may approach either the Apostolic See, or the General of the Sera phosphic Order, who when confronted with a report regarding the laxity of the Friars will not withhold permission for such a reform."

This is an ingenious but a solemn confession that the regime of the Religious Orders was both outside the jurisdiction of the King and that of the Diocesan Prelate.

47.* Letters sent from one bishop to another in favour of one who stands candidate for holy orders in another diocese.
Although, as was feared by the Secretary of State, the expected results did not accrue from these recommendations, it is not known whether the Archbishop solicited this reform either from the Apostolic See or the General of the Seraphic Order, as suggested. The dissensions, however, continued to prevail in the Convents, more or less openly, until in the year 1767 they burst into a public uproar with such frenzy of insolence and mutual accusations and unheard of scandals that the Governors had to have recourse to armed forces, imprison some of the Friars and adopt other measures to bring back to obedience the individuals who rebelled against their Superior. Those who were guilty were ordered by the Court to be repatriated to Portugal; and without further scruples and without any consideration to monastic exemptions the Court ordered that complete submission be given by the Friars to the Archbishop who would reform and give deserved punishment. But at the time this order was put into effect, the Province was manned by a two-headed monster, two Vicars Provincial, each one alleging the justice of his election. The Governor with great difficulty managed to allay the storm, arresting and deporting to the Kingdom under orders such of the most incorrigible leaders, as had not already fled to lands outside Portuguese rule.

XXIV

Whilst the shameless domestic dissensions weakened and defamed the Franciscan Province of St. Thomas, other questions cropped up; one regarding the appointment to be made for the posts of the Churches of Bardes, as proposed by the Holy Office, about the terms of which decree we have no sufficient knowledge; the other, which goes against the previous one, renewed the old claim of expelling the Religious from the Parishes of Bardes: a claim so many times attempted to be put into execution, yet, very successfully resisted by the same Religious.

Against the behaviour of the Franciscans as Parish Priests the Camara Geral of Bardes, during the monsoon of 1765, sent a representation to His Majesty with the following charge: "The administration of the Churches is being entirely carried out by the Curates, who are native secular priests. The Friars cannot
do this, due to their ignorance of the vernacular, nor can they be expected to learn the vernacular since they have not done so till this day. The curates also administer other sacraments and in spite of this they are judged incompetent to hold charge of the parishes, although on removal of the Jesuits from the Churches in Goa and Salsete, many of the native clerics have been posted to the same churches. They are learned and possess good character and are good moralists." In view of this complaint the Government in a letter dated 23rd April 1766, recommended to the Archbishop to use efficacious and opportune measures and thereby to save from the hands of wolves and mercenaries the sheep of the Lord, and to hand them over to the proper Parish Priests, who would feed them with the fruits of doctrine and of edifying examples. The Archbishop was again reminded of the previously enacted Royal Orders which said: "The Parishes ought to be preferably given to the native priests and such foreigners, as know the local language, since this is the only way of feeding the flock. Those who do not know the language, will find the bleatings of the flock incomprehensible and will not be able to impart to the flock nourishing food. Your Excellency should choose priests for the churches according to their qualifications not all together, but one by one; beginning with those parishes where the priests have been giving scandal and rejecting whatever claims of fact or right their Superiors may make, as you may think right and proper."

According to the Marques de Pombal, the Archbishop, D. Antonio Teixeira de Neiva Brum da Silveira, was a virtuous and a good cleric but a bad Archbishop, unintelligent, inactive and slack. Yet when dealing with the task of making appointments to the parishes, he did not prove at all that he was inactive and slack. On the contrary, he at once invited applications on merits and allotted 19 parishes to the worthy native clerics, the Friars retaining for themselves only five. The contradictory statements made by the members of village communities now in favour of the Archbishop, now in favour of the Friars, are indeed curious. Astonished and shocked, the Friars appealed to the Court, and during the monsoon of 1767, submitted a long exposition or an apologia recounting all the services they had formerly rendered to the Church and the State and trying to belittle the accusations
levelled against them. With reference to their proficiency in the
languages they say: "By an order passed in the year 1744, the
Archbishop was empowered to examine the Regulars for their
appointment as confessor and then to confer on them the post.
This order, however, was not executed with the result that report
went round that they were ignorant of the language, and under
the specious pretext of ignorance of the vernaculars, the way was
open to direct representations against them. The pontifical
bulls which required that the Parish Priests should possess knowl-
edge of the vernacular for the necessary administration of the
sacraments, went to the root of their competence to man the
parishes. For the better understanding of this question, it is
necessary to bear in mind that the greater part of the Province of
Bardes is situated about half a league from the Island of Goa, and
the residents of the remote villages of Bardes could conveniently
conduct their business in Goa within the course of a day, and get
back to their homes, with the result that from this frequent inter-
course one could safely conclude that hardly a civilised native is
ignorant of the Portuguese language, as is represented to be the
case. Taking for granted what is said above, it was also true that
the Archbishop would not grant jurisdiction to any subject of the
appellant (Provincial) to be Parish Priests of Bardes churches
unless, in addition to the necessary faculties given by the Arch-
bishop to hear confession, the candidate presented two other
sworn certificates, one testifying that he had passed the examina-
tion in Moral Theology, and the other testifying to knowledge
of the vernacular. Both these certificates were to be issued by the
Observant Examiners, appointed by the Archbishop, according
to Royal Resolution of 1744. This being well known, it is clear
that there could not have been a Parish Priest who was ignorant
of the vernacular. However, this is not so; not because the
Order is wanting in Friars, instructed in the languages, they
are more in number to the 24 Parishes of Bardes; but knowing
that the residents of many parishes know Portuguese, the Arch-
bishop consented to the appointment of those who did not know
the vernacular, on condition, however, that the more remote and
less civilised parishes should be supplied by priests who know the

48. A certificate issued by the examiner to the Archbishop indicates
that there were 41 Religious who knew the language of the place. The
Examiner was a Franciscan.
language of the place. Thus there are fifteen Friars holding such parishes besides three companions who are conversant with the language; so that there are only six Parishes in charge of Friars who are ignorant of the language where it is really needed. The Appellant does not intend thereby to infer that all the 41 Friars his subjects, who have the knowledge of the vernacular, are preachers or can preach on the mysteries of faith and similar topics: for there are few native priests who have enough knowledge to do so in view of the fact that the common idiom which is current among the really intelligent natives is Marathi, the vernacular of the region. The Rev. Fr. Constantino Alves, Promoter, Judge of Ecclesiastical Court and Parish Priest for life of St. Bartholomeu of Chorão, and the Rev. Gabriel Fernandes Noronha, Licentiate and also Justice of the Ecclesiastical Court and Parish Priest for life of St. Mathias, who are otherwise intelligent and have long service as Parish Priests have never till this day preached in their mother tongue, nor even attempted to give a Sunday homily to their parishioners. This however, is being done repeatedly by Priests subject to the Appellant, in their churches, where they frequently instruct the infidels in Christian doctrine. The Appellant very much desires that this question be ventilated in Goa, where it is well known by the people even without further proof of what is evident; and in justification he cites to His Majesty the case of many Indians who are in Lisbon and of native inhabitants of Goa both of whom without doubt, would fail in translating the Portuguese language into their own; Hence they could not blame the Friars in the Churches of Bardez for lack of knowledge of the vernacular nor conclude that in the Province of the Appellant there is lack of this knowledge."

All this artful exposition of the Provincial could not hide the following facts: First, if there were some civilised natives to whom the Portuguese language was not entirely foreign, undoubt-
edly there was also a far greater number of less civilised ones and women and children who did not know it. Secondly if the natives were not very proficient in the vernacular, the Franciscan Friars were even less; there being parishes served by men without any knowledge of it.

40. Information gathered from a certificate of the Secretariat of the Province.
Let us, however, hear the views held by the Governor, D. João José de Mello, regarding the Exposition of the Provincial: "During those happy days when the (Franciscan) Province sowed in India the first seeds of the Gospel; when its true sons continued in the ways that made them outstanding in the exercise of religion, virtue and good example, when they worked to drive away the darkness of paganism, and to erect altars to the true God; then shepherds who sincerely applied themselves to feeding the flock with the spiritual nourishment which was so much needed were sent to the flock of the 24 Parishes of Bardes from this Province. But, in the deplorable state to which the Province has now been reduced due to dissolute life and laxity in their holy institute, appointments of mercenaries are made to churches in place of shepherds who would guard their flock, feed it with nourishing doctrine, example and edification. This is the general practice, but Friars are not wanting, who are men of character, who by their virtue and doctrine have distinguished themselves and are indeed an exception; but in truth most of the Parish Priests are only anxious to change from mendicants to owners of wealth and stock, in the enjoyment of which they set a bad example by their irregular life. What is more worthy of note is the fact that few of these spiritual shepherds can understand the bleatings of the sheep they are bound to feed; and their laxity has even done away in this Province with the use of a chair which the zeal of their predecessors had introduced with the aim of imparting instruction to the Friars in the native tongue to carry the Gospel to the missions and the people of the region. This is the way and this is the useful manner by which the Holy Province has looked after the Parishes; If in the hands of the native clerics they have not derived great profit, at least there are clerics among them who are imbued with more sound and solid qualities. These are, indeed, less respected, and there are some among them owing to whose lives the Churches have also suffered; they are easily led by their own interests are slow to perform works of charity proper to their avocation and are wanting in that authority that brings back to the fold the lost sheep, and in giving the shelter of which the sheep are in need; but they are not ignorant, they understand the flock they feed, and know more easily the evils and spiritual infection to which the flocks are susceptible; they are doctors of their own country, who
understand the ailments that attack the different climes, and their efficacious remedies; and their defects which consist in not being respected and looked up to, may be made good by their superiors and their tendency to look after their interests checked, without infringing on the privileges of the regular priests whom they succeed."

With reference to these views we shall just note here that whilst the Governor of India declared that the laxity of the friars had even destroyed in this Province the use of a Chair which the early zeal had introduced with the aim of imparting instructions to Friars in the local language, the Province at the same time presented to the Governor individual information regarding its Friars, in which one of them is called Master of the language of the country which he teaches in the Convent of St. Francis at Goa. From the documents at his disposal the reader may judge where the truth lies.

XXV

When the Franciscans saw that they were irrevocably expelled from the parishes of Bardes, they tried to hold on to five Churches on the plea that they were foundations acquired by way of donations and bequests made in favour of the Order and not of the State. These five Churches were: Penha da França, Pomburpa, Oxel, Reis Magos and S. Lourenço de Linhares. This is not the place to discuss the merits of the case; but we cannot help noting that when the Friars, in 1660, foresaw their expulsion, they were laying foundation to their claim to these Churches in their petitions to His Majesty by trying to raise them cunningly to the category of Convents, which the latter were not, nor ever had been.

The decision in this affair was pending before the Court, and the Camara Geral of Bardes or someone on behalf of the same, fearing that the Friars might obtain a favourable decision, represented the matter to the Court, attacking the Friars' claims. The Camara reiterated the old charges presented before the Court against the Friars, and drawing a comparison with the native clergies said:

"The allegations were made to His Majesty stating that the native clergies were ill-behaved and incapable of manning churches
and like demons, who incessantly pursue souls, are envious of those who occupy the chairs whence they have been ejected. This allegation is entirely false for the Franciscans have done all their parish work and do so still with the help of native clerics. It is only now that the latter have been considered incapable of enjoying the benefices in this State although in the past they have been approved of by the synodal examination, and have been given charge for life of Churches in Goa and the Province of Salsete and of this city. When they go to minister to the people of the Missions of Canara and the north countries inhabited by infidels, they have to go through a lot of hardship, in the service of God and that of Your Majesty." They submit certificates of the Curates of these five Churches, that the present Franciscans as well their predecessors were never able to preach in the vernacular, being ignorant of the same.

Reporting on this Representation the Governor, D. João José de Mello, states as follows: "I think it right to state that even supposing the Friars in India are not normally the best of pastors, they are not so bad as the native clerics whose spirit in general is that of ambition, meanness, drunkenness and lack of zeal and charity...If the native clerics were in general worthy to hold the Churches, it is unbelievable that so many people of old were deceived about them, so that many orders, which had been often issued for the removal of the Friars from the Parishes, and for the appointment in their place of native clergy were cancelled. With more information and better knowledge of the case it might be concluded that the native clerics were commonly regarded as incompetent for the ministry whilst the Friars, conversant with the vernacular, were more useful".

This information was entirely contrary to the one given by the same Governor two years before (XXIV); and this contradiction has only one explanation, namely, the generosity of the Governor in lending a helping hand to the Franciscan Province of St. Thomas at a solemn moment when the Province was doomed to complete and shameful ruin since the Court was resolved during this monsoon to reduce the Province to a diminished number of houses and members.
The reward, however, meted out by the Friars for the heavy sacrifice of his earlier opinion by the Governor was insults and abuse of his person and dignity, publicised outrageously and insolently, in the midst of the election delirium, so frequent in the cloisters.

The loss of the last five churches of Bardes, which soon followed, ends the history of the Franciscan Friars so far as it concerns our subject. One who may take upon himself to present the chronicles of the Franciscan Order, may deal with further controversies of the Order with the Archbishops, the continuation of Chapter discords, and finally their public and cloistered life, till the final suppression of Religious Orders.

In conclusion we may assert that the influence of Franciscans of the Province of St. Thomas was harmful to the language of the country acknowledging at the same time, that a few of them, more illustrious and more pious than most of their confreres, worked for the grammatical and literary culture of the language. But the work printed by them is rare probably due to the Superiors' lack of interest. Their writings were very soon forgotten, and thus the laudable desire of the authors to propagate the language was in vain.

**XXVI**

If the Jesuits did not write more in the vernaculars than the Franciscans, undoubtedly they wrote with more felicity. They could print a number of books, the sole printing press in Goa at the time being at their disposal, and thereby they gave impetus and vigour to the vernacular. The Jesuits were, in no way, accomplices in the persecution of this language. It is the Secretary of the State, Francisco Xavier de Mendonça, the Marquez de Pombal, himself who bears out our statement, and the testimony coming from such a source is above suspicion. The Government of Portugal issued an order to the effect that in place of the schools conducted by the Society, a college be instituted for native clerics. In the Minutes of the statutes of the same College the Minister writes: "The Chairs which appear to us more appropriate to the curriculum to be allowed in the college referred to, are the follow-
ing: The first ought to be for those who will instruct in the vernacular of the places where there are churches and Missions, examining the records of the Jesuits for methods by which they taught the language."

It is true that he adds immediately: "Provided they are firstly well revised and expurgated," since the Grammars were suspected to have received infiltration of the subtle Jesuit poison.

The Grammars composed by the Franciscans in those days were so much in oblivion that the Government had no knowledge of them. Hence it was laid down that should there not be among them books left by the Jesuits. The lack was to be made good from those of the Fathers of the Congregation, or others which may be newly written at public cost with their Vocabularies.

It is not known whether other Religious Orders contributed work in the language of the country.

XXVII

The Inquisition cannot be absolved from a large share in the persecution of the vernacular; and what is more, a larger part in the ruin of the Portuguese Empire in Asia.

But we confine ourselves to what concerns the language. The whole system of the Inquisition aimed not only at the extirpation of superstitious and idolatrous beliefs, but also of innocent usages and customs retaining even a trace of the Asiatic Society, which existed previous to the conquest by the Portuguese. Consequently the language was involved in this general prescription.

One Inquisitor with eighteen years of service in the Inquisition of Goa, proposed to His Majesty, in the year 1731, the following: "The first and the principal cause of such a lamentable ruin (loss of souls) is the disregard of the Law of His Majesty, D. Sebastião of glorious memory, and the Goan Councils, prohibiting the natives to converse in their own vernacular and making obligatory the use of the Portuguese language; this disregard in observing the law, gave rise to so many and so great evils, to the extent of effect-
ing irreparable harm to souls, as well as to the royal revenues. Since I have been, though unworthy, the Inquisitor of this State, ruin has set in the villages of Nadorá (sic), Revorá, Pirná, Assonorá and Aldoná in the Province of Bardes; in the villages of Cuncolim, Assoliná, Dicarpalli, Consuá, and Aquem in Salsete; and in the Island of Goa, in Bambolim, Curcá, and Siridão, and presently in the village of Bastorá in Bardes. In these places some members of village communities, as also women and children have been arrested and others accused of malpractices; for since they cannot speak any other language but their own vernacular, they are secretly visited by Botos, servants, and High Priests of Pagodas who teach them the tenets of their sect and further persuade them to offer alms to the Pagodas and to supply other necessary requisites for the ornament of the same temples, reminding them of the good fortune their ancestors had enjoyed from such observances and the ruin they were subjected to, for having failed to observe these customs; under such persuasion they are moved to offer gifts and sacrifices and perform other diabolical ceremonies, forgetting the law of Jesus Christ which they had professed in the sacrament of Holy Baptism. This would not have happened had they known only the Portuguese language; since they being ignorant of the native tongue the Botos, Grous and their attendants would not have been able to have any communication with them, for the simple reason that the latter could only converse in the vernacular of the place. Thus an end would have been put to the great loss among native Christians whose faith has not been well grounded, and who easily yield to the teaching of the Hindu priests."

We do not know what to admire in such a proposal of the Inquisitor, his malice or foolishness. Undoubtedly it is the height of malice to affirm that Goan Councils had prohibited the natives to talk in their mother tongue, and had obliged them to speak the Portuguese language alone. It is foolishness to make people believe that through the vernacular alone could the Botos and other Hindu priests explain the tenets of their belief and sect with a view to convincing the native Christians.

It will be clear from the reading of VIII and IX that the Council, far from forbidding the use of the vernacular, had rather
recommended its use for the teaching of Christian doctrine. And so far as the Regulation issued by His Majesty, D. Sebastião, invoked by the Inquisitor is no doubt the one we have already made reference to in § VIII, dated 4th December 1567, the Inquisitor has as little ground in it as in the Councils for his insinuations.

It is possible that the Inquisitor was ignorant of the existence of the Decree of the Count of Alvor, and its confirmation by the King. It is possible to believe such a thing since reference to them had been already made by the Franciscan Friars in the year 1782 and the following years. This indicates that during those days they were known by all. Since these mandates were so much in his favour, we are unable to discover any reason why the Inquisitor did not refer to them, but falsely referred to the Councils and the law of D. Sebastião.

A suitable reply was given by the Viceroy, Count of Sandomil, to these inept proposals of the Inquisitor, when the Viceroy reported to His Majesty as follows: "Having considered the means (says the Viceroy) proposed by the Inquisitor, Antonio de Amaral Coutinho, favourable to the conversion of the infidels of the Islands of Goa, and of the Provinces of Salsete and Bades; and having obtained the necessary information in the matter, it appears to me that in reference to the first it is impracticable to exterminate the mother-tongue of the natives, for they are bred in it, even those who are constantly in touch and in intercourse with the Portuguese; and even if this were possible I do not think one would escape the danger alluded to by this Ministry, that the Hindus residing here among the Christians would learn the Portuguese language equally well, since this would be needed for their intercourse; and even the Botos and priests from the mainland would learn it in order to induce the native Christians worship in temples, even if they did not know it previously, since Portuguese is a língua franca among Asiatics."

It may be relevant to mention here the Proclamation of the Holy Office against many usages and customs, some most innocent, in which are included the two following: (a) "Item. We command that on all the occasions of their marriages, in all the acts meant to celebrate them, whether at the bridegroom's or the
bride's home, the natives do not sing publicly nor privately songs customarily sung in the mother tongue and popularly known as vocios; and should they like to have feasts as a demonstration of their joy, let it not be done with the accompaniment of songs, having the semblance of the same vocios, and never on such festive occasions should the singing be done by women folk, relatives, or daijis of the bridegroom or even of the bride."

"Item. We order the said natives of India that on no occasion whatsoever, under no pretext, they sing in their own homes, songs known as vocios, neither publicly nor privately so that among the faithful Christians the use of the same songs may be extinguished."

At this time the Archbishop insisted on the prohibition of the ceremonies of Hindu marriages in places inhabited by the Christian population. He alleged that many Hindus entertaining young Catholic servants were sure to ruin the latter's faith, since these Canarin boys, spoke the same language as their masters, and memorised these songs sung by the masters and repeated and sang them; with the result that their elders considered as true the fiction regarding the Hindu deities narrated therein, in addition to the worship given in them with the praise, petitions and prayers contained therein.

To which the Viceroy, João de Saldanha da Gama, replied: "The allegation that the songs sung on such occasions is a source of perversion to the young Catholic servants cannot be counted as true for the reason that they are sung in elegant and difficult language, commonly used in the State, where the popular language is much adulterated and corrupted by constant intercommunication with the Portuguese." And continues:

"There is no sense in asserting that the Hindus engage Christian boys on their festive occasions; they do make use of them to build pandals, but not to help them in their ceremonial acts or feasting, since according to their laws, such rites are to be performed without the assistance of any Catholic, less still with the

50 Vocí, plural vociô, is a meter in strophes of four verses.
aid of Catholics of working class who are considered to be of low caste and believed to soil anything coming in contact with their hands. So rigorous are the Hindus in the observance of these rites that it is enough for a Catholic to enter their homes to consider them to be polluted, and they refuse to eat anything touched by the hands or even cut by a knife used by a Christian.

From what has been said we may arrive at the conclusion that if the Archbishop of the time, did not go along with the Inquisition in the attempt to kill the language; he co-operated with it in prohibiting the use of popular vernacular poetry; which surely must have done great harm to the language.

XXVIII

The Ecclesiastical Empire in Portugal as well as in India had three arms: Archbishops and Bishops with their Secular Clergy, Friars or Regular Clergy and the Inquisition. All these three Powers conspired to absorb within their jurisdiction the sovereignty of the King, at the same time competing among themselves for the supreme jurisdiction. There were, above all, incessant quarrels between the Regular and Secular Clergy; and remaining within the domain of our subject matter, we have treated this conflict among them in India. It is this particular circumstance that forces us to consider the influence the Archbishop exerted on the vernacular language of the capital of Portuguese India, and adjacent provinces.

After the first impetus which the conquest had given to the demolition of temples and Hindu emblems, and along with them to the destruction of books written in the language of the people, the Councils and the Prelates recognized how necessary it was to learn these languages, for the progress of the propagation of Faith which was their charge. And during the prolonged battle the Archbishops carried on with the Franciscan Friars regarding the Churches of Bardes (as we have seen) one argument alone was

51. At the time the Viceroy wrote this such may have been the situation. Today, however, the Hindus, though not into their private rooms, yet permit the Christians to enter their homes; and any objects touched by them are neither re-touched or broken.
advanced against the latter, namely, that they knew very little or nothing of the language, knowledge of which in the opinion of the Archbishop and all reasonable persons, was an indispensable condition to nourish the flock and increase the number in the fold.

The Archbishop, D. Fr. Lourenço de Santa Maria, is an exception to this, for he wished to remedy the evil both by imitating the errors of the Count of Alvor, and exaggerating their absurdities. In the famous Pastoral, dated 21st November 1745, to which reference has already been made (§ XXIII) and whose manuscript we have studied, the Archbishop enforced the execution of the Decree of the Count of Alvor in so far as it enjoined on the Parish Priests to teach their parishioners Christian doctrine in Portuguese, without the use of the vernacular. The teachers were to do likewise when teaching their students. And not content with this regulation he laid down the following:

"By our Circular dated 31st May, of the same year with regard the Sacrament of Holy Orders, we have made it known that we shall not admit any person of whatever position he may be to the Orders...of Dioconate and of the Mass, unless firstly he has gone profitably through the three years of Moral and Speculative Theology, has a good character, proved by frequent reception of sacraments, exercises of piety and devotion, by service of the Church, and the teaching of Christian doctrine; and knows and speaks Portuguese only, this pertains not only to the candidate himself but also to his close relatives of both sexes, this being assured by a rigorous examination and precise care by the Parish-Priests. And convinced as we are of its necessity for the service of God, glory of the ecclesiastical state and general good of the Diocese we reiterate it to all concerned with the assurance that it shall be so executed."

And further on:

"Since according to law and common opinion of the DD. confirmed by universal usage, both of our Predecessors, the Primates and the Archbishops and Bishops of the Kingdom of Portugal, we have power to impose new impediments to the marriage of our subjects, for sound reasons regarding the common and individual good, in the exercise of this power, after mature consideration, believing
it to be for the service of God and good of our flock, we institute, create, and place anew for this Island of Goa, and its two Provinces: Bardes and Salsete, the *impediment of no person contracting any marriage, whether he be man or woman, who does not know or speak the Portuguese language*, which impediment will first apply to all the residents of Island of Goa, and adjacent places and to the Parishes of S. Lourenço, Reis Magos, Penha da França, Sirulá, Pomburpá and of Aldoná and to all the Brahmins and *Chardós* who at the time are resident in the Provinces of Bardes and Salsete, and it will take effect six months after the proclamation of this Circular, a period given to enable such persons to learn the language; whereas, it will extend to other castes of Bardes and Salsete one year after its publication. The Rev. Parish-Priests will specially enforce this order, acquainting themselves with it, and having it circulated for the knowledge of the people, either personally or through their curates, and never by any other person; and examine the contracting parties in the Christian doctrine asking all questions in Portuguese; and thereafter pass a free certificate to that effect at the end of the proclamation of bans and to be taken under oath and sworn on the Gospels."

These orders issued by D. Lourenço had the same fate as the Decree of the Count of Alvor. They were futile, as such fantasies could not be otherwise.

**XXIX**

After the expulsion of the Franciscan Friars from the Churches of Bardes and that of the Jesuits from the Portuguese State, the Archbishops were solely in charge of appointments to all the Churches, to which they appointed the Secular Clergy. This surely motivated the Archbishops not to follow the directions given by the Marquez de Pombal, desiring that the first Chairs in the Colleges and the Seminaries in the East should be those for instruction in the languages of the places where we had Churches and Missions; and they left the knowledge of local language merely to common use and practice.

The new Goan Constitutions, enjoined by Archbishop D. Antonio Teixeira da Neiva Brum, and amended and enlarged in
1778 by Archbishop D. Fr. Manoel de S. Catharina⁵² take it for granted that all religious instruction is imparted and received in Portuguese; and do not oblige the Parish Priests to learn the vernacular, rather they are permitted to ignore it. Book 8, Tit. 6, Const. 5, No. 37 says the following: "If the one who instructs (in the mysteries of Faith) be ignorant of the vernacular of the one who confesses or of the dying, and should there be one knowing the language he may translate his questions in that vernacular, as he goes on instructing". And No. 38: "And since low caste and rude people do not know the Portuguese language, we order that for the instruction to be better understood, the Parish Priests have words and terms translated into the native language; and get the same circulated among their parishioners in order to facilitate them to instruct their servants in the mysteries of faith and Christian doctrine."

The Archbishop who followed was D. Fr. Manoel de S. Galdino. On May the 22nd of the year 1812⁵³ in the regulations for the Studies which he laid down, he starts with the following rules: "In elementary schools care should be taken to select teachers who know Portuguese well, and great care should be taken by teachers that the children do not as far as possible talk, during the school hours, in the mother tongue and since at the time when they are enrolled, the children are ignorant of the Portuguese language, the teachers should teach this language. They should teach names of things in Portuguese, so that the children may learn every day a few words in proportion to their aptitude and their age; and when the children come across Portuguese words, the teachers should explain them in the vernacular. If the teachers, following our instructions forbid the more advanced to talk in the vernacular, the younger ones will soon learn the Portuguese language and the more progress they have made in the Portuguese language by the time they leave school the more progress they will make in Latin.

"We strictly direct the teachers to impart to the children the Christian doctrine both in the vernacular and in Portuguese; and

⁵². Printed in Lisbon, Royal Press 1810.
⁵³. Journal da Santa Igreja Lusitana do Oriente, No. 6, 1847.
very much recommend the Parish Priests to have a vigilant eye on the enforcement of this rule.”

That the teachers ought to explain to the children the meaning in the vernacular: and that teachers should teach the children Christian doctrine, both in the vernacular and in Portuguese are indeed two pregnant ideas worthy of a Prelate, who himself learnt the language, and as some affirm it, was a fluent preacher in it. It is a pity that these two ideas are mixed up with others, thereby diminishing their efficacy. The Archbishop was carried away by public opinion, which he did not like to oppose or become an object of derision by giving an impulse to the study of the local language. But with this and like provisions he wished to clear the path for others to enlarge and smooth it. He was, however, mistaken. The path was not opened. It was obstructed with thorns and overgrowth, which no one dared to go through. It was considered so difficult that the Archbishop, D. José Maria da Silva Torres, did not even attempt to enter it, and left it worse than it was before. “It is absolutely forbidden (says this Archbishop in his Regulations to the Seminaries, dated 15th June, 1847, art. 54,) both to the students and any Ecclesiastic residing in the Seminary, to converse with one another in the language of Goa.”

We see clearly that the principal intention of the Archbishop was the cultivation of the Portuguese language; but it was not possible to cultivate it without doing harm to the vernacular. Were not the Seminarians and the Ecclesiastics more competent than the rude and ignorant people to apply the rules of grammar to their vernacular, to improve and correct it? Had the Archbishop forgotten that the greater number of the sons of the Seminary, would later administer to the spiritual needs of their parishioners and that too in the language of Goa? But it was fashionable to despise the language; the natives themselves applauded this; and, therefore, it was all the more difficult to resist the force of the torrent.

54. On the 26th of October, the Archbishop issued a Circular recommending public prayers in churches according to the form therein commended, incorporating at the same time its vernacular translation into the Circular and it was printed with additional prayers under the title of Preparação da Oração Mental, Nova Goa. National Press, 1857.

55. *Journal da Santa Igreja Lusitana do Oriente* No. 6, 1847.
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It appears as if the times of the Count of Alvor, and the Archbishop, D. Fr. Lourenço de Santa Maria, had repeated. The civil Government co-operated with the ecclesiastical authorities in persecuting the language and they were supported by influential men in the State, both European and Indian.

On the occasion of the establishment of the first public schools at the cost of the State, the Viceroy, D. Manoel de Portugal e Castro, laid down the following: "In a country like this, forming part of the Crown of Portugal, and governed by Portuguese laws, it appears extraordinary that such a small number of inhabitants speak and write Portuguese, and it is recommended to the primary teachers, and specially to the Professors who teach Latin Grammar, that they first apply themselves with every possible diligence to the teaching of this same language to their students, forbidding them the use of their vernacular in the schools."

Keeping the same thought before his mind, people working in public offices and military quarters were obliged to talk only Portuguese, and a Judge of the High Court of Goa applauded this directive of the Viceroy and manifested his surprise at the bad custom of children talking in their mother tongue in the primary schools.

In schools carrying out the norms given by Archbishops, S. Galdino and Torres, and by Viceroy D. Manoel de Portugal, children read and write Portuguese mechanically, not understanding the meaning of even one word of that language, which they begin to understand only when they attend Latin classes. From this comes the facility with which many priests can read and write and talk Latin fluently, yet are unable to make themselves understood in Portuguese. Cottineau undoubtedly was not well informed.

57. We have not found any record of this order. However, Judge Louzada in his Segunda Memoria descriptiva e estatistica das Possesões Portuguezas na Asia affirms it on page 450 of the Annaes Maritimos e Coloniaes published in 1842.
58. Same Judge and Ibid.
when he said that all the priests of Goa had perfect grammatical knowledge of the Portuguese language as well as of the vernaculars, and that they could preach in one or the other equally well. But the fact is that very few can preach passably in Portuguese, and almost all make use of the vernacular mechanically without the least grammatical knowledge.

It is to this false basis of instruction rather than to the lack of good books that is due the pedantry and farrago of schools and absence of sound and well digested instruction, which Lagrange discovered in the inhabitants of Portuguese India. The absence of good books is the result of the first error since no good book can be written unless there are people able to understand it. And it is needless to add with Lagrange that there are honourable and respectable exceptions.

Having thus settled that the language of the place was to be considered something worthless and useless, it stands to reason that during the later reforms and plans of public instruction there should be complete silence about it. But there appears an intention of promoting the teaching of other common languages of India.

The Chief Justice Louzada himself, who in his Segunda Memoria condemns the local language, had already in his Primeira Memoria indicated the great necessity of establishing in Portuguese India a school, where they could be taught to read and translate Hindu letters of Malabar (we do not know whether the reference is to the Marathi language) as an indispensable preparation for those who would take up civil posts, and had proposed as useful the teaching in the Diocesan Seminaries of the languages of places where our Missions work.

59. _An Historical Sketch_, etc. p. 166.
60. _Instruction of the King D. José to the Governor and Archbishop in 1774_, published by Claude Lagrange Monteiro de Barbuda, Panjim, 1841: Appendix p. VIII.
This idea almost forgotten from the time of the Marquez de Pombal, which was taken up again by Chief Justice Louzada, was accepted by the authors of the Regulations for the Seminaries, which were approved by the Decree of the Governor General, the Count of Antas in his Circular, issued on the 17th of March, 1848. This introduced in the course of the studies in the Seminary of Rachol the Tamil language and the Moorish language and in that of Chorão, the Hindustani language, erroneously taken by the authors as separate from the Moorish. These rules were however ineffective.

The Governor, Joaquim Mourão Gareez Palha, created a Chair for the Marathi and Canarese languages. Simultaneously the Chamber of Deputies approved a project of general reform of public Instruction in Portugal, in which it was decided that in the Capital of the State of India be established at least a Training School for teachers of the primary course, a Lyceum and a Chair for the Hindustani language. This idea was immediately afterwards made use of and introduced by the Decree of 20th September, 1844, in the form of a transitional article; and to-day we see it realised in the normal school as well as the Lyceum, with the exception of the Chair for Hindustani, for the very fact that its necessity was not felt so much as that of Marathi or even Canarese.

The Deputy for India, Antonio Caetano Pacheco, in his General Plan for the public Instruction in India, which has been printed,

63. By a Circular letter dated 24th November, the Conde de Antas, 1842 (Boletim no. 53) appointed a Commission composed of the Vicar Capitolar of the Archdiocese, Antonio Joao Athaide, Ex-Secretary to the Government, and Canon Caetano Joao Peres to formulate a new Plan for the Reform of the Seminaries. On the 16th of March 1843, the Commission presented the allotted work. And it was provisionally approved and a circular of the Governor dated 17th March 1843, ordered it to be executed and published it in the Boletim No. 31 and the following numbers. But since it was opposed by a Circular dated 22nd February 1845, of the Ministerio de Marinha e Ultramar (Boletim No. 41) it remained unexecuted. This above named Circular ordered submission in everything to the Metropolitan Government with a view to consider the General Plan for the establishment of the Seminaries in Overseas Provinces ref. which by a Decree of the 30th January of the same year, a Commission was appointed the Patriarch Arch bishop Elect of Lisbon being its President. It was ineffective.

64. Circular of 8th August 1845 (Boletim No. 53).

65. Plano geral da Instrução pública nos Estados Portugueses da India, precedido de uma Exposição, en que se apresenta o quadro histórico dos Institutos do ensino que ali existiam, comparando-los com os que a eles se tem mandado substituir, e se demonstra o método, pelo qual se deve proceder a sua reforma e organisação By Antonio Caetano Pacheco. Lisbon 1848.
when dealing mainly with primary schools, is equally silent in the
matter of the mother tongue, and also about Marathi and Kanarese;
but suggests the establishment in the Capital of Goa of a Chair for
Hindustani, Tamil and Malabari, whose occupant was to be the
official translator. This plan indicates that Deputy Pacheco
walked in the footsteps of his compatriots who despised their own
mother tongue, and considered that Marathi was not necessary.
He thought that one Profesor alone would be able to teach with
proficiency both the Hindustani and Tamil languages, though there
is a great difference between the two, both in their nature and
origin.

To evaluate how far the ignorance of the mother tongue had
reached in Goa, we shall refer to an incident that occurred a few
months ago, in the National Press of the same city. A studious
person decided to publish a little book of prayers in his mother
tongue. The question was discussed regarding the price of
printing; and the compositors demanded 25 per cent more for
the work, basing themselves on the rule that this was payable if
the work to be printed was in a foreign tongue. This fact, we
believe, is unique in the whole history both of modern and ancient
languages; but it is not surprising when we learn that the editor
himself, a native, who now disputed with the press, had been
influenced, at one time, by general opinion and called the Portu-
gues language his own. 66

More weighty is the declaration made by another author, a native
of Goa, and an experienced writer, who igenuously confesses not
only the difficulty of expressing himself correctly and appropriate-
ly in Portuguese, because it was not his own language, but also
the impossibility of his writing in his own. "The public will
forgive us (these are his words) the unpolished phrases with which
we introduce the address that follows. The language which we
use, not being ours, (even though in using our own unfortunately
we would prove even more deficient) we may be excused when
our style is inelegant, unnatural and inappropriate." 67

66. Memorias, ou Trabalhos Escolasticos do mez de Maio do 1947. Nova-
Goa 1847, p 9.
67. A. P. Rodrigues, published a Electoral Speech on the 30th November
1846.
The same contempt for the mother tongue explains the reason why from time immemorial, books written in that vernacular, were not printed; why those already published have vanished and why a few which survive, as manuscripts were kept hidden by certain families, some of these being copies of those first printed.

Therefore, on our arrival in India, towards the end of the year 1858, we tried to secure the Grammars published by the Jesuits which we had reprinted, and in spite of our best efforts, we could barely discover in the whole territory of Goa two copies, one of them in a much decayed and mutilated condition.

And now at the moment when we are writing this, we find great difficulty in discovering any of these books, for many individuals hide them and even deny their possession, with the fear that they may be objects of mockery and derision and be branded as rude, if perchance they acknowledge that they possess and read these monuments of their language.

XXXI

It is now time to undo the damage caused. The time has come to restore the mother tongue to its rightful place. To you, then, oh Goan Youth, is reserved this great work, essential element of the intellectual and social regeneration of your countrymen!

The methodical culture of the mother tongue will bring you closer to the Marathi language; it will facilitate the knowledge of the Asiatic and European languages, ancient and modern, and thereby useful knowledge will be opened to your intelligence; and the treasures of the world, till now hidden from you, due to the absence of this instrument of exploration, will be opened to you.

Let fools laugh and shout from the depth of their ignorance that the language has no grammar, that it is not capable of being written and that as it is in common use now by only a few individuals, the exertion on its study is insufficiently compensated; that its varieties and dialects from province to province, even from caste to caste, make it complicated and unintelligible, and that it is so corrupted that it cannot be purified.
If, however, you feel that these ignorant critics deserve a reply, tell them that this book and all others that will follow it will prove whether the language has a grammar or not, whether it is conducive to writing or not. Do not be ashamed to imitate the example of the British nation, exerting itself to cultivate in Europe the semi-barbarous dialect of Malta, spoken scarcely by 70,000 persons⁶⁸, and in India the harsh Jataki or Baloochi, the Pushtu or Afghan⁶⁹ and other such languages. Tell them that the varieties of Konkani, from province to province or from caste to caste, are not greater than the dialects of old Greek, modern Italian, French, or German etc. And lastly its very corruption should be an incentive to you to improve it, to purge it, rather than to despise it. And if they yet persist in their outcry, do not give heed to it but move on.

Indeed, this enterprise is not easy, but it useful, it is honourable, it is glorious.

And that you may have as far as possible a light-house to guide you in the midst of darkness caused by the foolishness of some and the malice of others, we conclude by listing for you some aids to which you may have recourse.

XXXII

KONKANI LIBRARY

or

Aids for the Methodical Study of Konkani Language

The aids that may be used profitably for the study of any language are Grammars, Dictionaries, works written in the language and other critical works on the same language.

In so far as the Konkani language is concerned, while we acknowledge that the notes we are placing before the readers are far from

⁶⁸. Vide Description of Malta and Gozo. by George Percy Badger, 2nd edition Valleta 1831. According to this author the total population of the Island must have been 100 souls and of these 30 were from the city of Valletta.
⁶⁹. Vide the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society No. XII, January of 1849.
being complete, we believe, that they will be useful, and will rouse the curiosity for further research.

I GRAMMARS AND DICTIONARIES

A. JESUIT AUTHORS

(a) Father Thomas Stephens.

"Arte da Lingua Canarim" (Grammar of Canarim Language). It was enlarged by Father Diogo Ribeiro, and revised by four priests of the Society of Jesus, and printed in the College of St. Ignatius of the same Society, in the year 1640, in quarto and now reprinted by us. (1859).

For other works written by the author vide pages 225-7.

(b) Father Diogo Ribeiro.

Made additions to Father Thomas Stephens' Arte as well as the Vocabulario of which there are many copies under the title: Vocabulario da Lingua Canarim (Vocabulary of Canarim Language). This was written by the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, residing then with the Christian population of Salsete. Further additions were made thereto by Father Diogo Ribeiro of the same Society. Year 1626-MS.

There are copies of this Vocabulary both from Canarim language to Portuguese and vice versa. The Bibliotheca Lusitana says that the same "Vocabulario" received additions by Father Miguel de Almeida.

For another work of the author vide page 227.

(c) Father Antonio de Saldanha.

Vocabulario da Lingua Concanica (Vocabulary of Konkani Language)—MS.

For other works of the author vide page 228.
(d) Father Miguel de Almeida.

Made additions to the already enlarged *Vocabulario* by Father Diogo Ribeiro.

For other works of the author *vide* pages 228-9.

B. FRANCISCAN AUTHORS

(a) Father Manoel Banha.

*Vocabulario* (Vocabulary)—MS. *Vide Bibliotheca Lusitana*, where the author is erroneously said to have belonged to the Province of Madre de Deus whereas he belonged to that of St. Thomas.

(b) Father Christovão de Jesus.

*Arte Grammatical da Língua Canarina* (Grammar of Canarim Language).—MS.

(c) Father Gaspar de S. Miguel.

*Arte da Língua Canarina* (Grammar of Canarim Language 2nd)—M.S.

For other work of the author *vide* page 227.

C. VARIOUS AUTHORS

*Arte da Grammatica da Língua Brahma* (The Grammar of Bramana Language) in II Books. Very necessary work for the use of Missionaries, Preachers, Confessors, Writers, Poets, and Students in the East. Written on the island of Chorão by Simon Alz, Brahmin, Shenoy of Chorão etc. Year MDCICIV.—MS:

This Grammar contains the following:—

Vocabulary of three languages, Portuguese, Brahmana and Spanish. Necessary for the Parish priests, Missionaries, Confessors, Preachers, Writers, Poets, Scholars and Students of the East. Written in the Island of Chorão by Simon Alz, and his
father, Lourenço Alz, Shenoy Brahmins of Chorão. Year MDCICV.—MS.

It appears to be the same Vocabulary to which additions were made by Father Diogo Ribeiro. The person who tries to add to it the Spanish language, did not proceed further in his intention than the first page. The Choranenses appear to be mere copyists, both of the Grammar and the Dictionary.

(a) Fr. Francisco Xavier.

Grammatica ou Observações Grammaticaes sobre a língua de Concana (Grammar or Grammatical Observations about the Language of Konkan)—MS. The name of the author is omitted, but everything makes us believe that it is the work of Fr. Francis Xavier, Italian Carmelite, Missionary in Kanara, Archbishop of Sardes and Vicar Apostolic of Verapoly. From the work we surmise that it was written in Kanara.

To the Grammatica is attached one Diccionario da Lingua Concana (Dictionary of Konkani Language.)—MS. It is Portuguese-Konkani, with many Italian words and phrases.

(b) Francisco José Vieira.

Judge of the High Court of Goa (1809 to 1818).

Reduced to rules and grammatical precepts the native language of Goa according to the assertion of Mr. Manoel Felicissimo Louzada d’Araujo, also Judge of the same Court in his Segunda Memoria descriptiva e estatistica das Possessões Portuguezas na Asia, published in 1842, in the Annaes Maritimos e Coloniaes, page 451.

(c) D. Fr. Manoel de S. Galdino.

Archbishop of Goa (1812-1831), Franciscan of the Reformed Province of Arrabida. Was elected Bishop of Tunkim in 1801, then transferred to Macao, and consecrated on the 27th of March 1803. Arrived in his diocese on the 7th September of the same year. Was transferred to Goa as Coadjutor ‘jure successionis’ to the Archbishop D. Fr. Manoel de S. Catharine, in the year 1805;
and on the death of the same, in February 1812, took charge as Archbishop and Primate, and governed till the 15th of June, 1831, when he died. He is buried in the Sanctuary of the Cathedral.

He took pains to learn the language, and is said to have preached in the vernacular. There is a vague tradition that he wrote *Grammatica*, but no one seems to have seen it, or has referred to it. It is likely that he had a copy of the Grammar written by the Jesuits, which we have just (1858) reprinted, or some other copy, which gave rise to the report that he wrote a Grammar.

II OTHER WORKS IN THE LANGUAGE.

A. JESUIT AUTHORS

(a) Father Thomas Stephens.

The *Bibliotheca Lusitana* clearly but erroneously calls him Esteves. He lived towards the end of the 16th century and the beginning of the 17th. The title of his Puranna says that he was an Englishman and in his book *Oriente Conquistado* (Vol. I.). Fr. Francisco de Souza mentions that he was from London.

Besides his Grammar to which we have referred, he wrote:

*Doctrina Christã em Língua Bramana-Canarim* (Christian Doctrine in Bramana-canarim Language) in the form of a dialogue to teach children, Rachol, 8°.

According to the author of *Oriente Conquistado*, this work was the *Cartilha* by Father Marcos Jorge, popularly known by the name of the one who amended it, Padre Mestre Ignacio Martins.

*Discurso sobre a vinda de Jesu Christo Nosso Salvador ao mundo* (Discourse on the coming of Jesus Christ the Saviour of the world), divided in two treatises, by Father Thomas Stephens, Englishman, of the Society of Jesus. The first Treatise speaks of the creation of the world, and many notable things God performed during the times of the Patriarchs and Prophets; wherein are recorded the promises and prophecies about the coming of the Saviour.
The second Treatise concerns the life of Our Lord, how He came into the world and fulfilled the prophecies written about His coming.

The Bibliotheca Lusitana seems to be ignorant of this work. The work went through three impressions, and yet we were unfortunate not to see any printed edition, but only manuscripts, beautifully written, imitating the round and ornamental lettering of what were possibly illustrations found in the printed books.

This work was first printed at Rachol, at the College of All Saints of the Society of Jesus, in the year 1616 and bears the imprimitur of the Inquisition and of the Ordinary of the place. The second impression was done in the year 1649, though started in 1646. From the permits granted for the first edition, it is clear that the work was first written in Portuguese and it was translated into Bramana language. Persons responsible for granting these permits were: Paulo Mascarenhas, Francisco Borges de Souza, João Fernandes Almeida, D. Fr. Cristovão, Archbishop Primate, an Francis Vieira. Persons responsible for granting permission for the second printing of the work are: Antonio de Faria e Machado, João de Barros de Castelbranco, Archbishop Primate, Fr. Gaspar de S. Miguel, Domingos Rebello Lobo and Frei Manoel Baptista, Vicar of Colvalé, censor deputatus.

The third edition was printed in Goa in the year 1654, with the permission of the Inquisition and the Ordinary of the place. It was printed in the new College of St. Paul. Here again persons responsible for this permit are: Frei Lucas de Cruz, Paulo Castelino de Freitas; the censor deputatus being again the Frei Manoel Baptista, this time Vicar of Revorá. From these permits it is clear, that this work was known as Puranna from the second edition of 1849.

Father Stephens dedicated this work to the Archbishop, D. Frei Cristovão de Lisboa, Primate of India, with an introduction both in Portuguese and Bramana languages.

The Introduction is followed by a Poem supposed to have been written by Frei Gaspar de S. Miguel of the Order of St. Francis in laudem auctoris:
Sadhu chaturagu Padri  The holy and wise Priest
Hea purannacha adicary  Author of this Puranna,
Thomas Esteuão cavitu  Is Thomas Stephens, the
Srunghari  well known
Miruula changu.  ornament of Poetry.

The same copies bring the following declaration made after Canto 44.

Passion of Christ Our Redeemer, composed by Father Thomas Stephens of the Society of Jesus, and additions made by Pascoal Gomes da Faría, priest of the Order and habit of the Prince of the Apostle S. Peter, native of Batim, parish of Our Lady of Guadalupe, of the Island of Goa of a few hymns at the end of the book. Year 1772.

(b) Father Diogó Ribeiro

Native of Lisbon, and not of Thomar as is stated in the Bibliotheca Societatis. Page 173... He was admitted in the Society in the year 1580 in Goa, when he was 20 years of age. Died in the College at Rachol, on the 18th of June, 1683.

Explicação (Declaração) da Doutrina Christã (A statement of Christian Doctrine) gathered from Cardinal Bellarmine and other authors. College of Rachol, 1632. 4º.

The Bibliotheca Lusitana states that he had translated and enlarged to many books in the Konkani language, but excepting this work the names of the translations are not mentioned.

(c) Father Antonio de Saldanha

Was born at the Military Quarters, Mazagon, Africa, of a Portuguese father and an Italian mother. Came to India to join the army, when 16 years of age, and in Goa entered the Society of Jesus, in the year 1615. Appointed to the Mission of Salsete, he learnt the Konkani language so well that he could speak with great facility. Died in the College of Rachol on the 15th December, 1663.
Tratado dos Milagres (Treatise of Miracles) God performed both during the life as well after the death of glorious St. Anthony translated and composed in the language of the place for the better understanding of the people. In the College of Rachol, 1655. 4°.

Rosas e bonitas delectosas (Delightful roses and daisies) from the delicious garden of Mary and her Rosary, translated and composed with suitable reflections for the good of souls. Rachol, 4°. No year of impression.

Fructo da arvore da vida (Fruit of the tree of life) wholesome to soul and body, illustrated with various moral lessons for the good of the souls and honour of Our Lord Jesus Christ, Rachol, 4°. No year of impression.

Beneficios insignes dos Anjos Custodios (Notable benefits through the Guardian Angels)-MS.

Baculo Pastoral (Pastoral staff) for the administration of Sacraments and other Parochial obligations. fol.-MS.

(d) Father Miguel D'Almeida

Native of Villa de Gouveia, in the Province of Beira. Entered the Society of Jesus in Goa on the 12th of September 1624, aged 16 years. He had made the profession of all the four vows. Rector of the College of St. Paul at Goa, and afterwards Provincial. Died in the College of Rachol on the 17th September 1683.

Jardim dos Pastores (Garden of the Shepherds) or Feasts of the Year in Bramana language. Doctrinal book, Goa, in the year 1658. College of the Society. 8° Contains sermons and homilies.

Philip Neri Pires in his Marathi Grammar speaks of this work, vide Preface XIII; and on page 105 quotes a few passages. According to Mr. Pires this work is almost 300 years old, whereas as is clear from its date, it is no more than 200 years old.
Cinco Praticus (Five Sermons) on the words: Exurgens Maria, Goa in the same College.

Sermões de Santos (Sermons on the Saints) and for Lent. 2 Vol. 4°-MS.

(e) Fathers João de Pedrosa

Native of Coimbrão in the Diocese of Leiria, son of João Fernandes and Antonio Pedrosa...He entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus at Coimbra on the 26th February 1632, then 16 years of age. He spent many years in the Mission of Salsete, and was Rector of Rachol. Died at Goa on the 10th of May 1672.

Soliloquios divinos (Divine Soliloquies). Work of Father Bernardino de Vilhegas of the Society of Jesus, Professor of Theology in the College of St. Stephen of Murcia of the Society of Jesus, and “Calificador” of the Holy Office. Translated into Bramana language by Father Pedrosa of the same Society. Missionary in Salsete, Province of Goa. Printed in the College (new) of St. Paul 1660. 128 pages, 4°

There is a copy of this book found in the Bibliotheca Publica of Nova Goa. This work is divided into soliloquies and these in Chapters with an index at the beginning in Portuguese and at the end in the Bramana language.

The Bibliotheca Lusitana does not state whether another work of the author entitled Instrução para a Confissão Sacramental, which he was unable to publish, probably because of his death, was also written in the Bramana language.

(f) Father Theotonio Joseph.


The Compendium consists of three chapters: the first contains prayers and elements of Christian Doctrine. The second explains
the name, obligation, and the sign of a Catholic, the theological virtues, and the grace of God. The third (chiefly an abridgement taken from an Instruction composed by Father Joseph Pereira of the Society of Jesus) explains the principal mysteries of the Faith of Christ, the necessary dispositions for confession, and Sacramental Communion.

The second and third chapters are in Portuguese.

B. FRANCISCAN AUTHORS

(a) Father Amador de Santana.

_Flos sanctorum_

In his book _Vergel de Plantas e Flores_ Father Jacinto de Deos says that this translation has been done with elegance proper to the mother tongue of the people of the East.

(b) Father Domingos de S. Bernadino.

Native of India. Was Commissary of the Holy Office. He wrote: _Exposição do Credo._ (The creed Explained)—MS.

(c) Father Gaspar de S. Miguel.

Lived in the middle of the 17th century. According to the _Bibliotheca Lusitana_, he wrote and dedicated to King Philip IV the following works:

_Das Estações_ (On Instructions) the Parish Priests should impart to their flock on the mysteries of our Holy Faith, and explaining the seven Sacraments and God's Commandments.

_Sermões do tempo e dos Santos_ (Sermons on the Seasons of the Year and on Saints) 4 Vol.

_Buculo Pastoral_ (Pastoral Staff),

_Symbolo da Fé_ (Symbol of Faith) of Ven. Fr. Luiz de Granada.
Symbolo do Cardenal Bellarmino (Symbol of Cardinal Bellarmine).


Paixão de Cristo (Passion of Christ) containing three thousand verses.

Explicação de Credo (Explanation of Creed), Life of the Apostles, with various documents and refutation of idolatry, rites, and heathen superstitions.

Das miserias humanas (On human miseries), gravity of sin, four last ends, and the Benefits of God.

These two last mentioned works, according to the Bibliotheca Lisitana consist of six thousand verses, and go under the title of viveqhomalla which means Declaration of Faith, with a very learned treatise confuting deceits, and information regarding idols.

Father Jacinto de Deos too speaks about this author in his book Vergel de Plantas e Flores on page 10.

Poesia (Poem) in praise of Father Thomas Stephens. Was published along with his Puranna.

(d) Fr. João de S. Mathias.

Native of Lisbon. Became the 8th Provincial of the Province of St. Thomas.

Symbolo da Fé (Symbol of Faith) composed by Cardinal Bellarmine. This translation consists of two thousand verses, to be sung with ease and to be studied by heart: This is an observation of the Bibliotheca Lusitana.

Vida de Christo (Life of Christ) written in Bramana language called Puranna.

Bibliotheca Lusitana erroneously calls it Puritana.
(e) Fr. Manoel Baptista.

The Bibliotheca Lusitana says that he belonged to the Province of Madre de Deos, whilst he actually belonged to that of St. Thomas. Was Rector of Colvale, and Revará in Bardes and lived in 1654, as can be seen from the Permits and licences granted for the publication of the Puranna of Father Thomas Stephens. Wrote: Catecismo (Catechism). 4°-MS.

(f) Fr. Manoel de Lado.

Was Provincial in 1661 and 1662. Wrote: Catecismo (Catechism) 4°—MS.

C. Various Authors.

Under this heading we would like to place the printed copy of a book extant in the Bibliotheca Publica of Pangim. The name of the author we are unable to discover since its first as well the last pages are missing. Actually the book starts with page 25. We have also seen a much more mutilated manuscript of the same. From the type and printing work, it appears to have been printed at the Press of the Jesuits in Goa, towards the middle of the 17th century. Until we definitely know who the author is we shall call the book: Puranna da Bibliotheca. 70

Father Francisco Vaz.

Native of Guimarães.

Declaração (Exposition) freshly made of the most Dolorous Death and Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. Written by a devout priest called Francisco Vaz de Guimarães. Lisbon, with permission of the Real Mesa, and in the press of Domingos Carneiro. Year 1659.


This work is a bibliographical enigma. The Bibliotheca Lusitana of Abbot Barbosa Machado says the following: "Francisco

70. Reference has been made to this book on page 18: Discourses on the Life of the Apostle St. Peter, 1629-35, by Fr. Etienne de la Croix.
Vaz, native of Guimarães, a pious and devout priest, published this book: *Obra da mui dolorosa morte e paixão de N. S. Jesu Christo, conforme a escrevem os quatro Santos Evangelistas...* Evora, Manoel de Lira, 1593. 4°; Braga Fructuoso de Basto, 1613. 4°; Evora. Francisco Simões; Lisbon. Antonio Alvares, 1617 and 1639, 4°; Lisbon. Domingos Carneiro, 1659, 4°. Has also written other poetic works, divine and secular.

The very rare Catalogue of books of the Royal Academy of Science, Lisbon, gives the title of the work as "*Obra da muito dolorosa Morte e Paixão de N. S. Jesu Christo, conforme o que escrevem os quatro Santos Evangelistas.*" Evora, Manoel de Lira, 1593. 4°, and declares that it is in verse. Both these sources indicate that the first work was published at Evora. Further editions were printed, the last being in Lisbon, in the year 1659. In this very year the Konkani edition was published and in the same press. The *Bibliotheca Lusitana* makes no reference to this Konkani edition but we know it from Rev. Murray Mitchell who speaks of it in his paper (the *Journal of the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Society*) as well as from the new edition, printed in Bombay, in 1845.

The *Bibliotheca* says nothing about the life of the author nor have we any clue from other sources. But if we take into consideration the fact that from the first edition in 1593 in Portuguese to the last published in Lisbon in the year 1659, both in Portuguese and Konkani, we see that from the first copy to this edition a period of 66 years had already elapsed. Hence we may very truly believe that the author never came to India nor knew Konkani, and the work in Konkani must have been a translation by some Missionary. This work must have been held in great esteem from the fact that it ran into so many editions within a short period.

Probably the original and printed editions must have been exhausted at the time of the one that was printed in Bombay. From Rev. Mitchell we know that the printing was done from manuscript. This work he says is largely appreciated by the Catholics who speak Marathi (Konkani) and is generally known as *Puranna.*

71.* It seems that this *Puranna* was published for the first time in Bombay in 1845 and that there were several subsequent editions.
It is a poetical work, that is, written in verse, somewhat imitative of the ovi metre of the Marathi poets. The whole is composed of 36 Cantthas, accompanied with a Portuguese title Capítulo. These 36 Chapters or Songs contain a total of 16,000 verses, thus in its length exceeding the most celebrated epic poems of Europe.

The work is written in Roman characters...and it starts with the following title in prose:

Cauttha Paily Caixy Virge Maria Saibina sambauly Santa Annache udrim chocata Adaâche papavinchun, Paramessorache curpexim.

The poem begins thus:-

Christaovando aica tumim,
Eque ehitim canttha Saibinimchy
Caixy sambauly Santa Annache udrim
Parmessorache curpexim.

(1) Poem about the Passion of Christ.—MS.
(2) Other Poem about the Passion of Christ.—MS.72
(3) Another Poem about the Passion of Christ.—MS.

Father Manoel Jaques de Noronha

Poesia sobre a Paixão de Christo (Poem about the Passion of Christ) written by Father Manoel Jaques de Noronha, native of Sancoale, resident in Azossim, of the parish of S. Matheus of the Island of Goa...MS.73

Exposição do Gentilismo da Asia (Discourse on Paganism of Asia).—MS. The title of this fragment is unknown to us and we give to it the above title. It is a fragment and probably forming part of one of the codices of the 17th century. The first and a good number of pages are missing. It goes from pages 124 to 142. The titles of the chapters are in Portuguese and the fragment starts from chapter 118. Practicas e Sermões (Homilies and Sermons).

72. A Devnâgari transliteration of this poem is published by professor A. K. Prolkhar, with an introduction and notes in English. (The Journal of the University of Bombay, vol. IX, part 2, September 1940.

73. A Devnâgari transliteration of this poem with notes is being published in the Marāthī Samādhanā Patrikā, Bombay (April 1958).
We have seen in the Bibliotheca Publica of Pangim a printed book, 74 270 pages in 4⁰, containing Sermons and instructions for the Feasts of the Year; but are unable to find the title and the author as the first page of the book is missing. From its type it appears to have been printed in Goa. It comprises material from the feast of Christmas to the feast of St. Bartholomeu. And it starts thus:

Suamiya Jesu Christachea zolmacy sicononno: which means instruction regarding the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ. Confissionario em lingua Brasemana, or Dialogue between the Confessor and the Penitent according to the Commandments of the Law of God and the Church, the state and profession of each person, and their duties, exhortations and remedies &c.

Chorão. Written by Lourenço Alz, Simão Alz, Father and Son, Brahmins, Shenoy of Chorão. Year 1696...MS.

Questionnaire for Confession in the language of the country.
Short questionnaire for Confession in the common tongue.
Short and more succinct Questionaire for Confession.

Compendium of Christian Doctrine in Portuguese and Goan language.

This book is advertised in the catalogue of Books printed in Bombay at his cost by Manoel da Cruz in 1820.


74.* This seems to be the above mentioned book: Jardim dos Pastores by Fr. Minguel da Almeida, 1658 (see pages 21-229).
Father Pascoal Gomes de Faria.

A native cleric of Goa.

Enlarged the treatise on the Passion by Father Thomas Stephens.

Father Pascoal Dias.

A native cleric from Carmona, Salsete, translated into the vernacular the Preparação da Oração Mental. Also translated into the vernacular the Stabat Mater with various prayers, all in verse.

This is a booklet of 32 pages and printed in Goa in the Imprensa Nacional in the year 1855. It was edited by Miguel Vicente d'Abreu, Secretary to the Government.

Novas Meditações (New Meditations) in the language of Goa (Konkani) to be used during the Way of the Cross. Pangim. In the National Press, 1856, 32 pages, 12°.


By the same editor. The Preparation for Mental Prayer was the one approved by the Pastoral of Archbishop D. Fr. Manoel de S. Galdino, of the 26th October 1813, and translated into Konkani by Father Pascoal Dias, native of Carmona.

III......Critical Works

Of this kind we have found only one to which we made reference, namely, "Marathi Works composed by the Portuguese," by Rev. J. Murray Mitchell.
Part III

Extracts from Books
Printed in Goa
In the 17th Century
## Contents

(Extracts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS STEPHENS, S.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Discourse on the Coming of the Christ to the World, 1616:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Introduction, (b) The Poet's invocation, (c) Praises of the Marathi language in which the poet proposes to write, (d) What led the poet to write the Puranna, (e) How Jesus calms the sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Doutrina Christam, 1622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIOGO RIBEIRO, S.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A statement of the Christian Doctrine, 1632:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Introduction, (b) The first chapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIENNE DE LA CROIX, S.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourses on the Life of the Apostle St. Peter, 1629-35:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Introduction, (b) The poet's invocation, (c) Christ blesses St. Peter, (d) The poet reviles Vishnu, the Hindu God.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTONIO DA SALDANHA S. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life of St. Anthony of Padua, 1655:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Confession of a sinner (in the spoken language), (b) Confession of a sinner (in the literary language).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIGUEL DE ALMEIDA, S.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden of Shepherds, 1658:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Sermon on our Lady of Pilar, (b) Sermon on the Apostle St. Peter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOÃO DE PEDROSA, S. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divine Soliloquies 1660:—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soliloquy (Vecagra bolannem) L.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I

THOMAS STEPHENS, S.J.
(1549-1619)

1. Discourse on the Coming of the Christ to the World, 1616
(See pages 17, 225)

(a) Introduction

Bhauarthiya baraueya Christauano, hea Purannantu Suamia
Jesu Christa Taracachy Catha lihily ahe, to caissa manuxu hounu
saussari ala; anny cauanna cariyass a ala tea yennecha vinecu
quela. He catheche dona bhaga athana doni Purannê quelê
hati, Pailea Purannantu saussara rache ne tthaî arambhu
carunu, udanddy utamy caranniya Deua Suamiyana apula
yecuchy Putru saussari patthauanneche adi queliya tea cara-
niyananchy venusta niropitô. Dussarea Purannantu Jesu Taracache
yennê sangum, to manuxu hounu zalma tâua veri va suarga-
priamessu cari pariyenta teyachy yecatry catha quely ahe, tiye
cathe varaunu samastanssi sateuanta Paramesuara va teyachea
yecachi Putra Jesu Christachy vollaqhi houauyea, zey Jesu
vanchonu aniyeya nâna zeache varaunu pranniyassu mucti zodde
aissê suarga qhalutê namelle.

Hê sarna Maratthiye bhassena lihilê ahe. Hea dessinchea
bhassa bhitura hy bhassa Paramesuarachea vastu niropinssi
yogue aissy dissali mhananaunu, panna sudha Maratthy madhima
locassi nacalle deqhunu, hea purannacha phallu bahutâ zanansi
suphallu hounssi, cae quelê, magulea cauesuaranchi bahutequê
auaghaddê utarê sanddunu sampucheyâ cauesuaranchiye ritu
pramannê aniyeyquê sompi Bramhannanche bhassechi utarê
tthaî tthaî missarita carunu cuitua sompe quelê; ya pary
Paramesuarache crupestâua udandda locachê arata purna hoila,
anny ze cauanna ye cade vellâ puruilea cuituancha srongaru va
baraui bhassa adecapi atthaulataty te hê cuitua vachunu santossu
manity anny phaue to phallu bhoguivity; cá magulea cuituancha
sthani aniyeya cuitua dentô teyâ hounu phallasta suphalla.
THOMAS STEPHENS, S.J.  
(1549-1619)

1. Discourse on the Coming of the Christ to the World, 1616  
(See pages 17, 225)

(a) Introduction

भावानिया वर्णेया कृतावामे, हेतु पुराणान्तु स्वामिया जेत्र फित्ता तारकामि कथा लिहिति आहे, तो कैसा मनुष्य होनु मंसारी आला; आणि कवणा करियानि आला तेरा वेष्याचा विवेकु केला. हे कथेये दोन भाग अभवा दोनि पुराण केलि हाति. पैलेया पुराणान्तु मंसार रचने ठाये आरु कहन, उदाहरून उत्तरी करिणया देवा स्वामियान आपूर्णा वेकुचिव पुनु मंसारी पाठवणाचे आती केलिया तेरा करिणांची वेकस्ता निरोपितो. दुसरे पुराणान्तु जेत्र तारकामि वेण साधुन, तो मनुष्य होनु जैलमा तंबे बेरि वा स्वर्गारुवं फळते परिवेंद्र तैयाची वेक्षण कथा केलि आहे, तिये कथे बरुनु समस्तासि सर्वप्रथम परमेश्वरा वा तेराच्या वेकाचिव पुना जेत्र फित्तामि बोद्धधि होन्हाविया, जेर जेत्र बांवानु आणियेंक नाव व्यूनि वरुनु आणियासि मुंतत जोळं ऐसे स्वमां सल्लित नमेंडे.

हे सर्व लांबाचे भासन लिहिले आहे; हेर देशीच्या भासं भितर ही भास परमेश्वरच्या वरुनु निरोपिते योग ऐस्य दिशिले भृन्दलु, पण सुष मराठी मातरावा लोकासि नकंदे देशुनु, हेतु पुराणाचा फळू बहुतां जनांत गुणपूर इतिहास, काटे, मानिच्या कवित्तांता बहुतांचे अवलोके उतरे सांगऱु, सांपुच्छे कवित्तांचे रितु प्रमाणें आणियेंक सोप ब्राह्मणांचे भासन उतरे ठाई ठाई मिसरित कहे कवित भरती केले; या दरी परमेश्वराचे कृत्यावर उद्द लोकांचे आरत पुने होइल आणि जे कवण वेकाचे वेळा पुलिल्ला कवित्तांचा सुंग्रह वा वर्णी भास अधारी आतावताती ते हे कवित वागून संगीतु मानिता आणि फाते ते फळू भोगती; को मानिच्या कवित्तांच्या स्वानी आणियेंक कवित देतां तेरां होनु फळत्य सुरूऱ.
(b) The Poet's invocation

Vo namo visubharita
Deua Bapa sarua samaratha
Paramesuara satenuanta
Suarga prathumichea rachannara

Tū ridhy sidhieha dataru
Crupanidhy earunnacaru
Tū sarua suqhacha sagharu
Adi antu natodde

Tū paramanandu sarua suarupu
Visuaneapacu gneana dipu
Tū sarua gunni nirlepu
Nirmallu niruicaru suamiya

Tū adrusttu tū auectu
Sama dayallu sarua praptu
Sarua gneanu sarua nituautu
Yecuchi Deuo tū

Tū saqheata Paramesuaru
Anadassidhu aparamparu
Adi anadi auinassu amaru
Tuzē stauna triloqiū

Suargu srustti tuuahella matre
Quela chandru suryu naqhetre
Tuzeni yeque sabdē pauitrē
Quely sarua rachana

Tū anny tuza yecuchi sutu
Anny Spiritu Sanctu
Tegai zanna yecuchi satenuantu
Deuo zannana

Teya tuzeya dayalla cumara
Crupanidhy amruta sagbara
Suarga srusticiea suastacarā
Namana mazē
(b) The Poet’s invocation

वो नमो विस्वमरिता
देवा बाणा सर्व समरथा
परमेश्वरा सत्यवंता
स्वगृ प्रशुचित्रा रचणारा

२

तू रिहो निषिद्धा वाताह
कुवानिधी करणाकर
tू सर्व सुखाचा सापह
आदि अंतु नातोडे

३

तू परमानंदु सर्व स्वशु
विस्वव्यापकु स्मान दिपु
तू सर्व गुणी नितिपु
निम्नशृ निविकाह स्वामिया

४

तू अवृक्ता तू अवयक्तु
सम दयारु सर्व प्राप्तु
सर्व स्मान सर्व नितिबंधु
युक्ति देवो तू

५

तू साक्यात् परमेश्वर
अनाविन्दु अपरापर
आदि अनादि अविनाशु अमर
tुजें स्तवन निलोकीं

६

स्वगृ खुशिं तुवां हेळा मार्गे
केला चिदं सुयुं निक्ष्यत
tुजेनं वेक सब्र पवित्रने
केली सर्वे रचना

७

तू आणि तुजा येकुचि सुतु
आणी स्पर्शिता सांतु
tेगां जण येकुचि सत्यबंधु
देवी जाणावा

८

तेया तुजेया दयाला कुमरा
कुवानिधी अखुत सापरा
स्वगृ खुशियेता स्वस्तकरा
नमन मार्गे
Namo visuachiye dipty
Namo vaicunttha sabheche cnyt
Deua Bapachā daqhinna hasti
Sihassanna tuzē

Zari tū amā manî righbaua carissy
Tari agneana pattalla pheddissy
Amruta sariqhy ghoddiua dauissy
Premabharita caroni

(c) Praises of the Marathi language in which the poet proposes to write

Parama xastra zaguī praghattaueya
Bahutā zanā phalla sidhy bouaueya
Bhassa bandoni Maratthiya
Catha nirophy

Zaissy harallā mazi ratnaquilla
Qui ratnā mazi hira nilla
Taissy bhassā mazi choqhalla
Bhassa Maratthy

Zaissy puspā mazi puspa mogery
Qui parimalā mazi easturi
Taissy bhassā mazi saziy
Maratthiya

Paqhiā madhē maioru
Vruqiā madhē calpataru
Bhassā madhē manu thoru
Maratthiyessi

Tarā madhē bara rassy
Sapta varā mazi rany sassy
Yā dipicheā bhassā madhē taissy
Boly Maratthiya
(c) Praises of the Marathi language in which the poet proposes to write

1. परम शास्त्र जगी प्रशष्टाविषया
   बहुतां जनां पल्ला सिंधी होवाविषया
   भाषा बांटोळन मराठिवाय
   कथा निरोगिली

2. जैसी हर्जो माजी रत्नकल्वा
   कि रल्यं माजी हिरा निळ्ळा
   तैसी भाषा माजी चोखावाला
   भाषा मराठी

3. जैसी पुस्तां माजी पुस्त मोगरी
   कि परिमुखां माजी कसुरी
   तैसी भाषा माजी माजीरी
   मराठिवाय

4. पोलबां मध्य मयोह
   बुलबां मध्य कलपतह
   भाषा मध्य मानु भोळ
   मराठिवेंसि

5. तारां मध्य बारा राजी
   सप्त बारां माजी रत्नी समी
   यों दिपिव्यां भाषा मध्य तैसी
   बोली मराठिवाय
What led the poet to write the Puranna

Sassatty dessë yeqe Deuamandhirë
Astamanë aditeuari
Christauanche cumara ritu sary
Doutriny baissale

Padry phudda ballaquë baissaty
Sussarâ sabdë doutrina ucharity
Gaghanë paddasabda utthity
Pauity sumrutiche

Doutrinicha vellu sarala
Tâua yecu bramhanu patala
Padry gurussi bolata zahala
Namascaru carunu

Mhanne tumanchehi darussannë
Dhane zahalë dddolleyë parannë
Panna seucathë anugnea dennë
Prusttnu asse yecu

Tathastu mhanne Padry guru
Tâua cae bolila yeru
Puranna charchecha vicharu
Manddila tennë

Zi zi by doutrini baraury niquy
Caauissey pattha hiye loqui
Deaueyya parama vollaqhy
Paramesuarchy

Caissë teyathë baraue maguize
Anny caissë sacha manize
Baraueca caranniyanë vartize
Cauanne pary

Ya tini vastu ziya hati
Tea guru tumi sicauity
Ya passoni pranniya mucti
Zoddaila sate
(d) What led the poet to write the Puranna

सास्ती देसी येके देवमंचीरी
अस्तमानी आदित्यचारी
f्रितावचे कुमार रितु सरी
दीनिनी बैसले

पादी पुड़ा बाढ़के बैसती
सुःशरा सबी दीनिन उवारिती
गधानी पड़सब्ब उठिी
पवित्री सुभूतिचे

दीनिनिचा बेदु सरला
तव बेदु ब्राम्हणु पातला
pादी गुळस बोल्ता जाहाला
नमस्कार कहनु

म्हणे तुमचेरी दस्यन
बत्ते जाहोळे बोलतों पारणे
पण सेवकांनी अनुग्धा देणे
प्रस्तुत अते बेकु

तवास्तु म्हणे पादी गुरु
तव काए बोलिला येहे
pुराण बरची विचार
माहिला तेंये

जि जि ही दीनिन बरवी निकी
करिसारी पाद हिये लोकी
बाब्बया परम बोल्ली
परमेश्वराची

कैसे तेवाये बरवे मागजे
आणि कैसे साव मागजे
बरवेंचे करणियांनी बौलिजे
करणे परी

या तिनच बस्तु जिया हाॅति
लेजा गुरु तुम्ही सीक्षिती
या पाठवॉन सागणिया मुक्त
बोल्ल सय
Panna he doutriny vanchoni ana
Cahi yeca agallə xatra puranna
Zari amā caramite patthanna
Tari hontë changa

Manuxe dehachy pracruti
Guru tumī tari zannaty
Nauiya vastu chintity
Vello vellă

Ghari athaua bhalatea ttaya
Changu vellu cramaueya
Nana pretna guiaassuniyă
Pahanty nite

Yē yetuquē naghadde tari
Upae sodity anniyque peri
Tea passoni yequeca zuuhlary
Qhellaty qhellu

Melloniyă daha atta
Yecamecă carity chacatta
Anniyecca zanty hatta
Hinndaueya

Aisse ayideche sangaty
Anequē carmē acharaty
Ya passoni vissaraty
Bhactipanthu

Hē niuaraneya caranně
Phringuiyančă dessī hati puranně
Tī vachoniyă tethila zanu
Cramauity vellu

Vachoni manī ghenty ulassu
Nite seuity catha rassu
Panna te dessiche bhassessi abheassu
Nahī amā
पण हे दीर्घ अन काही मेक अग्राश्र शास्त्र पुराण जर आम्ही करतीत पाठण तर होते चांग ।

मनुष्य देहाची प्रकृति
गुह तुम्ही तर जाणती
निर्मोक्ष वस्तु चितती
केळो बेळां ।

घरी अयोधी भलेवा ठाया
चांगू, बेळू कमावेया
नाना प्रेत निवासनीयां
पाहती नित्य ।

यें मेतकें नष्ठें तर
उपाय संदिग्ध अणिवेके पारी
तेजा पासोन येके जुंहारी
खेळी बेळू ।

मेंतोनियां बाहा आत
येकेमें करती चकाट
अणिवेक जांती हाता
हिरावेया ।

ऐसे अथवे संगती
अंकें कम आधरती
या पासोन तिराती
भक्तिपूरु ।

हे निवरावेया कारण
फिनावां देसी हाति पुराणे
ती वानियां तेथल जनू
कमावीती बेळू ।

वानियं मनीं वेळी उलामु
नित्य मेंती कथा रसु
पण ते वेषेचे भासूसि अभ्यामु
नाही आमां ।
Zaisse tea tea dipuatai
Dessaparich purannhe hati
Taissi pustaquc ca namellaty
Amanchha dessi

Ha motta abhiprauo zi mahanne
Tumi tari varili maguil purannhe
Tari pratipustaquc ama carunnhe
Caisi nacarity tumii

Ya passoniyi zi atii
Gentiyanchea puranna catha
Nauca Christauanchea chita
Athauaty deqha

Zari Maratthiyte bhassechii cahi
Xastra purannhe honti ama tthai
Tari locacha manorathu paeni
Purna honta

Taula tea Christauanchea bola
Padri guru ulassala
Mahanne tii bhala te bhala
Prusttuno quelassis chango

Santossalii tuziye maty
Ze vicharilii maza praty
Tre aicapii yecc chiti
Sangaina ze

Pringuiyanche bolannhe auadhari
Te upama denty caunnhe pary
Mahannaty yeque dinassii Romanagar
Ubhauly nahi

Ze amii quelii nahi azoni veri
Tre Deo sidhy neila phuddari
Bhaectii sruteya ziiichy uri
Puraula suamy
हां मोटा अभिप्रावो जिस महणे
तुम्ही कधी वारीली मालिकी पुराणे
तर मथुरमाको आमा कारणे
कैसौ नकरली तुम्ही

या पायोबतूमियां जि आतां
जिंकतिवांगावा पुराण कथा
मनेजा ज्ञिंकतिवांगावा चिता
आठबाटी देला

जर मराठि भासरी काहीं
शास्त्र पुराणे होती आमा ठाई
तर लोकाने मनोरघु पै
पुनें होतं

तव लेजा ज्ञिंकतिवांगावा बोला
पांडे गुरु उलाला
महणे तू भला रे भला
पुस्तनु केलासी चागु

संतोला तवजिये मली
जे विचारिंगे भज प्रती
ते आइको येक खली
संगीन जे

जिंकियांचं बोलणे अवधारीं
ते उपमा बंती कवणे परी
महणी एके दिवसीं रोमनगरि
उभवली नाहीं

जे आमी केले नाहीं भजोनि बेरि
ते देवो विषी नेहल फुडारीं
भक्तां सतेयं जिविची उरि
पुरविच स्वामी
(b) How Jesus calms the sea

Atā aica srute sacalla
Ze sangaina apurua nauala
Caissa pauanu anny sendhuzalla
Sthirauliś suamiyē 1

Maga cawanneque auasuarī
Locassi patthauni gharī
Jesu baissala taruua vari
Sixe adī caroni 2

Niropu didhala earnadhara
Tarū cadda re pailea tira
Anniyequē taruue saghara
Hontī teya sauē 3

Aissa cramautī sagharu
Astu zahala dinancaru
Maga pouddala Saluadoru
Apulā tthai 4

Yetuquee acassa callē zahalē
Abhrapattaliś veddilē
Cheary megha varussale
Samudra antu 5

Uchamballalē sendhuzalla
Laharē utthili qhallaballā
Paruatā sariquē pallā
Vaddoni yenty 6

Tāua pariuannī ze baissale honte
Acantu vartala teyantē
Bobattu zahale carite
Maha thoru 7

Choū caddā bharē pauanu
Tennē zhaddazhaddā vazaty carna
Zannō naye vachana
Yecamecanchē 8
(c) How Jesus calms the sea

अतं आइका शुदी सकर्ष
जं सांगैन अपैं नवल
कैसा पवनु आणी संघुजठ
सिराचिले स्वामिमयं 1

मग कपणेके अबकरीं
लोकासि पाईनि घरीं
जेजु बैसला ताहवा वरि
सिव सेरी करौनि 2

निरौपु दिचला काकवरा
ताहूं काडा रे पैलैभा तिरा
आणियेके ताहें साघरा
होतीं तेया सवे 3

ऐसा कमबितां सापर्
अस्तु जाहाळा दिनकरः
मग पोहडळा सायवादोर
आपुलं टाई 4

नेतुकेंद्र आाकास कालं जाहाळे
अमापटुँ वेदिले
क्यारी मेच वरसले
समूहा आंतु 5

उचवलले संघुजठ
लाहारें उठलीं साहवाळा
पवेतां सारिनीं पाळं
बाहोनि वंती 6

तंत परिवाणीं जे बैसले होति
आफातु वरला तेयांयं
बोबाटु जाहाळे कारिते
माहा बोर 7

चौँ क्वां मरे पवनु
तेनं शदझा हाजिली करं
जाणं नये वरने
पेरेकराणे 8
Sagharī andharu dattala
Gaghanī garzharu utthila
Vizu zhempaṅ ō lagala
Acassamanddallī

Yentaye vauttally veapunu
Siddē phattalī caualunu
Pallā uddaty chumbunu
Tarangannathē

Qhinna tarū pallā varutē chadde
Qhinna pallā mazi padde
Pahantā nadisse phudde
Udady mazi

Laharē vole moddale
Pariuanna bannī paddalē
Pannī bhituri bharalē
Siqharē zaissī

Sixe dhinara anny bhaddecary
Teyā bheuo utthila ziuharī
Marannacallu drustty samori
Deqhate zahale

Te vellā suncannua sarissa
Jesu nizala carunu ussassa
Teya zagaṅ ale sixe
Callauulluni

Mhannaty zi zi guru natha
Amī zantō maraupantha
Tū cā nizelā nischinta
Raqhāī raqhāī datara

Pahepā paddalē vollasa
Tunttaly ziuituachy assa
Atā nahi bharauanssa
Ziuituacha amā
साप्तरी अंधास धात्या
गपनी गडास उठिला
बिजु शापाज लागला
आकासमंदीः

यंतये बाउठी व्यापुलः
सिंहे फाटकी कबज्जुः
पाठों उदत्ती चुंबुः
तारामणयः

सिन्धा ताहूँ पाठों बटले नर्धे
सिन्धा पाठों माजी पडे
पाहातां न दिसे पुढे
उदत्त माजी

शाहां बोले मोडले
परिवाण बाणीं पडले
पाणीं मिलुरि मरले
सिंहरे जैसी

सिस्वय चिवर आपी भाडेकारी
तेया भेंवो उठिला विन्द्रारी
मरणकाळुः ब्रुसं मायारी
रक्षते जाहाणे

वे बेगुलो सुकाणुजा सरिसा
जेजु निजला कबनुः उससा
तेया जापूः आले सिस्वय
कङ्खजलिनी

मृणти जि जि पुरुष नाथा
आमी आतों मरणपंथा
तूँ काँ निजेका निर्मित
राखे राखे दातारा

पाठों पठलेउँ बोझसा
युंडली जिवितवाची आसा
आतो नाहीं मरवसा
जिवितवाचा आमां
Tāua teyanssi Jesu mhanne
Cā re bhintati satuzhinna
Bheddachita antacaranna
Alpabhaumo manassī

Aissē teyanthē bolunu
Utthila Jesu zagažiuanu
Anny vautarassi nitezunu
Cae bole sagharathē

Mhanne zalla sendhu sthiru sthiru
Sanddi pallancha garzharu
Tāua Jesuchenī bolē sagharu
Sthirauza

Moddalē vauddachē balla
Qhalutē paddalē lahara pallā
Samudru rahila nichhallu
Tallaiyeyche pary

Zaisē ye cade auasaurī
Bhanddanna hontaye nagari
Tethē hinna locu zuzhary
Yenty sacalla

Ghenty gunddeyā patharā
Yeca marity mussallapharā
Zē zō mellallē tenchi cara
Ghenty marity

Tāua bhalata razecumaru utthy
To zari padde locache drusstty
Tari apeapa viscatty
Zuzhary teyanchy

To prazethē buzauitu
Teyancha copu cary xantu
Zuzha bhanddanna niuaritu
Sacallaicanthē
तंब तेयाँस केळू झणे का रे भिन्नति सत्त्विन भेडनित अंतरण अल्पभावो मानसो

ऐसे तेयांचे बोलत उठिला जेळू जगाजिवत आणि वाउटस्जी नितेजुत काए बोले साहराये

झणे जल संघु सिंघु सिंघु सांड पाटांचा गसंह तव जेलूनेन बोले सापह सिंघुरायले

मोडले वाउडांभ वट बाळहूं पहले लाहार पाल समुद्र राहिला निंधु तड़विते परी

जैसे धैकादे अवसरीं मोडण हांतापे नगरीं तेयं हिण लोकु जुढारी वेळी सकत

वेळी गुंडयां पावरां येक मारिती मस्ताफां जं जं मेठले तंच धरा वेळी मारिती

तंब भलता राजेकमल उठी तो मरी पढे लोकांचे हुडसी तर आपेकाव विस्कटी जुढारी तेयांची

तो प्रजेय बुजाविचु तेयांचा कोपु करी शांतु जुम्पे भाओण निवारितु सकतांचे
2. **Doutrina Christam, 1622**

(See page 17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guru</th>
<th>Tù Christaũ ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sisu</td>
<td>Hoi Paramesparache crupena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Christaũ mhannaze quiṭe ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Christaũ mhannaze, zo connu JESV Christachem xastra sumurti satemanita, anny ucharita to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Satemanita, anny vcharita, aissẽ mhannatassí quiṭea?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Quīteā bhauarthiā Christauanna, JESV Christachy fee satemanuchy, taissichi, zari yecade uello ti muqhiũ ucha-runchy zaita, tari tichè qhatira maranna paualoī tari, muqhiũ ucharunchy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Mannussu Christaũ zalea nimitim, connu manu, conni uhaddiuα taca zoddita?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Paramesparacho dharma putru hounu, suarguĩcho ddaizy zata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Anny Christaũ nhoe to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Ho aissalo suitanacho gulamu, anny suarguinchea ddai-zaca chucata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Christaũ nāua connu uarauunu amacā labalā?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>JESV Christa uarauunu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Christu connu to tû zannossi?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
२. Doutrina Christam, 1622
(See page 17)

कैसे जेजू देवनंदे
दाउने आपुले अस्मुनंदन
लूस्टी संगुचिी गार्री
सिवारााि़ी

२५

फेरूं ते मनुषय देखती
देखानन विस्तननो पावती
मन वेकमेकांङ्ग भूणती
है नवल बाटे

२६
Zannā hoi, to nizu Paramesparu, anny nizu mannussu.

Nizu Paramesparu caisso?

Sarua huecumadara Paramespara Bapacho yecuchi nizu putru mhonnu.

Nizu mannussu caisso?

Amāchie suaminny virgē Mariecho, yecuchi nizu putru mhonnu. yenne pramanny Deuapanni, suargui taca maye nā, anny mannussapanny saunsarī taca Bapu nā.

Taca Christu nāua quitea?

Christu mhannaze Raza, Profetu, anny sacerdote, aisso to, samestā Rayācho Rau, samestā Prophetā hounu srasstu Prophetu, anny samestā sacerdotī passi srasstu sacerdote deqhunu, taca Christu nāua phausalē.

Taca JESV mhannataū quitea.

JESV mhannaze Taracu. Anny to saussaracho taracu deqhunu, hē tachē niza nāua, zē suargari tthauunu aīlalem tem, mhonnuchaca amacā caĩ zaddā paddaleari, tem nāua ucharunu, sarua uigha niuari mhonnu, taca manu minati caritaū.

Barē mhannatassi. mhonnuchaca mha pauitra Jesuchē nāua ucharite uelle, hou ucharlalem aicatachi, taca manu hurmati deųchy.

II

DIOGO RIBEIRO, S.J.

(1560-1633)

A Statement of the Christian Doctrine, 1632

(See pages 18, 227)

(a) Introduction

He Cartiliche arābbī maca mana aīlā, naucā Christauāca panna bhou carunu Conceanneāca samazaūcheaca, qui tantu zē lihilā,
II

DIOGO RIBEIRO, S.J.

(1560-1633)

A Statement of the Christian Doctrine, 1632

(See pages 18, 227)

Introduction

हे कालिव्वे आरंभी माना मना आइला, नवां किस्तावांक पण मोठे कहनु कोक्ष्यांक समजाव्वे, कि तानु जें लिहिलो,

(b) The first chapter

Sissu Manusseana mugty puucheaca Christauachy doctrini sieuchhi caranna, deqlunu, tumy maca maramati carunu, ticho arthu parassunu saga.

Guru Christauachy doctrini mhanaze, ze Christa amachea suamiyana mugtipathu amacua daqhaucheeaca sicaila, tache sassara.

S. Hie doctrinicche srahta bhaga, adicatory garzech quitule?

G. Cheari, mhanaze Credo, Padre nostro, dha vpadessa, amny sata sacramenta.

S. Chearichi? agalle vnne nati quitea?
The first chapter.

(b) The first chapter.

सिसु मनस्यान मूळी पावळ्याक फितावंछी दोमिन सिसुः कङ्रण, देहुः, तुनी मध्य मरामित करुः, तिचो अरु परसुः सांगाः.

गुः फितावंछी दोनिन स्म्हणे, जे फिता आमऽच्चा स्वामिमान मृतंपरा आसमां दाशोळ्याक फिंसक्ला, ताचे सळाः.

म. हिवे दोनिने सराठ मांग, अपिक्रोरी गर्जे कितुः?

ग. स्वारि, स्म्हणे कङ्रु, पादि नोळा, धा उपदेस, आणी सात साधकमात.

म. स्वारिचे? आमिंडो इः नान्ति कित्या?
III

ETIENNE DE LA CROIX, S.J.

(1579-1643)

Discourses on the Life of the Apostle St. Peter. 1629-35

(See pages 18, 232)

(a) Introduction

Mugtiuāta Apostola S. Pedruche zinny, anny abhinaua qhellāche Discursa, viueqha quelie hati. Bhassa maranthth gyaddita vouiyāche. Abhauicca cōcanne gētia locu S. Pedru praty prusttun caritā, anny bhagtu teyansi pratiutara dentā, xastrauedanimal
ETIENNE DE LA CROIX, S.J.
(1579-1643)
Discourses on the Life of the Apostle St. Peter, 1629-35
(See pages 18, 232)

(a) Introduction
मागे चेङ्या परामेश्वराने ती साह्यातील महानाथांनी अर्थांच्या दाऊत्याची. हिंदूस्थानाच्या देशाची दुवऱ्याची अन्न, ब्राह्मणाची, भट्टाची, आचार्याची, नामांची धरतीची हती; येथे देशाची दुधाची देवानेच्या अन्न तेरी आचार्याची नामी ते देशाची लोकांमध्ये आचार्यांनी. ग्रामीण बोलली वस्तुच्या साह्यांच्या साह्यांनी जिवंत दिदलिया हती, तियाची कोणत्यांनी उपराच्याची, अन्न नव्या जोय, परमार्थाच्या, वा पुण्यत्रांग चैत्याची. सामान्य ग्रामीण पुराणेन्त्र तिने. पालन पुराणाची कठीण डोनी. पाही साधारण लँडली अहे, काँवणे पाय सुमारे जीसु सुरगूर आहे नरसुरुध्दतात स. पुढे ते सुवाच्यांच्या वेळी ते त्राधा वर्ताता तालच्या. दुजे कठीण सुमारे मुग्य वल्लागिया वपरी स. पुढे वेळनाच्या वेळी शास्त्रेच्या लगूह नानिगे वेळी ते काँवणे रिती द्वेष्पुक्षी चाली, येतुकूल निरोपले.

दुस्साराच्या पुराणाची पंचा कठीक. पाही साधारण लँडली कोणतीले कॅप्टन भाजने चपेदली अहे; दुस्सारा कठीण पुस्तकेरी डिस्टांच्या चुडाने चहदलें असे: तिसरे कठीण सातसाची जाणून, भुज्या, बतलाच्या घडदानेच्या नेहमी अहे. चलाया कठीण तेटिसा कोटम कॅप्टन भाजने चपेदली अहे. पंचमच्या कठीण ब्रांमहे, विस्तर्नवी, महात्मा भाजानेच्या चहदलें नेहमी असे. अन्न कोणतीले कॅप्टन, वेळ, वेळाने, रित, आकाश वपचारा येतुकूल चद्धा लट्टीम महानाथांनी, अेषीवी साह्य देणी प्राग्हत्ताकिले असे.

तिसरे पुराणी चेङ्या परामेश्वराने ती साह्यातील महानाथांनी, अेषाची अर्थांच्या दाऊत्याची.

त्यासाठी येथे आगऱ्या ग्रंथातील विद्याच्या संसारातील मार्ग अर्थांची, अन्न विद्याची वपांत दिदलिया हती. पंना खेबदा अचरानी, अन्न विद्याची गहडित्या त्यासाठी येथे चुकून, बहे पांढरा असेचा, इत्याच्या अपार्थतील माझा तपासीयांच्या फरी त्राधा माझ्या लगूह. अन्न भास्कर नागात्तील त्यासाठी ग्रंथातील ठेसिला देण्यांनी नवं येथे त्यासाठी येथे चुकून पांढरा असेचा, ती त्यासाठी सारसाले नाही, ती त्यासाठी ग्रंथातील चपाचा कॅप्टन भाजने, म्हणून नप्पाच्या तेथे अचराने, अठारा खेबदा येथे अचराने अरुळे पारतून, नवं येथे चुकून त्यासाठी ग्रंथातील अहे, ती चुकून अेषाणे नाउचैती, पंना चुकून अचरानाची अठारा खेबदा, अठारा खेबदा विनेक्या विनेको विनेको पहाले ते प्राची, सुधा सुपास्त्र वाच्याचे.
सादृशी कॉंकणाचे छेदन करतात. मग केवळ परमेश्वर ता कवणु महोदयांनी अरुंधति दावितात. हिंदू-स्थान देवसचेवा कुंडा देवतांची आणि, ब्रह्मांडांचं भंड, आचार्यांची नामांक घरल्या हात; देवसचेवा कुंडा देवतांची आणि त्यांची आणि आणि आणि नां देवसचेवा त्यांची अरुंधति महोदयांनी. नृत्य ओळखल्या वस्तुतच मानसी जिवा दिविल्या हात, तिसा कॉंकणांचा पुराणांच्या, आणि स्वर्गीती, परमारुळीच, वा पवित्रांचा पुराणांचा. समद्र ध्रुब पुराणां दिवै. पडलेला पुराणांची काळी दोत. पडले काळी दिवले आहे, कवणे परी स्वाख जेव स्वभावाची आणि नजवटांचा सा. देव तेज राहीला व्हेल आहे. तुझे काळी स्वाख मुळी अगवल्या उपरि सा. देव कॉंकणांचा देसी शासनकर्त्यांची आणि निन्दे बंट ता कवणे दिवीत देवसचेवी चालिला, तेंतुकांनी निरोपिले.

हूसरेरा पुराणांची पारं काळ. पडले काळी दिवलित कॉंकणांचेचा कुंडांचे भजन छदिले आहे; हूसरे काळी पुनरी आदिस्तिच्या पुनरी छदिले असे: तिसरं काळी सैतांचा माहृत, मृत; वेनांच्या शंदन केले आहे. चोप काळी तेजस कोट वेनांची भजना छदिली आहे. पुंढ्रां काळी ब्रह्मा, विद्म वंद सांखेच भजनेचे छदन केले असे. आणि कॉंकणांच्या शासन, वेद, पुराण, रितु, आचार, उपचार, तेंतुकोंती हूप लिटक महोदय, ऐसी आणि देवन प्रथंतकले असे.

तिसरं पुराणांचे केवळ परमेश्वर ता कवणु महोदयांनी,
हे अरुंधति दावितांनी आहे.

ठाई ठाई आपले खासी दिविलित फे भावांची पार अरुंधत हात, आणि दिविलित उपमा दिविलित हात. पण कॉणां अक्षर, आणि गौरियांचा घडिता ठाई तो शुरू, भेट पुढचा अशेल, हतुकेच्या अपराजेत मज परदेशविला किमियाणे तुम्ही कारवाळा लाग. आणि भास नगळेला ठेवणारं. पण ठिल्ला देखील उण पुढे ठाई ठाई तो शुरू डोळ अशे, तेजांचे अं काळी सरसाविले नाहीं, ते तुम्ही प्रववाच-पण काळा विवेकानी सरसावें. महोदयां हा फाके तेजां अधीने, अधीना ह्यें अं काळी असे पल्ले, उण पुढे शुक्रविले आहे, ते चुकिंद ऐसे नवाचितांत. पण चुकिंद अंखें, अन्नवा गोव्य नविकांती काळी, अन्नवा चडउन फाट ते शक्रां. मुळ्य मुलकट वाचिले.
(b) The poet's invocation

Namana mazē mugtinatha
Zaya uisuitaraca JESV Christa:
Sasttanguē pranipatu atā
Tuzā charannī.

Tū nandamu Deua piteyacha
Sagharu sacallā gunnācha:
Tū Xendhu crupe carunnecha
Anādanidhi.

Atā maza hoize prassana
Deī tuze crupechē uarudana:
Zennē praghatte cauituagneana
Hrudayemādhiri.

Arambhaueya cauituanitpati
Maza deize gneana mati:
Mhannoni caritō uinaty
Tuzā suamiya.

Duzy uādily Sancta Mary
Dauid culliechē manohari:
Crupe bhariti carummacari
Deuamata suaminni.

Maza carannē Mariye Suaminny
Carī putrassī uinaunnī:
Deuauize gneanasanttanunnī
Cauitua sidhy pauaueya.

Atā sruteā sauadhana
Aica cathechē uidhana:
Catha S. Pedruehy sangaina
Paricari
(b) The poet's invocation

नमन मार्गे मृत्तिकाधार
जया विश्वराक्षकं जेजु कृत्ता:
सामान्यं प्रणिपातु आता
तुजां चरणी

तुं नंदनु देवा पितेयाचा
साधुः सक्ता गुणाचा:
तुं श्रूषु कुर्वे करणेचा
आनंदनिधि.

आता जय होइजे प्रसन
देहि तुजे गुरोऽऽे वस्तदान :
जेणे प्रभुदे कृत्वभग्नान
हृदयेमांवरी

आरभावेया कृत्ववित्यति
मज देहजे स्नान मति:
महोणि करितां बिनती
तुज स्वामिया.

हुजी वंदली सांत मरी
वावत कुठियेवेच मनोहरिः
कुणा भोरिति करणाकरि
देवभाता स्वामिणी.

मज कारणं मरिये स्वामिणी
करीं पुराणि विनवणी:
देवविजे स्नानसांतवणी
कक्तव सिपी पावावेया.

आतां सुवेदां साववान
आइका कबे विभान:
कथा साँ. पेदुची सार्गेन
परिकरि.
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Atā S. Pedruchy catha  
Ta caissa uartala honta:  
Bhagtipanadde mrutiachi uarta  
Pariyessa teachi.

Adhī cāhīchī nassatā pracaru  
Zadī Deuē rachila sāussaru:  
Quela prathinicha srungharu  
Paramesuarē.

Ty sāussararachana quelea upary  
Tāī lagoni be sāussarī:  
Pancha sahastra uarussēueri  
Lottalī magā.

Tāua Galile Iudea dessī  
Bethxaīda nagara passī  
S. Pedru zalmala tetherī  
Zagahitalaguy.

Pussala caunne culliyecha  
Sambhramu queuadda teacha:  
Tari aica pratiuacha  
Viucqhu caroni.

Srastty culliyecha teyassī  
Quela nāhī srusttissī:  
Linnu, durballu S. Pedrussi  
Quela Deuē.

Caraueya cuttambachē poxenna  
Veaparu dinala dhūvarapanna:  
Machhe marāchē abheassanna  
Nirmilē teya.
(e) Christ blesses St. Peter

आता सः। पेद्रू चो कथा
ता कैसा वर्तला होंता:
भूमि पवाड़े भूमा-पारी कार्य
परियोजी तेजाची.

अष्टी काहीवा नसतां प्रकाश
जवी देवें रचिला संसारः
केला प्रतिष्ठिता सुन्दर शरी
परमेश्वरे.

ती संसारिचना केलें उपरी
तई लागूळी हें संसारीः
पांच सहल वर्षवेदी
लोटली माणांः.

तंव गाणिले जुडेजा देसी
बेयताठवे नगरा पासीः
साृं। पेदू जलमला तेवेंसी
जगहिलालची.

पूजाल कवणे कुदिहुळा
संभय्य फेलवा तेजाचाः
तारि आकाश प्रतिनाचा
विवेलु करोनीः.

स्तोत्र कुदिहुळा तेवासी
केला नाही मुस्तिसी
लिणू, दुवं द्रां साृं। पेदू
केला देवें.

करावेला कुदवाचे पोतेण
व्यापुर दिव्या विवरणः
मछे मारांचं अभ्यासं
निमित्ते तेवाः.
To assramī honta xendhu tirī
Punnepranny nirmallu xerīri:
Sāussarica teachā zūharī
Nauadde hontē.

Nāhi garua, hancarachy uassana
Nāhi sāussaragoddiuechey calpana:
Grestapanna nauadde mana
Xatuicuchi houni uarte.

Tiechy samayantari
[Jesu] Galliye xendhuchā tirī:
Vpadessunu apautari
Loca bolauita honta.

Suamiyachē amrutauachana
Loquē aiconiyā carnā:
Sthira narahanty charanne
JESV bhetessi dhāvaty.

Nagarā, pattannī, gramā, purī
Locassi utcantha thori:
Dhāvaty JESV magari
Xastrasrauanda laguy.

Tē Pedrussi zahalē sruta
Mhannoni tthela premabhārīta:
Nigata zahala tuarīta
Suamiyache bhette.

Pedrussi zahaly Deuabhētty
JESVna pahila crupadrustty:
Pracassauadanē Pedru praty
Cae bole.

Tū re Simāo Barjonacha cumaru
Yethouni nama pauassi Pedru:
Aissē crupalla uachana salvadoru
Bolata zahala.
ती आखरी होता शेंघू तिरी
पुष्पार्द्धी निमंत्रू थोरिरी:
संसारिक तेजाचा जीवनारी
नाव्हे होते.

भागी गवी हंकाराची वासना
भागी संसारगोंडूविची कल्पना:
प्रेषण कार नाव्हे मता
शारिकुडी होडन बरं.

तिसंधी समपांतरी
[जेजु] गाळंविचे रागुंबरी तिरी:
उपेमुन आपत्तीरी
लोका बोलावेत होता.

स्वामियांचे अभ्यवचन
लोकें आइकोसियां करावळा:
स्वर नराहंदीत चरण
जेजु मेटेसिया धावली.

नगरां, पाटणां, ब्राम्हा, पुरां
लोकासी उकंठा धोरी:
धावली जेजु मागारी
शार्लबवणा लागी.

ते पेदूलस जाळालें सूट
म्याणग्ने ठेला प्रेमभरित:
निमता जाळाला लक्षित
स्वामियांचे मेटे.

पेदूस साळाली देवभेंती
जेजुने पालिणा कृपाइक्स्टी:
प्रतासवनें पेदु प्रती
काए बोले.

तुं म पिंतां बाजोनाचा कुमार
पूऱ्योगी नाम पावसिस पेदु:
ऐसं कृपाच वनन साल्वावोह
बोलता जाळाला.
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Aissa Jesueha muqha antunu
Pedrucha uaru aicunu:
Atozapannē sacallai zanu
Muqha pahanty teachē
Locu acharye honty samasta
Teāhy houni Pedru uismita:
Cara sampustta caroni tetha
Charanna uandy.

(d) The poet reviles Vishnu, the Hindu God

Aissa dalladharu bolīla
S. Pedru ziūri ulassala:
Maga sangata zahala
Visttnuchih acrutā.

Mhanne Haricathe puranna antu
Bolīea Visttnuchea matu:
Qui magā yecu daitiu
Balli mhannoni.

Ta Visttnuchy seu cary
Punne dharmu achary:
Teachy uollaga nirantarī
Caroni chale.

Yauari teachā gharī
Visttnnu alea uamanacari:
Sanimanu quela uiuidhā pari
Ballī teassi.

Yetuqueyachea uchita
Visttnū rachīlē ducrutu:
Patallī ghatala phuncatta
Cheponi teya.
The poet reviles Vishnu, the Hindu God

The poet reviles Vishnu, the Hindu God.
Vachissttarussieha granthu
Bolileachy ahe saqli dētu:
Tumi aica teachy matu
Carna ugate caroni.

Mhanne Déu adharilē icchabhozana
Tetha utthauilē ase uighna
Ballā carā adharilē dana
To paddila pattali.

6

Duzy saqli Drunnapurānna
Lihita teachē sauadhana:
Aica adbhuta qhottepanna
Vueqholi Visttnuchē.

7

Mhanne lahanu brahmanamu zala
Bhiqhea magaueya guela:
Bally pattali ghatala
Capattā caroni.

8

Aissē bole Drunnapuramna
Haricatha tennechi gunna:
Yachy denty saqli qhunna
Ty tari pariyessa.

9

Mhanne Tizē pada uegā [gauē ?]
Deuo magataye:
Yeru mhanne ahe
pusttī mazy.

10

Pustty uari pano
Deuniya tiya uella:
Ballissi patalla
Pae ghatala.

11

Aisse Visttnuchē gunna
Changa queleachea baauddana:
Qhotē carila nenne penna
Changa carū.

12
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बचिस्टसमिता ग्रंथू
बौधिले आज ताली साती बंडुः
तूमी आईका तेजाची मालु
कै उगते करोहि.

महेन देव आधिरिचः हिन्दाभोजन
tेह उठावू असे विन्नः
बती करते आधिरिचे दान
tो पाहिला पाताळीः.

हुजी साही दृणपुराण
लिहित तेजाचे सावधानः
आईका अद्भुत शोभिरण
dिवेखोनि विश्वापूर्णे.

महेन लाहाणु ब्राह्मणपुण जाळा
मिच्या मागाईब्या मूलाः
बती पाताळी घाताला
kपटा करोहि.

ऐसे बोले दृणपुराण
हरिकवळ तेजांचे गुणः
yahी बंधी साती खुण
tी तरिके परिवेना.

महेन तिचे पद बेगां [ गांवे ]
देवो मागतांयः
येस महेन आहे
पुस्ती माजीः.

पुस्ती वरी पावो
देवानिया तिया बेळा:
बद्दिस पाताळा
पाए घाताला.

ऐसे विश्वापूर्णे गुण
चांग केल्घावा माहळणा:
जोङे कारिल नेणे पण
चांग करहे.
Lihunu ghatalē puranni
Qui uanasīhea yeque dini
Canttaeu ruponi charanni
Vanna zahalē mhannoni,

Bahiri caddaueya canttaeu
Nhauata mhannoni hastaeu
Charannu cussoni quittaeu
Ttonehoni qhanto.

Zivī utthity duqhazalla
Bapudda lulle uanastalla:
Sahe carita tiya uellā
Nhauata cauannu.

Tetha patala tascaru
Sīhīu davyy cussatra qhuru:
Deqhatanchi paddala yera
Bhennē thorē

Sīhīu tāri qhuru dauita
Ttanque zaissa abhayu denta:
Tascarē pahuni tuarita
Caddiā canttaeu.

Maga lottale dina bahutā
Ta tascaru zahala dasta:
Siqhestāūa ghatala tuarita
Grassauvya sinusī.

Pauatanchi Sīheā uinara
Sīheā utthile bhayancerā:
Dhauaty ghoquity sīna era
Caraveya.

Tāna uipala abhiprauo yecu
Zea sīuacha caddiā canttaeu:
Dharoni ghatala razanayequi
Tiye uinari
लिखित पाठलेले पुराणीचे बनसिह्या येथे दिनांक कटकुं होणारे चरणांचे वण जाहिरले मूळीगिरे.

बाहिर काव्यको कटकुं, नृत्य मूळीगिरे हस्तकुं, चरण कुलगिरे किटकुं टॉक्होन खातो.

जिवों दच्चत्री दुःखजाल, बापुहे लुके बनसाताचे, साहित्य कर्तिता तिया वेळांना नृत्य कव्यणु.

तेन्ह पातल्या तस्कर सिह्यु दरवी कुस्त्र्या खुरुः, वेळतांवर पडल्या येहणे यें योरे.

सिह्यु वार खुर दावित टाके जैसा अभ्यूं देत : तस्करे पाहून वर्तित काहीतला कटकुं.

मग कोटले दिन बहुत ता तस्कर जाहिरला दस्त : सिह्युसंस्तिं वातला वर्तित ग्रामावेया सिवी.

पातल्या सिह्यु विवरा सिह्यु दच्चत्री भाषकार : भावती धोक्ती सिव कर [विवकार] करावेया.

तंब विपल्या अभिप्राये येकु जेता सिवाचा काहिला कटकुः धरोरे दातला राजनायकी लिखे विवरी.
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Ta phuddaroni ugru thoru
Paila patala tascara samoru:
Nihallitanchi teacha acaru
Vollaquila tehī.

Tāua patthy ghaloni teathē
Vgru zhempauni yerā siuheanthē:
Sahe cary tascarathē
Viduāssuni yerā.

Tennē tascarassi raquila
Teachā charannī lullala:
Locu deqhonī patala
Visneuo thoru.

Siheavuara antunu
Tehī tascarassi caddunu:
Prastauo pussaty uinaunu
Teya praty.

Mhanne auadharī
Sihiu honta uanātarī:
Canttacu lagala teachā qhuri
Ta caddila meā.

Meā alpu quela upacaru
Sīheassi nahī zahala uissaru:
He uchitē raqhhennaru
Zahala maza.

Panna tea uanichea sīheapunnu
Sama nhauata tumancha Visttnnu:
Ballupega anupegu carunu
Bauaddila nistturē.
ता फुडारोनी उयु धोह
पाहला पाठला तस्करा सामोहः
निहळिताळ कोूळ बालकातूनि बोळखिला तेहीं.

तंब पाठी बाळोची तेजाशः
उयु शेपाळूनि येरा सिहळाराचीः
साहच करी तस्कराचे
विह्रावाल हेराल.

तेथीं तस्कराची राखिला
तेजाशी चरणी लुढळाः
लोकू देवोची पाठला
विलेवो धोहः.

सिहळाराचा आंतुमुळा
तेहीं तस्कराची काहडळः
प्रस्तावो पुसळी विह्रावनु
तेया प्रतीः.

म्हणे अवचारीं
सिहळ होंताम वनांतींः
कंठकु काळरा तेजाशी खुरीं
ला काहिला म्हां.

म्हां अलु केला उपकार
सिहळासं नाहीं जाहाळा विसर्रुः
हे उचिते रक्षणारु
जाहाळा मज.

पण तेया वरिचेचा सिहळखुपणु
सम ग्वतता तुमचा विस्तूळः
बिलूपेगा अनुपेग कलू
बाबराळा निस्तुळः.
IV

ANTONIO DA SALDANHA, S. J.
(1599-1663)

Life of St. Anthony of Padua, 1655
(See pages 21, 228)

(a) Confession of a sinner (in the spoken language)

Bhagtu Sancto Antonio ziuo assatanā saūssarantu dissana dissu locaca xastra nimirī matu gostti sangunca, cainchi unnē cary nā assilo, yequy diuassī quelaleā patacanchea prachita nimirī loca laguy matu gostti quela vparantē, ty matu aiquilaleana yecu maha thori papy, zo tea loca bhūtari assilo, to chetaulo amy quelaleā patacancheh maha thori duqhi manantu dharunu, va quelaleā patacancho santapu gheunu, Sancto Antonichea charannāddde papa ucharranna carūca guelo; taca aicūca Deuacho bhagtu taissochi baissalo; panna duqhā himpatteā nimūtī, tea manuxacheana, yecci utara punnu sanguunanā zalē; tē bhagtana deqhunu, tachy bhuzauannah quely; amy taca sambhoqhunu mhallē; aga manuxa tuzeana zari ulaua nā, tari ghara vacha, amy tuzi samastā patacā yeca cagatari barai amy maxadda vegui paratunu yo. Sancto Antoniche utara tannē aicūnu, bhagtana sanguilalē, tē uegui carūca apulea ghaua utthaniutthi guelo, ghara panaataka, apulea patacancho baro ugaddassu quelo; quela vparantē, apulī samastā patacā yeca cagatari barailī; barailea vparantē, taissochi Sancto Antonicadde, tē cagata gheunu guelo, apulea papacho ucharranna carūca Sancto Antonicheā charannāddde panaataka, tē cagata tannē caddilē, amy bhagttechie hatī dilē, tē Sancto Antonina apulie hatī gheunu, zari palle, tari ailea pečana cainchi barailalē nā deqhilē, lea passaunata maha azeapa zaunu, tea manuxa laguy vchiehile; aga manuxa, hauē tuca carū sanguilē quite? amy tuuē quelē quite? tēa utaraaca tea pataquia manuxana mhallē; Datarāno, zaissē tumī sanguilē, taissenchī hauē quelē; mazī samestā patacā mazea hatana, hea cagatari hauē barailī, yutūlē mhamnatchi, thartharahc campū lagalo; to bhou bhilo deqhunu, Sancto Antonina bhieū
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(a) Confession of a sinner (in the spoken language)
naca mhillē, tuñe bhōu thori patacanchy duqi, santapu, anny vittallu marā dharlo mhnounu, tuñē samestā patacā Paramesparana bhagassilī, anny sudhi bhagassilī mhnounu, tuca tarounna yeuncheca zī patacā tuñe apulea hatana, hea cagatari barailī, tī taissinchī suamia Deuana bhanzassī quelī : hea bhagtachea utaranā, to pataqy mānuxu buzaulado, anny maha suqhy zaunu, hie suamichē crupe nimatī Paramesparacā udhanddā argā dīlī, anny Sancto Antonica payā paddaleza vparantē, apulea ghara sostachitī guelo, ty crupa bhagtachea punneana, Paramesparana apenneaurī quely mhnounu manantī samazumu bhagtache budhy qhala maraparientanta rauilo. Saruā papanche vatta varzunu, papanche vatteri dussari choinā zalo, anny auichā līhou agneanapamānī papa zarī paddalo, tari vegī Sancto Antonicheān chacarīnandde vachunu, apulē papa vcharanna cary.

Atmeaca phallu caddunca vpaaxamu

Zē atmeachē, suasta (Christāuāno) zē patacanchē bhagassannē, amaneā mellūchē asa, tē Sancto Antonichea punneana, amaneā mellatalō, tachy bhagti tumī carea. Taca tumī apulea mazatica muqhari ghalear zari ghaliqata tari tache vinanty prarthanena Paramesparana tumanchey cacullāti carita, va tumancheī patacā bhagassita ytulo visuassu tumī manantū dhareē ; quitea zari Sancto Antonio saussaranu assatana tachea punneana ytuly Paramesparachy crupa va patacanchē bhagassannē, tea papiaca zari mellalē, atā mugtirazeentu to assatanā, tachea maha thora punneana Paramesparu tumanea nde zaita caeī dita, anny annieca, nanā parinche vpaacara carita, teā bhitarī quelaleē patacanchey vollaqhi, tanche vittallu, tanche pury duqhi tumī manī dhareunca, tumaneā gneana ddolle Paramesparu hea crupalla bhagtachea punneana dita. Saruāi papacho zinosu, tumī varzēca, amanche sarathy bhagtu Antonio Paramespara laguy tumanche qhatirā vināti carunu, tumanche manī dhiru zaisso carita, saitanu, va tochy ttalenniy ziqhunca : tumanche manī saudhīnu zaisso carita : teā saudhirana, saitanace, va papaca tumī sausassaranu ziqhunu, antī bhagtachea punnea vinantina Paramesparachey daruxennaca paauxata.
नाका स्थान, तुबे भोझ धीरे पातकारी दृष्टि, संताप, आणी विद्यमान मंगळ परमाणु, तुल्य समेतां पातका परमेस्तर भगवानी, आणी सुविध भगवानी स्थान, भुका तारीण वेधुंच्या जी पातकांतु तुबे अपृभाय हातांत, हथा कणातारी वर्णान, ती तैनिव विविधां देवान भाजसी केली: हथा भगवाना उदरार, तो पातकांना स्थानु दुकावले, आणी माहा दुही जाडण, हिए विविधांचे बूढे निमित्ती परमेस्तरक उपजण आणि दिली, आणी सांतू अंतोनियचा पप्पा पडल्या उपरांत, अपृभाय धारा सोताची गेले, ती कुमा भगवाना पुण्यान, परमेस्तर आप्णगारे केली स्थानु संसरणु भगवाने वृद्धी धाला भरपैल राखिवे, सर्व पापाची वाट बुझून, पापाच्या बाटीर हुसर चोळणां जावी, आणी अवीचाराची हीत अव्यक्तांमधी पप्पा जरी पडले, तरी भेंगी सांतू अंतोनियचा चरणांंचे कलुं आपूर्णे पप्पा उदारान करू.

आसम्यक फदु काळूक उपसामू

जेआसम्यांचे, स्वत (किसताल्या) जे पातकाचे भगवान, आमकं मेळूंचे दास, तें सांतू अंतोनियचा पुण्यान, आमकं मेेंतले, तांची भसत तुम्ही कथा, ताका तुम्ही आपूर्णे भजनक मुखार बांधार जरी विलिशात तरी ताचे विनंती प्रायोजन परमेस्तर तुम्ही काकूतित करत, वा तुम्हीचे पातका भगवाने हिथो विविधुत मुखी मंतालु भन्ना; कित्या जरी सांतु अंतोनियचा परसरातु आसताना ताथा पुण्यान इत्यादि परसरातु मुखी वा पातकाचे भगवान, त्या पापाची जरी मेळूं, आता मूळरायणांतू तो आसतान, ताथा भगवाना शोरा पुण्यान परमेस्तर तुम्ही नेत्रे जाइत काय? रद, आणी आणि एक, नाना परेंचे उपकार करत, त्या मिततर केल्यां, पातकाची बोझित, तांचो विद्ध, तांची पृथु दुष्कु मुखी मनी धरत, तुम्हां ज्ञान दोळे परमेस्तर हथा कूपात भगवाना पुण्यान रद, सर्वां वापाची जिंगमु, तुम्ही वर्जक आमकं सारां भसत अंतोनियचा परसरातु लागी तुम्ही सातरी विनंती करत, तुम्हीच मनी बिनू अंती करत, सैतान, रा तांची टाणी जिलावु: तुम्ही मनी करवित आवत, शताभ्य धारा सारांतू विनंत व परसरातु दक्षिणात वापसान.
(b) Confession of a sinner (in the literary language)

Hea sadaiua bhagtachy sassai
Nhaue yequechi cathane tthai
Panna to anniyeque prastai
Sassayeuantu thoru.

Mhannipe confessara tthai
Adiqui asse teyachy sassai
Caye vartale cauanne yeque samai
Të aica tumi.

Hea sadaiua Deuabhagta passi
Yecu manuxu maha papa dossy
Confessara houaueya yeque diuassi
Aleauri.

To dossy confessara honte vellai
Mani dharoni dossancha cantallala
Apule papadossa bhagta zauallaa
Sangoo mhanne tari.

Papaduqachiya himputtiiya vdhari
Yeuni zhombaty cantthu ueri
Tennexebdu naye muqhantari
Bolaueya.

Vcharu caraueya apulea dossancha
Cuntthaly teyachy bolanny vacha
Yetuca abhiprauo deqhonie teyacha
Sadaima bhagte.

Tuu teyassi mhanne Sancto Antoni
Zari dossaucharu nacaraue vachani
Tari tuzini pataquen aani cagalli lihun
Maze phuddai.

Te bhagtache vachana aicunu
Tennexapule dossacagalli lihunu
Cagalla didhalai ddimbiya ghalunu
Deuabhagta passi.
(b) Confession of a sinner (in the literary language)

हुषा सदृढ़ भग्नाची सासाई

हुषे बेकेचि कबने शाही

पण ती आणिपेके प्रस्ताईः

सासायेवतु भोकः.

म्हणणे कोडसारा शाही

अदिके असे तेयाची सासाई

काये बर्तले कबने येके समई

ते आडका तुमीः.

हुइा सदृढ़ देवमला पासीं

येकून मनुष माहा पाप दोसी

कोडसार होवावेया येके विवसी

अलेवावरि.

ती दोसी कोडसार होती बेल्या

मही सरोनि दोसावा कांठाचा

आळूळे पापवोस भनता जचाळा

सागों म्हणे तारी.

पापसावाचिया हिपुटिया उचरी

येकने झोवियी कठू भोरि

तेण शेल्दु नये मुखांतरी

बोलवेया.

उचाह करवेया आळूळेचा दोसावा

कुठी तेयाची बोलणी बाचा

गंगुना अभिप्रावो देवोनि तेयावा

सदेवा भरते.

तंब तेयालस म्हणे सांतु आतोनि

जर दोजूनाहु नकरवे वचनी

तार तुजी पातके आणी कागदी लिहुनी

माजे कुडाणा.

ते म्हणांचे वचन आइकुनु

तेण आळूळे दोस कागदी लिहुनु

कागद दिलवे विविया धालुनु

देवमला पासीः.
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(a) Sermon on our Lady of Pilar

अष्टी आता हाँ ते हि सुरालिय गांवश्च तुस्ति कर्मचारक,
माका मागुं मेकलो जायह बेता। सुरालियारानो, तुमच्या
गावाले सुरालिय नवां बढ ठानु आहेत! ताही
कोणि विष्णुत, वा कोणि अर्वे तुम्ही आणलेले?
पुराणिक
मृणालित, की हूणा गावाले तिनां नाक्रो आपातां.
पैली मुरी आइली,
मुण्डे हूणा गावाले वेंच गुरी, अभया पिकाल पाली.
हूणा नावां
ठाई बरी तुपां तुस्ति पाल तरी, ताची गोंडी थाकरी,
किला
तुम्मच्या गावाले, जी मुरी पिकाल हौलिहार आस ते
पातकां, भाकी
कागाक, चोरो वाणोपां ठाण्युंक, ठालं,
फेर्रावाल्याच्या
मुडगार कुटुंब सुझ संगमु, करुहँ: जेनेट
प्रमाणानि
सदुपुरे दिवसी समस्ता फुले अन्नावाच्याना
कुटुंब चांदु निर्मनी, निरोपु मागुण्याक, तुम्मी
फुडलेलत: वेणे करतां हेर्य दोनी नावां तुपां बरी फांबत।
हुररे
नंवु सुरिया आइली, आकले मृणालित तेनेप्रमाणे
हूणा
तुम्मच्या गावांतु सुरियाची माम आली: देखून हूणा
गावाले सुरालिय म्होण नाशाहिताल, सुरियाचे माचो गावांसो
उत्ताहिताल, हिस्तावाना ही सुरियाची माम कोणीसा, तुमुम
आण
लेलत? ही जी आस, ती पिलारिची अकुंबरी स्थापित किला स्थापिता
जेलक मुरुस म्होण नाशाहिताल: Christus sol justitiae:
तरी
ही सदा आकुंबरी स्थापित मुरियाची माम हीेंनु बरीता:
अष्टी हो मुरारियाची गावत तिनां बेरी शाज वा आनन हीेंनु खिरता:


(b) Sermon of the Apostle St. Peter

Yeque diuassē Christu amancho taracē apuleā Apostolā saũē vlaita assatā tanche laguy tannē vicharilē, manuxa maeça quitē
भाग्यवंतु गांव, सदैव लोकु, तुमम्मथा दैवा देसक अंतु पार ना; किया तिति ती स्वामिणि देवा मायु झा गावाचि इवार्जिणि, हो सामसु गाव तिने आदिन जाला, तिने तुमको समेतांक आपुळे सेवक, आपुळे महितवंचित, आपुळे पुत्रे कम्भु आपुळा बालाचिन्या थरिल्याति. तिसरे नाव जो मारासे माहोन आस, ते हे सुम आहेला, सुरु आइलेला; स्थाने स्वामिची लोकु: वैशिष्ट्यरिता मृताची जी आस ती स्वामी ठाऊनु आलिले येविक सिंह : ही जी आस तिति ती पिलावरी स्वामिणि, तिने जैसो महितवं, आपोतेलच सां. सिद्धान्त तूला, वा ताका हुडी घरली, तैसिंच भावावधी बोळखिन, हृदा गाऊक, हृदी पहुँ ताका आपुळे. बुलब नाव दिलेला, आणी हृदा वालणे वा ब्रवा निमिती समेतांक क्षेत्र माणुस्यांचा पाईले. पडावा कितांवाने? कितुळा मातवचे, कितुळा दैवावसे, केवळ भाग्यवंत मृताचे गाऊकार, वा धैर्यासि, कितुळा मृताचे लोकु महितवंचे मृताचे लोकुसो समजता: हे सदैव नाव तुमका लाबता, हे वाचाणे तुमका पुराणादिक दिताति: हे बद तुमको फाव, तुमचे ठाई ही पिलावरी स्वामिणि आसलया संगणी सवे तुमका लाबता: ती आवधी तीनी ती स्वामी, नावती ती आवधी सुभाष वा गांव स्वामी, वा स्वामिची लोकु होयनु वर्ता.

आता घोकुली मृताची कौणि तुम्यत कह? हृदा मृतांचे वाचाणे उमेले क्षेत्र, कि अनुसूच सगान महितवंचे, बेठे साधु: पण दोची उत्तराची सार्वंता. घोकुली मृत जे आस ते दाईं उतराचे माझ्या, यें उतर फिरिणे भासे, हे कौणि?

फिरिणे भासे: फिरिणे जे आस ते दों, कौणि जे आस ते कृती. फिरिणे उतर दों. धैर्यासिद्धांत, महिमा, अत्यत जेथे मध्यावधी दों जुळव, दों प्राणसुको, दों दियूँ. आणी हिये परितो धैर्याचा कितंबर वांच वांच संसारातू संभावति, कौणि उतर कृती, आपुळिये कृतीयेचे तेज वाचाच विषय. येंती कटां दों कृती नाव जे आस, ते कृती, पदविसिद्धांत, महिमांत, प्राणिमध्ये कितंबर नाव. जेरहे हिये स्वामिणि

निः सेवक, निः महितवंचक होयनु वर्त्याता, तरह सर्वे ठाई तुम्या समेतां ठाऊ महिमासिद्धांत: कित्या ही स्वामिणि तुमका निः स्वामिणि सवे सुभाष, मूलत लाबती करत. शके आता समेतांक देख स्वामि क्षेत्र.

(b) Sermon of the Apostle St. Peter

येंक दिवसी कित्या आमँचे ताकु आपुळा आपोतेलच सवे उलेज आताने नाचे लागी तापणे विचारिणे, मनुष्यांना मिळते.
Yenne pramannichy apuly varta va quirti, zy praże tthaï phancolea ty suamiana aicunu, punarapi Apostołã laguy vicharu carunu, tacea mhallê: praże tthaï mazy quirti zy phanealia ty tumî maca sanguitàly, atâ tumacã hanua connusso dista, maca säga. Hea vicharachy pratizapa Apostolanchea siracomala S. Pedruna, apannea qhala carunu ghetyly: anny samestanche nau t suamia laguy vlaunu mhallê. Tum Christu ziuanta Devacho putru; Sâo Pedruchy pratizapa aicunu Suami tacheri itulo santossalo; va tusttalo quy techi qhenni taca suamiana sadaiu bhagueantu carunu davarilo: anny ituleana suamichê chita puranalê na, taca Apostola bhitari sratstu apulea samagra dhamacho gonuallo, apule Igrezeczy qholi buneadi va druddu phataru carunu manddilo; anny hea ituleai mana manatua vairi taca zae te te velle suargu vgadduncheaca va ddhampunchea suarguinchea Darvattheanchio chauiy o tache adina quelio.

JOÃO DE PEDROSA, S. J.
(C. 1616-1672)

Divine Soliloquies 1660
(See pages 23, 229)

Soliloquy (Yecagra bolannem) I

Suamya Jesu Christachea punnehalla qhatim apulea aparadancho guneo bhagassi mhannu atmo prarthita.

Dulaba Jesu, tuzea gunna saraqhe mazeuari upacara carissy mhoonu, uissuassí tuze adharim aïlam; tuzea canniullam netranchi nadara mazeuari éari ga suamia, anny mozo sambhallu carunccheaca tuzea ddollea sarisse hatu zäu dy. Tum mozo naquilu
म्हणताति ? हांव कोणसो म्होणुः आपण्यां मितिर उचारिताति ? मजें निर्मित, मनुष्यांमध्ये कोणी वेदती चलता. हा विचाराक आपोस्तोलानी प्रतिज्ञा दिली. स्वामिचा? येकेक तू श्वेदु मापुः
म्हणताति: आणि येकु तू एविया म्होणु प्रतिस्पर्धाति:
हेके तू जेरेरिमायस म्होणु माहितीतात अपवा आविच्यां श्वेदु मजें
निर्मितां कोणी येकु श्वेदु प्रोफेतु. जो हिये आमचे काळी
जिवशृ भोजनु आहिला.

क्षेत्र प्रमाणिते आपुली वारा वा किंतु, जो प्रजे ताई
फांकळ्या ती स्वामिजान आडकुनु, पुराणिनी आपोस्तोलाला लागी विचार
करू, ताका श्वेद: प्रजे ताई मजें किंतु जी फांकळ्या ती
सुभं माका सांभितेकी, आणां तुमका हांव कोणुसयो दिसता, माका
सामान, इत्या विचाराची प्रतिज्ञा आपोस्तोलोप्या सिरकमला
साठी. पेटू, आपणी खाळ करू, घेली: आणि समस्ताचे
नावी स्वामिचा लागी उत्पनु श्वेदु. तू नितषी जिवशृ देखि
पुरुः: सावं पेटू तुरुची तुरुची ताक्तेकु तुरुची ताक्तेकु
संघाको: वा तुक्तां की तेहें किंची ताका स्वामिजान सदेवा
भावांतीत करू, दिविकल्या. आणि इतुयांई स्वामीचे नितत
पुरवतो ना, ताका आपोस्तोला मितिर करू आपुलिसयो सम्बन्ध,
आपे जेवेझेवी जेवेझेवी जेवेझेवी जेवेझेवी जेवेझेवी
एप्युलः इतुयांई इतुयांई इतुयांई इतुयांई इतुयांई
फांकळ्या करू मार्गित: आणी हांव इतुयांई माना मानला
बालर ताका जाय ते ते ते ते ते ते ते ते ते
स्वामिच्या दवळवल्याच्या बाबिल्यांनी जाते आिदिन केलेली.

JOÃO DE PEDROSA, S. J.
(C. 1616-1672)
Divine Soliloquies 1660
(See page, 28, 229)

Soliloquy (Yecagra bolannem) I

स्वामिच्या जेवुक जिताच्या पुरुषकोणा काहीतर आपुलिसयो अपरा-
दांनी मुख्याच्या समांस म्होणु आलो शाक्तित.

दुरुवा जेवुक, तुम्हाला गुणां सारके मजेरित उपकार असेली
म्होणु, विचाराची तुम्हाला आपारी आलो; तुम्हांकणिकांच्या निर्माणी
नदर मजेरित करू ना स्वामिच्या, आणी मज्यो सामान्य करण-
क्लक तुम्हाना ठाउँमरसिसे हात जाव शी. तू माजी बांधिलु
anny saunchei mazea prannacho zamany, tari suamia mazca bhagassanea qatira tuzca bapaca aqhepi, minati cari, hea passauata queti haba amā dogancay yeta tuca acallu nhoi. Hanua aparady, anny mudaly azanny deqhunu tum zamany mazacam dassanches pariharu carunnee vbho rauallo mholonu. Ye anadisidha bapa, ye sarua hucumadara Deua, tuzca cheranauari mastaca thenuu tuca xeranna aīlā, mazē papa, mapa cari datara anny zagu tuzye ananti carunne dayena mazeeauri crupallu honu mazī patacam, bhagassi mholonu uellōuellī hanuē tuze laguy magulceauri atam qhari niti ua nitidharmacho tthasso magotā; tum bārūnū zannassī anupama suaminya, quy tuzo yeecuattu putru wa mazō suamy Jesu Christu, apannapea passauata nhoe, bagara mazē patacā qhatira maranne panało : mholunchea tem tachem punne maca phau anny tenchi ragta, ua punne mazye soddauanchem mola zaunchea caranne apulē ddaīza thira carunu maca dauarilē. Suamya, mazca aparadanchea, bhagassannenea badela tem tum paticarunu ghe, quitea zem tum maca dītass techi hounu sahāza hanūa tuca dītā hanūē magiitalei parassā adicatara tuca arpitam denneaipassī amītā bauadditam tari Suamya tuzca putra chea mogana maca bhagassī, tachechī qhatira mazeeauri prasana za, anny tach anadina seu mazē tthaī mani, mazea dossāpassi tazo mogallu putru, mazo rachannaru adicu sayassalo deqhunu, tachi seuavruti anny tuzy ananti carunna, mazea dossampassi adiqui tallanā cae hoi sate tari tuzy praptī tuntallaly nā, vanny zali nā, pahily carunna saralī nā, tochi sagunnu tichi caecullatī tuze tthaī sadha nite pracattata, anny hea gunū quiteean tunuē bhagassunu crupesti srunzilis tari macai bhagassunu suqhy cari.

Zari (vtama Suamya anny mazea manachea Deua) te adhile xerannagata: tuzca mogachea tezana, harqhitā zaunu anandale hoi tari apulo copu niuamun mazzy cacullati cari anny mazēa dassanche aghorī maca ghalunu tuzye samadrusiti parato zaū dyū naca. Tede calī anny atam tum tochi to Suami, anny tichi hucume, va carunna tuca assa; yugam varussāi tuzē tatuā pallatty nanti vinidā pariho vellu cala tuze tthaī palattu nacary.

Ye saunssatararaca? ye carunne dayecchea bapa? tuze charanna maca hatassalea vinna tanche zualicho vpeqhi naca.
आणी स्वबोध म्हणा आणाची जमानी, तारी स्वामिजा म्हणा मातसण घातिर तुज्या बापाक आलेली, दिनानित करू, ह्या पाराक्रम कॅटिल लाव आम्ही दोरकांवर बेटा तुका अक्कड नूहां. हांव अपराधी, आणी मुदली अजाणी देहनु तू जमानी म्हणा दोसाची प्रतिक्त करत उभे रावलों म्हणून, यें अनादिसिधा बापा, यें सर्व सकुमारांत देखवा, तुज्या चरणावर हरत ठेऊन तुका शरण आळो, मजे पाप, माप करू दलारा आणी जगी तुजीवे अनित करून ध्येन जमेवर जूपाळ ठेऊन मजी पातकं, भास्य म्हणून केलेली हांवे तुजे लाणी मानवावरी आता बाचू नितत वा नितिनिमाच्यांना ठोरे माणालं; तू वाच्यो जाणिंची अनुभवणा स्वामिजा, को तुजो वेकॅबड पुढू वा मजो स्वामी जेणू दिलं, आपल्या पाराक्रम नूहां, बाहर म्हणांत पातकं बाचतर म्हणणे पाळोळ; म्हणुन-भाषाचं तं तांचं उपयुक्त माणा कायां आणी तांचं संस्कृत, वा उपयुक्त मजींए, सोडवणेंचे मोठे आत्मांचा कारणे आलुन डाळज विं तिं कदाच माणा दवरिलं. स्वामिजा, म्हणा अपराधांत दोस्तत्त्व भगवान्या बळणा तं सो पुकरनं वें, किंवा जेन तू माणा दितासस स्वर्गाचे होऊन सहज ह्यां तुका दिवं हांवें मानितस्वत्त स्वर्गाचा रसर अविकर तुका आपत्तों देवापासून अभिल बाबाडं तां स्वामीजांत नुथां ऊताचा मोगाण माणा भास्य, तांचेचित बाचतर मजेवरी प्रसन जा, आणी तांची अनदित सेवा मजे ढाई माण, म्हणा दोसांपिस तांजो मोगाण पुढू, मजो रङ्गांत अकुण समावेश देखुं, तांच राजस्वात्त आणी तुजी अनित करून, म्हणा दोसांपिस अविक नुथा काय हूय सत्य तांती तुजी प्राचीन तुडढं हांवे आणी जगी, पालतो करणा संस्कृतं नाही, तांची संपात तिंच काकृतीत तुजे ढाई कव्या नित्य प्रकटाय, आणी ह्या उपयुक्त नितिनिमाचं करून म्हणुन नितिसं कृतींसूची (?) तां माणाक म्हणुन उपयुक्त करत.

जर (उत्तम स्वामीजा आणी म्हणा मानामाण मेंवा) तें आविष्कारे केशराणांत तुज्या मोगाणा भेजाणा, ह्यांत आउन आविष्कार तं मजी भास्यांत कुप निवासांत मजी काकृतीत करत आणी म्हणा दोसाची अपूर्व माणा बाहुलुन तुजीवे समुद्रस्तिं परतो जांच देतं माणा. तेंदे काळी आणी आतां तं तांची ती स्वामी, आणी तिंच हुकमं, वा करणा तुका संस्कृत; उपयुक्त मजंदर तुजे तां स्वर्गां पत्ती पाती बिरबिं बारं पारं हेव गाल तुजे ढाई पुष्पं नकरती.

ये संसारातरकश? ये करणे दवरिलं बापा? तुजे चरणा माणा हातासम्बं विं तांच जवळजवळ उपेक्षा माणा.
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40. The earliest Devanāgarī Block-Printing in Bombay (Gītā) Miraj 1805.
Reproduced from a copy in the Sanskrit Pāṭhaśālā, Rajapore. (See p. 34).

Reproduced from a copy with the author. (See p. 61).

42. Bālbodha Muktāvali, Tanjore, c. 1806.
Reproduced from a copy in the British Museum. (See p. 46).
Reproduced from a copy in the Serampore College Library. *(See p. 66).*

44. The earliest available *Devanāgari* (Marathi) book printed in Bombay: *An Easy and Expeditions means of acquiring knowledge of the English Language*, Bombay 1818.
Reproduced from a copy with the author. *(See p. 81).*

Reproduced from a copy in the Mumbai Marathi Grantha-sangrahālaya, Bombay. *(See p. 89).*

46. One of the earliest book lithographed in Bombay in 1826. *(Gaṇitamārga, Gujarati in the Devanāgari script).*
Reproduced from a copy in the Cama Oriental Institute, Bombay.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

47. The first book printed in Bombay in 1793.
*(Remarks and Occurrences of Mr. Henry Becher, Bombay 1793).*
Reproduced from a copy in the Heras Institute of History and Culture, Bombay. *(See p. 72).*
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Nos. 48 to 53: Reproduced from the copies in the Serampore College Library.
PLATE 1: Mohenjo-Daro Seals, c. 3000 B.C. (See p. 1).
Syllogismorum artis

Plate 82. First types by Gutenburg. c. 1445. (See p. 2)
Começa o alegre-
TE E MANVAL DE DO
Strina christâa, necessário aos
que se querem saluar
& aproveitar.

Cap. I que trata do estado do pec-
cado mortal, e suas condições.

Ut vult uenire post me,
abneget se-
metipsú, tollat crucem
sua, et sequatur me. Luçe cap. nono.
O que vir após mim, negue a si
mismo, tome sua cruz, e siga me.

Estas palavras, filho charíssimo,
precegou a mesma verdade Cristo
I E S V nosso senhor a todo o po-
vo, como a todos necessárias; por q
nellas confete toda a vida christâa.
Da boca do senhor as tomei, e da
A v

Plate 4: Compendio Spiritual da Vida Cristâa,
Goa 1561. (See p. 15).
Cap. I.

G. Satemanka, anny vcharita, aiste mhanarrasifi quitea?
S. Quitea bhauarthia Christauana, IESV Christachy fee satema nuchy, taissichi, zari yecade uelio ti muqhi ucharunchy zaita, tari tichè qhasira maranna pualoi tari, muqhi ucharunchy.
G. Mannuslu Christaó zalea nimi tim, connu manu, conni uhaddi-ua taca zoddata?
S. Paramesparacho dharma putru hounu, suarguicho ddaizy zata.
G. Anny Christaù nhoe to?
S. Ho aissalo faitanacho gulamu, anny suarguinch chea ddaizaea chucata.
G. Christaù nāua connu uaraunu amacā labala? 1E-

PLATE 5: Doctrina Christi, Racholi (Goa) 1622. (See p. 17).
DECLARAÇÃO

TRINA CHRISTAM COLLEGIDA

do Cardenal Roberto Belarmino da Cópa

nhia de JESUS & outros autores Compos
ta em língua Bramana vulgar pelo Pa
dro Tógio Ribeiro da mesma Compan
nhia Portugues natural de Lisboa.

Impresso no Colégio de Santo Ignacio
da Companhia de JESUS em Rachol;
Anno de 1532.

PLATE 6: Declaracao da Doutrina Christam,
Rachol (Goa) 1632. (See p. 18).
DISCURSOS.

SOBRE A VIDA DO APOSTOLO SAM PEDRO EM

QUE SE REFUTAM OS PRINCIPAIS ERROS DO GENTILIS.

mo de seu Oriente: & se declarou varios mistérios
de nossa Santíssima, com variar Doutrina
vul eu necessaria à esta nova Christandade.

COMPOSTOS EM VERSOS EM LINGOA BRAMANA

Marاثa pelo Padre E. Sá. da Cruz da Com.

Francês

Pressos em Goa na casa Professa de Jesus Com licença
da Santa Inquisição & ordinário &
dos Superiores. Ano do nascimento
de Cristo Senhor Nosso de 1629.

PLATE 7: Discursos sobre a vida do Apostolo Sam Pedro

(Title page), Goa 1629-34. (See p. 18).
PLATE 8: Disserciones sobre a vida do Apostolo Sam Pedro
(First page), Gen 1629-34. (See p. 18).
PADVA
MHAIIALEA
XARANTULEA SANGRO ANTONICHY ZIVILITA CASHA.

13 DE JUNHO.

AMENO MAZÉ PERENDESPORE
SUERGA FRUSSYCHE A ROCHENNARAT
CRUPAXENDHU CORRINNACCA
MUGIRAYA. 1.
NAMO MARIYE SUAMINNY
TÚ SUERGA SEUMFARACHY RANNY
SAITANGOZUZA CHARANNY
PRENNIPASU MAZA. 2.
TUZÉA DEUOREPACHÁ VARDANÉ
MAZA DÈNUIPE MÈTI GNEANA
TÉNE CRUPETSHÁ FANGAINA
SANCHO ANTONICHY CASHA. 4.
MAGS PORTUGALE RAZEDÉSIS
LIXBOA MHENNEPE ZÉCA NAGERASOL
SANCHO ANTONIO GHAERCOALSI
APOLI NIZÉLRANNY.

PLATE 10 : SANCHO ANTONICHY ZIVILITA CASHA, GONA 1655. (See p. 21).
SOLILOQUIOS
DIVINOS

Compostos pelo Padre Bernardo de Vila
de Vizela, da Companhia de Jesus, e
Publicados no Colégio de Santo Estêvão de
Murcia, e calificador do
Doutoramento.

Traduzidos em língua portuguesa pelo
Padre Inocente de Pedroza da mesma
companhia, sendo o primeiro em falar
da Provincia de Coimbra.

A Espírito do Espírito Santo.

Gonça, no Colégio novo de S. F. 1660.

PLATE 11: SOLILOQUIOS DIVINOS. Goa 1660. (See p. 23).
PLATE 12: Doctrina Christiana (Tamil), Quilon 1578. (See p. 10).
Plate 13: Flus Sanctorum (Tamil), Punicale 1580. (See p. 11).
PLATE 14: The Four Evangelists and the Acts of the Apostles (Tamil),
Tranquebar 1714. (See p. 45).
### Plate 15: A Dictionary English and Malabar (Tamil), Vepery 1786. (See p. 47.)
The rules which have been given for the derivation of substantive nouns from the Sanscrit, apply equally to the derivation of adjectives from that language: The adjectives, therefore, in opposition to the adjectives, admit of the distinctions of gender, number, and case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanscrit</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>virtuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सारा</td>
<td>skilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>dear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>blind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>aged, old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>small, mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>rich, proper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>extensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>ill, illiterate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्वरूप</td>
<td>arrogant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Telugu adjectives, when immediately prefixed to substantives, do not admit of declension. They usually require the particles ता and ओ.
beneath; also .after, as,  after that.
about, at  the sea is sound about the Earth.

Of the Dative

All verbs signifying gain, or loss, or injury, or the value of
anything, also verbs of going, such as imply the limit of
motion to a place, verbs of going, of buying, lending, sheriff,
also the verbs substantives  to be,  to acquire,
 to fit,  to arrive, or reach at, require a dative
case, as  I gained nothing,
they suffered great loss;  the enemy gained the victory;
I shall have
honor, you the disgrace;  praise be to God;
the Father preserves money
for his children.

Verbs which signify the boundary at which we would
arrive; he went to the city; he ascended into Heaven;
he went to the well, or tank; or he administers medicine for sickness.

But observe, when we say we go home, the dative is not used

**Plate 18:** Grammar of the Malabar (Malayalam) Language.
Bombay 1799. (See pp. 73-74),
A Grammar, &c.

SECTION I.

Of the Letters.

The alphabet of this language is, with a few exceptions, the same as the Telinga. It contains fifty letters, of which thirty-four are consonants, (क्षण), and sixteen are vowels, (क्षोवा.)

Consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ख</th>
<th>क्ष</th>
<th>क्षि</th>
<th>जा</th>
<th>झा</th>
<th>झि</th>
<th>ग्रेन</th>
<th>ग्लिङ</th>
<th>नेदाल</th>
<th>लानि</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>खा</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>खि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ख़ा</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>क्षि</td>
<td>जा</td>
<td>झा</td>
<td>झि</td>
<td>ग्रेन</td>
<td>ग्लिङ</td>
<td>नेदाल</td>
<td>लानि</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plate 20: An English Kannada Dictionary, Madras 1824. (See p. 48).
Maze, s. మేడ్‌, మేడ్‌, మాడ్‌, మేడ్‌
Maze, n. m. మేడ్‌, మాడ్‌
Mary, n. మార్‌, మార్‌, మార్‌, మార్‌
Me, s. మె‌, మె‌
Mead, s. మేడ్‌ మేడ్‌ మేడ్‌ మేడ్‌
Mead, meadow, s. మేడ్‌
Meagre, n. మేగ్‌, మేగ్‌, మేగ్‌, మేగ్‌
Meagerness, n. మేగ్‌, మేగ్‌, మేగ్‌
Meal, n. మేల్, మేల్ (a repast) మేల్, మేల్
Mealy, n. మేల్‌, మేల్‌, మేల్‌
Mealy-mouthed, n. మేల్‌మేల్‌మేల్‌
Mean, మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌ (constrivance)
Mean, a. s. m. n. మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌
Mean-spirited, n. మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌
Meander, n. మాయాడ్‌, మాయాడ్‌, m. n. మాయాడ్‌
Meanest, a. మెన్‌
Meaning, n. మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌
Meanly, ad. మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌
Meanness, n. మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌, మెన్‌
A GRAMMAR OF THE
BENGAL LANGUAGE
BY
NATHANIEL BRASSEY HALHED.
PRINTED AT
HOOGLY IN BENGAL
M DCC LXXVII.

PLATE 22: A Grammar of the Bengal Language, Hoogly (Bengal) 1778. (See p. 52).
कोजिकर
कोजिय्या
कोजिय्यादार
कोजि
कस
कसिते
कसिद
cough

quarrel, dispute
quarrellsome
four water, canjee
cough
to cough
the poft dawk

a crooked knife to cut grass
wood

मासर पिल्ला

[proceeding from an ill cured fever

a swelling of the belly

a round plate of brass

brass

brazen, of brass

a copper-smith

corrupt blood

who?

who?
চাহেন না না না।

মহের শেষনা।

(শেষনা)

তুমি কেটা। তোমার বাঁটী কেষায়।

মাহের আমার নাম রহমত। আমার বাঁটী

কনিকতায়।

কেন কি নিমিত্ত আমিরাজ।

মাহের আমি বেকার আজি চাকরির চেষ্টায়
-আমিরাজ।

তুমি কি কার্যের চাকরি করছ।

মাহের আমি মাহের লোকের মানসামা চিহ্নিত
তাক করিয়া খল। পুনর্ব সংগ্রহের চিলাম
এখন, মানসামা চিহ্নি করি।

মানসামা কি করিয়া করে।

Plate 24: Dialogues intended to facilitate the acquiring of the Bengali Language, Serampore 1801. (See p. 60).
Let it be near the Durbar.

I'll take it in this neighbourhood!

It must not be in a guttery place.

I shall look out for an house in a dry street.

Hire me a boat.

Sir, where do you mean to go?

I shall go on the river.

Sir, how many days will you stay there?

I will remain there two or three days.

What time will you go?

When the tide comes in,

It is now ebb, the tide will return at night.

Let the boat be ready.

I shall go at night.
before the verb expressing the action, On the sentence just quoted, Ch'ien-hse, observes respecting the Chinese sage's advice to his disciple.

"He said this, for the sake of correcting Tse-chung's fault, and urging him forward."

Comment on Loo-yu, vol. i.

Here the end in view is marked by prefixing ei to the infinitive, which, uniting therewith forms a phrase which has nearly the force of the gerund in di, "for the sake of correcting."

32. Often however a Causal verb is employed for this purpose: an instance occurs in the following sentence, which relates the step taken by the Chinese sage to make a worthless man sensible of his contempt of him:

"Yu-p'ing wishing to see K'ang-yueh, he excused himself as being sick. His servant having scurried gone forth with this reply, he took a harp and began singing to make Yu-p'ing hear him."

---

Plate 27: Elements of Chinese Grammar,
Serampore 1814. (See p. 67-8).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 1</th>
<th>No. 2</th>
<th>No. 3</th>
<th>No. 4</th>
<th>No. 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The table above contains sample data for further analysis.*
Published by Order of the Honorable the Governor in Council,

JOHN MORRIS,
Secretary.

Bombay Castle,
15th July, 1797.

Plate 30: The earliest specimen of the Gujarati Printing
(without a running top-line).

Bombay Courier, Bombay 22nd July, 1797. (See p. 74).
Plate 31: Dabestān (Gujerati), Bombay 1815. (See p. 78).
THE HOLY BIBLE,
CONTAINING:
THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,
IN THE
GUJURATI LANGUAGE,
Translation by the Surat Missionaries.

IN FOUR VOLUMES.
VOL. I.

Plate 32: The Holy Bible (Gujerati 2n.1 Ed.), Surat 1828. (See p. 114).
ADVERTISEMENT,

GOVERNMENT, at the Recommendation of the Medical Board, having entrusted to the Surgeon to the Civil Department, Doctor Kier, the very important duty of preferring the Cow Pox in a recent state; Notice is Herewith Given, to the Natives of all Castes, that Doctor Kier will inoculate their Children, gratis, whenever they choose to apply.—They are entreated to attend, in the Mornings by 10 O’Clock, at Doctor Kier’s House in Town, where they will be shown the progress of this very Mild disease, and have it in their power to be fully convinced that it will, for ever, preserve their Children from the danger of the Small Pox.

By Order of the Hon’ble the Governor in Council,

BOMBAY CASTLE,
12th July 1802.

J. A. GRANT,
Secy. Secretary to Government.

By Order of the Hon’ble the Governor in Council,

BOMBAY CASTLE,
17th July 1802.

J. A. GRANT,
Secy. Secretary to Government.
Plate 34: The New Testament in Mardi (Marathi), Serampore 1807. (See p. 75).
Plate 35: The earliest book in Modi (Marathi) types, Bombay, 1808 (See p. 75).
HOC EST.

PLATE 36: The earliest Devanāgarī block-printing (Hartus Indicus Malabarius), Amsterdam 1678.
Symbolum Fidei.
Ego credo unum Deum
Hoc manet est usque ad perpetuus
Patrem in omnipotentem,
Caeli, & Terrae
Asnam avor Giamin Ka
Creatorum. Et excelsum
peeta Karnevala. Aur Sri
Je-

Plate 87: The earliest specimen of the Devanāgarī types (Alphabetum Brammhanicum seu Indostanum), Rome 1771. (See p. 63).
Since we have so far justified the chaffing of words under this or that gender, let us now ascertain the formation of feminines from masculines, or both, from the generic noun, by the addition, transposition, or changing of letters, in order more effectually to distinguish one sex from the other; for which purpose the Fifth and subsequent Rules will be found useful.

**RULE V.**

**TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pāṭhā</th>
<th>Pāṭhivā</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pāṭhā</th>
<th>Pāṭhivā</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दि़प०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दििप०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दििप०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दििप०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दििप०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
<td>सन्नई०</td>
<td>दििप०</td>
<td>दिपाव</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.** For 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, etc., in the oblique, from the 12th to the 20th inclusive, each they have, as follows: 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56. 57. 58. 59. 60. 61. 62. 63. 64. 65. 66. 67. 68. 69. 70. 71. 72. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. 78. 79. 80. 81. 82. 83. 84. 85. 86. 87. 88. 89. 90. 91. 92. 93. 94. 95. 96. 97. 98. 99. 100. 101. 102. 103. 104. 105. 106. 107. 108. 109. 110. 111. 112. 113. 114. 115. 116. 117. 118. 119. 120. 121. 122. 123. 124. 125. 126. 127. 128. 129. 130. 131. 132. 133. 134. 135. 136. 137. 138. 139. 140. 141. 142. 143. 144. 145. 146. 147. 148. 149. 150. 151. 152. 153. 154. 155. 156. 157. 158. 159. 160. 161. 162. 163. 164. 165. 166. 167. 168. 169. 170. 171. 172. 173. 174. 175. 176. 177. 178. 179. 180. 181. 182. 183. 184. 185. 186. 187. 188. 189. 190. 191. 192. 193. 194. 195. 196. 197. 198. 199. 200.

And in page 34 the 9th line must be, instead of, the numerical figures of each letter, by the Author in Pāṭhī, that in the English characters not having the letters exactly parallel with their corresponding figures. The Author's advice to the reader is, not to forsake or neglect the above, and he makes the bell swing in as many to correct them.

**PLATE 38:** The earliest specimen of the Devanāgarī and Hindustani (Urdu) printing in India (Grammar of the Hinduostanee Language), Calcutta 1796. (See p. 62).
हि० दूसरान में कानताहाई के लिए हि० दी क्वान और क्वानों से क्वीश्राहि: दन कानहि०

हि० दूसरानी क्वान कि जिसका लिख में दारा में हे उसको हि० हि० - उन्दू और नें भी कहते हैं और ध्वन ध्वन

मुनक्त ऋणवी और फ़िल्सी फ़िल्सी फ़िल्सी संलून

या माणा में हे और ध्वन ध्वन पिंह पिंहली

अगले कर्माने में तमाम हि० में जाएँ थी

अभन्न

Plate 39: Essays (Thesis) by the students of the college of Fort William,
Bengal, Calcutta 1802. (See p. 62).
श्रीभगवानुवाच अर्थामूलमध्यशालाम
मश्वत्तप्राङ्रक्षमं छंहांसिष्यस्यपणोनि
यल्लेवेद्वेदविनु 1 अधभेदाध्यप्रस
नास्त्यशास्त्राश्यशास्त्रविश्वयप्रणालाः अधभ्रमूलान्यनसंततानिकरणाि

बंधीनिमवुष्णलोके 2 नस्पमत्येह
थोपल्येवतेनांतोनाचारिनेंचसंप्रणिष्ठा
अश्वश्रेणंसकरुक्रतमूलमसंगवशेषे
पन्तेनछिलां 1 नतःपत्तिपारिपार्थि
नमण्मस्मिनातानिर मवर्तिभूयः नमे

Plate 40: The earliest Devanāgarī Block-printing in Bombay (Gīlā), Miraj 1805. (See p. 34).
श्रीमलास् म्हटली तदनन्तर श्रीमल तथा बोललेत श्रीमलाचा मनेदय वायराहि? जे श्रीमला वा मनेदय जसेल त्याच प्रमाणे वर्तानुक कहूँ।

अहे एक गोळ्या कार्य कर्कान्न जा साहेबाच कार्य कर्कान्न म्हणून जे आत्मा करते ते सत्ता थःन अन्न संगा तदनतर आप ले विचारात जे गोळ्या अर्ध थेहरु ले कहूँ।

तुम्ही राक्षे या कांही गोळ्या म्हणणार्याची आहे आयकृत जा त्याचे त्याहांस समाचे ढळून ता। तिकडे त्यांचच जवळ जा आम्ही चा निरोप विहिले पवेक संग ते सत्ता आयकृत सत्ता खार हाउन येतील आज त्याहासही आणा शंभा देउन आणा।

अहे तुम्हाच कांही विचार ही आहे उया इंगरेजाचा मोटा दिवस हे शेरॅल सारे इंगरेज मोटी खुशी करतील तेथा फार हातेरॅल्लेच।
काहुणि १५। लंगा उगा आणि यें उ का या ची
एकाप वर्तो व हुनाइलते लयाण्याचा आप
हलये न होता नेरे यें क्या उण्या का ली एक दि
वसोह कलंगा उगा वहत करे उ का उभय तंता ही
एकाच मुहूर नर्ती पाणी प्या व यास आले नंता उ
गा उनन प्रदे शी उभा राहिला हा। ताव यें उ
काखा लपट प्रदे शी का ही दूर अन राण ने उभा
होता लंगा उग्या वे म नी. का प्यार का रे ही यें उ
क्या वी दमत बनें अं उ जें कराव या व वये हों नें
तूसार व यें क्या सविचा हंलं गला जैज रे यें उ
क्या निंदे मिळाहे नें पाणी उ हु लून म ला प्या व

Plate 42: Bālakṣiha Muktāvalī, Tanjore c. 1806. (See p. 46).
महासमाप्तेऽ महतिउज्ज्वलः

चपमे वर्षे

१. अत्यधिकममदानदासम् सत्तानिधिपुष्योद्य एवेः पुस्तकरान्य मुल

२. यथाप्रयोगम् विद्वान जन्यामास विष्णुपशु महादेवे जन्यामास

३. महावस यहारें सहारम् यज्ञामास योहारासु तस्यं जावेष्टु

४. समं जन्यामास रामसु पुण्यावत्ते जन्यामास उपज्ञामास वालोगशु

५. जन्यामास नाण्डानसु धारासु जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं राज्य

६. ताक्षे नामं जन्यामास धारासु वेदान्त जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं राज्य

७. जन्यामास नाण्डानसु धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं राज्य

८. नाण्डानसु धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं

९. नाण्डानसु धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं

१०. जन्यामास नाण्डानसु धारामासु जन्यामास धारामासु वालारं

AN EASY AND EXPEDITIOUS MEANS OF ACQUIRING A KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, DESIGNED FOR THE BENEFIT OF THOSE IN THIS COUNTRY, WHO WISH TO STUDY THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND SCIENCE.

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; and to depart from evil, is understanding."

"Of all things, knowledge is nearest to the present moment, since according to its nature, from the presence of the giver into the singer, and from the present into the future, is made of it."

PRINTED AT THE MISSION PRESS.

PLATE 44: The earliest available Decanagarti (Marathi) book printed in Bombay 1818. (See p. 81).
श्वेतगर्भं दरिद्रं ब्राह्मण राहात्तो। त्याला हि पैप्कण वज्रमानांते गाद्वी दोन वांसरे दिली मग त्या ने कृतादिक आहार भानुन ती मोटी पुढच श्याम पाहून एक चोर हाळो दरवे पेहोन भ्याचा हरणा दिदी नियाला, तों वर्टेट एक जलरासस भ्याचे दैत्व चिकवा व नासिका दोपे केळ चिंगट आरत्न नेत्र असा पाठून न तो चवांत भय पावला तेन्हां भ्यास पुसतो तू कोण आहेस मग तो लषणो भो सत्यचतुराचा राक्षस आहे परंतु तू कोण तेसमरे तो लषणो भो चोर दरिद्रिशापणाच्या दोन गार्ड आहेत त्या हरण करावाया सिं जातों तेरांती तो बोलिला भिन्ना तो ब्राह्मण परित आघे वास्तव मोही भ्यास भक्षीन लषणे देववाचे कायर होंदें असें भ्याचे बोलें बेडून उभयता तेंते गेले तेंतां ब्राह्मण निजाला होता। त्याला भक्षला लषणून राक्षस चालिला भ्यास चोर बोलणे गडवा भो याचे मोयुम्म नेर्नेन मग तु ब्यास भक्ष तेन्हां राक्षस लषणी रु ल्यागांचा शब्देवकृत जार ब्राह्मण जागृत जाहिला तर हा तर उदाहरण राहोल वास्तव भो अगोधर भ्यास भक्षेंन पग तु निर्भय गार्ड ने चोर लषणो तूं त्या सा।
गणित मार्गी

आ दैव पुस्तकनो कथि अज्ञात डाकतर है
दुन ने पुस्तकब पाण्डातर जारे आर्से साहेब इँग्लिश गवर्नर शर्कार इंग्लिश गवर्नर मुंबई ए ओ ये भाग-भाग जी क्रमबत ए ओ नी सहायत ना ये युजगनी भाषा मां कियू

मुंबई
शके १७४५
संवत १८८२
इंग्लिश सन १८२६

आ पुस्तक अपवानी ए प्रथमादनी, बापू गंगाधर जोशी विपन्नोकर ए ओ ने हायथी व लाभ ने प्रभार उपर आयी.

Plate 46: One of the earliest book lithographed in Bombay in 1826 (Ganitamarga, Gujarati in the Devanagari script).
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PLATE 47: The first book printed in Bombay in 1793. (See p. 72).
Plate 48: The Holy Bible in the Punjabi Language, Serampore 1811. (See p. 69)

Plate 49: The Bible in Ooria Language, Serampore 1811. (See p. 65)
Plate 50: Assamese New Testament, Serampore 1815. (See p. 65)

Plate 51: New Testament in Mooltance, Serampore 1819. (See p. 66)
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ERRATA

A few obvious misprints are not given below.

P. 2, l. 24, for Marsdeana read Marsdeniana
P. 12, l. 3, " G. C. " C. G.
P. 23, l. 4, " Pendroza " Pedrosa
P. 79, l. 31, " Napier " Nepean
P. 91, l. 16, " 1772 " 1771
P. 94, l. 13, " Pasley's " Pasley's
P. 128, l. 36, " Manadalik " Mandalik
P. 219, l. 36, " 1947 " 1847
P. 235, l. 33, " 21.229 " 21.228
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